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“High levels of urban insecurity change the face 

of a city for the worse. Around the world, the 

wealthy have created architecture of fear by 

retreating behind fortified residential enclaves 

(…) in the case of Guadalajara in Mexico, 

enclosed communities occupy 10 per cent of 

the city’s land space yet house only 2 per cent 

of the population. Even if it is conceded that 

gated communities are a legitimate option for 

the people who live there, it is important to 

recognize that they pose new problems or 

heighten previously existing ones” 

 
 (Cabrales B. in UN-Habitat, 2007, p. 149) 
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Abstract 
 
 
The Gated Community (GC) phenomenon in Latin American cities has become an 

inherent element of their urban development, despite academical debate, their 

approach thrives within the housing market; not surprisingly, as some of the premises 

on which GCs are based, namely safety, control and supervision intersperse 

seamlessly with the insecure conditions of the contexts from which they arise. The 

current security crisis in Mexico, triggered in 2006 by the so-called war on drugs, has 

reached its peak with the highest insecurity rates in decades, representing a unique 

chance to study these interactions. Although the leading term of this research, Urban 

Agoraphobia, implies a causal dichotomy between the rise in the sense of fear 

amongst citizens and housing confinement as lineal consequence, I acknowledge that 

GCs represent a complex phenomenon, a hub of diverse factors and multidimensional 

processes held on four fundamental levels: global, social, individual and state-related. 

The focus of this dissertation is set on the individual plane and contributes, from the 

analysis of the GC’s resident’s perspective, experiences and perceptions, to a debate 

that has usually been limited to the scrutiny of other drivers, disregarding the role of 

dweller’s underlying fears, motivations and concerns. Assuming that the current ruling 

security model in Mexico tends to empower its commodification rather than its 

collective quality, this research draws upon the use of a methodological triangulation, 

along conceptual and contextual analyses, to test the hypothesis that insecurity plays 

an increasingly major role, leading citizens into the belief that acquiring a household 

in a controlled and surveilled community represents a counterweight against the 

feared environment of the open city. The focus of the analysis lies on the internal hatch 

of community ties as potential palliative for the provision of a sense of security, aiming 

to transcend the unidimensional discourse of GCs as defined mainly by their defensive 

apparatus. Residents’ perspectives acquired through ethnographical analyses may 

provide the chance to gain an essential view into a phenomenon that further 

consolidates without a critical study of its actual implications, not only for Mexican 

cities, but also for the Latin American and global contexts. 
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                                                    PART I. 
THE PURSUIT OF SECURITY WITHIN CONFINED 

COMMUNITY TIES — AN INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following research framework serves as an outline 

of the extents raised by the project that is to be 

developed throughout the following five parts. Preceded 

by an initial prologue, Part I intends to revise the base of 

the research by providing an initial approach to its key 

aspects, namely background, definition, motivation, 

structure and methodological approach. Based on 

ethnographical methodologies that ponder the 

intramural sense of security in relationship with confined 

community ties as key categories of analysis, this 

dissertation aims to focus on the inhabitants’ 

experiences, concerns and fears to discern their 

influence on the current GC momentum. This section 

provides an overview of the structure proposed to 

achieve this and clarifies the purpose of circumscribing 

itself to this particular framework; it also serves as 

guideline to the reader by outlining and defining the 

various stages that will be further on developed. 
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Prologue 
 

The research act is demanding and rewarding at once; moreover, assuming the 

researcher role takes time and persistence. The particular case of inquiring a subject 

of study which remains in high seclusion, as is the case of GCs, and dealing with 

obstacles in the recollection of experiences and data amongst a scared and distrustful 

population has been one of the biggest challenges of this research; along that, 

studying the subjectivity represented by fear and sense of community in the big stage 

embodied by the city is a complex task to materialize and handle. Although writing the 

following pages has been a lone and long journey, feedback from colleagues and 

interviewees, who granted me access to their sheltered households and who decided 

to share their time and experiences with me, along with the consultation of multiple 

authors and their bibliographies, has been of invaluable help towards defining the 

object of study and is reflected throughout this work. 

 

It shall be noted that urbanists, amongst the wide spectrum of scientific researchers, 

reflect on perhaps the most complex object conceived by humans: the city, and from 

this perspective, our dialogues with its inhabitants shall be considered paramount as 

they are a main character of its continuous shaping. As one of my professors once 

mentioned, although lacking the laboratory rooms of other scientists, we as urbanists, 

have at our disposal a handful of developing cities to observe and ponder on: complex 

objects of study that are accurate reflections of the societies that develop in them. 

Following these premises, I soon realized that, in order to find the proper research 

direction, my efforts had to be conducted under the assumption that gated 

communities, as many other urban processes, are to be examined from the lens 

represented by the perspective of their residents; in this regard, urban ethnography 

offered an appropriate choice from the field of qualitative research. In following 

chapters I clarify what this approach consists of and why I consider it the proper tool 

of analysis according to the research proposal. 
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Along the adoption of this view, the former master thesis research project that initially 

sparked my interest on the GC phenomena and which preceded this dissertation, took 

me to the analysis of their defense apparatus in the case of the Guadalajara 

Metropolitan Area (GMA), bringing to view the need to fathom why these type of 

developments are thriving in popularity despite the fact that a number of people 

inhabiting them as well as their surroundings remain in a sense of uncertainty, almost 

helplessness, regardless of the amount of walls, guards, cameras, patrols and the 

overall control; while, on the other hand, some others can no longer stand the 

possibility of conceiving their lives outside those walls, to the degree of limiting their 

interactions with the open city to that of the itinerary inside of their vehicles from their 

GCs to their jobs, their schools or other hubs of activity. It became clear that, either 

inside or outside the gates, and regardless of their actual effectiveness, the GC 

phenomenon was, above all, defined by contradiction, appearing both popular and 

polarizing at the same time. 

 

Along the conflict of interest surrounding the GC issue, research data that I had the 

opportunity to gather back in 2012 showed that an overwhelming estimate 90% of new 

housing projects in the GMA were found to be restricted in one way or another in their 

access, this tendency also appeared to intertwine with their diversification towards a 

wider socio-economic spectrum. Those results shed light on yet another interesting 

fact: despite disagreement and contradiction amongst people’s views, it appeared that 

in the midst of a security crisis, and aided by strong advertising campaigns from 

developers who promote that which the city appears to lack, namely security, control, 

distinction and amenities; the general assumption that GCs are the effective 

representation of the next natural step within housing development suddenly became 

the standard amongst citizens in Mexican metropoles. Under the general assumption 

that GCs do succeed at providing those desirable aspects missing in the open city, 

they get easily implemented and reinforced, without further ado, in people’s 

imaginaries as reasonable elements. Even under the assumption that this represents 

a valid alternative to those willing and able to adopt it, and most importantly for those 
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able to afford it; a thorough analysis of its implications, consequences and actual 

results becomes fundamental before considering our submission to it. 

 

As the following chapters will show, amongst the diverse positions taken during the 

last decades by urban researchers towards understanding the forces behind the 

success of GCs, the premise of fear of crime as major driver has not been thoroughly 

covered. In the following parts of this research, I aim to fill in some of those gaps and 

propose as main approach that the current Urban Agoraphobia epidemic may be 

highly supported by a lack or deficiency of current community ties along the urge for 

shelter within an environment which may not provide such assets. Along the 

application of qualitative interviews, cognitive mappings and other methodological 

tools, the following pages condense a theoretical and contextual framework of support 

pondered on the state of the art acquired throughout the bibliographical review to 

finalize with the display of the contextual frame of analysis on which a theoretical 

debate is held and conclusions are suggested. 

 

Input provided by the German academic environment during the period of my 

participation in the European Urban Studies Doctorate has given me a new view on 

how we perceive cities and the phenomena surrounding them, and although the topic 

may result rather unknown within the European context in comparison with the 

experiences regarding the Latin American frame of reference, a global overview shows 

that social exclusion and spatial segregation may appear in diverse ways but ground 

on similar issues which seem to persist worldwide. The aperture of the doctoral 

programme at Bauhaus Universität-Weimar has provided this research, along others 

focused on diverse case studies around the globe, the chance to discuss cases that 

may, at first, seem unrelated to the scope of the European Urban Studies, they 

nevertheless provide further pieces within the large puzzle of urban research within a 

global context. As urban researchers, the answers to our questions are embedded 

within the fascinating object of the city and, as the Great Khan in Calvino’s Invisible 

Cities suggested to Marco Polo, we shall take delight in them: 
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"Cities also believe they are the work of the mind or of chance, 

but neither the one nor the other suffices to hold up their walls. 

You take delight not in a city's seven or seventy wonders, but in 

the answer it gives to a question of yours." 

(Calvino, 1978, p. 44) 
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Introduction 
 

The tight relationship between the pursuit of shelter and the creation of cities can be 

asserted throughout diverse stages and contexts; while an array of other factors has 

also driven their development, the urge for security has been without a doubt a 

decisive feature sought for their creation. As depicted throughout the work of 

neuroscientist Damasio (1999), fear has been proven to be neurologically embedded 

within the human psyche and, along with happiness, sadness, anger, surprise and 

disgust, it is currently recognized as one of the six primary, inherent emotions steering 

human behavior (Damasio, 1999, p.35). Taking this into consideration, it is safe to 

assume that, as part of our human nature and primal necessity for protection, fear has 

been a leading factor, consistently shaping the settlements which we inhabit to date. 

 

As part of this urge for shelter, diverse barriers and elements of delimitation have 

remained inherent to human settlements throughout history; this may render not only 

physically, namely in the shape of basic defensive architectural elements such as walls 

or fences, but also symbolically, in the form of elements of social exclusion such as 

those related to class distinction, membership, status and tribalization. In tangible 

terms, these barriers appear as instances of walls and borders which have been built 

for the sake of protection and can be found throughout diverse civilizations as well, 

mainly in the most evident and perhaps iconic case of medieval cities and citadels, but 

also in several ancient cultures; even the Athenian polis of the ancient Greece, usually 

referred to as the instance par excellence for a displayed recognition of equality, 

otherness and dialogue, represented a space restricted to a limited sector constituted 

only by those entitled to belong within the group of citizens (Valenzuela & Cabrales, 

2002, p. 34). Settlements in Northern Mesopotamia, Chinese walled cities dating back 

to 221 BC, or walls and ditches representing defense zones within prehispanic towns 

as those found by Perlstein (Perlstein, 1977, p. 48) in the town of Tzintzuntzan, are 

further, well documented examples of confining behaviors along diverse civilizations, 

geographical locations and various time frames. 
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The typifications mentioned so far, reflect on the main approach of the research: the 

premise that the pursuit of safety derived from fear is, and has always been, a leading 

driving force behind the creation of human settlements. Notwithstanding this notion, 

the output of that assumption would imply that town and city building are mainly related 

to our craving for shelter and protection; what is rather aimed at throughout the 

following pages is, nevertheless, directed towards finding and defining the 

particularities that shape this premise in the contemporary context. This shall be 

achieved by distinguishing the variations of the underlying forces behind insecurity, 

fear and risk and how they correspond to the emerging patterns within current urban 

development. 

 

Despite the fact that fear has always been present as a driving force within human 

settling, this research contends and recognizes that the new emergent defensive 

patterns respond to risks that differentiate themselves from former ones when 

pondered upon the diffuse and disperse nature of their sources and therein lies the 

value of its analysis. Throughout the analysis of the main concepts condensed in part 

two, I will delve into how this materialization of evil, unlike previous stages of human 

settling, can no longer be rendered territorially or pinned down by a defined threat, 

therefore the aims to ameliorate risks emerge from desperate security measures that 

limit themselves to the offering of a simulated sense of security; in other words, walls 

and physical barriers no longer represent the feasible protection they embodied in the 

past. In most cases, as research will later on show through the use of ethnographical 

inquiry, citizens seem to heavily rely on their placebo effect rather than the actual, 

effective shelter that they are able to provide. In addition to that, mistrust derived from 

undefined threats seems to have undermined the overall social links, turning any other 

citizen, any exterior input, into a potential menace: a risk materialized by the so-called 

otherness. In a scenario like this, the provision of a controlled, supervised 

environment, in which a sense of community is more likely to develop amongst equals, 

becomes attractive to wide sectors of the population. 
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Although later stages of the research will further ponder on the concept of risk, it shall 

be noted as to further clarify the aims of this introduction that while risk represents a 

wide concept, risk society as described by Beck is taken as basis or starting point. 

This mainly implies the threat to the integrity of every layer within the social tissue, in 

the sense that risk becomes so widespread that it no longer respects social, spatial or 

temporal structures (Beck, in Yates, 2003, p.99); while they may adapt to it they can 

no longer escape risk and its subsequent fear representations. This perspective differs 

from those observed on previous stages throughout history in which well 

accommodated classes were likely to either escape or protect from it. Risk society 

also derives, amongst other things, in the undermining of the institutional and public 

trust: in detriment of those who should theoretically be handling security for us and 

taking responsibility over it. As a consequence, and in the midst of the undefined 

threats posed by risk society, commodification of security, a term which this research 

also deepens into, becomes one of the clearest consequences triggered by 

contemporary fear and risk processes. 

 

In order to contextualize concepts such as fear, risk and commodification of security 

within the urban arena and create a frame of reference that allows a concrete analysis, 

this research aims to explore these interactions taking into account the case of Latin 

American cities as a general scope, keeping the main focus of research on the case 

represented by Mexican metropolitan areas, which are not only in the midst of their 

highest boom regarding the GC phenomena as their last defensive resort, but also 

experiencing their worst security crisis in national modern history. In the case of the 

Mexican context, commodification has become clear as those who can afford it are 

allowed to experience, to a certain extent, the feeling of safety, a simulation from which 

the rest of the population is excluded. Those left behind are to deal with insecurity 

themselves while architecture of fear thrives and individual measures are taken, in this 

regard improvised security efforts applied to households in order to defend and 

dissuade intruders are often observed. 
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One of the most patent elements to adjust to commodifying trends are indeed GCs; 

the colloquially named ‘cotos’, term under which GCs have been widely labeled in 

Mexico, has actually got a revealing connotation to it; according to its etymology, coto 

derives from the Latin ‘cautus’, meaning ‘defended’. That appears to be precisely the 

direction towards which urban development appears to point to in the Mexican and 

Latin American contexts. 

 

The following part is intended to explain the structure of the dissertation and delineates 

its extents based on the fear-city relationship that has so far been portrayed. The 

analysis of concepts as wide as those that have been roughly described in this 

introduction demands, foremost, a thorough design of the research; an initial 

contextualization of the issue followed by the definition of the research basis and the 

outline of the methodology aim to accomplish this. Further parts developed along the 

research project will deepen into the notions mentioned so far, more specifically Part 

II, which delineates three main dichotomies constituting the core of conceptual 

analysis: 

 

A. Cities as containers of fear 

B. GCs as housing trend 

C. Communities as shelter and sense of security providers 

 

Complementary contextual and methodological approaches of following parts will 

have this theoretical framework as base for the analysis and discussion of specific 

case studies. 
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 1. RESEARCH STRUCTURE & GUIDELINES 
 

The arrangement of chapters followed by this research project is contained into five 

parts according to its development stages; on the other hand, the research timeline to 

be completed throughout the investigation has been divided into 16 phases (Figure 1-

1): those referring to formulating the research background (1 to 3), those that deal with 

preliminary methodological tasks (4 to 7), the definition of values and tools to evaluate 

the phenomenon (8 to 10), application of field research work (11), the development of 

a theoretical framework of analysis (12), analysis of data (13 to 14) and the manuscript 

production (15 to 16). 

 

 
Figure 1-1. Proposed research timeline 

Source: Author (2018) 
 

The development of the five parts that comprise the manuscript start by defining its 

structure along the introductory section and continue until the establishment of the 
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theoretical framework of chapters two, three and four. The context and methodology 

are thereupon defined and related to preceding research phases, which later on leads 

to a final discussion upon results attempting to deliver its own contributions and 

conclusions while proposing further directions of research within the fields of study 

related to fear in the urban context and the development and evolution of the GC 

phenomenon.  

 

Before delving into the scheming of each stage, it shall be noted that, given the 

complexity of combining the three wide terms that lead the research: Fear, Insecurity 

and The city, it became necessary to encompass the definition of variables taking into 

consideration three basic frameworks of analysis that derive from a main conceptual 

container that further delineates the research scope, these are: a) Fear as a result of 

crime, insecurity and risk, b) Gated communities as thriving phenomena, and c) The 

pursuit for community ties, which acts as aftermath driver from the two former factors. 

 

 
Figure 1-2. Derivative framework of analysis 

Source: Author (2018) 
 

Followed by a thorough review of the literature, the category of analysis represented 

by Urban Agoraphobia (Figure 1-2) was found to embrace these three interactions and 
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is therefore here adopted as their main conceptual container. As is later exposed 

throughout the manuscript, despite the potential of Urban Agoraphobia (Borja & Muxi, 

2003, p. 23) as conceptual component of analysis, it has not been fully developed yet, 

having been limited to a brief exposition of the term along remarking its validity and 

implications within the work entitled Public Space: City and Citizenship. Taking this 

into account, one of the aims of this dissertation is to further develop Urban 

Agoraphobia as a valuable category of analysis that adapts to the phenomena 

occurring in many contemporary cities that evolve towards the coping of untraceable 

risk and lack of control over its consequences through the establishment of defense 

mechanisms that further exacerbate their citizen’s confinement. In this regard, that 

which Beck had already described concerning risk society as the omnipresent threat 

challenging our current conceptions over control, also takes part in this process: 

vulnerability spreads and new challenges involving security measures begin to 

emerge; those for which, institutions we usually relied on, appear now incapable of 

providing: 

 

“The risks we are confronted with cannot be delimited spatially, 

temporarily, or socially; they encompass nation-states, military 

alliances, and all social classes, and, by their very nature, 

present new kinds of challenges to the institutions designed for 

their control.” 

(Beck, in Yates, 2003, p. 99) 

 

Although the particularities of these new challenges in connection with the gating 

phenomena will later on be fully discussed; a brief overview of the derivative 

framework of analysis described up to this point already reveals, in an essential 

manner, the foundations upon which the general structure of the research will be 

based on. In this sense, the dissertation follows a sequence in accordance to its 

progression: chapter one begins by putting forward a thorough revision of the structure 

of the research through the description of its extents and specific aims; it clarifies, in 
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the first place, the context from which the main idea of research emerged by exploring 

the national circumstances that have led to a state of generalized insecurity and its 

derived fear and how this gets reflected in the case of Mexican cities. It also offers an 

insight of the current GC situation, origins, trends and main categorizations defined so 

far in the existing literature. Along this background, chapter one also explains the 

reasons why GCs embody important subjects of study and how their relationship to 

the particular context of Mexico and Latin America offers new perspectives of study 

that justify further research in that direction; potential difficulties for the gathering of 

information are also outlined along this chapter, especially regarding the access to 

GCs and their inhabitants. Additionally, a research definition is stated, establishing the 

formal foundations of the research which materializes as questions, objectives and 

hypotheses, the formulation of these aspects is closely related to the development of 

further chapters. Finally, an overview of the research design in terms of its 

methodological approach and case study selection criteria are offered along the 

proposal of instruments of research that derive from the use of urban ethnography as 

main tool for a qualitative approach over the subject, this review is intended as an 

insight to the methodological guidelines that are to be fully developed on Part IV. 

 

Part II, consisting of chapters two, three and four, will define both a theoretical 

foundation and a delimitation of its framework in terms of examined definitions 

throughout the existing literature, it does so by reviewing and discussing concepts that 

are closely related to the core topics of the research and by defining its analytical 

categories. It also intends to set the basis from which the analysis of these concepts, 

in relationship with the proposed context, can be carried out along the contextual 

approach of chapters five and six; moreover, it provides the theoretical background 

from which to analyze the results obtained from the application of the methodological 

tools proposed along Part IV. 

 

The chapters constituting the second part of this dissertation are developed in 

accordance to what I have designated as derivative categories of analysis (Figure 1-
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2). Three ramifications, which stem from the main idea behind Urban Agoraphobia, 

derive directly from the frameworks of analysis that were mentioned before and 

constitute the main conceptual analysis that leads the research. In that regard, chapter 

two, under the title: ‘Scare(cities): On fear within the urban and insecurity as scarce 

good’, sets forth a diversity of approaches on fear and risk within modernity along with 

a description of the urban space in relationship to insecure conditions and its 

associated reactive measures with the purpose of developing a definition of fear that 

suits the scope of the research and helps to reveal the thread between its 

manifestations and the space constituted by contemporary cities. As part of chapter 

two, the section entitled ‘Communi(ties): On the yearn for shelter within communitarian 

sense’, explores the interaction between the search for communitarian attachments 

and the sense of uncertainty and risk represented by the contexts from where this 

stems; there I fathom on the premise that, in the presence of a hostile, insecure 

environment, the idea of belonging to a controlled, trustworthy group of people 

becomes appealing while, at the same time, inspiring a feeling of familiarity and 

reliance that may be missing in what has been widely termed the postmodern city; 

along this exploration, this section also ponders on the scope and various definitions 

regarding the term of community in order to narrow down the extent of the definition 

considered for this dissertation. On chapter three, named ‘Surro(gating): On the 

substitution of the open city by walls & gates’, the GC phenomenon is thoroughly 

explored taking into account its origins, from the post-war context of the US-American 

cities which set the model in motion through the establishment of country club 

developments in their suburbs, to the adoption of the gated community model 

throughout Latin American cities under a plethora of terms: cotos, condominios 

fechados, countries or condominios and barrios cerrados, all under the same premise 

of denying the open city. A proposed classification encompassing current trends 

observed in GCs also attains this section.  

 

A contextual analysis regarding the current situation of insecurity and crime in Mexico, 

along a description of how GCs have inserted themselves within this context, is 
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presented throughout Part III. By analyzing the diversification and spread of GCs in 

the specific case of the GMA, I aim to present its particularities and reflect on its 

evolution, this serves as the base for the selection of a proper, representative case 

study and the depiction of the concepts exposed in chapters two and three within 

specific setting and time frames. Once the context is defined, Part IV puts forward a 

set of methodological tools to approach the subject of study under the lens of urban 

ethnographical tools while displaying their results. As further detailed on chapter six, 

an inter-methodological triangulation is proposed, one that combines qualitative, semi-

qualitative and semi-quantitative approaches in order to get a contrast and 

differentiation amongst them. While the qualitative aspect, represented by urban 

ethnography in the form of Semi-structured Interviews (SI) and Cognitive Mapping 

(CM), is considered the leading approach for this research, semi-quantitative and 

semi-qualitative aspects which are planned to be obtained by the use of Multiple Item 

Classification (MIC), Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) and Sense of Community Index 

(SCI) tools will also be taken into consideration with the aim of obtaining as many 

perspectives on the issue as possible. On a last instance, Part V will present a set of 

conclusions and a theoretical discussion upon results, pondering on the contributions 

of the dissertation while suggesting further lines of research regarding the study of the 

city under the focus of insecurity related fear as well as depicting directions on which 

the study of GCs could move further on. 

 

1.1. Research background 
 

The phenomena affecting contemporary cities modify not only their landscape, 

connectivity or functionality but also the social interactions of those inhabiting them. A 

recent paradigm within the research field of housing structures in Latin America 

derives from the emergence of Gated Communities and their associated outcomes; 

within the last two decades they have become one of the main sources for research 

in the field of urban studies, not only in the regional context of Latin America and 

Mexico but also within the international scope. Multiple studies have emerged in the 
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last two decades from countries belonging to diverse regions covering the entire globe: 

England, South Africa, Australia, Canada, Hungary, South Korea, Ireland amongst 

others are just a few instances that reflect the global extent of these trends. The 

American context at large remains nevertheless under the most scrutiny; in this regard, 

a systematic review elaborated in 2003 by Blandy et al., pondering a total of 175 

references regarding works related to the study of GCs worldwide, revealed that over 

two thirds of the literature production stemmed solely from within the American context 

(Blandy, et al.., 2003, p. 8). 
 

Next to their expansion, new social, economic, environmental, political and cultural 

challenges deriving in a variety of categories of study converge inside these fortified 

cells; in this regard, segregation, consumption, sustainability, identity, community, 

mobility, globalization, insecurity and countless other repercussions represent also 

potential paths that draw research nearer to their comprehension. Understanding the 

implications embodied by GCs is a paramount matter given the fact that they are 

quickly becoming the number one choice for housing development for the middle and 

upper classes in cases like those of the Latin American cities; surprisingly, this comes 

along a recent appearance of new trends of diversification towards socioeconomic 

sectors with a lower income which, as I will analyze on later sections, turns the 

phenomena into a rather generalized issue. 

 

A glimpse of the increasing popularity of GCs can be caught by the result of recent 

studies that reveal for instance that by 2014, cities like Guadalajara and its 

Metropolitan Area (GMA), developed a 90% of its overall new housing offer in a gated 

residential development modality (Díaz & Ortiz, 2014, p. 28). The implications, new 

challenges and consequences raised by GCs demand further and thorough research 

for, even assuming them as valid choices in terms of their legal status for those in 

conditions of affording them, they also imply the escalation of existing urban issues 

and bring new and unprecedented ones to scene. 
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One of the leading approaches suggested by this dissertation proposes the study of 

GCs by taking into consideration their implied interaction with security as a commodity 

and fear as their trigger, an initial hypothesis would then imply that the current success 

of gated communities is, on a high degree, based on the interaction between a feared 

environment and the figure of security as profitable commodity decentralized from the 

state as provider. Insecurity and marketing represent tangible indicators 

corresponding to fear and consumption respectively, they have become 

complementary factors that nourish the growing market developed by investors who 

are able to profit from the citizen’s perceptions and preoccupations, establishing new 

ways of inhabiting the city that have, since the end of the twentieth century, challenged 

our previous conceptions. Along this approach, numerous studies have been 

conducted covering a wide range of aspects regarding GCs during the last couple of 

decades, there is nevertheless still a gap in the explanation of their specific social 

grounds, while only a few have inquired on its relationship to fear and consumption. 

This work aims to tackle some of these gaps through the analysis of the concrete 

interaction between the afore mentioned categories from the qualitative approach of 

GC’s resident’s perspectives and perceptions, asserting that only through their 

detailed inquiry and understanding can we approach the range of issues they pose. 

 

The scope of research topics triggered by GCs has extended their interest amongst 

urban researchers worldwide, the last years have witnessed a particular momentum 

in the production of publications and, what started as a housing developing trend in 

US-American cities like Los Angeles in the sixties and seventies with the 

establishment of country clubs and second-use residences, has resulted in the 

adoption of the model in countless other regions. There has been a constant struggle 

to identify the success of the phenomenon of gated communities in Mexico and Latin 

America but also in other developing countries and emergent economies in which they 

started to appear. This was made patent on Beyond Gated Communities (2015) a 

collection of studies spanning cities as diverse as Johannesburg, Bangkok, Western 

Cape, Seoul and Cork City amongst others (Bagaeen & Uduku, 2015, pp. 12-16), 
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which reflect on this expansion and continue to address the issue. In general terms, 

the perspectives under which the phenomena have been explored could be 

summarized within the following approaches: 

 

A. Analysis of the general public’s attitude towards GCs 

B. Property value 

C. Behavior amongst residents 

D. Level of satisfaction 

E. Governance within communities 

F. Control over planning and policies 

G. Motivations from residents 

H. Crime rates and security perception 

I. The role of GCs as segregators 

J. Community perception 

 

To a certain extent, the proposed line of research along this dissertation establishes a 

connection with all these approaches, it nevertheless emphasizes on security and 

community perception while attempting to create a link with the motivation and 

satisfaction level of their dwellers. Equally important, although not included in the 

previous summary, is the frame of reference from which GCs stem; further sections 

on this chapter take note on the particularities of the context of insecurity on which 

GCs seem to have taken off within the Mexican case coinciding with the twelve-year 

period of intensification of both criminal activity and counter actions carried out by the 

federal government from 2006 to 2018. Whether GCs represent a direct reaction to 

the spatiality of fear generated by the increase of these factors is one of the topical 

threads leading the research and serves, at the same time, as a preliminary statement 

towards shaping its further design in the shape of specific questions, hypothesis, 

objectives and methodological approaches. 
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1.1.1. The context of security crisis in Mexico 
 

Insecurity in Mexico has gained momentum over the last years and has turned into a 

prevailing topic within the social and political agendas, this trend has become 

particularly stronger after the establishment of the War on drugs campaign, widely 

covered by the mass media and started during the six-year mandate of former 

President Felipe Calderón back in December of 2006. Despite the alternation of the 

ruling political party, which took place in 2012, the strategy has remained the same 

under the current government headed by president Enrique Peña Nieto and the 

magnification of insecurity along the outbreak of violence that arose since the wake of 

its implementation has been continuously documented by both, official governmental 

dependencies and independent observatories run by citizen and third-party 

organizations such as Universities. The most referenced and relying source regarding 

insecurity indicators comes from measurements obtained by the National Survey for 

Victimization and Public Security Perception (ENVIPE for its acronym in Spanish) 

carried out by the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI for its acronym 

in Spanish) on a yearly basis since 2010; in these reports, a prevalence and increase 

of insecurity and violence is evidenced and sustained ever since its first edition. Along 

rising numbers and indicators, perhaps the most illustrating and current figure comes 

from an insecurity report published recently by the Ministry of Internal Affairs (SEGOB 

for its acronym in Spanish), according to data obtained from it, 2017 has been the 

most violent year within the last two decades, lapse under which insecurity has been 

measured by this dependency (Ahmed, 2017). 

 

Followed by more than 100,000 deaths, 30,000 people missing and billions spent on 

the fight against organized crime (Ahmed, 2017), the war on drugs campaign has 

proven not only inefficient but mainly left a sense of overall risk that has gradually 

taken off in the country at all population scales, affecting not only urban areas but also 

towns on every size and location. While the wave of insecurity triggered in the last 

years appears unstoppable, the rendering process of Urban Agoraphobia in Mexican 
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metropolitan areas has become just as valid as its expansion. The materialization of 

population’s fears and anxieties into a rejection towards open, unprotected spaces, 

seen now as undesirable and dangerous, is quickly becoming generalized while a 

process of self-produced catalysis continues to act repeatedly justifying the 

implementation of security measures implemented around the city. 

 

Another noteworthy aspect amongst the results derived from ENVIPE is the fact that, 

parallel to the rise from 18.2 to 23.3 million victims within the last six years in the 

prevalence of criminal activity, the indicator that reflects the main concerns amongst 

Mexican citizens has now unprecedentedly positioned insecurity, by a large margin, 

as their number one preoccupation. With a value of 59.1%, a result that now surpasses 

the traditionally main concern of unemployment, insecurity has become the number 

one issue, this also reflects as almost double the value of poverty in the same 

measurement regardless of the critical economic conditions that prevail in the country 

(Figure 1-3). On the other hand, 72.4% of Mexicans perceive their states of residence 

as insecure because of delinquency; that represents an increase of almost 10% in 

respect to the same indicator back in 2012 (INEGI, 2016, p. 4). 
 

 
Figure 1-3. Distribution of main concerns amongst population in Mexico 

Source: ENVIPE 2015-2016 
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The issue of violence in the country has escalated to levels so high, that the Heidelberg 

Institute for International Conflict Research has positioned the country on the highest 

level of conflict intensity regarding the American continent for the year 2015 (Figure 1-

4). Included within index five of the barometer, Mexico’s current rating, is classified as 

state of war, this implies sharing the category along with nations like Iraq, Afghanistan, 

Libya or Syria, considered as countries currently involved in open war and part of 

global-scale conflicts. Although the focus of the Mexican case is usually not set in its 

actual proportion on a worldwide basis, the issue is tangible and does affect its 

citizens, at the same time it also seems to replicate several symptoms already seen 

during the war on drugs in Colombia during the 1980’s and 1990’s, which triggered a 

diaspora that drove innumerable amounts of citizens out of their cities, towns and even 

their own country because of risk and violence. 

 
Figure 1-4. Conflicts in 2015, national and international level 

Source: (Linke, 2015, p. 10) 
  

There has been a generalized and agreed upon consensus amongst the population, 

institutions and academics on how the results reflected on these studies depict, on the 

one hand a failed strategy from the state, which was mainly designed to front-face the 
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issue by a brute-force approach where repression and the use of military and police 

forces became a priority, while on the other hand neglecting social and economic 

strategies that could more efficiently counteract the prevailing socio-economic breach 

that dominates over the country’s policies. Taking into account the premise that a 

fragmented, polarized social fabric represents an ideal space for the emergence of 

processes such as organized crime and insecurity, an approach that disregards them, 

shall be considered insufficient towards an integral solution. 

 

Furthermore, and leaving aside the statistical aspect represented by objective 

conditions represented by figures and numbers, the problematics implied by fear of 

crime are also linked to subjective conditions. The qualitative aspect surrounding the 

topic and the objective-subjective duality identified by authors like Fuentes and 

Rosado (2008) depict a bond between these practices and the emergence of social 

imaginaries, thus recognizing the existence of further sub-categories such as evil 

imaginaries (Fuentes & Rosado, 2008, pp. 101, 102). According to the authors, these 

would respond to both objective and subjective conditions and would be governed by 

direct and indirect experiences, which in turn shall not be dissociated when analyzing 

the urban context under the premise that fear and insecurity play an important role in 

their development and taking into account that urban imaginaries represent a current, 

valid instrument to approach this type of phenomena. 

 

In the same proportion that factors such as insecurity and violence indexes are to be 

taken into account, the appreciation and attitudes of city’s inhabitants should likewise 

be pondered without setting aside the role of mass media as an effective instrument 

for their propagation. As evidenced on ENSI 2009 (Insecurity Related National Survey, 

for its acronym in Spanish), the exposure to news is shown to have a significant impact 

in relationship to the perception of insecurity amongst the population, not surprisingly, 

since most of the content widespread by the media seems to focus on violence and 

crime, exacerbating therefore fear amongst citizens. Strategies of marketing 

associated to housing developments have been able to profit from fears embedded 
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within the social imaginary and, in this regard, those labelled as derivative fears, 

internalized and triggered by the sense of vulnerability towards hypothetical threats 

and an overall sense of susceptibility (Bauman, 2008, p. 11), take part on this. In that 

context safety as an obtainable product or commodity is a phenomenon so current 

that it has been accurately termed by several authors as the commodification of 

security, according to Krahmann (2008) an increasing amount of empirical evidence 

illustrates the validity of the phenomenon as an internationally spread phenomenon 

(Krahmann, 2008, p. 387). 
 

Either driven by objective or subjective conditions or localized in urban or rural areas, 

the frame of security crisis in Mexico reveals a contextualization of the conditions 

under which fear of crime finds a fertile ground to increase the popularity of defensive 

attitudes throughout the territory. Justifiable or not, these measures reflect ultimately 

the picture of a population left helpless to develop or adopt further solutions in the face 

of insecurity. In the case of rural communities and towns this has reached the point 

where the creation of autodefensas, self-organized armed groups of settlers 

substituting the state security corps, has become a feasible, if not strictly legal, choice 

in the provision of security. Although the validity of these organizations remains 

uncertain, in states like Michoacán, where criminal groups had pervaded almost every 

activity, namely economic, social and political, autodefensas seem to have offered an 

alternative to the fleeing of population caused by violence. Since the time of their 

establishment back in 2013, Felipe Carrillo Fuente, a small community of that state, 

hosted a total of 24 groups embodied by autodefensas and communitarian police, 

which managed to create a front against organized crime in the ‘tierra caliente’ region 

of that state (Fuentes & Paleta, 2015, p. 172) as a counterweight to the lack of security 

derived from organized-crime related extortion. 

 

Although fear may stem from multiple directions, insecurity appears to provide reason 

enough for the protection of territories while legitimizing its counteractive measures. 

As discussed in this section, context plays a fundamental role in the emergence of 
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these manifestations; fear of crime in Mexico seems to have permeated almost every 

corner of it and its consequences on urban areas are paramount for its analysis, 

equally important is their relationship according to social, economic and political shifts 

that are simultaneously taking place. Further development of this research 

background engages this contextualization with the appearance of territorial changes 

and measures of adaptation related to fear and its interaction with the city; under these 

circumstances, GCs appear to play a major role on urban transformations. 

 

1.1.2. Urban imaginaries and the spatiality of fear 
 

The study of the urban processes that steer the contemporary city towards a 

determinate spatial configuration is represented by a wide spectrum of conditions 

which have been discussed by urban studies through social, economic, political and 

cultural processes. In this direction, Borja (2003) stresses the role of the city as a 

“historical, geographical, socio-cultural and even political reality, a concentration both 

humane and diverse” (Borja & Muxi, 2003, p. 3). Cities then, reckoned under this 

conception, may be regarded as concentrating entities and shall be pondered on not 

only as hubs of those interactions and diversities; but also, and according to data 

published by UNESCO, as the prevailing subject of study to further understand such 

interactions. The year 2008 represented the milestone where over half of the total 

world’s population concentrated for the first time in human history on urban locations, 

while estimations indicate that the growth of this figure will reach up to a 60% by 2028 

(UN-Habitat, 2008, p. 4). Under this perspective, we find ourselves in the face of a 

space that works as the current most important container of social interplay and the 

core, par excellence, of issues derived from it. 

 

Amongst the intangible agents involved in these social interactions are those related 

to perception, emotions and experiences. Embodying one of the essential tools 

developed to understand them, social imaginaries stand out as one of the most drawn 

upon instruments for perceptual analysis; while subjective components have been 
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addressed from several disciplines, Fuentes & Rosado (2008) make reference to the 

pioneer role of psychology, philosophy, history and anthropology in the use of the 

concept of imaginaries as a protagonist in the analysis of social phenomena (Fuentes 

& Rosado, 2008, p. 94). In the American context, and along the last decades, 

especially after the 1990’s, a trend of researchers under the influence of 

phenomenological approaches, started to adopt elements of anthropology, aesthetics 

and semiology amongst others in order to explain urban phenomena under the 

premise that citizens play a major role in the shaping of the urban space they inhabit, 

this constituted a shift on the way of conceptualizing the city; from this assumption, 

the perspectives and practices of users ought to be considered inherent, basic 

elements of the city’s structuring, this necessarily implied the transcendence of their 

role from spectators to propitiators of the city. 
 

Conceptualizing the city as an object that is in constant relationship with its users 

implies that the context of a city driven by high insecurity levels could play an important 

role within its urban development. As initial approach to explore the influence of fear 

that derives from these interactions, the inclusion of urban imaginaries as guidelines 

constitutes an important instrument of analysis and means for their interpretation. 

These stand as analytical categories representing important elements for the 

delineation of the links between the social morphology of urban space, the actual set 

of practices carried out by their settlers and derived imaginary representations 

revealed during this process. Moreover, the use of evil imaginaries as categories of 

analysis that give shape to these representations in the urban space can also reflect 

the deep interaction derived from those mental constructions, that is, the base from 

which the subject structures his relationship with the city in terms of pondering risks 

and the traces left in the urban space by those representations. A consequence of 

these interrelations is expressed in the urban tissue fragmentation, where 

apprehension to the unknown, the other and mainly a concern towards finding the 

sources from which that fear stems is increasingly more evident and leads to an over 

protection of space while feeding the increase of social differences already present. 
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Within this framework, it becomes increasingly evident that social sustainability also 

plays a major role and must be considered as an essential element along the design 

and development of the city. In this context, counteracting the current tendencies of 

urban development that tend to urbanize without building and that tend to perpetuate 

the establishment of the so-called emergent city, understood as the container of 

“diffusion, low densities and high segregation, territorially wasteful, unsustainable, 

socially and culturally dominated by perverse tendencies of ghettoization, dualization 

and exclusion” (Borja & Muxi, 2003, pp. 7, 8), acquires a particular importance. 

Amongst the attributes of this emergent city, the spatiality of fear surfaces as an 

inherent element of the contemporary urban space, materialized by a plethora of not 

only physical but also virtual manifestations: immaterial, yet perceivable by its 

inhabitants. 
 

The protective margins created as a response to this fear can be interpreted as basic 

components of a new urban morphology, one that is largely supported by the concept 

of postmodern city as described by Amendola (2000) amongst other authors; 

according to this conception, fear becomes one of the city’s main guiding principles 

creating spaces where indetermination, fragmentation, hedonism, subjectivism and 

stochastic coexist altogether (Amendola, 2000, pp. 71, 72). In other words, this 

postmodern city is to a large extent fed by the effective practice and the imaginary 

representations of its citizens, all representing the basis from which urban imaginaries 

originate. The incorporation of social imaginaries to the study of this interaction poses 

new questions, amongst those the following could be stated as a starting point to 

further debate within this dissertation: What evokes fear in certain areas of the city? 

What keeps us away from particular places in it? Is there a relationship between 

effective practices and subjective situations associated to fear in the city? What is the 

influence of media in the implementation of gated communities? What is the value of 

imaginary representations over the city and its urban configuration? How are the gated 

community and fear phenomena related to the way cities are planned on other regions 

of the world in regard to local, national and regional contexts? 
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Hints for answering these questions may be found within the realm of sociology, 

Zygmunt Bauman (2008) has, for instance, developed a theory of fear based on his 

widely-known concept of liquidity that originates from a context led by the pursuit of 

safety as priority. Under this concept, the author describes contemporary fear as that 

which adopts the properties of the liquid state of matter, that is “diffuse, disperse and 

whose origin or source is almost impossible to determine or trace; characterized by its 

irrigation and pervasion, properties which tend to permeate its environment along its 

path of development” (Bauman, 2008, p. 10). Liquid fear is at the same time intimately 

linked to derivative fear, as the feeling of susceptibility to danger, vulnerability and 

routine forms that aim to respond to it are inherent to environments infiltrated with 

insecurity and uncertainty. Both, liquid fear and derivative fear, stir a sense of risk that 

appears to react through counteracting measures that seem desperate given the 

immaterial character of the threat they represent in their very origins. In this way, as a 

liquid spilled in a maze, fear resembles its propagation along the urban grid, 

unstoppable and rendering any barriers feeble while withholding it around its edges or 

borders. From this stance, surrounding walls would act as either redistributors or 

containers of that risk, fear originated from this flow of risk would nevertheless remain 

untouched and further propagate around the city. 

 

The emergence of GCs as likely responses, in spatial terms, to insecurity related fears 

within the urban context refers us back to the aforementioned definitions of liquid and 

derivative fears while creating a link in respect to the practices of postmodern 

urbanism where uncertainty towards the source of fear triggers all sort of responses 

against it, regardless of their validity or effectiveness; it is known that although walls 

have remained an inherent element to human settlements for centuries, they were 

eventually proven vulnerable as technological improvements surpassed the actual 

protection offered by them. As Ellin (1997) points out, protection from invaders was 

one of the incentives of building cities whose borders were defined by vast walls or 

fences for almost every civilization that we have record of, while this proved an 

effective means of defense for centuries; the introduction of weaponry like the cannon 
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and, more recently, atomic weapons or even biological ones have rendered city walls 

almost zero protection (Ellin & Blakely, 1997, p. 13). Regardless of their efficiency, the 

act of erecting walls and gates around housing complexes to control their access has 

not ceased and it can be assumed to have provided a placebo effect that seems to 

supply a feeling of certainty that many long for within contemporary metropoles. 
 

As it will be later described, the phenomenon of fear and the city has been widely 

studied by diverse authors and from multiple perspectives in the regional, national and 

global contexts. In this direction, I take Borja's (2001) proposal for the category of 

analysis represented by Urban Agoraphobia as a conceptual amalgam that brings 

together the concept of imaginaries with two key topics regarding the issue: fear and 

open spaces. Despite not having developed the term further than its conceptual 

approach and focused the attention on the public space problematic rather than the 

housing sphere, Urban Agoraphobia accomplishes the aim of putting together the 

elements that constitute the spatiality of fear within the urban arena. Urban 

agoraphobia embodies a key concept open enough to fit a pathology of contemporary 

urbanism represented by the gating of formerly open housing developments around 

the city, a set of social practices chosen by settlers to cover their basic needs for 

protection. Taking this into consideration, the concept could embody the potential to 

become a main category of analysis within urban studies when inserted in the topics 

discussed throughout this dissertation. In the core of the concept, the aversion to the 

open and plural city combines with the limiting and fear-conditioned living, regardless 

of its actual perceived or real nature, but constantly magnified by insecurity driven 

processes. In this regard, the study of the dichotomy leading this research, constituted 

by the interactions between city and fear, needs to be considered as originated within 

the perspective of the ones who inhabit and transform its space: the urban actors. 
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1.1.3. Gated communities, a contextualization 
 

While the origins of GCs in Mexico can be traced back to the 1960’s, when early 

manifestations that sought the emulation of their US-American instances began to 

appear in the form of suburban country clubs, the motivations and underlying reasons 

of this isolation have witnessed a significant evolution in regard to those early 

representations. Throughout the last decades, an important process of diversification 

has occurred both in their function and scope, adapting and intensifying certain 

characteristics according to shifts in political, social and economic processes that 

precede them. Certain qualities of these kind of developments become exalted 

according to what the ongoing urban parameters dictate while encompassing an 

increasing sector of the population within this process; as a result, the gating of 

neighborhoods has gradually become the norm rather than the exception. 

 

Within the North American context, which has the longest tradition regarding the 

development of gated developments on a worldwide scope, several typologies have 

emerged. Based on multiple instances located in North America along with massive 

surveys, Blakely & Snyder (1998) narrowed down a typology that has been widely 

referenced for other contexts and that recognizes three broad categories of gated 

communities according to their focus. Although some variations appear according to 

the worldwide context, these seem to replicate and constitute the most recognized 

classification to date in the study of gated communities (Figure 1-5). 
 

 
Figure1-5. Typology of gated communities by focus 

Source: Author (2018), based on (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p. 59) 
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Blakely & Snyder’s graphic depicts, not only how function and income seem to 

determine the various forms in which gated communities may materialize, it also 

introduces security as an essential factor. In that regard, lifestyle communities 

represent gating in the shape of country clubs that acquire their popularity mainly 

based on their reputation amongst upper-class social layers through the prioritization 

of leisure facilities; prestige communities would on the other hand owe their popularity 

to their location, architectural and property values. Finally, security zones would 

emerge in pursuit of completely different and renewed priorities; at these instances, 

security would embody their main attractive, thus transcending the role of GCs as 

social status providers (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p. 57). 

 

According to what Blakely & Snyder’s typology depicts, and what has emerged within 

the context of the GMA, a classification encompassing three main directions for the 

case of the local context could be proposed to set the particular features of the 

phenomenon within this global framework: 

 

A. Elite Suburban Country Clubs: emerged in the GMA between 

1967 and 1985 and aimed for the upper-class social layers, 

spanning a 120 to 746 hectares’ extension while meant as 

secondary residence, that is, for holiday or weekend purposes. 

B. Inner-city Gated Communities: those that appeared between 

1986 and 1999, aimed for both middle and upper classes with an 

extension comprising anywhere from 15 up to 124 hectares, 

these were mainly meant as first residence or main households. 

C. Diversified Gated Communities: originated between 2000 and up 

to date, these are developed on extensions from 3 up to 300 

hectares and in the scope of mainly middle and upper classes, 

showing nevertheless an expansion towards social interest 

housing complexes meant as first residence type housing, while 

partly encompassing low income housing developments. 
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The narrowing down of these three categories, reveals that most features seem to fit 

and adapt properly to what Blakely and Snyder’s model originally proposed. Defensive 

morphologies, along with the degree of asceticism and their implicit motivations, have 

mutated for the case of gated communities in Mexican cities in a similar way to the 

process above described for the case of the United States, more specifically in the 

case of the GMA. Ickx (2002) pointed out, in a study that analyzed gated developments 

in that metropolitan area within the period of 1967 to 2001, that three main evolutionary 

guidelines could be observed: dimensional, locational and aspirational (Ickx, 2002, p. 

120). This categorization would derive, on the one hand, in a change of dimensions 

and location of developments: going from big country club complexes of up to 746 

hectares that remained up to 15 kilometers away from the city’ center and its perimeter 

to much more compact ones with an average area of only 15 hectares and placed 

within or nearby the city’s perimeter. On the other hand, an aspirational shift is also 

implied: while the first gated developments sought mainly second-residence homes 

away from the chaos of the city and within the natural landscape of the countryside, 

later manifestations pursued the everyday home or residence which would at the same 

time be located near green areas and remain well connected and close to the inner 

city. In this phase, security also began to appear, mainly as a plus used by developers 

to increase the added value of property. 

 

Further developmental stages and particular features for the case of the GMA could 

nevertheless be added to those signaled by Ickx, more precisely, by exploring into 

more recent evolutionary processes that seem to give continuity to what he described 

regarding previous phases. A new stage that fits aspects of Blakely & Snyder’s 

classification into the local context may be added after the analysis of the period 

comprised from 2002 until current dates; the emergence of a tendency that points 

towards a diversification of aspects mentioned by Ickx, along with the adherence of 

new ones, would become clear during this last period. This emergent stage would be 

characterized in terms of location by developments that are again settled outside the 

perimeter of the city, although the margin is reduced in respect to previous stages 
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resulting in a 3 to 5-kilometer radius away from it. Dimensionally, an important 

diversification also takes place: unlike other phases, new developments expand along 

a wider dimensional spectrum, from small 3-hectare housing clusters, to big housing 

complexes of up to 300 hectares. Lastly, a shift in the aspirational aspect also 

becomes apparent: a significant evolution towards the generalization of security and 

control turn these into the most wanted assets to opt for a gated community; in this 

sense, controlled gates become their flagship product, a main feature above 

architecture or amenities that leaves aside aspirational factors that were prioritized 

before, such as closeness to nature and social status prestige; in that regard, the 

conceptualization of gates could be reconfigured, from status to safety providers. 

 

Most importantly, during this potential latest phase, and added to the shifts in the three 

directions suggested by Ickx, namely locational, dimensional and aspirational, there is 

a hint to a new driver: the expansion of the gated community offer in terms of their 

socioeconomic approach, now encompassing new social strata within their spectrum. 

Under this assumption, a diversification of the socioeconomic target to which they aim 

would stand as priority amongst real estate developers of gated communities 

encompassing developments amongst most social layers, from suburban country 

clubs with a golf course included (in a revival of their first 1960’s manifestations) aimed 

for the upper-classes, to social interest housing developments, understood as housing 

projects designed under an architectural program consisting of kitchenette-dining 

room, 2 bedrooms, 1 toilet, 1 parking spot and basic services such as water, electricity, 

drainage and sanitation. The most iconic case registered in this direction within the 

local context would correspond to ‘Hacienda Residencial Santa Fe’, a massive lower- 

class 109-hectare housing complex containing a total of 15,000 lots with an interior 

configuration of 148 subdivisions or internal cells, accommodating a range of 140 to 

400 houses each (Moloeznik et al., 2009, p. 70). 

 

Some features observed in the transitions for the case of the GMA also appear to 

coincide with findings by authors like Borsdorf & Hidalgo (2009) in regard to Latin 
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American case studies. According to Borsdorf, barrios cerrados (the common term 

used to describe GCs in Argentina) would be driven at five levels: global, of state, 

social, individual and traditional; each of these drivers would have led to processes 

that derived in the gated community boom in determinate periods of time. Borsdorf’s 

diagram (Figure 1-6) depicts a series of processes led by social and individual drivers 

where the pursuit of a safe dwelling or safe environment for children blend with others 

like exclusiveness and lifestyle according to their socioeconomic approach; also, at 

state level, criminality is seen as a determining factor. This almost seamless 

correspondence amongst drivers at a regional level yields interesting results and 

contributes to the validity of its study. 

 

 
Figure 1-6. Relevant drivers on diverse levels for gated developments in Latin America 

Source: (Borsdorf & Hidalgo, 2009, p. 6) 
 

Regardless of typologies and drivers, what is clear is that GCs represent a clear 

tendency within urban development in Mexican cities towards enclosing and isolation. 

The zenith of the phenomenon in the GMA is reflected in a study led by Díaz & Ortiz 
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(2014), which took into account the analysis of the twenty most advertised housing 

developments offered by the main real estate companies in Guadalajara regardless of 

their modality (open or gated) during that year. The results reveal an evident trend 

towards a GC preference (Table 1-1), yielding a total of 90% of developments built 

within a gated modality (Díaz & Ortiz, 2014, p. 29). This kind of results reflect on a 

clear trend towards bordering increasingly wider sectors of the population which shall 

not be overlooked, as Cabrales (2001) pointed out:  

 

“Gated communities shall not be seen as a simple urban 

phenomenon towards new access to housing, but as one that 

allows us to better understand new territorial structuring logics, 

residential unfolding and one that offers the possibility of reading 

cultural patterns within contemporary societies”  

(Cabrales & Zamora, 2001, p. 240). 
 

 
Table 1-1. Housing development modalities offered in Guadalajara during 2012 

Source: (Ortiz, 2013) 
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This renewed momentum of housing models involving the spread and diversification 

of GCs derived from insecurity gains further importance and validity once inserted in 

the field of residential segregation, not only on a national level, but also on the regional 

and even global contexts. This type of tendencies appears not only in Latin America 

and the U.S., countless cases in countries like South Africa, Spain, Turkey or China 

register similar tendencies within the urban research fields. Amongst the processes of 

privatization driven by gated communities, the concept of community and its derived 

sense of community as categories of analysis stand out. Unlike the various 

terminologies in the Spanish language used to define GCs such as coto, 

fraccionamiento cerrado or barrio cerrado, in which the term community is left aside, 

the widespread English concept of gated community marks a significant difference by 

implying in its very core the existence of a community within its borders; be it territorial, 

relational or of shared-interest. On the other hand, authors like Bauman (2009), have 

signaled the notion of sense of community as potential countermeasure to diminish 

the increasing sense of insecurity and crime in the contemporary city while, in a 

proportional way, endowing it with measuring capabilities regarding sense of security 

within communities (Bauman, 2009, pp. 5,6). From this perspective of reciprocity, it is 

necessary to evaluate the validity of the root concept of community taken into account 

as a core element within gated housing complexes; the premise that without security, 

sense of community tends to vanish and vice versa shall be regarded as an intrinsic 

relationship for their development. 

 

Taking into consideration that both community and sense of community within this type 

of developments are highly influenced and empowered by real estate companies, two 

guiding principles seem to arise: a) The provision of a controlled environment where 

neighborhood relationships occur within a framework mainly defined by the 

commodification of security as prime product, this concept introduced by Loader 

(1999) illustrates the spread of a consumer culture dominated by the security industry, 

which has led to an unprecedented growth of the private security sector drifting in the 

supply of security in terms of the ability of citizens to afford vigilance for themselves 
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and turning the basic act of safe inhabiting into an act of consumption (Loader, 1999, 

p. 378), and b) The offer of a prefabricated, artificial and simulated sense of 

community, a sub-product or associated plus to the acquisition of housing that 

guarantees, on the one hand, a uniform coexistence based on selfhood and carried 

out with socioeconomically similar citizens and, on the other, the subsequent creation 

of bonds derived from the shared use of amenities and seemingly open spaces that 

are, however, restricted to the exclusive use of those entitled as community members. 
 

Along the problematics that have been so far exposed, a series of key questions have 

emerged and been formulated; their thorough analysis through the development of 

objectives and respective hypotheses that follows on further sections of this 

dissertation aims to represent the main framework that delimits the extents of the 

research. Based on an approach and applied methodology derived from the category 

of analysis embodied by sense of community, the research seeks to clarify and answer 

these questions along a main concern, namely the inquiry of the underlying drivers 

beneath the recent rise, diversification and imposition of the gated community 

phenomenon aside from its potential relationship with the outbreak of violence, sense 

of insecurity and derivative fear represented by the national context. 

 
1.2 Research definition 
 

Gated Communities are a complex subject of study. As reviewed so far along the 

research background, countless factors intervene in their implementation and, 

regardless of their consequences, it can be asserted to this point that the popularity of 

the phenomenon amongst citizens has been proven to remain not only intact but 

increasingly stronger. Aside from the shortage of information regarding the impact of 

their sudden spread and diversification, the problematics posed by how GCs affect 

community ties within and outside their borders along with the evaluation of their role, 

either as containers or redirectors of the crime-related fear surrounding them, has 

been mostly neglected by urban and social research. Regardless of the premise which 
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holds GCs as the potential providers of the self-organized, uniform, thus safer 

community environment missing in the open city, their actual consequences remain 

understudied; in this scenario, the reformulation of the very concept of community 

becomes equally important under those specific conditions materialized within gated 

developments in comparison with their open instances. 

 

Along the reshaping of core concepts like commodification of security and intramural 

sense of community, an analysis of the circumstances of national insecurity and the 

correlated development of GCs as new shapers of the contemporary city becomes 

crucial; in this regard, the present research proposes a qualitative focus that turns to 

the perception of those that currently expect to find in them a subterfuge from these 

adverse contexts. As a preamble to this research, an initial probe constrained itself to 

the formal analysis and evaluation of the elements displayed in the architecture of fear 

present on the exclusive, upper class GCs of Guadalajara, which in turn sparked the 

interest to transcend into a more qualitative focus, one that could inquire beyond those 

formal boundaries; it then became clear that it was necessary to deepen into the 

underlying social processes leading to that fortressing, as the answer to their 

popularity shall reside there. On the other hand, a second incentive of research 

became evident through the analysis of the socio-economic dispersion derived from 

the evolution of GCs on both local and national levels; this has become equally 

important and complementary to the research proposal, as it offers the possibility of 

contributing within a line of study that requires an update to more recent and newer 

stages of development along their new implications. 

 

Within the local evolution timeline in which GCs are immersed, the generalized 

tendency towards blindage seems to correspond directly to similar factors which have 

been observed on both regional and, occasionally, global basis; at the same time, 

there are hints that indicate an increasing emergence of these as a response to an 

adverse, risky environment, rather than limiting them to locational or aspirational 

drivers, in this regard security seems to emerge as the primary factor on more recent 
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stages. Regardless of these points of correspondence, the real impact of this recent 

diversification and its actual effects with respect to the key functions they are meant 

to accomplish as shelters from crime, insecurity and fear remains also largely 

unknown. Taking this into consideration, the main drive behind this research lies in the 

eagerness to fill in the gaps that have been found after researching on GCs through 

previous studies. Regardless of the wide array of academical production in urban 

research that set GCs as focus of their study, a scarcity of works that aim to inquire in 

the opinions and motivations of their inhabitants is also evident. The perspective that 

we, as urban researchers, can acquire from residents is of high value since it is them, 

the consumers of such models, who determine in the end the success or failure of 

these modalities. 

 

The study of gated communities attains a collective interest, inasmuch as they are, on 

a regional basis, shaping the present and future of the cities we inhabit; by assuming 

that GCs represent a facet of embodied fear in the city, it is equally important to 

recognize the latter as potential configurator of cities and towns. Fear has been 

considered a constrainer of human settlements throughout history; as Ellin (1997) 

points out, protection was the main stimulus for their erection and it has invariably led 

to the assembly of barriers that represent protection from invaders; in fact, the main 

incentive for building cities has, during large periods of history, been defined by their 

borders, walls and fences (Ellin & Blakely, 1997, p. 44). 

 

Although the innate fear-city relationship proposed by Ellin creates a chronological 

correspondence to the defensive needs throughout certain history stages, it shall be 

noted that both, contemporary fear and its sources of origin, display substantial 

differences in regard to those that have been mentioned until now. A key point is the 

uncertainty within contemporary society when trying to determine the origins of fear; 

within a globalized, highly mediatized society as ours, fear has been turned into a main 

component, universal and liquid. Bauman (2008) contributes in this regard a 

fundamental element, endowing contemporary fear with fluid properties, defining it as 
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something scattered and at the same time omnipresent, asserting thus a more 

accurate, contemporary definition: according to him, “fear is the name we give to our 

uncertainty, to our ignorance regarding the threat and to what cannot be done to stop 

it or fight it” (Bauman, 2008, p. 10). 

 

For both the GMA and the national contexts fear has quickly become an increasing 

phenomenon matching the rising levels of violence, as a consequence, perception of 

insecurity amongst citizens has reached its highest levels in decades. Alongside this 

increase derivative fear, or the feeling of susceptibility to danger and vulnerability, has 

permeated the environment in a way that resembles what Bauman refers to as liquid 

fear, in the sense that threats can no longer be pinpointed or properly characterized. 

Although the sources of fear remain uncertain, an element that has substantially 

contributed to this increase is the war on drugs phenomenon; the severity of the 

violence unleashed after its implementation is reflected on recent studies conducted 

by the CCSPJP (Citizen Council of Public Security and Criminal Justice for its acronym 

in Spanish) on the most violent urban areas in the world; according to their estimations, 

Los Cabos was the most violent city in the world during 2017, while a total twelve 

Mexican cities were ranked amongst the fifty world’s most dangerous; out of those, 

eleven lie in the north while the only one in the south, Acapulco, occupies the second 

place on the list (Solís, 2018). Although the violence derived from the conflict may 

seem to have taken its biggest effect on the northern cities of Mexico, leaving cities 

like Guadalajara out of the list, this does not imply that it is free from violence; in fact, 

during the six-year period of 2005-2011, 1073 death victims reported were related to 

the drugs and cartels conflict, in addition to this a substantial increase of inner city 

armed confrontations was recorded, moving from a total of zero confrontations in 2007 

to a total of a 131 on the period of 2008-2010 (Martin, 2011). 

 

While the war on drugs conflict does not represent the only trigger of fear, it seems to 

have widespread the sense of insecurity amongst the population. As byproduct of 

insecurity and risk, derivative fear goes hand in hand with evil imaginaries and the 
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social construct of fear; one of the most evident consequences of these interactions is 

expressed in the physical blindage, at all levels, along the city. Evident reflections of 

these tendencies are reflected, on an urban scale, by the housing blindage embodied 

by GCs, amongst those instances the most luxurious ones stand out along with 

complex defensive apparatuses while, on an architectural scale, those protective 

efforts are also expressed on individual measures; high picket fences, led lighting 

systems, alarms, surveillance cameras and all sorts of defensive, offensive, dissuasive 

and coercive elements (Díaz & Ortiz, 2014, p. 39) seem to extend these protectionist 

tendencies along what is left of the open city. 
 

Inserted within these processes, the GMA has become a representative example of 

the stratified and segmented city, where residential and segregated ghettos coexist, 

and in which everyone is, according to their social and economic possibilities, trenched 

within a state that Davis (2006) denominated the militarized urban space (Davis, 2006, 

p. 223). Barriers, not only material ones, but also virtual and symbolic, that are at stake 

represent a transcendental element of analysis when searching for new city 

management approaches that contribute to lessen these gaps on the urban fabric. 

Territorially, the weakening of this tissue on the GMA can be perceived on the 

relationship between Northwest and Southeast, poles that form entities in constant 

conflict, creating fringes of disintegration along the urban grid. This is clearly reflected 

on a study conducted by Cabrales (2006), where a polarizing effect becomes evident 

when observing the emplacement on the Northwest by the upper class, while the lower 

classes locate on the Southeast, likewise an important concentration of GCs 

measuring between 100-375 hectares concentrates on the West, while on the North 

and Southwest the big GC developments that started this tendency back in the 1970’s 

and which could measure up to a 750 hectares find their enclaves (Figure 1-7). 
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Figure 1-7. Evolution of gated communities in Guadalajara until 1995 

Source: (Cabrales Barajas, 2006, p. 8) 
 

The validity of the phenomena of gated communities on the local, national and global 

levels, as well as the high presence of insecurity, risk and violence processes directly 

involved with fear, set the pace to deepen on the interaction of fear and city from diverse 

perspectives. Amongst these, the study of social and urban imaginaries within a framework 

of analysis that centers on the reformulation of the concept of community could yield 

important data regarding these processes and their consequences for the contemporary 

urban space. It is essential to observe and contrast different modalities of urban theory 

and design on a global context in order to find answers on how, and in which direction, the 

contemporary city evolves while understanding the current relationships between society 

and territorial structuring. 
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1.2.1. General research issue 
 
A review of research lines that set their objectives around the impact of Gated 

Communities in the contemporary city, reveals a consensus on their definition as hubs 

that channel a wide and diverse number of issues of study. GCs may appear as 

relatively small and isolated cells spread around the city, but while the impact of a 

single case may have a limited impact, the bundle represented by the network they 

create as a whole does represent a significant shift according to our previous urban 

concepts in terms of the social, economic, cultural and political changes they bring 

along. Taking this into consideration, the main approach of this dissertation will 

circumscribe around these shifts, rather focusing on their social and individual drivers, 

specifically those that correspond to the search of safety as their main trigger; this 

circumscription is assumed in order to set the boundaries of the framework of study in 

clearer and more practical terms according to the extent of the research project. The 

exploration of the general research issue will be defined by the following three 

elements: 

 

A. A group of research questions derived from a leading inquiry 

B. A series of objectives that directly correspond to those questions 

C. A general hypothesis which acts as the core of the research 

project and which is to be either proven or refuted 

 

While the main approach to define a general issue of study will necessarily involve the 

evaluation of fear of crime as a protagonist driver within the social and individual 

drivers, it is assumed within the three elements proposed that global and state level 

factors are also at stake as side factors. In this regard, an initial premise would take 

into consideration that, while in previous stages of development, the reproduction of 

the GC model for the case of the GMA had mainly responded to dimensional, 

aspirational and locational trends driven by global, state and individual levels; new 

patterns seem to emerge within the current context of insecurity, showing a socio-
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economic diversification and the intensification for security and community related 

drivers, factors which are mainly inscribed within the social and individual level scopes. 

 

The proposed research structure defined by hypothesis, questions and objectives 

aims to attain a deep understanding of the interaction between these new drivers and 

trends under the premise that only by acknowledging these shifts shall the GC 

phenomenon be better understood and the sought conditions that are emulated within 

walls be achieved in the open context of a city that is less exclusive and where 

segregation is not perceived as a normal shift of contemporary urban development. 

 

1.2.2. Main aim and research questions 
 

The main aim of the research is to explain the current shift in housing development 

that sets the role of insecurity as an increasingly popular driver beneath the socio-

economic diversification of gated communities in the GMA by drawing from the 

assumption that frightened citizens perceive in them stronger community bonds, thus, 

safer environments; from that perspective, gated housing modalities shall be 

regarded, along with their urban and social impacts, as either catalysts or repellents 

of those fears. To approach this conceptual dichotomy, the use of a qualitative, 

comparative study of sense of community and security perception is proposed, aided 

by the use of a methodological triangulation that draws upon qualitative and semi-

qualitative instruments. A set of mainly explorative questions derived from the main 

concern of exploring the role of fear derived from insecurity as protagonist factor in the 

recent spread and diversification of the GC phenomenon in the national and local 

contexts are presented here in order to direct the research towards fulfilling this aim: 

 

A. How have GCs in Guadalajara evolved since their establishment 

until their current stage? 

B. What factors, aside insecurity-derived fear, influence the boom 

and diversification of GCs in their latest stage of development? 
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C. How do sense of community and sense of security interrelate 

within GCs and in regard to their immediate surroundings? 

D. In terms of sense of community and sense of security conception, 

what are the differences and which variables come into play 

when analyzing GCs and their open counterparts? 

 

Calling upon the theoretical framework that supports this dissertation, into which I 

delve throughout Part II, the following figures (Figures 1-8, 1-9, 1-10 & 1-11) depict the 

conceptual development of potential research lines in accordance to the questions 

that lead the research, this serves to illustrate the direction of both the theoretical 

discussion and the design of methodology in accordance with a predefined set of 

guidelines represented by categories, variables and indicators along their theoretical 

foundations. 

 

 
Figure 1-8. Question ‘A’ in relationship with the research’s proposed theoretical framework 

Source: Author (2018) 
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Figure 1-9. Question ‘B’ in relationship with the research’s proposed theoretical framework 

Source: Author (2018) 
 

 
Figure 1-10. Question ‘C’ in relationship with the research’s proposed theoretical framework 

Source: Author (2018) 
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Figure 1-11. Question ‘D’ in relationship with the research’s proposed theoretical framework 
Source: Author (2018) 

 
 
1.2.3. Main hypothesis 
 

For decades, the gated-community offer by real estate developers has manufactured 

simulated, harmonic, well-being spaces around Mexican metropoles. Usually 

emplaced in closeness to nature and providers of a privileged social status, gated 

developments endow their inhabitants with a sense of community and security based 

on selfhood, protection and private security. All these features have gradually turned 

them into the star-product of a socio-economic strata that has been able to afford it; 

furthermore, the bordering of these areas seems to have derived into a redirection of 

insecurity flows towards their edges, establishing in this manner islands of apparent 

safety surrounded by the flows of risk of their open environment. However, added to 

the recent increase of the criminality outbreak in the country, there was a parallel 

process of diversification that started to adequate this model to the social interest 

housing sectors. The spread of social segregation, that simultaneously began to take 

place, involves therefore a wider socio economical spectrum in what appears to be a 
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failed emulation of the phenomenon that points towards the abandonment and 

detriment of inner community ties which, paradoxically, derives into the creation of risk 

receptacles rather than the expected immune areas.  

 

The research here proposed departs from the premise that this diversification is giving 

way to a new paradigm within housing development according to the flows of risk that 

seem to emanate from the open city. To support this, the typification of a functional 

dichotomy of closure that ranges between repellence, for the case of upper class gated 

communities, and continence, for recent, diversified instances, is to be considered; 

this is to be done without disregarding that neither of these approaches is considered 

valid to the actual counteraction of insecurity and the consequent fears associated 

with it. Finally, the research considers that the evaluation and thorough understanding 

of communitarian dynamics and security perception that emerge inside gated 

communities in regard to their immediate open environment represent key categories 

of analysis in search of demystifying the phenomenon and lessening justification to its 

climax. Even considering this type of housing development offer as legitimate within 

current legislations and the current real estate market, its actual contribution within 

their insecure contexts demands further questioning and thorough, qualitative 

research approaches. 

 

1.2.4. Differentiated research approach 
 

The exploration of existing topics within the current bibliography studying the 

phenomena of residential closure reveals a scarcity in terms of applied qualitative 

methodologies. Although a wide variety of research has been made in the direction of 

descriptive studies, a smaller amount has dedicated its efforts on deepening into their 

underlying causes; in regard to it, this research takes the idea of an ethnographical 

study as starting point towards a more thorough evaluation of the renewed community 

bonds and sense of security that may be emerging within gated developments with 

the aim of understanding the abrupt dominance of this model and decoding the keys 
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to its sudden success. Added to that, the analysis of its diversification, as to have a 

contrast medium that aids to portray the effects of this new trends, is proposed in order 

to update the specific line of research that addresses their development behavior. 

 

A mixed methodology that combines ethnographical aspects, such as cognitive 

mapping or semi-structured interviews, with the use of surveys, statistics, on-site 

analysis and observation may derive into more detailed approximations and results for 

a phenomenon that goes beyond its statistical layers. Parallel wise, this research 

ponders the implementation of pioneering methodologies as the conceptual structure 

analysis of urban fears, proposed by Páramo & Roa (2015) for the alternative 

measurement of citizen’s representations and materialization of fears within urban 

contexts. On the other hand, the use of tools like those put forward by McMillan & 

Chavis (1986) regarding the measurement of sense of community through SCI could 

effectively complement the qualitative side of the research and at the same time 

explore methodologies of recent creation with the aim of yielding novel results. 

 

Rather than approaching the problematic on a single-sided basis, the research is 

meant to spread within a topical framework based on two main axes (drivers and 

diversification patterns) which share the study of GCs in Mexico as starting point and 

then expand towards more detailed branches accordingly. A total of seven sub-topics 

are then developed, giving place to further categories of analysis that are bear under 

the term of catalysts. In order to better illustrate the structure of this framework, a 

topical diagram has been elaborated (Figure 1-12); through the analysis of drivers and 

local trends of GCs in the Mexican context, an array of areas of insertion, identified as 

catalysts within the black fields of the diagram, correspond on one side to the 

diversification of GCs during the 2002-2016 period, on the other it reflects a shift on 

the social and individual levels as its corresponding process. Three binding points are 

also signaled in the diagram, namely sense of community, levels of insecurity and 

sense of safety; these are projected as categories of analysis that will yield indicators 

and variables to be measured later on throughout the methodology application. 
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Figure 1-12. Topical diagram and fields of insertion 
Source: Author (2017) 

 

In general terms, the research aims to insert itself within the current topical frameworks 

that study the socio-economic expansion and new drivers leading the sudden 

popularity of gated communities in Mexico. Exploring the topic of their diversification 

in socio economic terms is on one side essential because the current unprecedented 

shifts towards this direction could represent a new paradigm within this type of 

residential development; on the other side, this could be linked or influenced by current 

perceptions of insecurity and crime rate increase as main dominant drivers, which 

could in turn mark a new trend that displaces drivers which were previously thought of 

to have more significance. The inclusion of catalysts as categories of analysis is also 

proposed as a conceptual research tool in pursuit of generating new lines of insertion 

for the evaluation and measurement of qualitative data; to accomplish this, the 

development of a theory based on the concept of urban agoraphobia is suggested, a 

concept I regard as not fully implemented throughout the literature on the subject 

regardless of its potential and current validity, the theoretical background supporting 

this idea is enforced throughout the following two chapters. 
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                                                      PART II. 
FEAR & THE CITY — A CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS 

 

 

While Part I of this dissertation provided an introductory 

overview of the framework that will lead the research, 

Part II aims to create the link between that research 

structure and subsequent contextual and 

methodological approaches of the following chapters by 

providing it with a robust theoretical framework; a bridge 

where key concepts are described, analyzed and 

discussed. In order to establish a clear scheme from 

which this theoretical discussion stems, I propose the 

use of 3 compound-form analytical discourses: 

 

•Scare(cities): On fear within the urban and security as 

scarce good 

•Communi(ties): On the yearn for shelter within 

communitarian sense 

•Surro(gating): On the substitution of the open city by 

walls and gates       

 

These key concepts are brought together to outline the 

argument that GC’s residents seek their seeming 

security based mainly on the premise that the binary 

approach of commodification of security and sense of 

community provides the only escape from the risks of 

the open city. This, in turn, could also help to explain its 

recent socio economic expansion and diversification. 
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Introduction 
 

Research on GCs is abundant, so are the studies over insecurity, crime-driven fear 

and community development; there is, nonetheless, a scarcity of studies that search 

for the bonds between these issues thoroughly by consulting and analyzing their 

residents’ points of view and those from neighboring open instances. Based on the 

bibliographical resources reviewed for this research, the following list of topics 

represent a synthesis of leading cues towards research fields on which gaps have 

been detected and which could be enhanced by this dissertation taking into 

consideration the approximations to the concrete subjects proposed. The following 

four directions were established as means of structure for the production of a state of 

the art basis, its exploration could determine clear paths of incursion to the further 

elaboration of a theoretical framework that is both adequate and innovative: 

 

A. Gated developments: 

- Citizenship and public space 

- Urban agoraphobia 

- Periodization and typology 

- Social exclusion and residential segregation 

- Privatization and fortification of space 

- Elitization of the housing market 

- Insecurity and consumption 
 

B. Risk, fear and insecurity: 

- General notions and definitions on the concept of fear 

- Architecture of fear manifestations 

- Local and national insecurity indicators 

- Theoretical discourse on fear, risk and social controls 

- Consumption and surveillance 

- Ecology of fear 

- Liquid fear 
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C. Community sense and development: 

- Community and social bonds 

- Membership and identity 

- Community links and sense of safety 

- Community sense and public space   

– Ghettoization 
 

D. Qualitative research and methodology approaches: 

- Perception studies 

- Semiotics 

- Epistemology and ontology in social research 

- Imaginaries 

- Urban ethnography 

 

According to these four topical directions, a series of approximations towards the 

creation of a state of the art may be established; once founded, it will act as starting 

point for the identification of insertion areas to lead the research. Within the following 

paragraphs, some of the considered works are referenced in order to create a 

synthesis for each of these four directions. A proper deepening into these theories is 

the ultimate purpose of carrying out the theoretical debate that constitutes the following 

part of this dissertation. 

 

Regarding research in the GC development context, there is a wide collection of 

studies that analyze the subject within the regional, national and local levels. Works 

by Ickx (2002), Cabrales Barajas (2002) and Hernandez (2007) to mention some, 

provide a significant delimitation for a base of study within its local extents. Ickx, from 

the perspective of urban structure and periodization of the phenomenon, Cabrales & 

Canosa contributing on the geographical and territorial scopes and Hernandez 

Rodriguez through his characterization of typologies, represent essential instances of 

the works to be taken into account. For the case of regional investigations, case 
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studies in Latin American countries, mainly Argentina, Brazil and Chile appear as the 

most studied; several authors, amongst whom Borsdorf (2009), Hidalgo (2004), 

Svampa (2001), Giglia (2002), Janoschka (2003) and Caldeira (1997) count as most 

representative, have studied the subject considering perspectives that range from 

residential segregation, public space, citizenship, social exclusion, urban 

fragmentation and citizen participation to topics regarding their study in function of 

their emergence as consequences of globalization and dual city processes rather than 

reducing them to their national or local extents. Within the studies that refer to risk, 

fear and insecurity, the broad scope of publications offer perspectives ranging from 

theoretical discourses and general definitions to the philosophical view of fear as 

instrument of control in contemporary society. Authors, such as Foucault (1975), Augé 

(1992), Amendola (2000), Fromm (1941/2001), Robin (2003), Bauman (2008), 

Korstanje (2010), Giddens (1997) or Beck (1995) on the other hand provide notions 

around the concept of fear and risk which are highly regarded for their validity and will 

be taken into account as theoretical analysis anchors to support this research. 

 

From the sociological perspective, Bauman, with his theory of liquid fear, Augé with 

his approach on non-places, and Robin’s argument regarding the emergence of risk 

societies, feature some of the key concepts to support the theoretical analysis. On the 

other hand, Foucault, from the philosophical perspective and based on the concept of 

the panopticon as instrument of surveillance and intimidation along its representations 

within contemporary society, portrays the use of fear as inherent instrument of social 

control. Damasio and Ward’s psychiatric view on phobias as current pathologies 

conditioning individual and collective behavior, offer indispensable outlooks on the role 

of fear as an embedded element of our physiology and human condition, an essential 

part within the apparatus of control and order embodied by contemporary society. 

Lastly, works that aim to unveil the link between city and fear are also to be considered; 

in this direction, authors like Davis (1990/2006), Amendola (2000), Soja (2000), Lynch 

(1960/2005), Ellin (2003) and McKenzie (1994), who have, within the urban studies 

literature, found close relationships between spatial fragmentation and fear contained 
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within the urban arena will also be taken into account. Under concepts such as urban 

agoraphobia, tribalization, architecture of fear, militarization of space, privatopia, 

carceral archipelagos and armored city, these authors have found a series of 

tendencies of overprotection of the postmodern urban space justified by fear, agreeing 

on their consequences over the emergence of new patterns of urban development 

which increasingly and continuously defy our current conceptions. 

 

Research relative to community sense and community development imply diverse 

theories; those that relate it to place-making on the one hand, others that find within 

the concept traces of membership and identity, and finally those who perceive in them 

hints of ghettoization. To authors like Bauman (2008) who, from the sociological 

perspective, conceptualizes community as an essential element of anchorage and 

belonging within a society that neglects values like trust and security; it represents the 

place where the nostalgia of values and tranquility could still be recovered or at least 

simulated. Besides this perspective, there is a view incorporated from works that are 

more inclined towards the strategy and urban planning through the establishment of a 

sense of community; in this context, authors such as Hamdi (2010) propose directives 

taking the concept of place-making as essential element for building citizen 

participation. Sense of community has also been examined by authors like Francis et 

al. (2012) in function of public space and its role as basic element of its emergence; 

open interaction within it would therefore be essential to determine levels of well-being 

and safety. Research works by Gusfield (1975), Durkheim (1912) and McMillan (1986), 

which have been regarded as pioneers given their sustained validity, also coincide to 

address the issue from the perspective of its theoretical and conceptual definition. 

 

Although the term community is in its core closely related to territorial connotations, it 

may also be seen as a framework, or a set of relations regarding shared interests. 

Within this context, theoretical debates that expand community beyond its traditional 

conception become crucial; for the sake of clarifying the aims of this dissertation, a 

clear definition aided by these works will become essential as starting point. Lastly, 
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there is an array of works that question and challenge the communitarian sense that 

is being shaped within gated communities based on research done directly amongst 

GC’s residents; in this respect, research papers such as that of Wilson-Doenges 

(2000), explore sense of community and fear of crime within gated communities and 

defy the misconception of safety, identity and membership being built upon them. 

Carvalho et al. (1997) on the same direction, rated the degree of satisfaction and 

involvement of residents in this type of developments, while Burke & Sebaly (2001) 

evaluated the interaction and conduct of inhabitants within GCs by means of a Street 

Vitality Index, a self-developed tool of analysis to attempt to qualitatively measure the 

consequences of the phenomenon in terms of resident’s interaction. In an attempt to 

illustrate the structure of topical directions in which the theoretical framework unfolds, 

the following conceptual diagram has been elaborated (Figure 2-1); it depicts the 

development of the four main axes (dotted red lines) taking into consideration what 

has been found most relevant according to the topics of the dissertation and in 

correspondence with the author’s main theories along their key concepts. 
 

 
Figure 2-1. Theoretical framework conceptual development 

Source: Author (2018)
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2. SCARE (CITIES). On fear within the urban and security as scarce 
good 
 

Scarcity, in its generic definition, represents a wide concept that may apply to multiple 

fields. As initial approach, Oxford dictionary defines it as a “situation in which 

something is not easy to find or obtain” (Stevenson, 2010, p. 1588); however, it could 

also be regarded as a short supply on a determinate good, its deficiency or absolute 

absence. On the other hand, if the noun value is added to the term, the new meaning 

shapes an even more interesting definition: scarcity value is a well-known term within 

the political economy and finance fields referring to the increased value of an article 

when there is not much of that particular item available. Within rational choice theory, 

scarcity may also refer to the notion that, within a contested market, individuals 

compete over scarce resources forcing to their specialization (Turner, 2006, p. 534). 

 

While urbanization has provided countless advantages throughout time, there is no 

doubt that scarcities remain and, in some cases, they have even become further 

augmented through the creation of cities; under this perspective, metropoles may be 

related, at the same time, with the magnification of possibilities and the enforcement 

of the undesirable consequences of their growth. Amongst those outcomes, insecurity 

and its derivatives namely risk, uncertainty, threats and an overall sense of fear that 

derives from them has also become magnified during the process. Unlike its medieval 

instances, which provided a relatively strong sense of security inspired by walls, 

ramparts and a plethora of defensive devices and apparatuses which were proven, to 

a certain extent, effective to neutralize the external physical threats represented by 

arms and weapons of the time, the current context of many of our cities seems to be 

one that falters not only in the face of external threats but especially in the face of 

those conceived internally; in the face of such threats, walls are unable to stop our 

fears. It was under this sort of premises that New Urbanism, in a nostalgic impulse, 

appeared in the United States during the 1970’s as a counteract to modernization and 

its associated atomization of functions and social interactions, offering shelter in the 
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disguised nostalgia of recreated old towns along the escapism implied in them. This 

is closely related to the creation of the spaces of simulation, a phenomenon widely 

studied in Latin America, where “the authentic is produced as a caricature for instant 

consumption” (Méndez Sainz, 2002, p. 498). Both, new urbanism and simulation of 

spaces as one of its consequences come to scene as parallel phenomena to the 

implementation of GCs as emerging model. It is in this context of desperate palliatives, 

that security within the urban has slowly decayed and become a scarce good; as 

further sections of this work will take care to analyze, this has reached alarming levels 

in the specific case of Latin American metropoles, and especially in Mexican 

instances. In the face of risk society, perceived safety —mainly the feeling of it— 

becomes a restricted, rather than a collective good, a prime to all those able to afford 

its commodification, while for the rest remain the open, scary cities. 

 

The following subchapters and sections comprising Part II aim to explore the image of 

a city where risk and fear have become widespread and fueled by insecurity, where 

perceived safety finds its place within commodification practices and where the 

communitarian utopia that exacerbates the us and them bias gains popularity in the 

shape of privatized, overprotected archipelagos. Furthermore, it is a revision on our 

current perception of fear and on concepts that have so far aimed to clarify its 

interactions in respect to the urban context. It does so by depicting, first, the 

foundations of fear through the analysis of its conception within the principles set on 

social and political theory, founded on the philosophical, psychological and psychiatric 

notions surrounding the concept, followed by the discussion of concepts that have so 

far established a link between those and the urban arena. Amongst these, concepts 

such as Postmodern fear, Urban agoraphobia, Risk society, Commodification of 

security, along other approaches to fear in relationship with the contemporary city and 

the post metropolis, will be displayed. In this direction, theoretical approaches by 

authors like Davis, Soja, Ellin and Amendola, to name a few, who have, through the 

analytical scope of the post-metropolis, analyzed this type of interactions will serve as 

a starting point. In addition to it, a further analysis of the elements present in the so-
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called ‘architecture of fear’ is aimed to reveal an important input on the interpretation 

of the defensive language they display towards the open city. 

 

2.1. Approaching fear 
 

The inquiry of a term as complex and with as many connotations as fear implies the 

exploration of the foundations of human condition, its very roots; at the same time, it 

encompasses a series of aspects that have both influence and consequences on 

every layer of our lives, not only on the individual plane, but also on every corner of 

the public and political spheres. From the perspective of its conception as a primary 

emotion, it is natural to observe that definitions surrounding the term tend to differ from 

one another or lack precision, to the degree that it could be stated that a definition of 

fear would have such strong variations amongst people —even within those sharing 

the same social, economic and geographical backgrounds— that it may not be far-

fetched to considered the term as somewhat indefinable. 

 

However, there is consensus around the notion of fear as an element embedded within 

our psyche, mainly in the shape of an instrument for survival and primitive experience 

that keeps us constantly away from danger. In the midst of its defining complexity, Aron 

et al. (1968/2018) pointed out that “fear needs no definition, it is a primal, and so to 

speak, sub-political emotion” (Aron et al., 1968/2018, p. 20). But while a definition of 

fear may appear as a subjective matter, an approach towards its delineation, within 

certain time frames and social contexts, could offer ways to outline the features that 

characterize it under those specific circumstances. Amongst the potential contexts 

where fear is embedded or engendered, the specific context of the city offers a 

breeding ground for its analysis through multiple manifestations materialized not only 

on its landscape and structure but also on the individual measures taken by frightened 

citizens inhabiting it. On the other hand, the timeframe spanning postmodernity offers 

a well-founded period on which to rely for the analysis of fear and its prevailing 

consequences. 
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Looking back in time, the adoption of the sociological vision led by Marx and Engels’ 

postulates of the city in the mid-nineteenth century exposed the insofar neglected link 

between the city, its development and society; which, in turn, led to the subsequent 

comprehension of the original characters of modernity. Later on, in the twentieth 

century, Simmel, Weber and Walter Benjamin’s arguments on the character of the city, 

introduced political, personality and even psychoanalytical elements to the existing 

theoretical debate in order to better understand the initial city-society link. Based on 

this sociological conception of the city, it is assumed here that, in order to explore the 

concept of fear as an element constituting the contemporary city, it is imperative to first 

analyze it under the perspective of those basic elements, considering the city as an 

entity that constantly acts as an intermediary between them and their social context. 

From this perspective, the basic definitions that have emerged from the field of the 

social and political sciences, tend to focus their attention on the study of fear as a 

basic element of our psyche, as well as a secondary configuration factor —related to 

anguish or distress— that allows us to anticipate danger (Korstanje, 2010, p. 3), these 

assumptions suggest that fear is, at the same time, embedded in our psyche, our 

society and, hence, in our cities. 

 

Aside from the aforementioned primal roots from which fear stems, both prior and 

contemporary manifestations derived from it, seem to share their consequences 

throughout time as a set of totalizing elements of emotion that deprive individuals and 

groups of individuals of their ability to reason beyond any incentive other than the 

pursuit of safety from the potential source of fear. The outcome of such behaviors 

would, according to Montesquieu, result in a society where ‘men and women cannot 

conceive any particular goals or goods beyond mere survival. They cannot reason 

about means and ends. They have none of the attributes of selfhood’, arguing also 

that ‘fear is an experience unto itself, a wholly primitive passion that can be reduced 

to the apprehension of raw, unmediated, physical danger’ (Montesquieu, in Robin, 

2000, p. 347). Under this assumption, one of fear’s main features would be its power 
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of influence over individuals and social groups and, as such, it would act mainly by 

conditioning their behavior in favor of safety and survival above any other priorities. 

Regardless of its definition, fear appears to represent a factor shaping our attitudes 

towards each other; it is this notion that provides the study of human settlements under 

the influence of fear with a high degree of relevance and derives in a series of 

questions such as: How do we deal with those places that act as threat containers and 

the fear and insecurity they host?, How shall we consciously inhabit these urban 

threats without yielding to the fears they contain and eventually release?, How can we 

manage to get over the fear if we have no control over its causes?, How did 

contemporary fear evolve in order to differentiate itself from primal fear?, How come, 

after all progress embodied by the modern city, have our fears not been diminished 

but apparently further accentuated, or at least diversified? How material is our fear 

and how much is derived from the influence of evil imaginaries led by the media or 

shared anecdotes? Amidst all these questions lies the main argument of certain 

factors, namely violence, insecurity and the stories we create around them, as fertile 

grounds in the breeding of fear. All of these elements act, subsequently, as 

galvanizers; dividing the population between good (those alike and on the good side, 

our side) and bad people (those who are different and unfamiliar: the evil, the others), 

resulting in both social exclusion and spatial segregation patterns. 

 

Throughout the following sections (2.1.1 through 2.1.3), three main categories of 

analysis are introduced in order to shed some light on the aforementioned questions, 

these are: postmodern fear, risk society and the urge for control in liquid times and the 

other as materialization of threat. I suggest that these three categories of analysis 

represent the main axes to the understanding of fear as a basic concept within our 

contemporary context. They do not limit themselves to territorial phenomena, they 

rather position themselves within a global context of fears developed within late 

modernity, postmodernity or liquid modernity, depending on the author’s view and 

thought current. This framework aims to encompass the period that affected society 

after the social and technological shifts occurred during the 1960’s and that have 
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derived in the fragmentation of previous identity and cultural conceptions and the 

atomization of social relationships by increasing their fluidity, resulting in a modernity 

that Giddens (1996) describes as ‘traversed by ideas of disembeddedness, an 

ontological security deficit and the multiplication of risk contexts’ (A. Giddens & Beriain, 

1996, p. 28). 

 

2.1.1. Postmodern fear 
 

Fear, just like sadness, happiness or anger is recognized as an innate sensation or 

emotion embedded in the brain of every human being. A number of 

neuropsychological studies have backed up this thesis throughout the last two 

decades, being Damasio’s study on the subcortical and cortical brain activity one of 

the most agreed-upon references stating this (Damasio et al., 2000, p. 1049). Aside 

from Damasio’s view, it is known that technological advances in the mapping of neural 

activity taking place in the brain are now able to pinpoint the regulation of conditioned 

fear within a region so specific in the brain as that of the amygdala (Davis, 1992, p. 

353), which appears to play a critical role in linking external stimuli towards defense 

responses (LeDoux, 2003, p. 727). Fear is then an element that is, not only implicit 

within our human condition, but also physiologically discernible through the mapping 

of our brains; taking this into account, cities, understood as recipients of human 

settlements, shall consequently be considered containers of their emotions and 

sensations, an extrapolation of them, which would also imply that citizens have a 

significant degree of influence over their development. 

 

Along the following section, three approaches related to fear will be taken into account 

in an effort to outline its postmodern features: political and punishment fears along fear 

of freedom are here considered as a guideline for its analysis. These approaches 

share a common ground, they examine the link between the shift experienced after 

the end of modernity —or as some authors argue, the continuity of modernity under 

the influence of institutional and cultural development transitions— and the 
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appearance of fear under diverse manifestations that tend to privilege control over 

freedom; this directly attains the main problematics outlined by this dissertation, 

namely fear and self-seclusion. 

 

One of fear’s main features is its ability to shape-shift: it evolves, especially the 

underlying causes driving its propagation. At the same time, it appears to mutate 

according to the evolution of its corresponding time-space frameworks and deriving 

circumstances. Perhaps one of the most patent examples to illustrate this, would be 

the portrayal of fears experienced by settlers in the middle ages in contrast to those of 

modernity; medieval cities were able to provide a fairly efficient set of elements of 

defense in response to exterior threats, which in turn materialized into the diminishing 

of fear for those behind the walls. This lineal reciprocity was achieved despite the 

absence of a state form of authority —a provider of security— and within a socially 

fragmented and usually insecure environment to those remaining outside the ramparts 

of cities; walls succeeded at this mainly because the threat was easily discernible. 

Although their subsequent evolution turned them into an element depicting political 

and economic qualities aside from those merely limited to protection, it is indisputable 

that walls and ramparts kept their primary purpose as instruments of defense. Current 

fear, on the other hand, has clearly grown in complexity; regardless of that significant 

evolution, the medieval practice of erecting surrounding walls remains, in most cases 

as nothing but a reminiscence of protection; for as Bauman (2008) states, modern fear 

is at the same time derivative and liquid: everyone is susceptible to danger, and fear 

can only be defined as diffuse (Bauman, 2008, p. 10). In the face of today’s fears and 

physical hazards, walls deem but feeble shelter; they have been turned into mere 

paraphernalia to feed people’s sense of security; and what is worse, it could even 

imply that dangers lie now, not behind the walls, but before them, amongst those that 

take their safety for granted behind gates. This reflects in the paradox on how 

modernity seems to have brought along with it not only the same fears portrayed by 

Febvre, who described darkness as the embodiment of uncertainty and fear back in 

the sixteenth century encompassed in the phrase ‘fear always, fear everywhere’; but 
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also, like Bauman argues, those fears seem to have reappeared: “after five centuries, 

we contemplate as spectators, from the present, a dilated pit of truncated hopes(…) 

Our times are again times of fear” (Febvre, in Bauman, 2008, p. 11). 

 

Regardless of the profound differences between contemporary fear in relationship to 

its medieval instance, what the analogy helps to reveal is that some reminiscences 

prevail to date. This resemblance is so significant that it has led to a number of studies 

referring a phenomenon known as neo-feudalism, a term that implies that, at least six 

elements of accordance can be recognized in modern society, which were also present 

during medieval times. According to Shlapentokh (2012), these would be: 

 

“(a) the weakness of the state and its inability to protect its 

territory, guarantee the security of its citizens, and enforce laws, 

(b) the collusion and conflicts between central administration and 

major autonomous social actors possessing political and 

economic power, (c) conflicts between and within large 

organizations, involving corruption, (d) the use of personal 

relations in political and economic life, (e) the prevalence of an 

elitist ideology, and (e) the use of private agents for providing 

security and protection” 

(Shlapentokh, 2012, p. 7) 

 

What lies beneath these similarities is, in the end, a depiction of old fear and insecurity 

conceptions which are still present today, only cast under different forms; most 

importantly, it shows the universal character and timeless feature of fear and its 

territorial, political and social consequences. This notion can be of great help when 

attempting to understand postmodern fear and its roots. 

 

One of the main features that has been remarked by most authors studying 

contemporary fear is the fact that it has become more intangible and discreet 
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throughout its evolution, it is everywhere, lying in wait. What this implies is that the 

most intangible it is, the more difficult it is to eradicate; that is also the reason why fear 

has become increasingly harder to identify and analyze, given the fact that the source 

of fear is so vague and uncertain, and its presence so incessant; likewise, the 

measures taken to diminish fear appear less fruitful and effective over time. This leads 

to a society fueled by a process of fear over the unknown, or fear of fear itself. In this 

regard, ‘culture of fear’ has emerged as a current concept which, according to Furedi 

(2007), characterizes itself by its tendency to ‘see human experience and endeavor 

as a potential risk to our safety. Consequently, every conceivable experience has been 

transformed into a risk to be managed’ (Furedi, 2007, p. 6). 

 

The intangibility of postmodern fear implies that it is able to take innumerable shapes 

and endless extents, one of the clearest manifestations of this phenomena are the 

consequences unleashed by the 9/11 attacks in the city of New York; the outcomes of 

terrorism as a tangible threat that became patent after September 9th 2001 affected 

every aspect of life on a global basis and their consequences remain, after almost 

twenty years, until today. Hale (2002), for instance, argues that, in the aftermath of 

9/11, corporations had to ‘re-examine their definition of risk and take seriously the 

possibility of scenarios that only science fiction writers could have imagined possible 

a year ago’ (Hale, 2002, p. 3). 

 

Parallel to terrorism, globalization is also an agent inciting the propagation of fear, it 

exacerbates the feeling of helplessness on citizens as it increases the overall alarm, 

creating echo chambers regarding every kind of threat, not only terrorism, also 

environmental disasters, economic crisis or unemployment shall be included as 

consequences of a globalized world where nothing is certain and, not only individuals 

but also states, become powerless over its catastrophic consequences. At the same 

time, economic globalization seems to have brought along an urge to gain a total 

domain over its environment, with the paradox that, along that domain comes an 

inevitable atmosphere of uncertainty, in the worst case scenario even economic havoc: 
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just as the stock market may suddenly collapse bringing along with it a global tsunami 

of devastation, as occurred during the financial crash of 2008, could also a terrorist 

attack change the international political outlook and infuse generalized fear on the 

population on a worldwide basis. Chomsky describes the political and institutional 

consequences of this by illustrating how the act of preventive war became the new 

right to appeal to violence in self-defense against a potential attack, ‘putting an end to 

hope for a world of law and order’ (Chomsky, 2004, p. 170). Furthermore, terrorism 

contributes to the already polarized atmosphere, worsening a bifurcation of global 

consequences based on the us versus them rhetoric which became more patent than 

ever after the 9/11 attacks. In their immediate aftermath, president Bush declared that: 

 

“Every nation, in every region, now has a decision to make. Either 

you are with us, or you are with the terrorists. From this day 

forward, any nation that continues to harbor or support terrorism 

will be regarded by the United states as a hostile regime” 

(Solheim, 2006, p. 1) 

 

While terrorism unveils our deepest fears, increasing our sense of vulnerability, the 

disguises under which apprehension materializes are numerous, the following 

subsections aim to tackle the manifestations that attain the main approach of this 

research: fear within the contemporary urban space and the consequences of its 

conditioning features. Taking into account three of fear’s main approaches which have 

contributed to our current notion, either conceptualized as an element of supervision, 

control or restriction, I aim to clarify what its current impact has come to be. 

 

2.1.1.1. Supervising fear 
 

In the midst of the complexity surrounding the term of contemporary fear, a revision of 

conceptualizations or characterizations could provide a more accurate outlook as to 

what it truly represents. Amongst the connotations fear has been associated with, are 
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those that relate it to risk and chaos; it has, nevertheless, also been considered by 

some authors as an element providing means of control over modern society, a guiding 

element or provider of order. In this regard, Foucault —based on the model of the 

panopticon— developed a theory around the concept of discipline and punishment; 

inspired by Bentham’s panopticon model, he depicted a way to understand it as a 

reproduction, on a lower scale, of a system where authority is closely related to fear 

through the use of measures of punishment as coercive instruments. This reflected 

not only on the model itself, but most importantly as the analogy of what punishment, 

order, command, discipline and fear of punishment could imply for modern society as 

an instrument of control engrained in the form of institutions. 

 

Bentham’s original model of the panopticon was first devised back in 1791 (Gentry, 

1986, p. 353), amongst other purposes, as a solution to the monitoring of private 

prisons; Bentham stated that the traditional model had failed, in the sense that the 

government, as monitor, could no longer perform the adequate operation of the prison 

system, he described the governmental monitors as having ‘little incentive to push 

prison conditions beyond a legislated or court-imposed minimum standard’ (Gentry, 

1986, p. 353). As an alternative to the traditional model, Bentham devised one of 

penitentiary surveillance that was based on the guiding principle of a central 

surveillance point of view in the shape of a watchtower that had the advantage of 

providing not only a complete peripheral surveillance method, but the groundbreaking 

advantage for guards to remain out of sight while inmates felt constantly surveilled: an 

eighteenth-century CCTV (Figure 2-2). The main implication of this, as pointed out by 

Aguilera (2009), is the birth of new dynamics of power based on the power of 

punishment (Aguilera, in Narváez Tijerina, et al., 2009, p. 64); it suggests, at the same 

time, the appearance of a transition on how punishment is conceived, from an element 

of spectacle to one of disciplinary control through the use of surveillance and 

administered fear. 
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Figure 2-2. Top & side view of the panopticon 

Source: (Bentham & Bowring, 1843/2008, pp.172) 
 
 

This notion of control becomes crucial while grasping Foucault’s theory of punishment 

and the subsequent fear derived from it. When he describes the panopticon as a 

‘functional device, able to enhance the exercise of power, making it faster, lighter and 

more efficient, a design of subtle coercions’ for what he terms the ‘future society’ 

(Foucault, 1975, p. 126) he is mainly implying the coexistence of two means of power 

organization around the concept of punishment, one replaced by the other. The former, 

designated as an old monarchical right, would be embodied by the use of punishment 

as a public ceremony, namely a display of power; while the latter would refer to a 

disciplinary punishment that has, through the use of dissembled interventions carried 

out by specialists and professionals, succeeded in the establishment of punishment 

as an instrument of dominance and control over individuals by conditioning their 

behaviors (Foucault, 1975, pp.80-81). 
 

The relevance of portraying the panopticon model, along its implications, as a mock-

up model of reality, whose main concepts can be transposed to the current conditions 

of modern society, becomes clearer as the exercise of power along the surveillance 
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model proposed by Bentham are translated into the urban context. Carceral 

archipelagos, as proposed by Foucault, and then retaken by Soja as one of his six 

post-metropoles shaping contemporary cities, reflect on the importance of certain 

elements, namely physical boundaries, along institutions and rules as controllers 

within urban space. The ensemble produced by these agents would represent an 

innovative network of control that no longer required a center of power; the single core 

from where power would traditionally be enforced becomes thus obsolete, giving place 

to new ways of control and order. Added to that, another pillar on which the panopticon 

model stands is the use of isolation as an instrument for submission; Bentham’s 

model, amongst other innovations, implied a shift from the former physical punishment 

to a reform of behavior through the use of discipline, silence and loneliness. In this 

regard, the fear of solitude and the helplessness of lacking a sense of belonging would 

represent a much more effective instrument of coercion than actual physical 

punishment. 

 

Engrained in Foucault’s interpretation, lies the power of surveillance and punishment 

as basic instruments for the induction of fear as means of control in modern society. It 

unveils the transition from a visceral, public and exposed fear to the creation of a 

conglomerate of elements and institutions that perpetrate this in a cleaner manner; the 

use of disciplinary control, coercive elements and social mechanisms becoming the 

highlight of his vision on postmodern fear. That shift, put into operation in the mid 

nineteenth century, lingers until the present through the use of subtle, discreet and yet 

more effective measures to maintain order.  

 

As a multi-faceted phenomenon, fear, in its postmodern form, needs to be understood 

according to its role as an instrument of control and as a basic element in the 

configuration of human settlements; taking this into account, authors like Borja, Davis, 

Soja or Méndez Sainz have stressed the importance of the panopticon’s main features 

as a reminiscence imprinted on today’s urban development. What is in the end 

unleashed by the establishment of the panopticon and its consequences is the 
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distribution of fear within modern society; while some remain under the umbrella 

represented by sense of security, others —the majority— are left to their own luck, this 

phenomenon is also closely related to that pertaining the commodification of security, 

which will be covered on further stages of this dissertation. This elitization of security 

as a feature of fear in postmodernity, although not exclusive to this period, is 

considered here as one of its main features and it reflects in a number of ways within 

the urban arena; from the loss of public space favoring safety over openness, to the 

creation of carceral archipelagos around cities. In the case of GCs, Méndez Sainz 

(2002) neatly points out that: 

 

“According to the pan-optical mechanisms, enclosed spaces are 

increasingly more habitable by being controlled and surveilled, in 

a way that life in the interior becomes ordered, harmonic, safe 

and pleasant. In doing so, the public space shortage conditions 

of the city are condensed behind walls and are adopted by 

reduced social groups, collective coexistence is never uncertain. 

Walls are meant to hide the interior and isolate it from the chaotic, 

hostile and impoverished environment” 

(Méndez Sainz, 2002, p. 499) 

 

2.1.1.2. The mediation of fear 
 

The notion of fear conceived as an instrument of control over society can also be found 

on political fear theories and it is one of the sources for the premise of postmodern 

fear characterized as mediator. This notion can be traced back as late as 1651, when 

Thomas Hobbes was able to condense his idea on how the regulation of fear, carried 

out by an entity known as the Leviathan, could be achieved. When he states that ‘one 

man call it wisdom, what another call it fear”’ (Hobbes & Tuck, 1651/1996, p. 32), he 

clearly reveals the notion that fear, imposed through the figure of institutions —in the 

case of the Leviathan, the state—, can become an element of order within society 
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engendered from within the political sphere. That fine line between wisdom and fear 

would also imply that knowledge provided on what is to be feared and what is not 

becomes crucial given that the state is appointed as its provider. In this regard, 

obedience turns paramount and it does so relying on fear of death; as Springborg 

(2007) describes: 

 

“the all-encompassing account of political obligation expounded 

in the Leviathan is designed to develop the imperative of absolute 

obedience out of the pervasive fear common to all people, 

namely, the fear of death (…) logic of the fundamental exchange 

of obedience for protection that the social contract embodies” 

(Springborg, 2007, p. 75) 

  

The Leviathan beast goes beyond representing the product of Hobbes’ elucubrations, 

it is an entity designed to ‘supplement the rational account of sovereignty with an 

image conducive to the kind of fear and awe necessary for absolute obedience to 

prevail’ (Springborg, 2007, p. 76). This obedience led by political fear can also be 

found as the main underlying discourse on Orwell’s animal farm, where animals use 

fear recursively as an element of submission; be it when the character of Old Major 

depicts humans as taking advantage on animals to infuse fear, or in the form of 

propaganda spread by Squealer to cause panic, and most clearly seen on Napoleon’s 

executions to keep things under control. 

 

In a similar way to how Bentham’s panopticon implied the emergence of a regulating 

instrument of order, political fear reflects on the shared apprehension of a group of 

people towards a threat to their security or well-being; according to Robin (2003), one 

of the ways this can materialize is, for instance, in the shape of terrorism or intimidation 

by the government towards their citizens (Robin, 2003, p. 63). Under this perspective, 

the breeding ground for fear in its political shape becomes its regulating nature, 

Hobbes suggests that it is the responsibility of the state to provide the population with 
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a certain degree of knowledge in order to discern amongst threats, yet at the same 

time, it assumes the responsibility of deciding what is to be feared (Robin, 2003, p. 

67). Fatality, or the fear over it, becomes crucial in political fear; the propensity, 

amongst people, to create confrontations over the possession of goods and land is 

embedded in human nature and, under this logic, if left unregulated, conflicts would 

arise inevitably. Under these conditions, Hobbes’ Leviathan would, with the aid of fear 

and intimidation as its main instruments, act as the natural mediator and enforcer of 

rules and order. In exchange, society would remain in relative peace and harmony and 

civilization stuck together by the implementation of fear; Korstanje summarizes this on 

the following paragraph: 

 

“If a superior power to all men was not established over them, 

they would only relate by the will of possessing what belongs to 

their neighbor. Trust is proportional to the fear we experience to 

being expropriated, plundered, murdered by our peers. But that 

fear is not a generalized horror nor a state of panic, it is a 

regulating and regulated fear creating obedience” 

(Korstanje, 2010, p. 15) 

 

Either seen as regulator, or its regulation as inherent to the development of society, 

there is no doubt that fear plays a major role in postmodern times. Acknowledging it 

as a totalizing element of emotion contributes to the thesis that regards it as a 

depriving source limiting our actions by sustaining those that keep us safe; while this 

perspective might seem natural in biological and evolutionary terms, the implications 

of regarding it as such become crucial when pondered as a compound shaping our 

post-metropoles. At the same time, it defies the now archaic notion implied by the 

adage ‘the city air makes free’ (from the original German expression ‘die Stadtluft 

macht frei’), back when cities and citizenship provided liberties not present elsewhere; 

it makes us wonder just how engrained fear, as a limiting force, has become within the 

configuration of the spaces we inhabit. 
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2.1.1.3. To be free or to be scared 
 

As described before, one of the key factors within the operation of the panopticon as 

instrument of control was the use of coercion and fear through the use of seclusion; in 

this context, the sense of belonging appears to play a significant role to self-

reassurance and lack of distress. From the realm of psychology, this finds sustain in 

Fromm’s fear of freedom theory, which points to the sense of insignificance triggered 

by the overwhelming forces depicted by the outside world; in the face of this lack of 

control over situations taking place around them, people will opt for the displacement 

of the individual self in favor of a subordinate one. This juncture between freedom and 

fear, or free will and obedience inspired by Freud’s psychoanalytical foundations and 

the zenith of fear caused by fascism in Europe during the mid-twentieth century is the 

base for the assumption that, embedded in our psyche, lies a mechanism to cease to 

be oneself and adopt the personality that cultural patterns have designed as fit, the 

result of this adoption is twofold: the feeling of loneliness and anguish decreases, 

while, on the other hand, the development of personality yields to that of an automaton: 

 

“The discrepancy between ‘I’ and the world disappears and with 

it the conscious fear of aloneness and powerlessness (…) The 

person who gives up his individual self and becomes an 

automaton, identical with millions of other automatons around 

him, need not feel alone and anxious any more. But the price he 

pays, however, is high; it is the loss of his self” 

(Fromm, 1941/2001, p. 159) 

 

According to Fromm, every individual during childhood goes through the process of 

riddance from all primary ties, that is, the connections that form the network keeping 

him safe since his conception, being the umbilical cord his very first anchor to the 

world. While these ties materialize in the beginning as a link to motherhood, the 

individuation process that comes later on —past childhood— implies that, along with 
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the freedom gained during the process, comes also a renewed need for security; 

whereas former primary ties constituted a link provided by the mother’s roots within 

her own social caste, the individuation process forces the pursuit of other sources of 

security, compromising freedom in favor of a sense of belonging. This loss of freedom 

is not incidental and it is rooted within the fear of isolation; this disjunctive can be better 

understood as follows: 

 

“the more man gains freedom in the sense of emerging from the 

original oneness with men and nature, and the more he becomes 

an ‘individual’, leaves no choice but to unite himself with the world 

(…), or else to seek a kind of security, by such ties with the world 

he destroys his freedom and the integrity of his individual self” 

(Fromm, 1941/2001, p. 18) 

 

Fear of freedom goes beyond any spatial association, it resides instead in the inability 

to depend on the individual self; belonging to a social group, a community, represents 

under this assumption the anchor keeping us out of danger, an antidote to fear. This 

solidarity, on which we depend as individuals, appears to find an echo on Bauman’s 

theory on communities as the new shelters of postmodernity —or liquid modernity, as 

addressed by him— from hostile environments and on how the notion of risk and its 

management has come to mold our contemporaneity. 

 

2.1.2. Risk society and the urge for control in liquid times 
 

The term risk, though not a synonym of fear, has been closely associated to it as they 

share similar connotations and related outcomes; to put it bluntly, fear and risk 

differentiate from each other in that fear is considered the consequence or product of 

a perceived risk, in this sense, fear would exist only in function of risk; or put in other 

words: in the absence of risk, fear would not occur. The fine line between risk and fear 

is however usually mistaken, this reflects for instance on the risk-fear paradox 
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acknowledged within the realm of criminology; according to it, while risk may increase, 

fear of crime appears to escalate out of proportion in respect to the actual growth in 

the risk of crime (George, 2003, p. 578). For the purpose of this dissertation and, taking 

into account the extents and multidisciplinary character of the term risk —which has 

been mainly addressed under the lens of political studies, but does not exclusively 

circumscribe to it—, we aim to discuss it within the framework of the uncertainty 

defined by Beck’s risk society theory; Beck argues that risk ‘normally means calculable 

uncertainty or insecurity, so we have the means to redefine uncertainty in a way that 

can produce some kind of certainty and security again. But risk society means that we 

don't have these means’ (Beck in Gane, 2004, p. 158). 

 

In general terms, risk society is characterized by the shift from a class society to a new 

period defined by the dominance of risk as parameter of its development. Although 

this emerging era shares with classical modernity —as addressed by Beck— its 

modern character, they are clearly distinct from each other in the sense that they are 

axiologically different: while in class society the aim was to reach equality amongst 

social groups and socioeconomic layers, the goal in risk society is to grasp for security. 

If the utopia in class society would be reached towards enhancing it, risk society 

expects the least worst outcome; in the former, society aims to share, while in the latter 

it aims to protect as many as possible, usually those able to afford it. All this renders 

into an impulse shift: while in class society that drive would translate in I am hungry, 

in risk society this turns into I am scared, deriving in the replacement of a community 

of misery by a community of fear; solidarity emanates from the need of protection or 

for fear, becoming in the process a driving force, particularly in political terms. 

 

In an effort to contextualize the analysis of risk society within the proposed lines of 

research, I suggest the parallel review of Bauman’s concepts on liquidity, as a trait that 

defines modernity in analogous terms to those described by Beck, which in turn adds 

a component of contrast and enriches our theoretical discussion. Bauman claims that 

liquid modernity is the continuation of modernity infused with a higher level of chaos 
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and unpredictability, a stage within modernity where social positions and relations 

become fluid, and nomadism —reflected on the ethereal flow of relationships, 

residence and even values— marks the individual’s detachment throughout his 

existence from the support formerly constituted by traditional social networks, resulting 

in the individual’s emancipation. In a similar way to Fromm’s postulate on fear of 

freedom, this new-found liberty is, nevertheless, the source for an exacerbation of 

uncertainty that derives in the seek for security based on renewed networks which, in 

the long run, undermines individuality. 

 

The liquid metaphor used by Bauman is mainly supported on its physical attributes, 

liquidity is regarded as a state that does not keep a shape and is in constant alteration, 

unlike solids which do not go through changes in their shape; this implies the 

establishment of a novel phase of modernity that distances itself from previous ones 

by characterizing itself for: 

 

“the continuous and irreparable fluidity of things which modernity, 

in its initial shape, was bent on solidifying and fixing: of human 

locations in the social world and inter-human bonds, and 

particularly the latter, since their liquidity conditions the fluidity of 

the first” 

(Bauman, in Gane, 2004, p. 20) 

 

In contrast to previous solid stages, which assigned a major role on order and where 

nation states had a relative control over defined social, economic and political 

boundaries; this new liquid era provides a new plasticity to adapt to new forms of 

power where globalization plays a major role and nation states yield to the power of 

deregulation and privatization. This has its consequences over a number of contexts 

and ultimately unleashes a process of social class reorganization —if not 

restructuring— under new criteria. Bauman’s argument goes on to cover liquid fear as 

yet another consequence of modernity under these conditions; fear, in its liquid state, 
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would be determined by the level of uncertainty or misassignment of its source. This 

extraterritoriality or invisibility over fear’s sources is the base for the oxymoron posed 

by the omnipresence of fear caused by its dispersion, which serves as an accurate 

description of liquid fear: fear’s threat is everywhere to be sensed, yet nowhere to be 

specifically located. 

 

On the other hand, Beck’s view on risk also suggests a shift to a stage in modernity 

that is led by fear: the juxtaposition caused at the core of the sudden breach in 

modernity, represented by the transition from industrialization to risk as new driving 

force, implied the emergence of safety as its ultimate goal. Unlike classical modernity, 

where individuals would seek solidarity in order to obtain equality, this new stage of 

modernity yearns solidarity exclusively on the pursuit of avoiding risk. In Beck’s words: 

‘Risk Society starts where the systems of security norms do not function against the 

threats’ (Beck, in Beriain, 2000, p. 61). Risk society has its base on the argument that 

risk blurs the acts of individuals, it tells us ‘what should not be done, but not what 

should be done’. From this principle, avoidance imperatives prevail, becoming the rule: 

 

“Someone who depicts the world as a risk will ultimately become 

incapable of action. The salient point here is that the expansion 

and heightening of the intention of control ultimately ends up 

producing the opposite.” 

(Beck, Giddens, & Lash, 2007, p. 9) 

 

The result of a production of the opposite, to which Beck refers in regard to the 

reduction of control, represents a self-confrontation within society; unlike previous 

stages of social and cultural development, where threats were foreseen and, to a 

certain degree, confronted, we are now facing a lack of prevision over external threats. 

Within this shift, technology assumed a major role; as further innovations developed 

on a faster rate, changes became more sudden and, along with that, a constant 

adjustment to the produced risks was demanded. These new risks are no longer 
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restricted to the environment and health as formerly, they permeate —as Bauman’s 

liquidity implies— almost every aspect of social life, expanding at the pace of 

globalization, affecting anything from job security to the detriment of former family 

structures on levels that no longer restrict themselves to national boundaries or social 

class strata. Moreover, new dangers arise which were unknown on previous stages 

with the main feature that their creation emerges from within our own boundless 

scientific and technological development; climate change, global warming and nuclear 

disasters are perhaps the most patent examples to illustrate this. While risk has been 

a constant on every previous stage of development, those risks could mostly be 

delineated into those related to naturally unleashed dangers, such as earthquakes and 

floods, or health hazards, like epidemics or famine. 

 

As a consequence of these changes, risk management has also experienced a 

transformation; from the first manifestations of maritime insurance of the sixteenth 

century, when parties were confronted with the impossibility of assigning blame over 

the destruction of ships during storms, to the development of the first agricultural 

policies covering natural disasters and social insurance for illness during the 

nineteenth century (Boudia & Jas, 2007, p. 324), the assessment of risk has become 

increasingly complex. The twentieth century was marked by the establishment of a 

wider classification of dangers in search for a better control over risk reparation, 

spanning from natural, to health and even household risks; as Boudia & Jas (2007) 

remark, ‘such a development of the notion of risk in the context of the rise of capitalism, 

underlines that all human activity entails inherent dangers and that the objective 

becomes not to eradicate them, but to control them’ (Boudia & Jas, 2007, p. 324). In 

the risk society, then, the thin line defining our notion of risk is constantly overlapping 

in terms of its influence and consequences, as well as the control —or lack of it— we 

have over them; some advances in technology, for instance, have not yet been tested 

in the long term before they are released and applied regardless of the uncertainty 

surrounding their possible side effects, an illustrative case of this is the production of 
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food which is genetically altered and the potential implications to our health of 

incorporating them into our diets. 

 

On the other hand, wealth has traditionally been a constant in risk distribution; while 

the fluidity we have described as distinctive of this period turns current fear into an 

unrestricted element of danger, it is a fact that the available measures —if any— to 

deal with its consequences can only be afforded by those at the upper socioeconomic 

layers. The bleak perspective portrayed by Beck and Bauman, amongst others; that 

‘epoch in which the dark sides of progress increasingly come to dominate social 

debate’ (Beck, 1995, p. 2) is usually reflected in the exacerbation of the means 

available for defense against dangers; in this regard, risk seems to, not only overlook 

class society, but rather strengthen the gaps it was meant to diminish in the first place; 

that applies to both vulnerable social sectors and nations in a state of poverty. 

 

In the face of global threats this becomes but a simulation of security, the use of means 

of defense against global threats renders most of its instruments obsolete, regardless 

of this, in both cases, those at the bottom will be the first to appear vulnerable in 

respect to those at the top, who have a number of resources at their disposal. As 

Bauman (2008) points out: 

 

“Those of us who can afford it, fortify ourselves against the visible 

or invisible, present or anticipated, known or yet unfamiliar, 

scattered but ubiquitous dangers through detoxicating interiors 

or our bodies and homes, locking ourselves behind walls, stuffing 

the approaches to our living quarters with TV cameras, hiring 

armed guards, driving armored vehicles or taking martial arts 

classes” 

(Bauman, 2008, p. 90) 
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The issue that emerges from these practices lies, however, in that their perpetuation 

can only contribute to the magnification of a sense of disorder; every new security 

measure installed will inevitably adhere to the accentuation of the threat we were 

initially fighting by constantly reminding us of its presence, deriving thus in the self-

propagation of risk and fear. This paradox could be closely related to the self-referring 

process embedded in recent stages of modernity designated as reflexive 

modernization; Giddens claims that ‘social practices are constantly examined and 

reformed in the light of incoming information about those very practices, thus 

constitutively altering their character’ (Giddens, 1997, p. 38). In this direction, Beck 

distinguishes the character of that reflexivity as a rationalization of the rationalization, 

or ‘second-degree rationalization’ (Beck, in Nolte, 2015, p. 705), that is, a modernity 

that decompounds itself, that rebuilds and demystifies itself by questioning its own 

limits of possibility. If the intensification of security measures against risk are seen as 

the only chance for survival for the few able to afford it, the awareness of risk will be 

strengthened with every display of these efforts taking place before our social eyes, 

that is, in the social context as a whole. 

 

Reflexive modernization, a determining factor within risk society, entails an increase 

of individualization; as individuals gain freedom from formerly restraining social 

structures, they also become relegated from conventional support networks such as 

family or those linked to location, e.g. the level of engagement in respect to a person’s 

neighborhood. ‘Relationships’ are progressively elbowed out, and replaced by the 

activity of 'relating' (Gane, 2004, p. 20) and, during this process, the figure of the other 

has become a mere instrument of survival, a tool. Links are sought as safety elements, 

under Bauman’s liquid terms, it could be stated that in the midst of the vast currents 

of the sea of modernity, where risks could appear anywhere and anytime, the anchors 

embodied by sense of safety and social bonds provide a last resort for certainty. On 

the other hand, ascribed differences could provide the basis for new lifestyles and self-

conceptions that replace class solidarities (Scott & Marshall, 2009, p. 639). 
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Aside from the differences between postmodernity, late or reflexive modernity, the 

construct of risk society aids in the mapping of contemporary fear as analytical tool; it 

helps to approach fear by first depicting the features of its source, namely risk, in a 

context highly influenced by globalization, individualization and the ‘scarcity versus 

insecurity’ dualism as its main social development affecting feature. In this context of 

social risk, the role of the other and how we deal with otherness becomes the fuel of 

our deepest fears, as Toohey & Taylor (2008) neatly point out: ‘withdrawal creates a 

new spiral of concern because we fear what we do not know’ (Toohey & Taylor, 2008, 

p. 456). 

 

2.1.3. The ‘other’ threat 
 

‘Otherness’, a term widely discussed within the anthropological and philosophical 

fields, represents a dichotomy that challenges our natural conception to categorize —

almost compartmentalize— social actors, which is usually performed within the narrow 

duality represented by the ‘us and them’ bias. Beyond this polarization, otherness 

poses the conundrum of finding the roots for defining what the other might be, who the 

other is, and how does the other materialize; in doing so, our own definition of self in 

the midst of a cultural change as complex as the one unleashed by globalization is 

continuously challenged. In this regard, Kearney (2003) questions: 

 

“What critical means might we deploy to differentiate between 

diverse kinds of otherness in a culture where everything has 

become more and more undecidable – sometimes to the point 

where we have difficulty distinguishing ‘Self’ from ‘Other’ in the 

first place? Clearly some kind of philosophical questioning is 

called for if we are to try to understand the enigma of self and 

other, or to explore modes of discerning between different kinds 

of self and different kinds of other.” 

(Kearney, 2003, p. 5) 
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To the fundamental question regarding the depiction of the other, Kearney proposes 

its characterization through the depiction of three main representations: strangers, 

gods and monsters; in them, the ‘experiences of extremity which bring us to the edge’ 

are materialized (Kearney, 2003, p. 3). Strangers represent the source of a limit 

experience to ourselves —be it in the shape of invaders or foreigners—, they tend to 

challenge our conception of self on an earthly basis; that is, unlike the other two 

figures, they defy our notions based on their presence, rather than the mere notion of 

their otherworldly existence. In this regard, they are mundane, they are the 

materialization and, to put it bluntly, the simplification of our fear to the unknown or 

unexpected in a shape we easily acknowledge, if not necessarily identify with. 

 

On the other hand, gods and monsters appear as preconceived entities that primarily 

and continuously remind us of our lack of sovereignty; in most narratives of mythology, 

the figure of the monster appears as a threat to remind the self that he ‘is never secure 

in itself’ (Kearney, 2003, p. 3). Hobbes’ Leviathan original illustration dating back to 

1651, depicting an armed giant that emerges from the landscape holding a sword on 

the right hand that represents earthly power and a crosier on the left hand representing 

church power (Figure 2-3), could also be considered an instance of a monster keeping 

tabs on us. That colossus, condensing a multitude of individuals —actually drawn on 

his illustration as to conform the body— under a social contract of collective 

agreements, is actually framed by the Latin quote Non est potestas Super Terram 

quae Comparetur ei (There is no power on earth to be compared with him) in reference 

to the biblical monster described in the Book of Job as the Leviathan. Along our 

progressive shift in the notion of the self throughout time and space, a change in the 

disguise of our monsters is also present, their monstrosity lies in their reminder upon 

us that our earthly binds keep us at the mercy, not only of the underworld represented 

by monsters, but also of the otherworld represented by gods; as Foucault points out, 

‘there are monsters on the prowl whose form changes with the history of knowledge’ 

(Foucault in Young, 1981, p. 60). 
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Figure 2-3. Hobbes’ Leviathan 
Source: (Hobbes, 1651/1992, p. 112) 

 

Amongst these three figures, the focus of interest for this dissertation is placed on that 

embodied by the stranger. ‘Strangers are almost always other to each other’ (Kearney, 

2003, p. 3), based on this argument, Kearney alludes to otherness as an experience 

that is always perceived as a process of self-identification in respect to others, either 

as over or against them. The former pejorative association of a stranger as either 

foreigner or alien has been perpetuated until the emergence of the current paradigm 

of the other as invader; in this regard, it appears that the rivalry in respect to the other 

has been inherent to the development of civilizations. Diverse instances of 

archenemies can be found throughout history, especially during processes that involve 

colonization or territorial disputes; this conception of the other, portrayed either from 

the perspective of the colonizer as a savage threat or by the colonized as threatened 

by invaders, has been determinant to our current ways of dealing with otherness. 

 

Other theses, as that of Campos & Greene (2005), point to religion as a significant 

factor determining our approach towards the problem of the other, which would be 
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reflected in an attitude of either acceptance or rejection. Depending on our religious 

constructs and background, we would come to conceptualize the other as either a 

‘neutral’ figure or within the binary ‘friend/enemy’ dichotomy (Campos & Green in 

Gutiérrez, 2005, pp. 89–90). The base for their assertion is established according to 

the principles that guide two opposing religions taken as instance: Protestantism and 

Catholicism. 

 

Protestantism, according to Weber, is based upon the premise that one must trust in 

an unknown, invisible, distant, and therefore otherworldly god that professes ethics 

based on responsibility, where each man is able and must take care of his own life by 

keeping his promises and realizing his compromises. In other words, it is built upon 

the assumption of trust, which would embrace the premise of neutrality towards the 

other; ‘to each his own’ serves as an expression that reflects, at the same time, the 

meritocratic foundations of the Anglo-American model as a result of its protestant 

ethos and as parameter of their relationship towards otherness (Weber in Gutiérrez, 

2005, p. 90). 

 

Catholicism, on the other hand, is highly influenced by the figure of Virgin Mary as 

merciful and forgiving entity. According to Campos & Greene, Catholicism, and the 

culture that emerged from it, is defined by the duality represented by word and 

presence (Campos & Greene, in Gutiérrez, 2005, p. 91); while Jesus Christ is 

validated by the power of the word, Virgin Mary is, to an even larger extent, by her co-

presence. This reflects on the importance, within catholic culture, of presence over 

word: while it is not necessarily expected for people to keep their word, it is demanded 

that they are present at all times. The dominance of the Marian figure as a cult would 

also feature a benevolence beyond good and evil, a both giving and forgiving entity 

that does so based on charity rather than justice. In other words, in Catholicism, loyalty 

becomes the key element, the other becomes relevant in function of his responsibility 

towards the rest and on his faithfulness towards those we know, regardless of their 

virtues. Unlike the principles of Protestantism, where each is responsible for his own 
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actions, in Catholicism one is expected to understand that one owes to each other: 

rather than accepting the stranger as is, we ought to make it familiar or else reject it. 

 

The Mexican context depicts a society deeply influenced by Catholicism, where the 

other is usually seen on a bias that is mainly founded on difference. Otherness is, as 

Silva-Ferrer (2013) argues, framed within the discourse of the ‘opposition to the 

modern western world, North American subject’ (Silva-Ferrer, 2013, p. 46). Moreover, 

Paz (1985), whose main arguments concerning Mexican identity are captured in his 

book-length essay The labyrinth of solitude, argues that this Mexican otherness is also 

deeply marked by a conflict of difference in respect not only to outsiders, but also on 

the differences embedded within. Paz asks himself who the others —the rest— are: 

 

“And who are the others? The others are the ‘sons of La 

chingada’: the foreigners, the bad Mexicans, our enemies, our 

rivals. In any case, the ‘others’. That is, all those who are not what 

we are”  

(Paz, 1985, p. 75) 
 

The argument over how the others are portrayed as ‘all those who are not what we 

are’ serves to summarize a trait inherent to Mexican and, to a certain degree, Latin 

American attitude towards otherness as the reflection of an internal conflict of identity. 

As a matter of fact, The labyrinth of solitude serves as a thorough revision on Mexican 

identity that may be transposed to most Latin American contexts based on its main 

premise: the existential maze that takes place in the midst of the conflict caused by 

the inheritance of two divergent cultures —Indigenous and Spanish— and the 

rejection of one over the other. The masks that we wear in order to cover the resulting 

solitude that takes place as part of that conflict are portrayed, according to Paz, by our 

view on three determining elements: death, feast (fiesta) and identity; accordingly, our 

relationship with them has derived in the creation of different disguises of self-denial 

to overcome the struggle for identity. This double —inner and outer— conflict is 
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determinant to our conception of the other as either friend or enemy; neutrality under 

this assumption is, therefore, discarded. 

 

Regardless of our conception of the other and its various connotations, we assume 

here that the projection of inner, unconscious fears through its figure has increasingly 

become an element of release, a safety valve that results in the assignment of the 

blame for our anxiety to those who are not us or belong to us, resulting in the 

misassignment of strangers as culprits of disorder. To help us deal with alterity, we 

have developed a series of tactics, Kearney describes these as evasion strategies; 

scapegoating others as aliens to simplify our existence is perhaps the most utilized 

amongst them. The main issue in doing so is that we ‘contrive to transmute the 

sacrificial alien into a monster (…) we refuse to recognize the stranger before us as a 

singular other who responds, in turn, to the singular otherness in each of us. We refuse 

to acknowledge ourselves-as-others’ (Kearney, 2003, p. 5). Only by recognizing our 

deliberate use of these kind of strategies will we be able to overcome the projection of 

our fears upon the other and face its actual sources and origins. 

 

On the other hand, psychiatry ascertains the predominant role of the other as crucial 

in the development of social phobias, which are assumed as paroxysms of fear. 

According to Stravynski (2007), there are three conditions that define social phobias: 

 

A. “It has to be a significant behavioral or psychological pattern 

associated with considerable distress and impaired functioning, 

compromising the ability of individuals to pursue desired goals 

and to participate fully in the life of their community. 

 

B. It concerns a state of anxious distress in the face of a looming 

threat. The state of fright may be widened to include attempts of 

the individual to come to grips with it; straddling both somatic and 

interpersonal elements. 
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C. It ought to give prominence to the social or interpersonal 

environment within which the social phobic pattern is embedded 

(…) evoked precisely by specific activities as actually performed 

in the presence of others or by interpersonal transactions in 

which the goals pursued, namely getting one’s way and gaining 

approval from others, are experienced as dangerously 

unattainable or likely to fail”  

(Stravynski, 2007, p. 3) 

 

It is of interest to note that the relationship with the other as a judge whose approval 

is needed is perceived by Stravynski as one of the three main signs for defining social 

phobias; at the same time, it is argued that our participation in community —that is, 

our mingling with others— can be jeopardized by those same phobias, resulting in the 

inability to pursue our goals in life. This comes to reinforce the importance of the other 

within our own fulfillment as a necessary counterpart in acknowledging the differences 

that are embedded in ourselves and that may remain unnoticed otherwise or simply 

reflected upon them. This juxtaposition of self-insecurity onto strangers is also quite 

related to what has been commonly termed within the phenomenon of urban insecurity 

as the double dimension of fear; aside from the most evident representations of 

insecurity which have been comprised as the material —those reflected on statistics, 

indicators and reports that reduce themselves to numbers, charts and figures on 

crime—, there is a symbolic, almost sentient dimension. According to Greene and 

Campos (2003), this overlooked feature is able to ‘approach what statistics have left 

aside, that is, this new and capillary sensation of fear: it is about the insecurity 

representations, indifferent to the physical features under which they take shape’ 

(Campos & Greene, in Gutiérrez, 2005, p. 87). 

 

This symbolic dimension reflecting on the capillary sensation of fear to which Campos 

and Greene refer, shares its link with a category of analysis identified as evil 

imaginaries as they both regard the subjective features that lie beneath our fears 
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towards others. According to Fuentes & Rosado (2008), evil imaginaries deploy a 

duality of conditions —objective and subjective— that provide fear within the urban 

context with a set of attributes that can be narrowed down to quantitative and 

qualitative aspects, that is, direct and indirect experiences; the social construction of 

fear should not disassociate these aspects or relegate its subjective features as they 

highly condition our attitudes and openness. The notion of city space as an ideational, 

mental field is also well-known in Soja (2000); based on Lefebvre's Third space 

notions, he proposes a trialectics of city-space where the first space can be regarded 

as a materialist approach, ‘a set of materialized, spatial practices that work together 

to produce and reproduce the concrete forms and specific patternings of urbanism as 

a way of life’, ‘physically and empirically perceived as form and process’ (Soja, 2000, 

p. 10) while a second space perspective becomes ‘more of a mental or ideational field, 

conceptualized in imagery, reflexive thought, and symbolic representation, a 

conceived space of the imagination (...), the urban imaginary’ acting as a mental map 

embedded in us that determines the way we experience the city (Soja, 2000, p. 11). 

 
Figure 2-4. Typologies of dangerous people according to a HOA safety manual 

Source: (Amendola, 2000, p. 324) 
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The paradigm of fear derived from insecurity is defined by a lingering suspicion 

towards those that do not belong to our known social circle and the imaginaries that 

derive from it are highly focused on fearing the other. In this context, it is not surprising 

to find ludicrous illustrations as those portrayed on a security manual of a US-

American HOA (Homeowner association, for its acronym in English) describing whom 

is to be feared and denied access to the neighborhood (Figure 2-4). Amendola (2000) 

takes note on the importance of these types of representations —be it dangerous 

people typologies, or others like the mapping of dangerous areas within a 

neighborhood contained in a personal self-defense manual where graffiti is depicted 

as instance for warning— as evidences of generalized fear as an organizing principle 

of the contemporary city. As Mandoki (1998) states, evil imaginaries, as category of 

analysis, “stand as social representations that manage to mold the ways in which we 

perceive, imagine and relate to spaces, subjects and moments associated to 

situations of danger" (Mandoki, 1998, pp.210-211). 

 

Socially originated contradictions of modernity appear to point to the creation of 

controlled urban areas where the notion of space and place are somehow obliterated 

and replaced by the management of fear. Security is prioritized and the yearning for 

the communal dream that brings certainty back and keeps the otherness, embodied 

by the alien threat, off from our view is considered the norm rather than the exception. 

As following subchapters deepen into, the consequences of our self-inflicted blindness 

towards difference are felt in the multiple manifestations of urban agoraphobia around 

our cities, challenging not only our current conception about it, but also the democratic 

principles that we have so-far taken for granted. Just like the Greek agora represented 

the emergence of public space as a recognition towards otherness —an essential 

element for a stable cooperation towards the development of democratic principles—, 

today’s urban agoraphobia may, on the other hand, represent a stage of recoil in 

ourselves and a mirage of security within self-anxiety, one that is poised to redefine 

our notions of public space and access to the city along the social and cultural 

implications this shift implies. Above all, it appears as a stage of evasion and, worse 
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yet, self-evasion; as Stekel (1923/2013) properly pointed out: ‘all anxiety is fear of 

one’s self’ (Stekel, 2013, p. 115). 

 

2.2. Urban agoraphobia 
 

Deeply influenced by its etymological background —derived from the Greek ἀγορά, 

agorá: ‘public, open space or square’ and φοβία, phobia: ‘fear’—, urban agoraphobia 

introduces the notion of a well-known phobia within psychiatric and behavioral fields 

and extrapolates it to the extents of urban studies. The definition of agoraphobia, as 

provided by the American Psychiatric Association, is by itself revealing and delves into 

a series of symptoms that find their corresponding avatars in the urban arena: 

 

“anxiety disorder characterized by uneasiness and fearfulness in 

situations where the person perceives the environment to be 

unpredictable, dangerous or unsafe. These can include (…) open 

spaces such as shopping malls, airports and parking lots (…) 

Also triggered by social situations where the person may not feel 

in total control (…) a subset of panic disorder involving the fear 

of incurring a panic attack in those environments. Sufferers go 

through immense obstacles and lengths to avoid situations 

where they feel helpless, in severe cases, may not even leave 

their home. Along with the feeling of uneasiness and discomfort 

(…), people feel as if they cannot be in certain areas, due to the 

possibility of not finding or getting help” 

(Aqeel & Tohid, 2016, p. 227) 

 
From APA’s definition, we can ascertain at least four aspects of compliance regarding 

behaviors that find their reproduction by individuals and social groups throughout the 

contemporary city: a) an overall notion of the environment as dangerous or unsafe, b) 

the perception of open spaces as containers of those features, c) the availing of 
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extreme measures to avoid facing the fearfulness found on those places, and d) the 

sense of helplessness and avoidance inherent or associated to certain territories. As 

a means to portray the current trend of urbanization characterized by the progressive 

self-confinement of citizens in favor of security; urban agoraphobia is proposed as 

leading category of analysis for this research as its behavior entails the negation of 

the open city and public spaces based on the insecurity-derived fears that emerge 

from them and escape our control. Borja & Muxi (2003), introduced the term as part of 

their repertoire of urban interventions that contrapose the proper development of 

public space on their work entitled Public space, city and citizenship; aside from urban 

agoraphobia, the consequences of functionalism and modernism in the degradation 

of our notions on public space are therein discussed (Borja & Muxi, 2003, pp.23-29). 

Borja’s interpretation, as foreseen, finds a strong base on the clinical symptoms of the 

phobia; in his perspective, urban agoraphobia should be regarded as a disease, 

 

“produced by the degradation or disappearance of integrating 

and protective, but also open-to-all public places (…) an overall 

fear towards public places, places that are neither protective nor 

protected. In some cases, conceived not for security, but limited 

to circulation or as residual spaces, in other cases, occupied by 

‘dangerous social classes’ (…) Urban agoraphobia is a class-

disease from which those inhabiting the city as a means of 

survival seem to be exempt” 

(Borja in Jiménez, 2000, pp.9-10) 

 

Agoraphobia is an ailment, one that conditions every outdoor activity to fear, to the 

point of staying indoors in order to avoid becoming a victim of crime (Figure 2-5). The 

current therapy to deal with the degradation of formerly protected, integrating public 

spaces that yield now to the influence of fear seems to be materialized in the palliative 

shape of new ghettos; be it residential developments, malls or tertiary areas of 
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excellence that ‘no longer create centralities, they rather dismantle the territory and 

atomize social interactions’ (Borja in Jiménez, 2000, pp.10-11). 

 

 
Figure 2-5. Outdoor activity and fear of crime in Mexican cities 

Source: (INEGI, 2010, p. 78) 
 
 

The abrogation of public places is better expressed by first portraying the meaning 

and implications of the Athenian agora as the counterpart of this emerging concept; 

rather than limiting it to its etymological background extents, it is useful to 

conceptualize it as the space, par excellence, where differences were dealt with 

through debate, rather than withdrawal: 

 

“The agora came into being after the republican foundation of 

Athens and it turned into the place for debate to come about 

between diverse reunified tribes, at the same time it became a 

space for the emergence of public opinion. It represented the 

place where exchange, commerce, conversation and debate 

took place, therefore, constituting both a physical and immaterial 

space where ideas could circulate” 

(Valenzuela & Cabrales, 2002, p. 34) 

 

Urban agoraphobia acts precisely as the antithesis of this. Agoraphobia, when 

analyzed in the light of Freud’s definition, depicts an important trait, namely the 
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importance of the association between memories of anxiety with very determined 

places, situations or conditions where that distress emerged (Freud, 1938/1986, p. 

81); this association not only reproduces, but most importantly, triggers the original 

mechanisms of defense regardless of the significant variations of its circumstances in 

respect to the individual’s integrity in a renewed scenario turning every similar situation 

or place into a hazard. With the aid of psychoanalysis, Freud observed in his patients’ 

regressions a tendency to redevelop panic attacks regardless of divergent conditions 

in respect to those that sustained the trauma in the first place; the implications of this 

defense mechanism, almost a reflex —understood as the automatic response to a 

stimulus—, in the context of the city are substantial; inhibiting the flow of social 

relations and its subsequent dialogue by turning the former hubs of interaction and 

mediation into repositories of our fears and insecurities; at the same time, it triggers 

our desire for security and turns every unknown situation, place or stranger into a risk 

to be avoided. 

 

Lagrange’s (1995) coining of the term derivative fear is also quite related to this 

reflexive character of urban agoraphobia; from his perspective, human fear is one that 

distinguishes itself from that of animals by having further developed a third resource, 

aside from fleeing and aggression, as survival instruments against a threat. This 

evolution implied the acquisition of an advanced sense of secondary fear that ‘guides 

behavior whether or not a menace is immediately present’, a ‘sediment of a past 

experience of facing the menace, one that outlives the encounter and becomes an 

important factor in shaping human conduct, even if there is no longer a direct threat to 

life or integrity’ (Lagrange, 1995, p. 173). This magnification of outlived fears is also a 

trait reckoned by Bauman (2008): 

 

“Derivative fear is a steady frame of mind that is best described 

as the sentiment of being susceptible to danger; a feeling of 

insecurity (the world is full of dangers that may strike at any time 

with little or no warning) and vulnerability (in the event of danger 
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striking, there will be little if any chance of escape or successful 

defense); the assumption of vulnerability to dangers depends 

more on a lack of trust in the defenses available than on the 

volume or nature of actual threats” 

(Bauman, 2008, p. 11) 

 

Susceptibility to danger as an associated state is an element well-embedded in 

phobias; as Freud (1938/1986) states, both, obsessions and phobias share two basic 

elements: an original idea that resides and emerges from the subject and the 

emotional state that is associated to the former (Freud, 1938/1986, p. 75). The 

difference lies in that the emotional state for the case of obsessions is changing and it 

can translate into feelings of regret, guilt or similar; while in the case of phobias it 

represents an emotional state that is fixed and it is always expressed in the form of 

distress in relationship to the original idea. In this regard, agoraphobia is not an 

obsessive phobia but an occasional one, unlike true obsessions and common phobias, 

it appears only when specific circumstances that the affected subject carefully avoids 

are reproduced. Unlike common phobias, its mechanism is not one of substitution, it 

is merely distress that is present as its emotional state, which at the same time 

accentuates the notion of susceptibility. In agoraphobia, the reminiscence of distress 

is frequently present, the subject believes he cannot escape, although, in reality, the 

actual fear is towards the specific emergency triggered by the panic attack that 

emerged from the circumstances of the original experience (Freud, 1938/1986, p. 81). 

 

Aside from the complexity of agoraphobia as conditioning instrument of our individual 

behavior through the avoidance of places and situations based on the reminiscence 

of past distressful experiences, Ward (2001) ascribes it four specific functions that can 

develop as part of the ‘intra-psychic economy of the subject’, it: 

 

A. “Is a vehicle for hateful and aggressive feelings 

B. Helps temporarily to circumvent the problem of ambivalence 
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C. Condenses anxieties into a ‘knowable’ form and give some 

measure of control over it 

D. Helps stabilize phantasy activity and legitimize it” 

(Ward, 2001, pp.63-64) 

 

It is useful to highlight the normalization character of phobias for an individual in regard 

to their attitude towards the situations they seek to avoid in the first place. The 

functions addressed by Ward act as legitimizing elements supporting the individual’s 

truce regardless of its validity and they do so by materializing the threat, by naming it 

and ascribing it to a determined subject or place; as Ward argues, the construction of 

a phobia acts as a ‘more permanent way to avoid the unwanted demands of reality’ 

(Ward, 2001, p. 68). Although phobias act as dynamic ailments from one another, they 

do share an essential trait, their ‘defensive use of avoidance’ (Compton, 1992, p. 425); 

in this regard, urban agoraphobia, as a collective pathology, favors control and 

avoidance as a means to circumvent the actual issue. Perhaps one of the clearest 

urban outcomes of this is the reproduction of carceral archipelagos as a standard 

resource for the middle-upper class to regain a sense of control; urban agoraphobia 

is mainly a class-disease that, paradoxically, appears to grant immunity to those that 

have no choice but to remain vulnerable in the open. It is an urban anxiety disorder 

that should not be disregarded; as Freud stated, phobias if let alone will remain 

irresolute and, in the case of agoraphobia, patients must be encouraged to face it: 

 

“One can hardly master a phobia if one waits until the patient lets 

the analysis influence him to give it up. He will never in that case 

bring into the analysis the material indispensable for a convincing 

resolution of the phobia. In the case of agoraphobia, one must 

encourage the patient ‘to go into the street and to struggle with 

their anxiety while they make the attempt’” 

(Strachey, 1966/2001, p. 166) 
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2.2.1. Open fears: Retreating in the Postmetropolis 
 

One of the key elements present within the discourse of postmodernity is the 

transmutation of the time-space relationship that it leads to; in that regard, Bauman 

(2010) alludes to how instant gratification and, in broad terms instantaneity, has 

become a resource commonly appealed to for the disposal and underestimation of 

‘the old’ during liquid modernity times (Bauman, 2010, p. 132). The acceleration in the 

pace of political and economic events along social interactions unchained by 

instantaneity fosters the idea of ‘seeking for gratification, while escaping the 

consequences and responsibilities that emanate from it’ (Bauman, 2010, p. 137); in 

that context, permanence finds itself replaced by transience and our concern over 

perpetuity is hence consigned to oblivion. The outcome of this shift becomes crucial 

to the development of a new stage of modernity where the stance towards death is 

also altered in the process. 

 

Korstanje (2010) points out two positions that emerge from this new reconfiguration: 

death’s deconstruction and trivialization; conceptualized in the case of the former as 

stripped from its tragic character, heightening its terror volume as its power of 

destruction increases, in the latter it is regarded as an event that has been turned into 

a habit, an everyday experience or routine essay, giving place to a figurative death 

that is more related to being socially excluded or left behind (Korstanje, 2010, p. 126) 

than to the tangible act of perishing. The notion of exclusion as a form of death was 

neatly portrayed by Bauman in his allegory of the reality TV show Big Brother: in the 

act of dismissal of participants from the contest based on their weaknesses he finds a 

parallel reference, a contemporary analogy to the fear present in all contestants 

towards failure and banishing, as each of them —except for the lucky winner— goes 

through the public, mediatized display of irremediable exile from the group and the 

community. The underlying element of individualism depicted by the Big Brother 

allegory, where each participant must see for his or her own survival, to the point of 

desiring peer’s failures, reveals yet another relevant trait of postmodernity: our attitude 
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towards unpredictability and adversity is rather faced individually, leaving solidarity 

aside. The act of collectivity is, in the best-case scenario, circumscribed to the creation 

of synergies of common people seeking the reduction of risk amongst themselves by 

the obliteration of plurality and the exclusion of the rest. From the vantage point of 

survival, it would seem that empathy is better off left aside giving place instead to the 

polarizing notion of defining which team you are on: are you a winner or a loser? a 

survivor or a casualty? with or against us? 

 

The phenomenon of fear of death’s trivialization acquires further relevance if we 

consider that, amongst all fears, it is the most humane: it is the only fear absent on all 

other animals except for ourselves. It is our awareness over its unknowable nature 

that triggers our deepest fears, as Korstanje certainly points out ‘amongst all unknown 

things, death is, was and will remain the least known’ (Korstanje, 2010, p. 125); if the 

old proverb ‘we fear what we do not know’ is considered valid, then fear of death sits 

at the pinnacle of our apprehensiveness. Unlike any other living creature, humans 

have developed a sense of concern over that which lies beyond life and, along that 

concern, a sense of acting righteously for fear of suffering the afterlife consequences 

of morally evil acts in earthly life that may contradict divine will, a notion that has been 

developed a common premise and replicated as a mainstay amongst most religions. 

On the other hand, it is the notion of death and our fear towards it that has helped the 

upkeep of civilization and the order within social interactions; as described previously, 

in Hobbes’ Leviathan, the power of fear’s mediation becomes crucial in sustaining a 

balance where individuals would otherwise destruct each other over the land or 

belongings of their neighbors. 

 

In liquid modernity, the influx of factors unleashing fear is endless but always stemming 

from the basic notions that have been so far mentioned, one of the main causes for its 

recent expansion could be ascribed to the fact that fear has gradually turned into an 

individual act or experience that finds its vehicle of propagation in the atomization of 

bonds weakened by a daunting globalized environment; on the one hand individuality 
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is encouraged over collectivity, on the other, states appear to gradually turn powerless, 

yielding their former role as providers of certainty. 

 

One of the main issues posed by postmodern fear is that, in the midst of a rapidly 

shifting global environment, the inability of properly associating the causes of danger 

and the threat from where it emerges becomes untenable, hence the weak —if any— 

relationship between the real, actual sources of danger and our reactions to undermine 

it. In order to narrow down its typifications, Bauman (2013) proposes a threefold 

depiction of dangers that induce derivative fear within liquid (post) modernity: 

 

“Dangers one is afraid of (and so also the derivative fears they 

arouse) may be of three kinds. Some threaten the body and the 

possessions. Some others are of a more general nature, 

threatening the durability and reliability of the social order on 

which security of livelihood (income, employment), or survival in 

the case of invalidity or old age, depend. Then there are dangers 

that threaten one’s place in the world – a position in the social 

hierarchy, identity (class, gender, ethnic, religious), and more 

generally an immunity to social degradation and exclusion.” 

(Bauman, 2013, pp.3-4) 

 

In broad terms, Bauman’s characterization of dangers depicts the levels on which fear 

can affect us ranging from the most basic to the most complex; on a first degree 

represented as a tangible threat against our physicality or our individuality, on a 

second extent as a menace to order and social security, namely to our subsistence as 

part of a social group, finally, on a third level, it is seen as a threat to our status or 

social position, to our role in the world; on each case, these dangers challenge and 

determine very specific aspects of our lives: be it our integrity, our subsistence or our 

social condition. Out of these three characterizations, at least two find a breeding 

ground within the field of city space, both the risk towards our integrity and the 
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exclusion patterns caused by increasing social gaps put our fears into motion and 

reflect on the development of the places we inhabit. 

 

The close link between fear and city has been acknowledged by several authors during 

the last decades sharing the common denominator of its framing as a fixed trait of 

postmodernity engrained within urban space, these include Davis (2006), Soja (1998), 

Ellin (1999), Dear & Flusty (1998), McKenzie (1994) and Amendola (2000) amongst 

others who allude the adoption of fortification and surveillance as part of the new 

commanding processes steering the development of late 20th century metropoles. In 

this regard, Bru & Vicente (2005), point out that fear has always been a postmodern 

city feature, contained in it and expressed in many ways, from the ‘fear unleashed by 

oppression of dominant social groups’, to that derived from the ‘inevitable coexistence 

of a diversity of social features, interests and cultural or economical conditions’ also, 

and evidently, fear ‘towards the exterior has remained, despite the always insufficient 

shields we have built’ (Bru & Vicente, in Gutiérrez, 2005, p. 16). 

 

Ellin (1999), on the other hand, argues that ‘with the transition to a post-industrial 

society, the sense of insecurity seems to have grown along with the intensity of the 

nostalgic impulse’, stating that this could be attributed to the precipitation of change 

and globalization triggered by the ‘concomitant challenge to the dominance of the 

modern world view, a decline of the public realm, widespread access to information 

technologies and a consequent obscuring of power’ (Ellin, 1999, p. 124). Ellin’s 

argument reveals the sign of a shift that consolidated with the transition to a post-

industrial society; in the same direction, Soja (1998) proposes his six discourses on 

the postmetropolis as an effort to summarize the main features of the postmetropolis 

in the context of these transformations: 

 

A. Flexcity: on the restructuring of the political economy of 

urbanization and the formation of the more flexibly specialized 

post-Fordist industrial metropolis 
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B. Cosmopolis: on the globalization of urban capital, labor, and 

culture and the formation of a new hierarchy of global cities 

C. Expolis: on the restructuring of urban form and the growth of 

edge cities, outer cities, and post-suburbia: the metropolis turned 

inside-out and outside-in 

D. Metropolarities: on the restructured social mosaic and the 

emergence of new polarizations and inequalities 

E. Carceral Archipelagos: on the rise of fortress cities, surveillance 

technologies, and the substitution of police for polis 

F. Simcities: on the restructured urban imaginary and the increasing 

hyperreality of everyday life 

(Soja, 1998, pp.40-41) 

 

Regardless of their direct or indirect intervention, all six discourses have a relative 

outcome in the interaction between fear and the city, being the last two especially 

linked to it as they deal with the social consequences and measures of reaction caused 

by the first four. While Flexcity and Cosmopolis describe the political, economic and 

cultural shifts derived from the influence of globalization and the new patterns of 

production that affected urban restructuring, Expolis and Metropolarities explain the 

effects that this restructuring brought along, mainly in the shape of edge cities and the 

subsequent reorganization of the social mosaic that reflected in new patterns of 

inequality, polarization and segregation. Our focus is, however, placed on the referral 

of carceral archipelagos and simcities as they are clear manifestations of the fear 

phenomenon applied to the specific case of GCs as fear catalysts. 

 

The discourse of carceral archipelagos as societal response towards insecurity is 

epitomized by the fortification of the urban region of Los Angeles; Davis’ (1990/2006) 

City of quartz was the first and most dominant work to evidence the emergence of L.A. 

as a paragon of the postmodern fortified city ‘with bulging prisons, sadistic street 

environments’ and housing developments that rather resemble strategic hamlets,  
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where ‘gated and armed-guarded communities’ display signs that read ‘trespassers 

will be shot’ (Davis, in Soja, 1998, pp.45): the vision of a city dominated by permanent 

control and surveillance. Arguing a similar premise as Ellin, Davis’ proposes that the 

post-Fordist metropolis, amidst a reconfiguration caused by globalization, became 

highly configured by the surrounding consequences of its rapid shifting, mainly by a 

heightening in cultural diversity and a polarizing, hence polarized, social development. 

These discrepancies would become cemented by carceral tendencies that reflected 

in the use of diverse security, fear-driven measures, namely the implementation of 

social control and repression instruments by the state along a process of security 

commodification funded by the upper classes, willing to either flee into the suburban 

expolis or surrender to the inhabiting of carceral archipelagos in their pledge of safety. 

That flight/aggression duality is actually, as suggested by Lagrange (1995), the 

foundation from which fear, as a basic biological response of survival, connects us 

with other animals, unlike its derivate instance (Bauman, 2008, p. 11). 

 

Along Soja’s observations on the fortification of the city as a postmodern symptom 

conditioning its development; Simcities, his sixth and final discourse, draws on the 

ever-increasing practice of introducing a simulation of reality into our everyday lives, 

simulacra that eventually infiltrate our social imaginary giving place to a parallel reality, 

a hyper-reality as termed by the author (Soja, 1998, pp.46). Within this simulation, fear 

plays also an important role by acting as a distorter of a simulated reality in the sense 

of depicting an imaginary so fatal that it encourages and legitimizes defensive 

practices which find their counterpart within the simulated peaceful life of GCs, where 

nothing is unexpected and no one is a stranger, where evil imaginaries are covered 

by a blanket of mock-up landscapes until the windstorm of outer reality exposes their 

true colors. This dystopian scenario was neatly depicted in Rodrigo Pla’s (2008) La 

Zona, a film that poses the conundrum of trust, vulnerability and fear inside of a GC 

after the chaos caused by the breach of a surrounding wall as a result of a storm. The 

incidental disrupt of three lower-class teenagers, inhabitants of the surrounding 

pauperized ghettos, interrupts the interior utopian life and depicts an accurate 
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narrative on the role of evil imaginaries as leading characters; despite the harmless 

presence of the teenagers, the fear triggered by their outsider status results in the 

shooting of two of them and the mistrust amongst residents as the third may remain 

sheltered by a resident, at the same time, residents start to doubt the reliability of their 

private police corps. What La Zona accurately portrays is the emergence of evil 

imaginaries as the unseen characters of simcities, determinant in the way in which we 

perceive danger; our associations between certain people and places with risk may 

subsequently act as catalysts of our own insecurities. 

 

As the boundary between reality and its imagined instance becomes less clear, 

simulations begin to mingle in and, in some cases, precede reality; this phenomenon 

was defined by Baudrillard (1994) as the precession of simulacra based on the 

allegory of simulation posed by Borges’ fable On exactitude in science, in which the 

cartographers of the Empire design a map that resembles the actual territory so 

accurately to the point of ultimately covering it and replacing it until the fall of the 

Empire. Baudrillard claims that, unlike Borges’ allegory of the map, current simulations 

are no longer bound to territories or any referents, they are rather ‘the generation by 

models of a real without origin or reality: a hyperreal’ (Baudrillard, 1994, p. 1); a place 

where the territory no longer precedes the map, but the other way around. 

 

Evidence of simulation within contemporary urbanism is provided by Ellin (2003), the 

author refers that the emulation of lifestyles that date back to times where life in towns 

was not as overwhelming as it turned out to be in the postmetropolis, is the base for 

already materialized trends like New Urbanism, which has, in a nostalgic impulse, 

found a commercial niche based on simulation; a simcity where settlers are, in theory, 

not exposed to the chaotic environment but centered on a small, utopian community, 

reminiscent of old imagery. This simulation has proven nevertheless not as effective 

as planned, as Ellin documents, in the case of Jouy-le-Moutier, an attempt of new 

urbanism realized in France that was poised to bring back town-life, the subject of fear 

prevails amongst the discourse of most inhabitants despite ‘the minuscule crime rate 
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in the area’ (Ellin, 2003, p. 43). Further instances of simulation can also be traced to 

GCs; in the case of Mexico, Méndez Sainz (2002) has documented the ‘simulation of 

security’ and the adoption of ‘distinction signs’ as means to promote ‘collectively 

privileged lifestyles’ (Méndez in Cabrales Barajas, 2002, p. 65), at the same time he 

draws the attention on the detachment risks that come with their adoption; taking 

Plato’s allegory of the cave as analogy, he argues that, just like those that remained 

inside the cave acquired an artificial sense of reality limited to the inside projection of 

shadows in Plato’s tale, residents of GCs will likely obtain a simulated version of reality 

offered by their urban micro-universe. 

 

In the same line as Soja, Ellin and Davis, Amendola (2000), has also accounted for 

the blindage processes that take part in the Città Postmoderna (Italian for ‘postmodern 

city’). In his perspective, fear is a fundamental element that allows us to understand 

the way we structure the city, he argues that widespread fear ‘at times extraordinary 

for its intensity and operation’, enables the understanding of ‘urban and architectural 

forms, behaviors and adaptive stances assumed by the frightened flaneur that is the 

contemporary metropolitan man’ (Amendola, 2000, p. 317). 

 

While the contemporary metropolis is a place that Amendola envisions as a container 

of spells and fears, the subject of how this is reflected throughout our cities finds its 

niche in the pathology he terms the armored city; in it he prepends the features of a 

society highly defined by certain boundaries as determinant in its development. This 

reflects in the reorganization of socio-economic layers within the urban space and 

establishes new margins between contrasting layers, leaving aside the former buffer 

represented by the middle classes that find their place in the suburbs, thus becoming 

a struggle between the wealthy versus the excluded. While each group secludes in its 

own city, only a minority earns a place in what Amendola calls the city of enchantment 

and the imaginary, for the rest remains a city where, rather than simulation and 

representation, the scenario is one of survival, tragedy and poverty (Amendola, 2000, 

pp.310-312). This duality of a city, perceived at the same time as an object of desire 
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and repulsion, on the one hand epitomizing security and on the other risk, is triggered 

by the accentuation of social gaps and has derived in what has been termed a 

postmodern paranoia. 

 

Along this paranoia, retribalization appears as its paroxysm. Ellin (2003) refers to it as 

a phenomenon of ‘assertion of cultural distinctions’ sparked by the mass media’s 

efforts to reduce our vision of the world to the degree of narrowing it down to a 

‘regionalist’, ‘traditionalist’, back-to-the-roots trends that clearly reflect in the recent 

establishment of GCs in the U.S.A which, ‘although not officially exclusive’, create 

further segregation through the development of housing projects ‘comprised almost 

entirely of young families, racially/ethnically segregated communities, and income-

specific communities’ (Ellin, 2003, p. 48). Ellin goes further to issue a warning over the 

consequences of these processes, arguing that: 

 

“While providing a certain sense of security, such separatism can 

also contribute to an ignorance of others and less tolerance for 

difference. It feeds an us-against-them mentality and a tendency 

to defend one’s borders, family, and self with gates” 

(Ellin, 2003, p. 49) 

 

This process of retribalization is also perceptible in the interior subdivisions of high-

end GCs in Guadalajara (Díaz & Ortiz, 2014, p. 34); a clear example of this can be 

observed in the internal segregation produced by the cluster design within Puerta de 

Hierro, the most iconic GC of that urban area. On top of the gap created by the exterior 

walls and gates of this housing development, the arrangement of houses is organized 

in function of three sub-categories that further determine the density they have the 

right to aspire to (Figure 2-6). A lower density (1,000 square meters per lot) implies a 

life in greener, wider areas, these are assigned to top-level residents, they are also 

strategically located right in the edge of the development closer to green areas and 

further away from the open city’s roads in order to create a belt or buffer of protection 
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around them through the disposition of the two remaining sub-categories: medium 

density (600 SQM per lot) in the middle of the GC and high density (450 SQM per lot) 

in the edge of the outer walls and gates that separate the GC from the outside; on top 

of these subdivisions, for each of them, further gates are established. It is also worth 

noticing that each cluster is named according to a geographical region in Spain, e.g. 

Aragón, Galicia, Andalucía or Cataluña; yet another effort to create a simulated 

environment, where the idea of inhabiting a replica of that European country helps to 

embrace an imaginary of superiority and prestige. 
 

 
Figure 2-6. Master Plan for the GC Puerta de Hierro in Guadalajara, Mexico 

Source: (Cabrales Barajas, 2002, p. 110) 
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Retribalization, along Soja’s discourses, is proof of the features of postmodern 

urbanism involving fear, they could be regarded as pieces of the puzzle contributing 

to the creation of the complex mosaic of the armored city. The emerging foundation of 

this phenomenon finds a point of agreement amongst authors studying the interactions 

between fear and the city in the omnipresent attribute of its contemporaneity. 

Amendola argues that one of the mainstays of this acquiescence is the fact that sense 

of vulnerability has become paramount; rather than emerging exclusively from 

violence or crime, contemporary fear in the urban is mainly based on the likelihood of 

becoming a victim of violence, that derivative fear to which Bauman also refers. It is 

that possibility —slight or strong— that creates the ‘impulse of physical and electronic 

fortification of territories, to the degree that over a third of new developments in 

Southern California are electronically protected’, rather than considering violence as 

‘one of the novel principles of organization of the contemporary city’, we should regard 

‘fear of violence’ as such (Amendola, 2000, p. 316). 

 

Vulnerability has also called for the transformation of the public space setting security 

above any other priority, what used to be characterized as spaces of generalized 

accessibility turn gradually into contested and selective ones. Amendola alludes to this 

behavior as an already ruling standard in cities like N.Y. And L.A; based on their 

example, five strategies of selective space are proposed by the author: 

 

A. Stealthy space, the space defended by its invisibility and 

camouflage, it is hard to be located. 

B. Maze-like space, almost completely composed by complicated 

access roads or dead ends. 

C. Armored space, surrounded by physical or symbolic elements 

of limit that discourage the access to it. 

D. Uncomfortable space, in which deterrent elements are 

incorporated in order to dissuade people from staying, these 

may include automatic sprinklers or uncomfortable benches. 
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E. Anxiety space, the place full of surveillance in which cameras 

and other supervision devices create the sensation of constant 

monitoring and control. 

(Amendola, 2000, p. 331) 

 

These strategies condense a clear typification of the main tangible consequences of 

risk management as handled through the implementation of cosmetic measures that, 

rather than finding solutions towards the threats that inflict fear, discourage the access 

and use of the places that would paradoxically serve as cores for their mediation. More 

importantly, they depict the very essence of urban agoraphobia by revealing the 

vicious circle behind constructing further gates on top of our differences and locking 

our fears behind fortified cities. The excluded ones appear to represent a danger to be 

managed in order to safeguard the dreamscape of a city that a minority inhabits; in the 

same way that the intruders of Pla’s La Zona stirred the sediment of GC’s residents 

insecurities with the latent chance that the rage of the excluded, as termed by 

Amendola, will eventually derive in the rupture of that dream of simulation and the 

fragile balance of segregation within the city (Amendola, 2000, p. 312). 

 

2.2.2. Security LTD: The commodification of security as a new standard 
 

Studies on fear of crime concur on the statement that the increment of fear’s presence 

in everyday life has been strengthened by the proliferation of defensive elements 

scattered around the city. According to Ellin (2001), peaks in fear factor reflect on the 

individual measures taken by citizens concerned with their safety in the face of swift 

changes infused by postmodernity and globalization; these reactions, if measured by 

‘locked car and house doors, security systems, the popularity of gated or secure 

communities, the purchasing of handguns and the increasing surveillance of public 

spaces, not to mention the unending reports of danger emitted by the mass media’ 

(Ellin, 2001, p. 872), depict a clear trend pointing towards the internalization and 

individualization of fear derived from insecurity, shapeshifting their responses, and 
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materializing in accordance to people’s sense of insecurity and socioeconomic levels. 

Results derived from a nationwide survey known as ENSI (Insecurity Related National 

Survey, for its acronym in Spanish) applied during 2009 in Mexico, appear to endorse 

Ellin’s argument over the interrelation between fear of crime and the influence of media 

when measured by the exposure to news’ level. The intimate correspondence between 

insecurity perception and exposure to news evidences this, reporting an increase of 

up to 21% depending on the frequency of news received (Figure 2-7). 

 

 
Figure 2-7. Level of insecurity in relationship with exposure to news in Mexico 

Source: (INEGI, ENSI 2010 Insecurity Related National Survey) 
 
 
Aside from depicting the intrinsic relationship between mass media and fear of crime 

perception, insecurity surveys aid in the reflection of the level of despair of frightened 

citizens; a parallel study by ICESI (Citizen Institute for Studies of Insecurity, for its 

acronym in Spanish) and INEGI, which took into consideration the seventeen most 

important cities in Mexico, confirmed that in the midst of a security crisis most citizens 

will opt for the use of protective measures at the individual level: during 2008 almost 

52% of the interviewees admitted to have installed a safety measure on their homes 

as a result of sense of insecurity derived from fear of crime, drawing upon locks, walls 

and fences as most commonly used devices (INEGI, 2010, p. 82). 
 

Despite the utility of this kind of reports, there is an academical and political debate 

over fear of crime’s measurability, especially as instruments of political estimation on 
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insecurity’s impact and policy-making; while it is relevant to acquire a quantifiable 

overview on people’s concerns, does that provide enough elements for their proper 

evaluation as to promote the creation of further policies to undermine it? How can the 

generalizing character of their results be translated into qualitative measures? After 

all, fear of crime in postmodern times, as we have stated on previous sections, stems 

from the roots of our fear of exclusion as a form of death, as an experience that tends 

to be faced and dealt with individually, an act of survival that becomes as diverse and 

complex as its liquid condition implies. Authors like Hale (1996), have suggested that, 

rather than measuring fear of crime, statistics seem to measure ‘some other attributes’, 

which might be better characterized as either ‘insecurity with modern living’, ‘quality of 

life’, ‘perception of disorder’ or ‘urban unease’” (Hale, 1996, p. 84); on the other hand, 

Davis argues that fear proves itself: ‘the social perception of threat becomes a function 

of the security mobilization itself, not crime rates’ (Davis, 1990/2006, p. 224). 

 

One of the main sources of this debate derives from fear of crime’s mixed definitions, 

which has been pointed a subject of misinterpretation throughout literature related to 

crime, insecurity and fear. Regarding this, the stance considered is based on Pain’s 

(2001) definition, who argues that it should be seen as a ‘wide range of emotional and 

practical responses to crime and disorder made by individuals and communities’ (Pain, 

2001, p. 901). The main implication in Pain’s concise interpretation lies in its focus on 

the consequences of people’s concerns about crime on everyday social life, 

acknowledged as ‘practical responses’. Rather than relying solely on the diversity of 

quantitative results that emanate from surveys in the shape of level measurements 

and statistics, Pain argues that it is the implications of crime in terms of quality of life 

and social inequality we should be regarding: 

 

“The effects which people’s concerns about crime have are both 

measurable (although it may take quite sensitive, and even then, 

imperfect, methodologies to draw them out) and meaningful in 

terms of quality of life and social inequality. They provide some 
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means of establishing whether, when and for whom fear of crime 

is a tangible social problem.” 

(Pain, 2001, pp.901-902) 

 

Studies that measure insecurity perception, while mostly generalizing, shall be taken 

into account as parameters or points of reference that limit themselves to the outlining 

of the overall panorama of insecurity we are facing. In this regard, instruments as ENSI 

do depict, in broad terms, that ‘tangibility of fear of crime as an emerging social 

problem’ that Pain refers to, while evidencing individual endeavor as a clear trend for 

its confrontation. On the other hand, Fuentes & Rosado’s (2008) argument on fear of 

crime as a two-dimensional issue involving both, objective and subjective conditions, 

interwoven by direct and indirect experiences (Fuentes & Rosado, 2008, pp. 101, 102), 

supports the notion that both, quantifiable and incommensurate dimensions, are to be 

pondered as reciprocal factors. This estimation of indirect experiences as equally 

important conditions as fear itself (direct fear), is also backed up by Lagrange’s (1995) 

argument of derivative fear as the underlying driving force steering our behavior on 

the basis of past experiences of susceptibility, with or without the presence of former 

threats and usually differing from the actual feared experience (Lagrange, 1995, p. 

173); taking this into account, fear reminiscence becomes its complementary notion. 

 

Parallel to evidencing the tangibility of fear of crime as a social problem, another 

important output of surveying insecurity is the provision of elements to gauge social 

and economic inequalities in terms of access to security, a phenomenon known as 

commodification of security. In general terms, what commodification of security implies 

is the change of paradigm resulting from a shift in terms of who becomes its provider; 

by posing the question over ‘what happens if the conception of security is a product 

that can be sold for profit?’, Krahmann (2008) elaborates on the two main implications 

that illustrate the shift from security regarded as a collective, public good to its notion 

as an individual, market product. The consequences of this change of paradigm 

involve, on the one hand ‘a change in the meaning of security from the absence or 
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reduction of a threat to its survival’ and on the other ‘a focus on excludable means of 

providing it, such as deterrence or protection’ (Krahmann, 2008, p. 387). 

 

Based on the argument that the privatization of security is ‘merely a change of supplier 

that affects neither the nature of the good security, nor the state monopoly on violence’ 

(Krahmann, 2008, p. 380), the notion of a shift amongst providers of security has been 

disregarded by a number of studies and authors; this may not seem particularly 

surprising, considering our immersion within a culture of global capitalism, weakened 

states and the standardization of outsourcing of previously public, collective goods in 

which privatization has been assumed as the next natural step; in this regard, it shall 

be seen as the result of a similar scheme of gradual privatization of other basic 

services, as could be the case of health care or educational systems around the world. 

Although overlooked, the shift from states to individuals as subjects of security does, 

however, have a number of implications, amongst others the broadening of threats; 

while the demands of state security are more or less assumed as generalized items, 

the individualization of security involves its radical atomization. Individual security 

concerns are much more complex and diverse, it demands different approaches and 

priorities; most importantly, it presupposes the rise of restrictive implications that 

inevitably rise as a consequence of its elitization. 

 

As the market of security broadens, supply and demand are redirected to fit the needs 

of those who are able to afford it while neglecting its actual causes; to put it bluntly, 

commodification of security means that those on the top of the hierarchy pyramid will 

remain further away from violence and fear, however, as the liquid sense of insecurity 

tide rises, it will sooner or later permeate its complete structure; therein lies the 

paradox of commodifying security, as it only appears to reinforce what Krahmann 

refers to as the second and third meanings of security, failing to look after its primary 

meaning: prevention. In its second meaning, security is achieved through deterrence 

mechanisms that ‘rather than attempting to deal with, and remove the causes of a 

threat, seek to hold it off’ (Krahmann, 2008, p. 382), a third meaning would focus on 
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containing its already materialized consequences; on both cases the notion of security 

that gets reinforced by commodification is reactive rather than preventative. This 

gradation of security, seen as an exacerbation of mechanisms in accordance to their 

corresponding meanings or approaches (Table 2-1), depicts one of the fundamental 

shifts that commodification of security brings to scene, its excludable character: 

 

“while prevention appears to be a non-excludable and non-rival 

form of security, deterrence is typically excludable and non-rival, 

and protection is both excludable and rival. Crucially, public 

goods theory argues that the market will under provide non-

excludable goods because of a free-rider problem. The market is 

therefore more likely to provide excludable forms of security such 

as protection or deterrence, rather than prevention. Moreover, 

the production of security as a commodity influences ‘who’ 

acquires it, ‘what’ threats are addressed, ‘how much’ security will 

cost and whether it is ‘long-term or short-term’” 

(Krahmann, 2008, pp. 399-400) 

 
GCs appear to be, under this perspective, exceptional hubs of commodifying 

practices; in them, suspension and survival of threats through mechanisms of 

deterrence and protection find their urban avatars, intertwining with the manifest goal 

of repelling danger. Deterrence starts from the very display of high exterior walls with 

warning signs on top reading danger, high voltage or keep out, patrols safeguarding 

their gates, complemented by strategically located CCTV cameras that are purposely 

placed where everyone can see them; just like in the watchtower of Bentham’s 

panopticon, visibility becomes crucial in their deterrence mechanism while feeling 

surveilled, observed becomes perhaps the most dissuasive mechanism at their 

disposal. At the same time, protection mingles in, shaped by private security elements 

denying the access to strangers and suspects while constantly patrolling its interior for 

any signs of irregularity. GCs are anything but inviting, because openness equals 
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vulnerability in an environment where prevention, the main counterweight to insecurity, 

is mostly disregarded by the market: inhibiting insecurity is clearly not as profitable as 

dealing with the consequences of its omission. 

 

 
Table 2-1. Krahmann’s meanings and mechanisms of security 

Source: (Krahmann, 2008, p. 383) 
 

Commodifying trends have also turned deterrence and protection from objects of 

desire into first-necessity items, this reflects in the gradual evolution of GCs from social 

status and prestige providers into security zones. Those updated versions of the 

panopticon, amalgams of security commodifying practices, are also conversely related 

to Jacobs’ (1961/1992) argument on the decay of neighborhood life in which citizens 

would formerly take part as active observants, constantly —if not deliberately— 

establishing visual contact as an effective mechanism of social control (Jacobs, 

1961/1992, p. 32). As Campos & Greene (2005) argue, ‘within the act of feeling 

observed’, ‘within the deterring power of observers’, may lie the citizen’s ‘certainty of 

feeling protected’ (Campos & Greene, in Gutiérrez, 2005, p. 93). That mechanism of 

security, embodied by the ‘intricate, almost unconscious, network of voluntary controls 

and standards amongst people themselves, and enforced by the people themselves’ 

(Jacobs, 1961/1992, p. 32) portrayed by Jacobs, rather than react against threats, 

would collectively inhibit them from materializing in the first place; if commodification 

of security’s approach were to be defined by its antithesis, then Jacobs’ and Campos 

& Greene’s arguments would neatly account for it. 

 

Another manifestation of commodification practices often found in GCs, especially 

documented in their US-American instances, is the phenomenon accounted by 
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MacKenzie (1994) as Privatopia. In privatopia, two guiding principles of Howard’s 

garden city are taken as reference and extrapolated in the shape of internal novel 

governance practices, these two elements are the ‘comprehensive physical planning’ 

and the ‘political and economic organization of a community model’ (MacKenzie, 1994, 

p. 3). For the application of these principles, GCs have to be first regarded as CIDs 

(Common Interest Developments, for its acronym in English), in doing so, the extents 

of their definition become more focused on their conception as developments which 

are in their entirety owned and shared by residents in a collective manner, that is, 

under a rather contractual relation; in this respect, residents become accounted for as 

mutual contractors rather than neighbors. 

 

In order for CIDs to operate, the instruments represented by HOAs (Homeowner 

Associations, for its acronym in English) becomes fundamental; in principle, HOAs are 

supposed to represent a more democratic approach towards the internal governance 

and decision-making within CIDs as they propose the self-organization of residents as 

the axis around the solving of community problems; there are, nevertheless, 

fundamental conflicts in their conception that counteract that notion. From their very 

inception, HOAs are, not only limited, but limiting instruments of governance; as 

Mackenzie argues, HOAs are ‘set up on paper by the developer of the project while 

the development is in its planning stage, not voluntarily organized by residents after 

they move in’, to worsen this, ‘the only way to resign from an HOA, is to sell one’s 

home and move out’ (MacKenzie, 1994, p. 20). Moreover, the contractual restrictions 

set by the developers are extensive and go from determining the color and style of 

facades to outlining the resident’s desirable behaviors. While the role of HOAs as 

limiting elements within CIDs is a subject of debate per se, it comes as a tandem with 

its implications in respect to the rest of the city; HOAs and CIDs have been widely 

tolerated and even embraced by weakened states mainly because CIDs, as 

independent governance entities, usually manage services which would have to be 

otherwise publicly provided; from the state’s point of view they represent the lessening 

of the expense implied by the provision of public services such as security, cleaning, 
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green areas and road maintenance amongst others. As a result, CIDs have shown a 

significant growth in the U.S.A (Figure 2-8): by 1999 they already represented a 15% 

of the housing stock in that country, moving from 500 to 250,000 CIDs in only 30 years 

(Gordon, 2004, p. 2). This sort of mutual collusion in tune with laissez faire principles, 

does not come without issues, authors like MacKenzie call the attention over the 

increasing power of HOAs and their level of independence from the rest of the city as 

concerning trends towards the creation of decontextualized enclaves that have no 

linkage whatsoever to the rest of the city. 

 

 
Figure 2-8. Growth of Common Interest Developments in the U.S.A 

Source: (Gordon, 2004, p. 2) 
 

The paroxysm of these trends, considered not long ago a dystopian, far-fetched vision, 

is now a reality in countries like Honduras, where the development of ZEDEs (Zones 

for Economic Development and Employment, for its acronym in Spanish) moves 

inevitably forward; constitutionally approved in 2013, ZEDEs are now recognized as 

national territory areas which are subject to a special regime in which investors are in 

almost autonomous charge of security, justice, political, administrative and economic 

policies, they go as far as being under the scrutiny of international law rather than 

national Honduran instances (Geglia, 2016, p. 353). 
 

While GCs may still be far from becoming ZEDEs, they do share a set of autonomy 

principles in regard to their contexts; the privatization processes triggered by them, 
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although not limited to security, find their visible assets in the display of deterrence 

and protective mechanisms of security that only appear to exacerbate threats, at the 

same time, the inability of the state in providing efficient public security services turns 

their commodification into a basic-needs item for a population that craves safety. This 

fact has not been overseen by investors, who have shaped derivative fears into a 

profitable product; while it may be accepted as a legitimate option, commodification of 

security will necessarily imply that the absence of threat, that prime meaning of 

security suggested by Krahmann as still preventable, becomes eventually an obsolete 

concept, leaving place to deterrence and protection as the only means of safety 

provision, at least for those able to afford it. 

 

2.2.3. Architecture of fear 
 

Shattered glass bottles on top of walls, barb-wired fences, stretched high-voltage 

lines, CCTV systems, barking watchdogs, spikes, alarm systems, guards, warning 

signs; aside from the intrinsic values of each of these elements, it would seem that as 

a whole, they create new ways of reading the city throughout their defensive 

discourses, not only in Mexico, but in many other urban areas around the globe. If 

regarded as a Lynchian analogy, this new way of perceiving our city’s surroundings 

based on their protective elements of reference is prone to replacing edges by walls, 

districts by clusters, nodes by surveilled malls and landmarks by gates. 

 

Be it through dissuasive or protective mechanisms, architecture of fear does not 

cease; in impoverished areas around the city, people will smash bottles and plaster 

their shattered, colored glass pieces on top of surrounding walls to create protective, 

piercing lines, almost like deterrent kaleidoscopes, while in middle-class 

neighborhoods, ornamental steel spikes are neatly welded on top of fences, if broken-

into, one shall consider investing in an alarm system or a high-voltage perimeter fence 

instead. On the other end of the spectrum, guards, gates and CCTV cameras rise as 

the quintessential elements displayed around wealthy areas; as bluntly put by Ellin, 
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(1997) ‘form follows fear’ and vice versa (Ellin & Blakely, 1997, p. 13), because the 

spatial manifestations that result from fear's influence seem to, paradoxically, reinforce 

the notion of its presence by putting into evidence our helplessness before it. 

 

A government projection made in 2009 called for the installation of a complex CCTV 

system consisting of over eight thousand cameras scattered around Mexico City with 

the aim in mind of turning it into the ‘most surveilled metropole in the world’ (Notimex, 

2009, p. 1). Reminiscent of what the ECCCS (Emergency Command Control 

Communication Systems, for its acronym in English) would become to the Los Angeles 

Police Department back in 1984, deriving in its later 'metamorphosis into a techno-

police' (Davis, 1990/2006, p. 252), the ultimate purpose in the installation of those 

cameras was the prospective creation of the C4i4 (Control, Command, 

Communication and Computation - Intelligence, Investigation, Information and 

Integration Center, for its acronym in Spanish), which has been operating since 2011 

as the biggest intelligence center in Latin America (Barrios Fuentes, 2011, p. 1).  

 

Behind the ambitious notion of developing a digital panopticon that dominates one of 

the world’s most populated cities lies an approach towards crime-related fears that 

clearly prioritizes reaction over prevention. In the midst of an environment already 

plagued by insecurity this might not seem such an irrational choice from an individual 

and even collective perspective; in this regard, it is not coincidental that INEGI reported 

an increase of security measures by citizens —reflected on architecture of fear— 

during 2008 (INEGI, 2010, p. 82), the year when every insecurity indicator showed an 

escalation after the war on drugs became implemented back in 2006 (Benitez Manaut, 

2009, p. 174), having reached its peak of violence during 2017 (Hernandez, 2018, p. 

1). It is, nevertheless, an arguable approach when regarded from the point of view of 

long-term public policies, as implied by Krahmann’s (2008) scheme on meanings and 

mechanisms of security, if prevention is disregarded, the suspension and survival of 

threats will most likely fail as well (Krahmann, 2008, p. 383). 
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Assuming that the nature of architecture of fear is a reactive one, I argue that such an 

approach may derive in the typification of three approaches with respect to security 

measures amongst the population: first, those that take place at an individual level, in 

this regard ICESI’s results on security measures in Mexican cities (Figure 2-9) serve 

to summarize most of those instruments: locks, fences, walls, alarms, watchdogs, to 

name just a few of the resources to which the majority of the population has access to 

or are able to afford, exempted from ICESI’s results, are the ‘hiring of private security’ 

and ‘group actions with neighbors” which correspond to further categories; second, 

elitized security measures, which are related to more complex, expensive private 

security systems including guards and technological support (centralized CCTV, 

satellite and alarm systems), these could be considered active instruments in the 

sense that they demand a constant supervision; and third, those that could be termed 

collective measures, in this regard, neighbor-organized actions such as the setting up 

of fences in cul-de-sac streets represent a hybrid response that oscillates between 

individual actions and those represented by GCs, along this category, the coordination 

amongst neighbors to watch for each other and report suspicious activity has become 

a common practice representing both an active and reactive behavior. For the first two 

cases, the implementation growth is considerable, while the expenses on the 

individual level, in terms of security measures, were estimated at a yearly growth of 

17,7% during 2016 (Muyaes, 2016, p. 1), the demand for elitized measures in the form 

of private security increased a staggering 180% in just five years (2012-2017 period), 

with an estimate 6,500 private security companies registered by the government by 

the end of 2017 (Sánchez, 2017, p. 2). 

 

The militarization of urban space through the use of architecture of fear is a well-known 

phenomenon, mostly analyzed as a result of security elitization within GCs, but also 

quite frequently associated to the destruction of public space; Davis (1990/2006) 

argues that ‘the universal and ineluctable consequence of this crusade to secure the 

city is the destruction of accessible public space’. On the other hand, architecture of 

fear is also to be read between the lines, that is, through the interpretation of uninviting, 
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subtle, almost unnoticeable elements that reject the threat represented by the other 

and enforce the creation of defensible space, exacerbating segregation in the process: 

 

“The neo-military syntax of contemporary architecture insinuates 

violence and conjures imaginary dangers. In many instances the 

semiotics of so-called 'defensible space' are just about as subtle 

as a swaggering cop. Today's upscale, pseudo-public spaces are 

full of invisible signs warning the underclass ‘other'. Although 

architectural critics are usually oblivious to how the built 

environment contributes to segregation, pariah groups read the 

meaning immediately” 

(Davis, 1990/2006, p. 226) 

 

That bad edge of postmodernity to which Davis alludes in City of Quartz referring to 

L.A. as the epitome of urban restructuring based on the principles of the defense of 

luxury-lifestyles at the expense of repression and urban space militarization, reflects 

on the ‘unprecedented tendency to merge urban design, architecture and the police 

apparatus into a single, comprehensive security effort’ (Davis, 1990/2006, p. 224). 

Driven by this redefinition of security as a positional good, income determines safety 

and the market of security regulates its own demand by increasing our craving for 

safety through its elitization, as Davis suggests, ‘security has less to do with personal 

safety than with the degree of personal insulation’ (Davis, 1990/2006, p. 224). 

Although not solely circumscribed to the GC context —as described before, 

architecture of fear is everywhere to be perceived around the city, visibly or not—, I 

aim to make use of the concept of architecture of fear from the perspective of its 

conception as a mechanism of protection, rather than deterrence, that is, in its elitized 

form and enforced by active measures; in doing so, I intend to create a stronger link 

between architecture of fear and the result of commodifying practices. While 

dissuasive instruments —mainly cast as reactive individual and collective measures— 

may also be part of commodification processes, as they somewhat involve the 
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intervention of private entities, namely manufacturers specialized in the production of 

defensive devices, they do not imply their active engagement in that security supply. 

In that sense, deterrence mechanisms of reaction would act as retainers, while their 

protective, active counterparts would rather act as repellents of threats. 
 

 
Figure 2-9. Security measures to protect from crime in Mexican cities 

Source: (INEGI, 2010, p. 81) 
 

According to a massive study by Blakely & Snyder (1998) which covered seven 

thousand surveyed HOA boards in the U.S.A., over 70% of residents declared to have 

chosen to live in a GC based mainly on the security they provided (Figure 2-10), that 

number reaches an astounding 99% if those that ‘somewhat’ took their decision based 

on security are added to that figure. As Blakely & Snyder suggest, GCs do ’represent 

a response to the rising tide of fear’ (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p. 57), be it in the shape 

of lifestyle, prestige communities or ‘security zones’. The questions at stake in this 

case should not be limited to how important security becomes while choosing life in a 

GC, but what do those apprehensive patterns present in architecture of fear are able 

to reveal? Can threat-repelling rituals actually exorcise our fears? Does the defensive 

discourse of GCs imply the locking out of fears or the locking in of our insecurities? 
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Figure 2-10. The importance of security in the choice of a Gated community 

Source: (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p. 57) 

 

As a matter of urban proxemics, the persistent suspicion towards those who are not 

within our trust-ratio of interpersonal distance becomes wider in correspondence with 

fear growth, radicalized to the degree of dissolving the actual levels of insecurity and 

criminality and its derived perception; it would seem that such blur needs to be 

resharpened, redefined by the boundaries that architecture of fear appears to be 

recreating. In a recollection of Bauman’s liquid notions, those blurred lines defining our 

fears are being washed away with it as our focus of insecurity appears to be 

counterbalanced from its collective to its individual character; despite proof of 

proactive measures carried out collectively as the most suitable approach towards fear 

of crime, most current responses to it appear to remain within the individual sphere. 

 

The nuances depicted by architecture of fear along the interpretation of the social 

imaginaries they unleash on both sides of the fringes they create, either as status or 

security providers, may provide a path to explore the reasoning behind it and its actual 

effects. It shall not be forgotten that in both, deterrence and protection, threat remains 

latent, even magnified, and its containment and repellence do not imply its riddance. 

As Ellin argues, architecture of fear may be regarded as fixation rather than solution: 

  

“Contemporary landscape is shaped by a preoccupation with 

fear, as apparent in home design, security systems, gated 
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communities, semi-public spaces, zoning regulations, and 

cyberspace. This ‘fixation’ manifests itself in such efforts as 

providing public parks but controlling their access, or building 

gated communities in ever-increasing numbers despite the 

evidence that they do not lessen crime” 

(Ellin & Blakely, 1997, p. 322) 

 

Kohn (2004), on the other hand, argues that the processes of space privatization 

represented by secure enclaves constitute the ultimate evidence of architecture of 

fear, materialized in a landscape of suburbs constituted by GCs and fortress-like malls 

policed by private security forces (Kohn, 2004, p. 6). This consensus around the 

understanding of architecture of fear as a divisive element, a catalyst rather than 

neutralizer, reached the attention of the UN in 2006; on its annual 2006-2007 State of 

the world cities report, the term architecture of fear gained recognition as a tangible 

phenomenon that covered a series of fortification actions led by developers and 

embraced by residents of high-end GCs. UN’s wake-up call gave notice on how ‘the 

high levels of urban insecurity change the face of a city for the worse, around the world 

the wealthy have created architecture of fear by retreating behind fortified residential 

enclaves’, a process where ‘gated communities run counter to the fundamental 

principles of sustainable urban development’ (UN-Habitat, 2007, p. 23). As suggested 

by Cabrales, GCs and their architecture of fear deserve our full attention as new 

factors in the configuration of our cities: 

 

“In Mexico’s Guadalajara, enclosed communities use 10% of the 

land to house 2% of the population. Even if it is conceded that 

gated communities are a legitimate option for the people who live 

there, it is important to recognize that they pose new problems 

and heighten previously existing ones” 

(UN-Habitat, 2007, p. 149) 
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2.3. Communi(ties): On the yearn for shelter within communitarian 
sense 
 

In Dostoevsky’s Crime and punishment, after being questioned by Petrovich Luzhin 

over his dominant role in the commune, Andrey Semyonovitch elaborates on the 

absence of such command structures within the community he takes part in. There, 

he argues, roles are entirely transformed, “what is stupid here, will become intelligent 

there, what, under present conditions, is unnatural here, becomes perfectly natural in 

the community. Everything depends on what circumstances and what environment 

man lives in. Environment is everything, and man himself is nothing” (Dostoevsky, 

1917/2012, p. 369).  

 

‘Community’, that almost supernatural word, that whole environment succeeding man, 

as depicted by Dostoevsky’s character, conjures up a series of positive, almost utopian 

connotations; it evokes at the same time trust, togetherness, familiarity, home-life, 

shelter, and perhaps most importantly in current times, a sense of protection, certainty, 

safety and belonging. As in Semyonovitch’s rationale, communities may go as far as 

to possess the power of transforming our very actions, vindicate them, solely based 

on the atmosphere and conditions they call upon; in this regard, communities may also 

act as the alibis for the seclusion of defined groups of people based on elitist practices 

rather than the pursuit of common principles. This recoiling process of communal life 

is, according to Bauman (2010), reflected as a pathology of liquid modernity, he refers 

to the current concept of community as: 

 

“the last relic of the old-time utopias of the ‘good society’; it stands 

for whatever has been left of the dreams of a better life shared 

with better neighbors, all following better rules of cohabitation, for 

the utopia of harmony slimmed down, realistically, to the size of 

the immediate neighborhood” 

(Bauman, 2010, p. 100) 
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On a wider extent, communities have, at the same time, become an inherent element 

of political and public discourse, as citizens embedded in a globalized economy, it 

would seem that we are expected to conceptualize community within an environment 

that is, at the same time, led by the unpredictable economic conditions of the global 

market and a counterpart political discourse where communities are portrayed as the 

palliatives that shall soothe our collective needs; this multi-dimensional spectrum 

where our current conception of community is engrained is able to simultaneously 

condense neighborhoods, towns, virtual groups, regions and even transnational 

efforts of association into our communal notions; in this regard the European 

Community comes to mind as one of the clearest reflections of a regional approach 

on cohesiveness around shared interests or goals amongst countries embedded on 

macro-level processes. 

 

Regarded from a sociological perspective, community is represented by a 

dichotomous construct. That bifurcation, according to Brint (2001), translates in the 

counterposition ideas of Toennies and Durkheim (Brint, 2001, p. 2) which have largely 

derived on its current conception within that field. Toennies conceived community as 

the contrasting interrelation between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft —German for 

community and society—, assigning it with a typological construct rather than a 

definition per se those contrasting associations aimed to define the extents of 

community as the process of transition from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft, arguing 

that, while the former represented the infancy of humanity, the latter represented its 

maturity. In doing so, he developed a ‘series of contrasting associations between 

communal and associative relationships’, according to them Gemeinschaft would 

become associated with ‘common ways of life and beliefs, concentrated ties, frequent 

interactions, smaller number of people, distant from the center of power, increased 

familiarity, continuity and emotional bonds’ while Gesellschaft would be linked, in an 

opposite manner, to ‘dissimilar ways of life and beliefs, dispersion of ties, infrequent 

interaction levels, larger number of people, proximity to the center of power, 

temporality and regulated competition’ (Brint, 2001, pp.2-3). 
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Durkheim, on the other hand, conceived community as an instrument, a framework 

that provided men with a social and moral support, a set of variable properties of 

human interaction rather than a social structure. Durkheim’s disaggregated approach 

can be summarized into four structural variables of analysis: ‘dense and demanding 

social ties, social attachments to and involvement in institutions, ritual occasions and 

a small group size’; along structural variables, two cultural assets complete his 

approach, namely ‘perceptions of similarity with the physical characteristics, 

expressive style, way of life or historical experience of others and common beliefs in 

an idea system, moral order, institution or group’ (Brint, 2001, p. 4). 

 

Along the same lines, Redfield (1989) suggests that a community remains as such 

only when it accomplishes to comply with a set of features that constitute a little 

community —the smallest unit, argued by the author to represent the whole of society 

together—; as Bauman (2009) argues, the following four remarks would make up for 

the efficient protection of its members by ‘steering them clear of challenging their 

habitual practices’, so long as they adhere to them, it is ‘unlikely that reflection, 

criticism and experimentation are encouraged within it’ (Bauman, 2009, p. 6): 

 

A. “Distinctive: the division between ‘us’ and ‘them’ is as thorough 

as it is disjunctive, there are no ‘intermediate’ cases, it is clear 

who belongs ‘to us’ and who does not 

B. Small: the communication between its members is dense and 

complete; signals that sporadically come ‘from outside’ appear 

hostile because of their scarcity 

C. Homogeneous: the endeavors, activities and attitudes amongst 

members remain alike, there is no room for changes to occur and 

a cultural similarity takes place 

D. Self-sufficient: the isolation from ‘them’ is almost complete, the 

chances to infringe it are remote” 

(Redfield, 1989, p. 4) 
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The influence of Durkheim and Redfield’s community variables is reflected on a 

number of studies within the sociological realm that prove their validity and have 

exacerbated the importance of both its structural and cultural importance; most 

importantly, their recapitulation reinforces the qualities associated to the concept 

based on diverse contexts, time frames and case studies facilitating its definition 

(Table 2-2). In that regard, morals, networks, support, identification, safety and 

commitment are seen as recurrent features in the discourse amongst study’s findings 

which point to their reinforcement throughout communal life. 

 

 
Table 2- 2. Durkheim’s variables on community within sociological literature 

Source: Author (2019) 
 

As observed, community, as a term, contains in itself a multiplicity of meanings, it is 

evident that the fragmentation of social structures implicit in globalization processes 

have caused the emergence of renewed, more current conceptions that take into 

consideration the technological, social and political transformations that continuously 

take place and have challenged those that had already been established, ‘so much so 
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that the term community itself has become too fluid, too amorphous, and too 

problematic’ (Ajana, 2007, p. 99). Along that range of connotations, Durkheim’s 

variables remain, nevertheless, a referent as depicted by the span of studies that 

enforce the idea of community as an instrument of analysis constituted by variable 

properties of human interaction rather than seen as a mere social structure.  

 

At the same time, the misuse of the term has led to the risk of linking it to processes 

that, not only divert themselves from the actual properties of a community, but even 

set themselves as their counteraction, an evident example of this is the oxymoron 

represented by the adherence of the gated adjective to the term community; if 

Toennies’ principles are taken as reference, not only does the act of gating a 

community imply the definitive disengagement of Gemeinschaft from Gesellschaft 

along the transitional importance of their interrelation, it also signifies the recoil and 

reversal from its suggested transition into maturity. This renewed, parallel form of 

organization calls to mind the ‘different social order by means of communities’ 

(Dostoevsky, 1917/2012, p. 368) to which Varents engages in Crime and punishment, 

alluding the emancipation she finds in the communal life as the culmination of 

progressive ideas and a place to cure society’s malaise. It would seem that, as is the 

case of fear, the concept of community should be regarded beyond the good and evil 

bias; Durkheim’s definition transcended Toennies’ precisely by identifying it as a set of 

structural, complementing variables, rather than defined by the contrasting 

associations between the opposing notions of community and society. 

 

For the purpose of this research and taking into consideration its focus as shelter 

providers within a globalized environment, I propose a definition of community that 

regards it as follows: a collective of people who share a set of social concerns and 

cultural activities based on principles or interests in common, which derives in the 

creation and strengthening of bonds of trust, confidence, identity, safety and 

identification amongst their members. It should always emerge from an implicit, shared 

understanding and be defined by its distinctive, limited and self-sufficient character. 
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This generic definition shall be complemented by Brint’s notion on the requirement of 

motives for interaction and the sense of familiarity with others (Brint, 2001, p. 9) as 

shaping elements of the concept of community; these requirements outline the 

creation of communities that could be regarded as of common interest, arising as 

communal social relations that set themselves apart from good-natured efforts and are 

established as explicit mechanisms of protection. A way to portrait this is the sense of 

security that can still grow out amongst people who are not necessarily engaged in a 

neighborly relationship, but who assume their motives for interaction as beneficial for 

the common good; in this direction, CIDs could be considered parallel conceptions to 

those delineated by Brint’s requirements. 

 

In a more current context, communities are, however, also highly defined by their 

existential basis of relationship and the ties that derive from them. A typification that 

takes this into consideration would necessarily involve the bifurcation between 

geographical and choice-based communities into further aspects of subdivision, 

comprising primary reasons for interaction, location of members and their interaction 

frequency (Figure 2-11). The primary reason for interaction within a community, 

defined as either activity-based or belief-based, becomes crucial under that scheme, 

as it further determines the frequency of encounters and the location amongst its 

members; this dual approach on community finds its base on Gusfield’s (1975) 

typification; while he proposed the existence of the territorial notion of community as 

defined by its geographical extents, he also pointed out the existence of its relational 

counterpart, referring to the ‘quality of character of human relationship, without 

reference to location’ (Gusfield, in McMillan & Chavis, 1986, p. 8). Gusfield’s notions 

may intersperse with each other and, according to McMillan & Chavis (1986), modern, 

globalized societies along with technological developments will most likely tend to 

develop communities that fall into its relational rather than territorial category, namely 

those that focus more ‘around interests and skills than around locality’ (McMillan & 

Chavis, 1986, p. 8). 
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It is of this research’s interest to notice how GCs within this typification would need to 

be ascribed as hybrid instances of community if defined by their existential basis of 

relationship ties, since they constitute at the same time choice-based and 

geographical elections; condensing simultaneously their primary reasons for 

interaction and conditioning the frequency levels of social encounter. In a similar case 

as CIDs, what this hybrid approach portrays is the degree of ambivalence surrounding 

the GC phenomenon; as elements taking part in a communal effort, their very definition 

within Gusfield’s and Brint’s typification schemes becomes problematic given the 

contradictory nature of their foundations in regard to the existential basis of the 

relationship ties taking place within them. The type of community materialized in GCs 

and CIDs brings to mind Sennett’s notions on the myths of community; he argues that 

the absence of difference, the ‘we-are-all-equal’ notion along the sense that there is 

no need to negotiate anything since the same outlooks are shared by everyone else, 

is the principle of these type of communities; the sense of solidarity from which the 

social structure of this myth emerges ‘speaks to a more complex human problem than 

social conformity’ (Sennett, 1992, p. 36), it rather extends to the collectively forged 

notion of community in which all members are equally bound by a sameness that 

reflects on a ‘definite set of desires, dislikes and goals’, a false common image or 

myth; in that context, conflict and difference are left aside through what Sennett calls 

the ‘purification ritual’ of communal life: 
 

Figure 2-11. Major Structural Subtypes of Community 
Source: Author, based on information by Brint (2001) 
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“That feeling of a common identity is a counterfeit of experience. 

People talk about their understanding of each other and the 

common ties that bind them, but the images are not true to their 

actual relations. But the lie they have formed as their common 

image is a usable falsehood —a myth— for the group. People 

draw a picture of who they are that binds them together as one 

being with a definite set of desires, dislikes and goals. The image 

of the community is purified of all that might convey a feeling of 

difference, let alone conflict, in who ‘we’ are” 

(Sennett, 1992, p. 36) 

 

It would seem that the whole premise of community has not been able to distance 

itself from the creation of subtle lines of delimitation, a series of dichotomies around 

which the communal concept is structured and which remain implicit features of its 

former and current conceptions. The implications of conceptualizing community as a 

notion that is contrasting in its nature, will necessarily derive in a set of polarizing 

definitions, be it known versus stranger, us versus the other, outside versus inside, 

similar versus different, to name just a few; those polarities will inescapably lead to 

mechanisms of exclusion, as Ajana points out:  

 

“to critically engage with the question of community is to call into 

question the metaphysics of subjectivity and expose the intrinsic 

ambivalence pervading the notion of identity, the unworking of 

dichotomies so they can no longer function as defining essences 

for deciding who is deemed to be placed inside, who should be left 

outside, and who is to be kept ‘in-between’, on the periphery of 

each side"  (Ajana, 2007, p. 100).  

 

The definition of that interstice represented by the in-between space, as suggested by 

Bhabha (1994), represents the space of ‘culture hybridity’, where the ‘meaning and 
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symbols of culture have no primordial unity or fixity’, that ‘third space’, as termed by 

the author, could act not only as container but also as carrier of the ‘burdens of the 

meaning of culture’ which may lead to the circumvention of the ‘politics of polarity’ and 

the materialization of a space where we become the ‘others of ourselves’ (Bhabha, 

1994, p.37).  

 

Parallel to outlining the diversity of definitions around community and recognizing their 

contrasting nature along its variety of manifestations and its structural differences in 

regard of the case study embodied by GCs, the concept of sense of community as 

inherent, reinforcing element acquires equal importance. McMillan & Chavis (1986) 

argue that a proper definition of the concept should be explicit and concrete, in the 

sense that its parts become clearly identifiable, it should also provide a dynamic 

description that grasps the ‘warmth and intimacy explicit in the term’ (McMillan & 

Chavis, 1986, p. 9). Based on these parameters, their definition finds its base in the 

depiction of four basic elements: 

 

A. Membership: defined as the feeling of belonging or of sharing a 

sense of personal relatedness 

B. Influence: a sense of mattering, of making a difference to a group 

and of the group mattering to its members 

C. Reinforcement through integration and fulfillment of needs: the 

feeling that members’ needs will be met by the resources 

received through their membership in the group 

D. Shared emotional connection: the commitment and belief that 

members have shared and will share history, common places, 

time together, and similar experiences 

(McMillan & Chavis, 1986, p. 9) 

 

Taking into consideration the pondering of these four elements, a definition of sense 

of community could be, according to McMillan & Chavis condensed as ‘the feeling that 
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members have of belonging, a feeling that members matter to one another and to the 

group, and a shared faith that members’ needs will be met through their commitment 

to be together’ (McMillan & Chavis, 1986, p. 9). The contextualization of this definition 

becomes clearer when observing the set of relationships amongst the sub-elements 

that work together to create each of the four elements involved in the emergence of a 

sense of community (Figure 2-12). The sub-elements that contribute to the notion of 

‘membership’ constitute the most complex relationship, acting in a circular way that 

points to the creation of boundaries which, in turn, reinforce emotional safety; in a 

more straightforward approach, ‘influence’ is built on a dichotomy defined by 

member’s openness/power to influence community through conformity and norms; 

“integration and fulfillment of needs” are determined by the causal relationship 

between the meeting of member’s needs and the development of sense of community; 

lastly, a ’shared emotional connection’ is driven by two interrelating formulas: the first 

implying the predominant role of a high-quality interaction amongst members, which 

would be mainly determined by the sharing of events and the outcomes of those 

events, while the second becomes defined by the contact level amongst members in 

relationship to the quality of those interactions. 

 

 
Figure 2-12. Sense of community element’s interaction 

Source: (Brint, 2001) 
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McMillan & Chavis’ emphasis on aspects such as belonging, commitment, sharing and 

togetherness as a way of regarding sense of community may also be considered a 

divergent process we should regard critically. While the ideal fulfillment of these 

elements may, in principle, represent a high degree of sense of community, when 

conceptualized as elements to be pondered on in the case of instances like GCs, their 

validity becomes debatable and recalls the mythic connotation of communities where 

the sense of belonging and togetherness emerges from the mirage constituted by 

sameness. As Sennett points out, the issue of mythic communities is cemented on a 

narrow conception of belonging that tends to encourage homogenization as a means 

of counterfeiting its actual experience, this can be best regarded in contrast to the 

bona fide sharing that takes place in deep intimate relationships: 

 

“(…) the sharing that occurs in deep relations of intimacy grows 

out of loving the distinctiveness, the uniqueness of the other 

person, not in the merging of selves into one homogenized being. 

But in the purification of a coherent community image, fear rather 

than love of men's ‘otherness’ prevails. Out of this fear is bred the 

counterfeit of experience. The ‘we’ feeling, which expresses a 

desire to be similar, is a way for men to avoid the necessity of 

looking deeper into each other; instead, men imagine that they 

know all about each other, and their knowledge becomes a vision 

of how they must be the same.” 

(Sennett, 1992, p. 39) 

 

As stated at the beginning of this section, implicit in our conception of community lies 

the conundrum of our ability to tell apart the utopian connotations the term has been 

associated with and how easily those disguised meanings can override or contaminate 

the initial qualities of sense of community. The implications of inaccurately discerning 

the inherent elements of communal life from those that counterfeit them involves the 

risk that individuals remain entrenched in communities, not for the sake of finding 
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common causes or developing shared life principles, but solely for the craving for 

interconnection or the partaking of personal insecurities. It would seem that sharing 

intimacy is ‘our preferred method, if not the last one, of building community’, a 

conceptualization that can only lead to the creation of communities that are ‘fragile 

and ephemeral, a scattering of erratic emotions that change their objectives without a 

reason and adrift from their fruitless pursuit: shared-worry, shared-anxiety or shared-

hatred communities’, of ‘coat-rack’ communities, characterized by the transient 

gathering of individuals, each ‘hanging’ their solitary fears (Bauman, 2010, p. 43), as 

they join their respective communities.  

 

The privilege of belonging to a community does not come without a cost and ‘it remains 

inoffensive, even invisible as long as the community remains itself a dream’; the price 

that one pays for the benefit of belonging is freedom, regarded as ‘autonomy, self-

affirmation or the right to be oneself’.  In whatever direction one chooses, as Bauman 

argues, ‘you gain some and lose some: missing community means missing security; 

gaining community, if it happens, would soon mean missing freedom’ (Bauman, 2010, 

p. 8). Communi(ties), then, keep us on the verge of certainty and freedom and that 

thin line appears feebler as the level of fear towards our differences increases.
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3. SURRO (GATING). On the substitution of the open city by walls 
and gates 
 

The act of surrogating involves the seek for a substitute, a person or entity taking over 

another’s determinate role; in a similar manner, the process of urban agoraphobia has 

implied the installation of walls and gates as the surrogates of our former certainties, 

at the same time, our fears towards the open spaces in the city seem to have grown 

proportional to the erection of those boundaries as a measure to keep all that is 

unknown, thus risky, at a safe distance. It would seem that our proxemics, understood 

as ‘the way in which individuals handle micro-space’ (Shuter, 1976, p. 46), in 

relationship with the other have been undermined analogous to our self-distrust and 

security measures; as I argue throughout chapter two, our increasing reliance and 

recent emphasis on architecture of fear practices represent an evidence of this. Within 

these dynamics, communitarian sense and safety perception appear to play major 

strengthening roles that foster the reproduction of this model through the further 

creation of physical and social boundaries in the shape of GCs to justify their 

protection; as stated by Brint (2001), ‘the more set apart, geographically and/or 

socially, and the more pacified with respect to violence, the more community-like’ 

(Brint, 2001, p. 18) we are likely to be, and vice versa. 

 

Aside from substitution, in its very core the term surrogating implies the delegation of 

a responsibility; although walls and gates, acting as replacements in the provision of 

safety, may to some extent fulfill this role, most authors agree on arguing that their 

efforts will mostly be circumscribed to performing palliative functions. As surrogates, 

they will cover, under a blanket of simulated sameness and peacefulness, the 

profound shifts occurring under the hood, those represented by the underlying factors 

that globalization infuses modernity with, namely the increasing social gaps and the 

volatility of economic and political veering conditions; though not limited to these 

processes, these could be considered the main operators of a polarized environment 

in which the substitution of former conceptions of urban development become socially 
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accepted and —not surprisingly given the adversity of the contexts they thrive in— 

widely popular amongst citizens. In this scenario, the local as opposite to the global, 

along its negative connotations, presents itself as the context where security, 

familiarity and solidarity remain engendered; within the local, GCs would act as its 

paroxysm, a supra-locality where those values may still be found when the context 

fails to provide them. 

 

Parallel to these surrogation mechanisms lies the one implied by GCs as new 

providers of formerly state-enforced security, now delegated to private entities and 

materialized not only within GCs, but also on the provision of security by individuals, 

corporations and even military services (Krahmann, 2008, p. 380). While the 

consequences and risks of yielding public, basic services are in progress, some 

symptoms derived from commodifying practices are already perceptible; these can be 

found, as I have covered previously, in the shape of HOAs, CIDs, and in their most 

extreme cases, reflected on instances like ZEDEs: national territory areas which are 

subject to special regimes driven by foreign investors who take over security, justice, 

political, administrative and economical attributions, unconstrained by states and even 

national legislations.  

 

With the aim of exploring these shifts, chapter three intends to offer an outlook on the 

means by which GCs have successfully taken on their surrogate role some decades 

after their emergence during the 1960’s; first by depicting them as a multidimensional 

phenomenon that appears as a current reaction to drivers found on four main extents: 

on a global context, within a state level, on the social-individual dimension and as 

results of traditional, inherited patterns; and second, by conceptualizing their 

structuring as responses to motivations that have evolved from their initial role as 

lifestyle and prestige providers for the upper classes to the more recent establishment 

of security zones designed for the middle and lower classes, constituting their last 

resort to remain —or  leastways intend to feel— safe. 
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Both, gating and surrogating, imply dichotomous approaches towards an issue; they 

both represent an escape from an existing, adverse situation by the creation of its 

divergence rather than its mediation. This act of evasion is bound to its global 

dimension as it implies the end of subordination to state, national or institutional 

frameworks, which derives in the global vs local conundrum pointed out by Sassen 

(2015); according to the author, GCs are ‘likely to consist of thick localized 

interventions by diverse actors, local or global, good or bad’ (Sassen, in Bagaeen & 

Uduku, 2015, p. 17). The global condition in which the gating phenomenon is 

embedded forces us to regard it as part of the DNA of modernity, ‘as the national 

encasement weakens, we can see the constituting of a proliferation of partial 

assemblages of territory, authority and rights once firmly ensconced in national 

institutional frames’, as inherent part of this process the act of gating ‘begins to 

disassemble those earlier, more encompassing formats – the city, the region, the 

nation’ (Sassen, in Bagaeen & Uduku, 2015, pp.18-19). Moreover, it encourages us to 

analyze it without the former bias of GCs as mere social status providers, to transcend 

their conventional image and start digging in their current catalysis and the causes of 

their recent shifting and popularity beyond premeditated notions; as Calthorpe argues, 

we should not disregard the role of social and political circumstances as triggers of 

physical isolation resulting in the exacerbation of fears, the GC phenomenon: 

 

“denotes the separation, and sadly the fear, that has become the 

subtext of a society once founded on differences and tolerance. 

Politically, it expresses the desire to privatize, cutting back the 

responsibilities of government to provide services for all; socially, 

the fortress represents a self-fulfilling prophecy: the more 

isolated people become, and the less they share with others 

unlike themselves, the more they fear” 

(Calthorpe, in Bagaeen & Uduku, 2015, p. 34) 
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In this regard, the multidimensional exploration of the issue, as a phenomenon driven 

not only by individual motivations but one that involves parallel state and global 

changing conditions, along the analysis of the impulse that fuels their expansion as 

security zones become crucial objectives of the following chapter. 

 

3.1. The fearsome impulse of gating 
 

The fuel on which GCs depend to perpetuate defensive modalities of city building with 

such impulse is multifaceted, although a common ground has been established 

throughout most of the reviewed literature to ascertain its roots within the dynamics of 

globalization, it is true that, in order to better discern their repercussions within that 

complex framework, an analysis of its underlying economic, political, social and 

individual driving forces becomes mandatory. Further economic and political aspects 

will be discussed within a regional context on section 3.2, however, I intend to first 

establish their typifications as materializations of an insecure environment focusing on 

their social and individual representations; these responses, which are mostly 

encompassed within the architecture of fear practices that were outlined on previous 

sections of this research, need first be characterized in order to attain an overview of 

the type of responses expected to be found when fear is prioritized as morphological 

element over urban development and its policing. Following an extensive analysis of 

residents’ opinions that took into consideration the surveying of over seven thousand 

community associations covering six case study locations in the U.S.A, Blakely & 

Snyder’s (1998) classic study on crime and security in gated communities concluded 

that these are to be considered ‘a response to the rising tide of fear’ and as such they 

may accordingly be categorized into three main groups: 

 

A. “Lifestyle communities: where gates provide security and 

separation for leisure activities and amenities within. Subtypes 

within this category include retirement communities, golf, country 

club, resort developments or new towns 
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B. Prestige communities: where the gates symbolize distinction and 

prestige and attempt to create and protect a secure place on the 

social ladder. Subtypes include enclaves for the rich and famous; 

developments for senior executives and managers, and 

successful professionals 

C. Security Zones: where community safety is the primary goal. 

They may be center city or suburban, in rich or poor areas, but 

gates are primarily a protection from some threat, real or 

perceived” 

(Blakely & Snyder, 1998, pp.57-58) 

 

Blakely & Snyder’s threefold approach is taken here as point of reference for the 

depiction of the widespread of the model on diverse modalities and socio economic 

scopes since it is encompassed around the guiding directions of this dissertation: the 

concept of fear and security provision on the social and individual spheres. Although 

the extent of security and fear contained in their depictions may vary, it becomes 

evident from their definition that those two common threads are partaking in the 

process, with the main variant amongst them stemming from the source of the 

defensive resources displayed. While prestige and lifestyle communities portray gates 

—pre-cast products that act as either symbols or delimiting elements— as a response 

provided by real estate developers attaining a market strategy of profitable amenities; 

security zones emerge from the efforts made by citizens themselves, who develop 

ways to retrofit their neighborhoods from external threats, this reactive approach on 

insecurity reflects primarily on collective actions that can result in the installation of 

gates or in group measures of organized surveillance; secondarily, it can materialize 

on particular attempts to secure households through individual security measures. 

 

Equally important are the community dynamics that are also strongly depicted amidst 

those categories. The appeal on community binds and membership as anchors of 

security and certainty is represented on the diversity of approaches taken towards 
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their securitization and it ultimately aids to redefine the frameworks around which 

community is built depending on the features of those safety organizational regimes. 

In this regard, community life in the first two typifications becomes defined around the 

existence and provision of amenities that imply some degree of interaction 

surrounding them; that implanted community life is, for the case of lifestyle GCs, 

accomplished mainly around common interests and an implicit shared socioeconomic 

background amongst residents (members). Despite this and according to Blandy & 

Lister (2005) participation rates in this type of development may vary alongside 

‘problems associated with keeping volunteer residents interested and involved’ 

(Blandy & Lister, 2005, p. 293). Prestige GCs on the other hand rely completely on the 

reinforcement of socioeconomic aspirations as the symbol that holds community 

together, shared status therein replaces the notion of community and, in that regard, 

it is foreseeable to find low community involvement or neighborliness amongst 

residents within this type of development. On both lifestyle and prestige urbanizations 

community needs to be understood as yet another amenity or product; just like a golf 

course or a community center built or provided rather than emanated from the 

spontaneous neighborliness found on other instances, particularly those that remain 

open and where social binds are not preconditioned, this may be the reason why 

internal disputes are recurrent and involvement amongst neighbors scarce. Blandy & 

Lister point to these quarrels as a problem stemming from ‘a lack of participation which 

cause some residents committees to disband’ and where ‘the characterized level of 

involvement amongst most residents’ is cast by ‘active disinterest' or reluctancy to 

become involved with neighbors (Blandy & Lister, 2005, p. 294). 

 

Conversely, security zones struggle to preserve what is left of a community life that 

has yielded to criminality and the overall distrust towards external threats; they remain 

amidst commodified, unaffordable practices that may guarantee a higher level of 

perceived security and a state anomie where the regulations and social structures 

have been weakened to the point of untenable insecurity levels; to this effect, and 

unlike the other two typifications, security zones’ neighborliness emerges almost 
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exclusively from the threat of crime, whether this motivation accounts for a stronger 

sense of community amongst neighbors in contrast with their prestige and lifestyle 

counterparts remains a question to be examined on further chapters, however, the 

boundaries and access restriction that they realize as a group initiative might make up 

for the actual security measures at the disposal of those that acquire it as a real estate 

product. Regardless of their approach, the fearsome impulse of gating emerges from 

a sense of helplessness that justifies any security measure taken, required or not: 

 

“the crime that residents fear may be real or perceived, near or 

far; the important point is not whether or not they need to cut off 

access to their streets, but that they feel they have to” 

(Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p. 63) 

 

3.1.1. The amenity of safety 
 

Perception of insecurity was not always the prime motivation for GCs to emerge, 

factors such as provision of leisure activities and amenities were of equal or even 

greater importance as their very first manifestations began to appear. During the 

1960’s gating became largely materialized as country clubs with golf courses and, in 

some cases, even as secondary residences to spend weekends or holidays in, a 

concept that further distances itself from their current gated counterparts; one of the 

first documented cases following these trends was Rancho Bernardo located in 

northern San Diego, a development hosting some 45,000 residents and equipped with 

service and retail businesses, shopping areas, golf courses and parks, as well as a 

structure of councils and committees designated for public safety, government, 

utilities, traffic, finance, service and elections (Gordon, 2004, p. 1), with their own land 

use codes and even a recreation council, in any case, a paradigm of privatizing 

practices that, ‘although bearing a striking resemblance to a city, is in fact a private 

corporation. It is a large, but by no means unusual, example of what has been called 

the most significant privatization of local government responsibilities in recent times’ 
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(Gordon, 2004, p. 1). The quintessential case of Rancho Bernardo represents the 

epitome and of the earliest manifestations of the coalescence between CIDs and 

HOAs, as such, it serves to portray in an accurate manner the features of lifestyle 

communities, namely the provision of leisure activities and amenities within a 

segregated, self-organized, self-sufficient, suburban environment that supplies an 

added bonus of security. 

 

Although safety is not explicitly a prioritized product of lifestyle communities, it is 

neither disregarded and is, to a certain extent, already inherent to the living amongst 

equals that take place inside them; acting in a reminiscent manner to clubs, this type 

of GCs entail a tacit membership that is restricted to those belonging to narrow and 

selected social strata, usually but not exclusively restrained to upper classes, with 

specific interests in common and set on remote locations to which only some could 

have access, restricting thus the risk to mainly inner threats. It is not surprising that, 

by extension, Common Interest Developments found a fertile ground amongst this sort 

of communities, as their private organizational structure comprises and controls every 

internal aspect at stake, from the provision of safety to the supervision of local traffic, 

this is all highly endorsed by their homogeneous nature. According to Blakely & Snyder 

(1998), despite the emphasis put on amenities, security remains a strong underlying 

driver in those instances, ‘residents say their primary motivation for choosing to live in 

this type of development is the amenities provided, although security is a strong 

secondary motivation’ (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p.58), in that respect security may be 

considered yet another amenity within their all-inclusive approach.  

 

For the particular case of US-American lifestyle communities, a significant market 

niche is represented by retirement communities that offer retirees an all-in-one real 

estate product including recreation and security within a bordered, structured and 

supervised environment where nothing, and no one, unexpected is to be found; while 

this simulation of a ‘cruise vacation’ and ‘standardized product, offering an all-inclusive 

package deal with no surprises’ (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p.59) may seem like a 
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dubious approach, it appears to have represented a plausible alternative to thousands 

of their residents; in that regard, statements such as ‘I like the organized type of 

lifestyle, it is well structured and managed. When you get to be my age, you have had 

all the freewheeling you can stand’ (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p.59) become a common 

discourse amongst pleased seniors inhabiting them. Regardless of the lack of these 

sort of developments within the regional and national contexts, it is of interest to regard 

them from the point of view of their residents; although contravening the principles of 

a democratic and public urban development, their legitimation stands an indisputable 

matter of convenience amongst some sectors that, as a general rule, manage to find 

a justification for their exacerbation, be it of age-related restrictions, security or status, 

GCs legitimate themselves through the perceived needs —valid or not— of residents. 

 

Unlike retirement communities, country clubs equipped with golf courses have found 

a substantial emulation in the region, with the GMA representing an important premise 

of their reproduction in Mexico. Following the establishment of Rancho Bernardo in 

San Diego, reproductions of this type of GC started to flourish in the suburban area of 

Guadalajara towards the end of the 1960’s. Country clubs such as Santa Anita, 

Rancho Contento and Bosques San Isidro settled on massive surfaces that covered 

up to 564 hectares each (Cabrales Barajas & Zamora, 2001, p.229), in the case of 

Santa Anita the influence of their US-American counterpart went as far as hiring Larry 

Hughes, an American landscape architect, with the aim of developing the golf court in 

reminiscence to those found in the suburban developments of Beverly Hills. That 

import process is also found on the narratives depicted by the developments names 

that find a constant reference to Californian instances they draw inspiration from, the 

noun ‘Rancho’ in Rancho Contento is clearly an allusion to the land grants franchised 

to particulars in Rancho Santa Anita and Rancho Bernardo —Ranchos of California— 

during the 19th century on today’s Los Angeles and San Diego territories respectively. 

Perhaps not coincidentally, the constant reference to those ranchos is engrained in 

the nostalgia of those land grants, which provided particulars back in their time with 

large territorial concessions that were to a high degree, standalone and self-sufficient. 
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The reproduction of the lifestyle community model in Mexico has not ceased, as I will 

delve into on chapter five of this dissertation, developments like El Cielo, El Rio or 

Valle Imperial country clubs perpetuate the model to this date on almost 50 hectares 

of suburban land of the GMA and keep offering vacant lots that, according to their 

websites, are surrounded by world-class signature golf courses, ‘filled with nature and 

multiple amenities’ where one can lead ‘spectacular’ and ‘safe’ lives.  

 

In amenity-fitted country clubs, a coalescence of status, leisure and security is the 

characterizing narrative, the members-only concept is taken to further dimensions, 

since amenities as specific as golf courses imply their use by a niche of users that is 

highly exclusive and limited; some residents may not even practice that sport, yet feel 

comfortable living around them and ‘simply value the open space and greenery that 

the golf courses provide’ (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p.61). The status embodied by 

belonging to a privileged elite, a minority that can afford such an amenity, represents 

yet another trait of simulation when its usage becomes trivial in comparison with its 

ostentation, as depicted by the testimony of an Orange County lawyer, their charm 

resides in the feeling of exclusiveness they entail: 

 

"It goes back to when we were kids and we all wanted to belong 

to a special club, a place where you feel special and not 

everybody can come into. That is the basis you start with, and it 

works whether you are talking about a dub like this or about your 

favorite neighborhood bar” 

(O’Dell, 1991, p. 1) 

 

3.1.2. Distinction, status and symbol; amulets of the contemporary 
 

While the term ‘prestige’ entails a respect gained by someone as a result of his or her 

accomplishments, prestige communities, rather than bringing together a group of 

people whose achievements are widely recognizable, rather aim to feed the 
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aspirations of social groups with the urge for distinction; the reward for belonging to 

this type of community lies, to a large extent, in the exclusion from others who are not 

able to afford and share the same upscale lifestyle. Within an epochal coalescence 

led by what Davis (1990/2006) refers to as the ‘rhetoric of social warfare’, where urban 

design, architecture, surveillance and law enforcement have become merged, security 

escalates to becomes an aspirational item; within a prestige community it accordingly 

materializes as a ‘positional good, defined by income access to private, protective 

services and membership in some hardened residential enclave or restricted suburb. 

A prestige symbol and sometimes the decisive borderline between the merely well-off 

and the truly rich’ (Davis, 1990/2006, p. 224). 

 

Within this context, security acquires a dual meaning, the conventional one that is tied 

to the notion of being protected against crime and threats to physical integrity and a 

second, superseding connotation that rather responds to the menace towards an 

acquired social status, an undermining that could result in the banishment from the 

fortunate fifth of the income ladder or the loss of the distinction that sets their residents 

apart from the rest of social strata. From this perspective, security becomes less 

determined by personal safety as it does to the exclusion from lesser groups who do 

not share the same societal standards and aspirations, at the same time, privacy 

becomes an important accessory of security guaranteeing that no interference 

between social groups takes place. 

 

A prestige community feeds on symbols of distinction, these symbols may 

simultaneously represent the amulets protecting upper classes from the evil and 

dangers that threaten their position within a fragile, fractured social ladder; unlike any 

other type of gating trend, that craving towards differentiation finds its haven within a 

set of simulation practices that encompasses status, exclusivity and security. In 

contrast to lifestyle communities, which emphasize leisure and amenities within a club 

culture of shared interests, prestige counterparts rely merely on their elements of 

ostentation as their social anchors; and although proven equally vulnerable and prone 
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to crime by empirical data from Wilson-Doenges (2000), Atlas & Le Blanc (1994), 

Blakely & Snyder (1998) and Landman & Schönteich (2002) amongst others, 

conspicuous security systems consisting of formidable gates, guards and patrols 

represent the epitome of simulation taking place on this kind of GC, it would seem that 

residents cherish the presence and display of those defensive elements more than the 

actual effects they may have in terms of keeping crime away from their homes, 

protection and security become, thus, further ornaments to boast. 

 

Above all, exclusiveness remains a lucrative real estate product; the phenomenon 

known as top-fifth communities in the U.S.A is a clear reflection of how flexible the 

concept of prestige may become, provided that it remains a profitable market strategy. 

After proven a successful commodity, prestige communities, underwent a process of 

adaptation in order to comprise further socioeconomic layers, this process of 

incorporation of the ‘top 20% percent of annual income of the nation’ as a way to ‘bring 

some of the prestige of enclaves of the rich to those with less exclusive status’ (Blakely 

& Snyder, 1998, p. 61) became crucial in the propagation of the model, not only in its 

prestige modality but the GC model as a whole. Aided by the mass media, the plasticity 

of the imaginary represented by success as attainable product increased to embrace 

larger social groups, the image not only of a prosperous life, but one that resembled 

the opulence of the famous and richest inhabiting the hills of Hollywood partly 

contributed to the escalation of gating. 

 

That process of flexibilization continued to expand, starting to cover less affluent 

sectors of the population with each new representation introduced to the market; this 

shapeshifting, however distorting, has been proven an approach of remarkable 

success in terms of market strategy, especially since the incorporation of middle 

classes to the phenomenon. Executive communities, as termed by Blakely & Snyder, 

represent those secure environments aimed at middle classes eager to take part of 

the dynamics of distinction, a trend that grew into the most prominent form of housing 

development in most US-American metropolitan areas during the 1990’s. As a 
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downgraded version of distinction, this type of GC is forced to limit their offer to 

simulations-of-the-simulated, similes of their original prestige counterparts that despite 

bearing little resemblance, manage to find ways to incorporate surrogate elements of 

distinction; in terms of amenities, for instance, instead of aspiring to a golf course, their 

residents would be appeased by tennis or basketball courts, as an alternative to 

boasting armed guards, gates would in most cases be electronically controlled, from 

this standpoint, gates and surrounding walls act mostly as elements of dissuasion: in 

middle class GCs, ‘gatehouses stand solely as a psychological deterrent to outsiders, 

as homeowners' associations sometimes never hire guards because of the high 

ongoing costs’ involved (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p. 62). 

 

The way in which the distinction concept has been embedded within our current 

rhetoric of social warfare, as well as the circumstances of its evolution and adaptation 

in terms of socioeconomic targets, exposes that paranoid demand to which Davis 

(1990/2006) alludes as the exaggerated provision of security by the real estate market, 

where ‘the interests of the urban poor and the middle classes’ is calculated ‘as a zero-

sum game’ and perceived threats are ‘magnified through a demonological lens’ (Davis, 

1990/2006, p. 224). Despite research that points to the misleading approach of the 

causal relationship between poverty and crime (Hipp, 2007, p. 665), the conditions 

implied by this divisive environment inevitably lead to the demonization of the poor as 

potential agents of crime rate increase; the urges of middle and upper classes to 

segregate themselves, enforcing boundaries in order to keep distance from what they 

perceive as threatening social groups, in physical and relational terms, are met by their 

respective GC variations. Security zones, on the other hand, represent the counterpart 

of real estate dynamics, while still perpetuating the militarization of urban space on 

different means; as I will describe on the following section, they embody security as a 

last resort for those unable to afford its commodified version, be it as symbol or actual 

instrument of safety provision. 
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3.1.3. The last resort 
 
Unlike other gated instances offered as all-in-one real estate products comprising, 

aside from safety provision, a set of inherent social values of distinction enforced by 

amenities and status symbols, security zones do not represent commodification hubs 

by themselves, with this in view they may be regarded as a sub-product of insecurity 

and are primarily led by actions taken by neighbors in the face of fear of crime; Blakely 

& Snyder characterize this type of development as realms of ‘turf security’, as they 

portray the resident’s ‘desperation of trying to hold on to their neighborhoods’ (Blakely 

& Snyder, 1998, p.62). Their incorporation of the adjective turf to the discourse of 

security entails an interesting connotation that emphasizes its territorial qualities; as 

depicted by the case of turf wars, where boundaries may act in that perspective as 

regulators in the disputes amongst rival groups over territories or fields of influence, 

the self-segregation that takes place in security zones emerges as a response towards 

perceived territorial threats coming from the exterior by social groups discerned by 

residents as risky antagonists. That territorial loss of control is alleviated by gates that 

regulate the access to a block or group of blocks while, at the same time, aiming to 

strengthen the sense of community amongst neighbors; regardless of the actual 

strength of those bonds, the ultimate impulse of gating is driven by fear perception and 

the urge for security is validated in regard to its collective duty. 

 

Last resort, as generic term, entails the final course of action used only when all else 

has failed, forcing the adoption of strategies or courses of action —especially 

disagreeable or undesirable— in order to resolve a difficult situation; as last resorts for 

residents yearning shelter, security zones as a matter of fact turn to and adopt 

defensive strategies that are not desirable, yet yield enough sense of security and 

community to have become a phenomenon sufficiently strong to be accounted for in 

urban terms as part of a global issue. As mentioned above, in security zones, sense 

of community appears to go more hand in hand with safety perception compared to 

other instances; according to a study led by Wilson-Doenges (2000), unlike the sense 
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of community decline observed on gated developments with respect to their non-gated 

counterparts for the case of luxury GCs, lower income gated neighborhoods tend to 

outbalance their non-gated counterparts when it comes to community bonds that 

derive in a stronger sense of community and community safety (Wilson-Doenges, 

2000, pp.606-607). Legitimate or not, and despite their actual outcomes and 

incentives, security zones still embody a modality of public space privatization and 

embrace proportional practices of exclusion, inner social homogeneity and self-

segregation parallel to those found on prestige and lifestyle GCs; despite their prime 

protective aim, a process of differentiation from their social environment does take 

place as their locked interior exacerbates the us-versus-them praxis, heightening as a 

consequence the distinction amongst social groups, even if on territorial terms. Giglia 

(2000), argues that this attitude of ‘self-defense from the city’ entails, 

 

“at the same time, and in a broad sense, the protection of a 

particular lifestyle and what is considered a set of ‘rights’ over the 

urban space, rights that are not recognized as such by other 

social actors, ‘outsiders’ from whom to lock themselves. By 

gating their streets, neighbors aim to preserve ‘their’ space and 

‘their’ way of life against ‘intrusions’ from other citizens, going 

beyond the sole purpose of crime protection” 

(Giglia, 2002, p.10) 

 

The entrenchment implied by security zones has been accurately depicted as an act 

of perching, as it effectively evokes the act of self-positioning oneself above the 

adverse conditions of the surrounding environment, according to Blakely & Snyder, 

these ‘perches’ may manifest themselves as either 'city', 'suburban' or 'barricade' 

subtypes (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, pp.63-64). In their city shape, perches are 

retrofitted with gates in order to create a buffer to counteract urban disorder and the 

characterization of risks that their residents seek to avoid can be narrowed down to 

crime and traffic, which they perceive as the most negative features of urban chaos 
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they aim to steer clear of; the main trait of city perches is that residents conforming it 

have decided to remain within their neighborhoods and, from there, take the necessary 

measures in order to feel safe rather than fleeing to housing developments, generally 

in the suburbs, which are retrofitted from the start. Suburban perches, on the other 

hand, are mainly established by middle class residents in the outskirts of the city, 

unlike their city counterparts, they are not only gated but shall be also upgraded with 

walls; identified as the newest manifestation of security zones, suburban perches are 

a 'more recent but growing phenomenon’, a boom mainly explained by the rise of 

issues 'previously thought of as merely urban’ and related to the chaotic conditions of 

the inner city, which have gradually pervaded the inner suburbs (Blakely & Snyder, 

1998, p.63). Perceived dangers in these instances appear to be more related to 

harmony or peace disturbance, in that regard, traffic rather than crime is seen as a 

substantial threat to the hospitality and quality of neighborly life that suburbs used to 

inspire, this is also highly related to the family life and values that drove many out of 

the city in search of, now defied, quiet environments on which to raise children.  

 

Lastly, barricade perches represent the third manifestation of security zones and are 

its fastest-growing kind in the U.S.A, they follow a resembling approach as the one of 

their city counterparts, entailing the closure of streets that were initially designated as 

public, however, they diverge from them in the improvised arrangement of their gating. 

Given the open nature of their neighborhoods, the actions taken by neighbors are 

mainly restricted to the installation of barricades rather than permanent gates or 

fences, at the same time, their lack of surrounding walls forces them to create cul-de-

sac systems in order to attempt the constraint of accesses to the neighborhood which 

does not constitute a complete closure and could be better described as a hybrid type 

of GC: a semi-gated community. Regardless of their relative openness, barricade 

perches are still driven by the pursuit of safety and their final aim is that of self-

segregation for the sake of it, as Blakely & Snyder argue, ‘they come as close as 

possible to gating; that they cannot is the result of circumstance rather than intention’ 

(Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p.64), at the same time, they defy urban regulations and 
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evidence the legitimacy of local authorities as they tend to develop their own 

administrative committees and take over municipal duties. For the case of Mexico, this 

may escalate to the degree of becoming exemplary neighborhoods in the face of 

authorities that praise their self-organization, freeing them from or facilitating their 

responsibilities as providers of public services and law enforcers. The sources from 

which insecurity stems in the case of barricade perches is the most diverse amongst 

security zones; ranging from crime, to traffic and even commuters, the principle of their 

defensive argument seems to be the spillover of those threats throughout their open 

streets, this encompasses strangers walking across their streets, car congestion, 

social disorder and the potential threat of crime from surrounding impoverished areas. 

 

Regardless of their approach and the extent of their self-segregation, gating, 

manifested through security zones, serves to bring forward fear's liquid quality. As 

crime, insecurity and the chaotic environment of the open city permeate formerly 

undisturbed neighborhoods, not only real estate's responses but also resident’s 

collective security measures react by trying to strengthen the fabrics —social and 

physical— that keep them away from risk and danger, on their perches. The density 

of that mesh and its actual consequences may be determined by the interaction 

between community bonds and sense of security, the establishment of tight-knit 

community bonds should correspond thus to higher resilience against external threats. 

From a perspective of social welfare and democratic urban policing this argument 

should not be reduced to the distribution of liquid fear, but to its absorption or drainage 

through proactive and preventive approaches that put the social alleviation of 

differences in a first plane. The process of fear catalysis entailed by the reactive 

approaches taken by GCs, regardless of their origin, motives and materialization, 

contributes to the redirection of fear streams, against which perching, barricades and 

real estate shields —no matter how effectively erected— are eventually rendered 

vulnerable, liquid fear pervades and its leakage becomes inevitable regardless of their 

counteracting measure’s strength. 
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3.2. Gating Latin America: surrounding the open 
 

As analyzed throughout chapter two, urban trends privileging defensiveness and 

simulation that emerged in the United States during the post-war context became 

widely adopted as a common practice of urban development in Mexico and Latin 

America; this replicating vogue can be traced back, for instance, to the adoption of 

their earliest manifestations in the shape of suburban gated country clubs in 

Guadalajara during the 1960’s shortly after their emergence in the suburban 

landscape of L.A (Ortiz, 2013, p.165), considered by diverse authors the paradigm for 

the study of the effect of postmetropolis phenomena. If regarded as a highly influential 

reference, mirrored by urban instances in Mexico and Latin America, the relevance of 

consequences implied by the adoption of the US-American postmetropolis model 

acquires an even higher importance as they will most likely find their respective 

emulation processes in the shape of localized instances throughout the region. 
 

The disposition of surrounding walls around housing areas as a means of distancing 

from fears and social differences in Latin America is a rather recent and 

multidimensional phenomenon, especially if regarded as a standardized security 

measure and widely adopted practice that conceptually distanced itself from traditional 

pre-forms of seclusion having shifted the focus of boundaries from privacy providers 

to safety instruments as they evolved into more recent gating practices. In this regard, 

the GC phenomenon in the region presents particularities that depict points of 

departure in respect to their American instances which should be taken into account. 

A multidimensional approach that portrays the current trends of expansion having an 

effect on further social layers is relevant for its present contextualization as their 

increase in popularity in the shape of security zones rather than the elitist, prestige-

providing instruments they used to represent less than two decades ago takes place. 

 

While in reference to the openness of countries in terms of their economic deregulation 

rather than their social receptivity, the conundrum posed by Cabrales (2002) in regard 
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to Latin America as a region portrayed by ‘open countries containing enclosed cities’ 

(Cabrales Barajas, 2002, p.13) does shed some light on the contradictory argument 

implied by the creation of physical borders within a region usually characterized by 

wider social boundaries than those implied by the GC model. In terms of social 

interaction, understood within Hall’s proxemics theory, countries within Latin America 

have been traditionally thought of as open in their social nature; as suggested by 

Shuter (1976) in a proxemics and tactility study in Latin America, social interaction and 

interpersonal encounters amongst Latin Americans depict closer distances and an 

open-contact culture that counteracts, for instance, that of US-Americans (Shuter, 

1976, p.46); despite this, walls seem to have found a fertile ground in the region based 

on multiple drivers that transcend the intrinsic implications and outcomes of global 

conditions, myriad in themselves and recognized by most authors as triggers to most 

processes that derived in our current urban agoraphobic conduct patterns at large.  

 

Borsdorf & Hidalgo (2009) suggest that a localized exploration of the issue would need 

to take into consideration, aside from global drivers, those related to the state, society, 

individuals as well as those derived from traditional forms of confinement which were 

already in existence before the emergence of GCs in the region. This approach 

provides a pertinent insight as it focuses on the Latin American circumstances by 

incorporating three key variables that are particular to the region and that seem to 

replicate and span themselves from northern Mexican cities down to Chilean and 

Argentinian instances. The first, related to economic shifts that have affected the 

region since the embrace of the neoliberal model during the 1980’s, which in turn 

‘enforced privacy and generated deregulation policies that liberated the real estate 

market, weakened urban planning and undermined the norms and rules of previous 

policies’, facilitating thus ‘the rise of neighborhoods outside the public space’ (Borsdorf 

& Hidalgo, 2009, p.5). A second variable takes into consideration the complexity of 

typologies under which the GC phenomenon takes shape in the region, this diversity 

is partly put to evidence by considering the numerous ways in which GCs have been 

labeled throughout the region, while in Mexico they have been referred to as cotos, 
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condominios or fraccionamientos cerrados, in Argentina they are known as barrios or 

countries, in Brazil as condominios fechados, in Chile as barrios cerrados, in Ecuador 

as urbanización cerrada or conjunto cerrado; these variations on the same theme, 

although similar, do slightly differentiate from each other; cotos for instance in Mexico 

are usually perceived as newer developments of smaller size than condominios, while 

barrios cerrados would be rather regarded as exclusion forms reminiscent of 

vecindades. Finally, a third variable regards the background of pre-forms that already 

took place as segregation instruments long before the adoption of GCs from the United 

States. Through the incorporation of these three variables, a four-way approach based 

on Borsdorf & Hidalgo (Borsdorf & Hidalgo, 2009, p.6), would consider the use of the 

following dimensions: 

 

A. Global dimension, related to economic transformation and 

globalization trends determined by: 

§ Global lifestyle models 

§ Liberal real estate markets 

§ Deregulated land policies and urban planning 

 

B. State-related dimension, triggered by economic and political 

conditions that find their reflection on: 

§ Economic crisis 

§ Poverty 

§ Terrorism and criminality 

 

C. Social and individual dimension, driven by human needs that create 

demands according to the social class they emerge from: 

§ Lower-class’ needs are mostly based on a safe dwelling and 

safe environments for children 

§ Upper-class’ requirements point towards exclusiveness, 

prestige and individuality 
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D. Traditional pre-forms, modalities of exclusion based on the use of 

physical barriers, inherited from early regional typifications preceding 

GCs adoption: 

§ Patio-configured houses 

§ Vecindades 

§ Haciendas 

§ Monasteries, conventillos 

§ Country clubs 

 
Based on this framework, I aim to approach the multidimensional phenomenon of GCs 

by regarding it as the hub that condenses a series of processes that can be encased 

within four main dimensions and that materialize themselves through the use of 

barriers as a last resource. Aside from reckoning the impact of globalization as trigger 

of privatizing and defensive housing trends, the proposed framework of reference 

takes into account the local specificities of the issue by incorporating the economic 

and political conditions implied by the adoption of neoliberalism that pervaded the 

region through deregulation processes, deriving in the fragmentation of the social 

mosaic and creating an environment prone to the breeding of the gated model. It also 

takes into account the shift in the social and individual needs that have emerged from 

ever increasing socio-economic gaps and the insecurity implied by the exclusion of 

groups from productive activities and social welfare. Finally, it contemplates early 

forms of exclusion that date back as far as the adoption of colonial housing models 

based on Spanish configurations that mainly reflected in the establishment of patio 

houses which, along haciendas, configured a fair part of national development for 

centuries; in the case of haciendas, Rendón Garcini (1990) argues that their influence 

determined for over 300 years the economic and social structure of Mexico, enshrined 

as the meeting points between the rural and the urban and the hub of power relations 

(Rendón Garcini, 1990, p.19). On both cases, either based on demands of higher 

family-life or intimacy levels, the outcome of patio houses and haciendas is reflected 

on a degree of segregation that should not remain disregarded, their impregnability in 
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respect not only to the exterior, but also reflected on the interior compartmentalization 

of restricted areas limited to housekeeping staff, guests or family, depict early 

hierarchical ways of perceiving our interaction with the others that could be considered 

precursors of our surrounding to the open. 

 

3.2.1. The leading driver of globalization 
 

The global condition has taken over most studies regarding the constant shifts inflicted 

by political and economic conditions of the present world, a carrier of processes that 

have superseded our previous conceptions on a number of fields that may be 

encompassed within four main axes: social, cultural and economic shifts, along the 

consequent rise of world-cities; this set of shaping elements seem to have superseded 

the relative sense of certainty, even anticipation, towards the influence of external 

factors of former times, in its broad sense, it has turned self-assurance on all levels —

institutions, individuals, social structures, the state, the market— into a rather 

anachronistic notion. The extent on which globalization has permeated the discourse 

of the postmodern is evident, as Soja (2000) argues on his Cosmopolis discourse over 

the postmetropolis, globalization has become the ‘encompassing paradigm for all 

studies of the contemporary’, a 'voracious trope' devouring all kinds of modern 

representations that embody 'what is new in our present world' (Soja, 2000, p.190). 

Although it is not within the approach of this dissertation to delve into all the 

encompassing notions and consequences over the global, it is of use to summarize 

the main driving forces that unleash it in order to contextualize the GC phenomenon 

amongst them: 
 

A. “The industrialization of major segments of the old ‘third world’ 

and the simultaneous deindustrialization of Fordist industrial 

production cities 

B. The creation of new forms of globally networked manufacturing 
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C. The accelerated movement of people, goods, services, and 

information across national borders and the growth of global 

markets for labor and globally networked commodities 

D. The reorganization of international trading systems and markets, 

e.g. the European Union, NAFTA and Asian, African or Latin 

American blocs 

E. The propulsive emergence of the transnational corporation to 

rationalize and coordinate global investment, production, and 

capital accumulation 

F. The space-spanning and networking effects of the 

telecommunications and information revolution 

G. The emergence of powerful institutions to promote global 

financial integration, consolidating commercial, financial and 

industrial global circuits of capital 

H. The concentration of political and economic power in a re-

ordered hierarchy of global cities controlling the changing 

financial operation of the world economy” 

(Soja, 2000, pp.193-194) 

 

In an effort to conceptually portray the impacts of these driving forces as the complex 

network that simultaneously brings social, economic and cultural shifts together, a 

mindmap condensing their restructuring was developed (Figure 3-1); expressed in it 

are the outcomes and consequences of globalization as reconstituting elements of our 

societal development, identities, labor markets and, most importantly to this research, 

to the urban and regional frameworks, which also became redefined as the concept of 

world cities, ‘the most economically, politically, and culturally heterogeneous 

cityspaces that have ever existed’ (Soja, 2000, p.196), came to realization. 
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Figure 3-1. Impacts of globalization network mindmap 
Source: Author, based on information by Soja (2000) 

 
 
Fueled by economic transformations, globalization has brought along, amongst 

countless processes, the import of external life-style models sponsored by global cities 

into local and regional contexts; as implied by the network of globalization impacts 

(Figure 3-1), there is an interspersion of cultural and social shifts at stake within these 

transitions, namely those related to identity representations, transnational imaginaries 

and the formation of redefined global regions. These processes have certainly 

contributed to the successful reproduction of the GC model in regions like Latin 

America, representing a special influence, albeit not restricted, to the cases of prestige 

and luxury GCs, housing developments mainly designed to act as status providers for 

the upper classes. At the same time, this import mechanism appears to have 

superseded the former adoption of urban trends to a renewed process of emulation, 

this is clearly evidenced by the driving shifts behind gating manifestations; while earlier 

instances, materialized in the region as country clubs during the 1970’s, still showed 

remnants of localization processes of their own by differing from their US-American 
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precedents for instance on the idealization of the country-life derived from the denial 

of Keynesian politics and the rapid industrialization of the region (Borsdorf & Hidalgo, 

2004, p.26) unlike their northern counterparts, mainly lead by the access to more 

effective means of transportation, road infrastructure and suburban-life trends in 

vogue; more current representations imported in the region, on the other hand, seem 
to have set their foundations based on the imitation of global life-style models that no 

longer represent those modern replicas based on regional pre-forms or adopted 

lifestyles on the basis of localized environmental factors, but merely establish 

themselves on the blunt emulation of global lifestyles widely infused by global media, 

transnational imaginaries and the adoption of new modernities challenging our identity 

representations, revamping them to better fit the cultural and social shifts at vogue in 

the cosmopolis. 

 

One of the insignia processes of territorial globalization that finds its place within this 

emulation of lifestyles in the region is the one entailed by the increase of defensive 

practices that take part of the commodifying trends taking over formerly estate-led 

duties. As I have argued before, despite being considered a misleading approach, 

commodification of security prevails as a global tendency that reconfigures local power 

reassertion through its elitization while embracing the end of preconceived nation-

states constructs. In this regard, globalization trends are inclined to privilege those 

gated housing projects that comply with two paradoxically counterposing factors: on 

the one hand fostering those that cement the transnational imaginary, represented by 

the emulation of lifestyles reflected on prestige acquisition and the inhabiting of large-

sized, homogenous housing developments that intend to set themselves apart as 

cosmopolitan bubbles and alternatives to the local; on the other hand, encouraging 

those that privilege security through the adoption of commodifying practices and the 

provision of amenities that seek to promote a neutral social and communal life with 

the aim to create a return to safer, more local ways of life; a reminiscent principle of 

new urbanism practices set to accomplish the amalgam of happiness, based on the 

‘mirage’ of community and diversity, neatly portrayed by Méndez (2004) as: 
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“the fusion that seeks to expose the challenge to recover the 

endogenous product that once made people happy; the stable 

village, dense, sustainable, container of creative traditions, self-

surveilled and with a galvanized identity towards the defiance 

represented by globalization” 

(Méndez, 2004, p.11) 

 

Although in principle conflicting, this conundrum of seemingly antithetical urban 

processes —one embracing the global, the other appealing to the local as antidote to 

the unfathomable circumstances engendered by the former— helps to depict the 

actual contradictions of globalization as overlay within local patterns by shedding light 

on the concept of ‘glocalization’, an accurate description of its inexorable hybridization 

and alternative concept to better understand the implications of the global. The 

dialectics between the global and the local: the glocal, have according to Featherstone 

& Robertson (1995) always been intertwined, ‘globalization has involved, and 

increasingly involves, the creation and the incorporation of locality processes which 

largely shape, in turn, the compression of the world as a whole’ (Featherstone & 

Robertson, 1995, p.40). The main dilemma put forward by the glocal is the vindicating 

endeavor of merging two notions that, albeit opposing in their nature, find an inevitable 

interaction within the process of globalization: homogenization and heterogeneity, 

‘simultaneous trends that are, in the last instance, complementary and 

interpenetrative, even though they certainly can and do collide in certain situations’ 

(Featherstone & Robertson, 1995, p.40). In this regard, GCs are called upon as one 

of the main hubs where these collisions take place. 

 

Parallel to the conflict posed by homogenization and heterogeneity, it should be noted 

that the high levels of socio-economic polarization in the region worsen their intensity; 

the yearning for upper classes to set a significant value on the private sphere, deriving 

in an eagerness to gain distinction from the rest of social layers in which they are 
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embedded, utterly contributes to fueling homogenization, hence the GC momentum. 

Analogous to the emulation process headed by prestige-eager citizens in Latin 

America appealing to cosmopolis practices, an internal process on a local scale seems 

to also encourage middle class sectors of the population to aspire to affordable, light 

versions of prestige GCs; hybrids between luxury and security zones that may fail to 

provide either prestige nor security, but represent nonetheless an exceptional selling 

strategy for the real estate market to promote this kind of model amongst sectors that 

aim to replicate the simulation and vogue of the global by those above them in the 

socio-economic ladder. 

 

It is clear that the establishment and popularity of GCs in Latin America has multiple 

causes and is linked to diverse motives, while this section has intended to portray 

globalization as the leading force behind them, the circumstances that surround the 

issue span to include also economic and political circumstances that reflect into a  

state of constant economic crisis; poverty derived from those crises and high levels of 

criminality produced by inequality seem to reinforce the consequences that 

globalization, by itself, implies for the Latin American context, as Borsdorf and Hidalgo 

argue: 

 

"The growth of gated communities in Latin America does not 

have one single cause, it is the result of relationships and 

connections led by diverse motives. Gated communities that 

emerged in the last decades have some roots that stem from the 

Latin America cultural tradition, however, the influence of 

globalization and the economic transformation and their 

consequences, the relegation of the state, the deregulation of 

urban development and planning policies, the growth of 

criminality amongst others are powerful driving forces that boost 

the process" 

(Borsdorf & Hidalgo, 2004, p.33) 
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3.2.2. The economic and political breeding ground of GCs 
 

Analog to the narrow relationship between globalization and the economic and political 

spheres, which resulted in the paradigmatic emergence of redefining processes 

pervading, at the same time, the bounds of the social and the cultural in recent times; 

an underlying process of state-undermining through the adoption and import of 

economic doctrines had been concurrently into operation in the Latin American context 

since the beginning of the 1980’s, although in the paradigmatic case of Chile this came 

as early as the 1970’s. Built on the principles that led liberal democracy to emerge as 

economic dogma during the nineteenth century, neoliberalism took over Adam Smith’s 

three fundamental principles of economical liberalism as reference, namely personal 

freedom, private property and enterprise initiative to argue that capital, and individuals 

in its possession, should freely interact with economy without the intervention of the 

state. As Méndez Morales (1998) states, Smith’s liberalist principles emerged from the 

notion of economy as an entity that is ‘ruled by an invisible hand’, that is, of a ‘natural 

order within which the state shall not intervene’; under this assumption the state would 

be expected to assume a role of ‘restricted activities to the minimum’ and be confined 

to the enforcement of ‘policies that promoted the laissez faire, laissez passer’ (Méndez 

Morales, 1998, p.65). Under the liberal view, the state’s abilities would thus become 

restricted to the fulfillment of three basic aspects: the protection of society members 

from injustice and oppression, the operation of public institutions and the development 

of infrastructure. 

 

Inspired by liberalist premises, neoliberalism went a step further. Once Keynesian 

notions which plead for the return of the state’s intervention within economy —

counterposing liberalist views for almost three decades— were discarded, a renewed 

liberalist —neo-liberal— view found its base on Friedman’s theoretical foundations 

towards the definitive relegation of the state; in 1951 he introduced the term 

neoliberalism to refer a middle way that entailed a free market competition as means 

to supersede the opposite notions of collectivism and the blunt laissez faire, laissez 
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passer principle sponsored by liberalism which led to capital concentration and the 

consequent financial crisis of 1929. Friedman’s notions, backed up by Hayek’s, 

derived in the proposal of a series of guidelines that would lead to the ultimate 

establishment of the neoliberal model over two decades later, in essence these were: 

 

A. “A free market competition 

B. A state that does not intervene within economy, restricted to 

guaranteeing free market competition and its stimulation 

C. The free circulation of goods, capitals and people amongst 

countries; as a consequence, protectionism is to be avoided and 

aperture towards foreign trade and new investment encouraged 

D. The riddance of state-owned enterprises that are to become 

managed by national or foreign private investors 

E. Global market prioritized over the internal 

F. Economic policies that aim towards economic growth, based on 

a financial, commercial and governmental balance” 

(Méndez Morales, 1998, p.66) 

 

Neoliberalism found major support during the 1980’s through the endorsement of the 

US-American and British governments in turn, led by Ronald Reagan and Margaret 

Thatcher respectively. For the case of Latin America, neoliberalism had already set a 

solid base as early as the mid 1970’s; led by Pinochet’s dictatorship, Chile became 

the neoliberal pioneer, first as a laboratory where Hayek, Friedman and Schultz had 

already engineered a model suitable for the region, and then later acting as the 

‘showcase for the alleged merits of neoliberal reform agendas promoted elsewhere’ 

(Fischer, in Mirowski & Plehwe, 2009, p.305). Regardless of the high levels of 

repression occurring during Pinochet’s dictatorship from 1973 to 1989 and major 

opposition to his mandate, the economic measures applied in Chile, counteracting 

protectionism and socialist trends while promoting a market that privileged private 

property, gained support causing the model to swiftly spread throughout the region.  
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In the case of Mexico, neoliberalism became adopted during the six-year mandate of 

Miguel de la Madrid spanned from 1982 to 1988; a period characterized by the creation 

of economic policies that were highly ‘centralized, incomplete, inequitable and over 

dependent of external capital’ (Méndez Morales, 1998, p.67). The Mexican version of 

neoliberalism became highly influenced by its strategic geolocation, this reflected on 

the adoption of NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement, for its acronym in 

English) signed in 1994, which largely defined the role of the country’s economy as 

subordinated and highly dependent on the U.S.A., which derived, and is still tangible, 

in the rise of the external debt to levels so critical that have developed on a 

codependence to the IMF (International Monetary Fund, for its acronym in English) 

and the World Bank with whom further compromises on maintaining neoliberal 

economic policies and external capital concessions have been established as 

stipulations for the acquiring of future credit.  

 

Globalization and neoliberalism appear to go hand in hand as complementary 

processes, the latter acting mainly as the sponsor of the former; In Soja’s view, the 

global discourse would be ‘seriously incomplete without some discussion of the rise of 

neoliberalism as perhaps the dominant glocal ideology and most influential ideoscape 

of the contemporary world’, on the other hand, the hybrid nature of neoliberalism ‘has 

forged a new synthesis that effectively rationalizes, celebrates, and promotes the 

globalization process’ (Soja, 2000, p.216) by incrementing commercial and 

informational flows, industrial production and the incorporation of financial sectors. To 

put it bluntly, neoliberalism acts as a correspondent of globalization facilitating its 

insertion within localized contexts that span from the regional to the local while 

encompassing the national and metropolitan during the process; in this regard, it aims 

to create the proper circumstances for the following conditions to take place: 

 

§ An increasing privatization of the public sphere 

§ The deregulation of every economic sector 

§ The breakdown of all barriers to trade and the free flow of capital 
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§ Attacks on the welfare state and labor unions  

§ Efforts to reshape the power of established political and territorial 

authorities 

(Soja, 2000, p.216) 

 

The common ground for the establishment of these glocal parameters is set on 

privatization and the political reshape process that reflects on the decline of the state 

as provider and operator. The surrogation of the state through deregulation practices 

has been embraced by both, globalization and neoliberal models, on sectors 

corresponding to formerly state-owned companies or state-organized services that 

span from the foreignization of the financial sector to the privatization of social security 

or the health sector, without disregarding the rampant commodification of security 

undergone in recent times. Urban development, more specifically its housing sector, 

has not remained exempt from being affected by these conditions; the establishment 

of the gating phenomena in the region has been openly fostered by the neoliberal 

model, visible not only as a consequence of the weakening of the state, that rather 

acts as an accomplice of public space privatization, but also and equally important, 

evidenced by the high levels of socio-economic polarization it has entailed. Fueled by 

liberally-founded principles that encourage individuality and the intervention of private 

entities for the mitigation of formerly state-provided services deficit, the outcomes of 

the neoliberal approach leaves visible marks found in strong segregation patterns, 

amongst which GCs represent the epitome: 

 

“The economic transformation towards neo-liberal models 

enforced privacy and generated deregulation policies that have 

liberated the real estate market, weakened urban planning and 

undermined the norms and rules of previous habitat policies. 

These economic factors have facilitated the rise of 

neighborhoods outside the public space” 

(Borsdorf & Hidalgo, 2009, p.5) 
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A parallel process supporting the establishment of GCs as products that find their 

niche amongst neoliberal practices is the outspread of insecurity. Inversely to the 

pervasion of inequality within the social fabric and the deterioration of public-nature 

services, individualism has found its stimulus within these shifts, thereupon the merits 

of the individual response overcome those faced by regional decline; furthermore, 

‘fierce competition from imported products induced a deindustrialization process in 

many countries’, having a ‘serious impact on the social structure of Latin American 

societies’ increasing social polarization and unemployment (Ciccolella, 1999, p.25). 

The sense of disaffiliation that arises from this social estrangement nourishes the 

perception of helplessness, especially amongst those sectors unable to afford their 

inclusion within the model, in the case of Mexico this represents a majority of the 

population. People’s vulnerability escalates when the social foundations and financial 

support they used to rely on are no longer attainable, consequently the lack of these 

sources of recognition contributes to the undermined perception of lower social 

classes in respect to those at the top. Although a lineal poverty-violence-insecurity 

relationship per se cannot be inferred from this, it becomes clear that ‘a set of 

intermediary mechanisms come into play, especially those linked to the experience of 

social and spatial inequality’, beyond the concept of poverty —understood as the lack 

of material possessions and capital for satisfying basic needs— ‘the experience of 

relative poverty and frustrations associated with the loss of self-esteem appear to be 

the main drivers of urban violence. Thus, inequality and exclusion exacerbate 

insecurity, which in return perpetuates a vicious cycle of poverty and violence’ 

(Pattaroni & Pedrazzini, 2010, p.165). It goes without saying that the perpetuation of 

this vicious cycles can only contribute to the reinforcement, within the social imaginary, 

of GCs as plausible resources to fulfill at least three aspects embedded in the 

neoliberal view: the escape from urban violence by means of privatizing areas of the 

city, the accomplishment of individualization reflected in commodified security 

instruments that are to be afforded on personal merits by a minority, and the loosening 

of state regulations that yield to private strategies that rely on the economic conditions 

and the market rather than commonwealth. 
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3.2.3. Social and individual drives 
 
Human needs shall not be disregarded when analyzing the discourse of GCs, be it as 

a reflection of prestige aspirations or the fulfillment of an element as basic as safety; 

social and individual drivers have been after all determinant counterweights for the 

adoption and spread of defensive architecture and fortified urban models. I have 

discussed how globalization and neoliberal politics have undermined the provision of 

formerly public services and contributed to the deregulation of land policies and urban 

planning, encouraging thus the individual over the social, the personal over collective 

efforts; in this regard it could be stated that their consequences are a clear reflection 

of the growingly concerns of helpless citizens who, in turn, feed the cycle of exclusion 

and segregation by retreating themselves into highly reliable real estate 

developments, products of those initial lax regulations. Regardless of the strengths 

and shortcomings entailed by the engendering processes taking part of this cycle, it is 

evident that they have ultimately embraced privatization of formerly public provided 

services as their flagship product, to the point of commodifying a basic element of 

human needs such as security, interfering therein with the provision of a safe 

environment and a safe dwelling to inhabit as human rights. Basic needs do not obey 

class distinction; the same unsafe, socially atomized environment is shared by lower 

and upper classes, wealthy and poor alike; despite barriers, sense of insecurity and 

crime rates appear to cross-cut along social layers (Wilson-Doenges, 2000, p.597), 

(Blakely & Snyder, 1998, p.66), (Ellin, 2003, p.43). 
 

A glance into the results of five pioneer studies that are recognized for their influence 

within the GC literature, either for the extent of collected data, their qualitative 

approaches or case study diversity, sheds valuable light on resident’s motivations for 

moving into this kind of developments. Carvalho et al (1997) collected the opinion of 

350 residents in Sao Paulo, 80% of whom declared to have chosen to inhabit a gated 

development because of security and safety; Blakely & Snyder’s (1998) massive study 

on seven thousand HOAs located in California, Texas and Florida depicted security 
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and fear of crime as of overriding importance while side factors such as prestige, 

emplacement or traffic-calming were also referred to as valuable; Low’s (2001) 

qualitative study and participant observation yielded a 90% search for safety and fear 

of crime as a result; Castell, Lister & Blandy came to equal conclusions while analyzing 

GC developments in the UK (Blandy et al., 2003, p.11). This sample of studies, 

spanning diverse contexts from the United States to South America and Europe, 

although small in the context of abundant studies on GC’s preferences, does serve to 

depict the generalized notion of insecurity and fear as prime factors of influence 

determining individual and social drivers; I intend, however, to display their results 

merely as a portrayal of how the fulfillment of basic needs, in this case safety, acts as 

the leitmotif underlying the GC discourse, upon which aspirational patterns may be 

built in depending on the type of development and its socioeconomic approach, these 

shall span from identity provision to amenities, community life or prestige acquisition 

through the adoption of  foreign life-styles. 

 

Social and individual drives have helped to shape a series of typifications surrounding 

the GC phenomenon, Blakely & Snyder’s categorization into lifestyle, prestige 

communities and security zones (Blakely & Snyder, 1998, pp.57-58) is a clear 

reflection of this. While the first is determined by leisure activities and amenities within, 

the second is by the symbolized distinction they provide, and in the third, gates 

determine nothing else but security; regardless of their responses, in the three cases 

the materialization of categories is achieved according to the specific needs of social 

groups. The question over the degree of influence of multiple factors in its reshaping 

is left open; while it is true that security plays a major role, social and individual 

demands remain also highly driven by patterns of consumption. The yearn for prestige 

acquisition is a clear manifestation of this and it might be a determinant factor 

counterbalancing resident’s motivations, a growingly common process particularly 

clear amongst aspiring middle classes influenced by real estate market’s trends that 

introduce the access to elements of distinction transcending the yearn for security as 

a  practice in Mexico; this reflects for instance in the offer of affordable, light versions 
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of the same amenities found on prestige GCs: simulations of the, per se, simulated 

(Méndez Sainz, 2002, p.500). Security zones on the other hand, characterized by 

Blakely & Snyder (1998) as ‘center city or suburban’ and ‘in rich or poor areas’, where 

‘it is the residents who build gates, retrofitting their neighborhoods’ (Blakely & Snyder, 

1998, p.58), may represent just the alternative for lower-middle classes in Mexico 

which remain avid of security. This phenomenon has been thoroughly documented by 

Giglia (2002) for the paradigmatic case of Tlalpan in Mexico City (Giglia, 2002, p.8), 

an instance that finds countless replicas throughout cities all over the country. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-2. ‘Las Victorias Residencial’ advertising 
Source: http://lasvictorias.com.mx (2018) 

 
Despite inhabiting carceral archipelagos, upper classes still remain immersed within 

risky habitats, whether surrounding walls of prestige GCs represent elements of safety 

or exclusiveness is debatable; it would initially seem that in this respect the erection 

of physical boundaries responds to a rather aspirational aspect, while for the case of 

lower classes it materializes as a resource, this could be asserted by the emphasis of 

lower and middle class gated housing developments on safety, disregarding the 

provision of amenities or architectural styles. It is a common practice amongst real 

estate agencies promoting middle class GCs in Mexico to extol, for instance, the 

existence of gates over any other aspect; illustrations of gates are the common 
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denominator throughout leaflets that base their campaigns on the imaginary of gated 

accesses as materializations of ‘great victories’ towards ‘peaceful family lives’ (Figure 

3-2), upper class instances on the other hand seem to take safety for granted and 

aspire to further distinction values such as individuality, exclusiveness, 

‘spectacularity’, a green life and the acquisition of a privileged lifestyle that goes in 

concordance with global-city patterns and trends in vogue, gates usually remain 

absent from their advertising (Figure 3-3). Thorough studies analyzing GC resident’s 

motivations, however, keep pointing towards security as the main underlying drive for 

both cases, to this effect the amalgam of incentives that make GCs such a successful 

model may not be engrained on the single aspect of security but within a network as 

vast and complex as the one depicted by globalization at large (figure 3-1) where the 

roles of identity representation amongst social shifts strongly determine the 

restructuring of urban areas towards the entrenchment of the individual. Although the 

approach may vary according to social strata, the pursuit of anchors —be it of identity, 

membership, belonging, control or empowerment— in liquid modernity appears to 

remain GC’s main incentive. 

 

 
 

Figure 3- 3. ‘El Cielo Country Club’ advertising 
Source: http://elcielo.cc (2017) 
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The pursuit of anchorage points sought by individuals within postmodernity in account 

for the boom of gating trends came into discussion on previous sections of this 

dissertation as the main shaper of our current concept of community, thus a 

determinant factor in the successful reproduction of the model; represented by the 

conflicting forces of security and freedom, this urge for attachment and belonging 

poses the conundrum of choosing between security’s riddance for the sake of freedom 

and the competing alternative of yielding freedom regardless of the risks involved in 

doing so. Within this process, the mechanics between social inequalities and cultural 

patterns are fundamental in the creation of that strain; in Borja’s (2003) view, this 

attains a bipolar approach that alternates between guaranteeing assurances on legal, 

economic and urban dimensions and enhancing the freedoms of all and on every field, 

in order for this alternation to turn fruitful it should be done within the framework of 

democratic practices that ultimately lead to the attainment of citizen rights and the 

recognition of public space as engendering context: 

 

“The democratic citizen order is based on diversity 

(decentralization, flexible regulations, participation) and in the 

conciliation, within public initiative and social self-organization, 

towards what is of the collective interest, in the empowerment of 

citizen collectivity and social solidarity, in the preservation of 

individual autonomies and privacy (…) The city itself is an 

aggregate of identities that either come together and are 

confronted or subsist isolated from each other, the question is if 

these identities oppose or favor a global citizen integration, and 

it is definitely via their confluence and confrontation that they are 

eased, namely by the establishment of a relationship between 

society and the global urban space. When, on the contrary, they 

tend towards isolation (or contribute to it) they become arguable” 

(Borja et al., 2003, pp.109, 119) 
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                                                  PART III.  
HIDE & SEEK —  

CONTEXTUALIZING FEAR, INSECURITY AND  
SEGREGATION PATTERNS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part III aims to portray the environment from which GCs 

have emerged, this comprises the national 

circumstances in political, economic and social terms 

that have led Mexico to become one of the exemplary 

contexts for the development of defensive urbanist 

practices not only in Latin America, but on a global 

context. While Chapter 4 will inquire into the vicissitudes 

of political and economic changes implied by the 

adoption of neoliberalism and globalization that have led 

to social inequality and the resulting phenomena of 

insecurity and violence triggered mainly by the so-called 

‘war on drugs’, Chapter 5 will describe the parallel 

process of catalysis and diversification of GCs in the 

Guadalajara Metropolitan Area; this serves as a prelude 

to the proposal of a case study on which to explore the 

main questions, objectives and hypotheses leading this 

research project. 
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Introduction 
 

The rising levels of insecurity and fear that have pervaded the social fabric and public 

life in Mexico during the last years are unprecedented; an aggregation of insecurity 

indexes (Figure 4-1), addressing homicide and organized crime data gathered by eight 

different entities, amongst which governmental, NGOs and press related figures were 

taken into account, reflects a clear peak during the last ten to twelve years in terms of 

violence, not surprisingly attuned with the start of the war on drugs strategy. 

Regardless of the exacerbation of crime’s outcomes reflected by the mass media, 

which substantially contributes to its magnification, crime related fears have become 

an everyday, tangible reality that determine people’s lives through their behaviors, 

habits, routines and the overall way in which they relate to each other and their 

environments; it is equally experienced, lived and felt as it is perceived through the 

reminiscent quality of derivative fears and evil imaginaries that have been discussed 

on previous chapters.  

 

 
 

Figure 4-1. Homicide and organized crime data comparison by multiple sources,1990 through 2017 
Source: (Calderón, Rodríguez Ferreira & Shirk, 2018, p.14) 
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Irrespective of the somewhat implicit, and plainly discernible, association between the 

rise of insecurity and the catalysis of GCs, their relationship deserves a thorough 

analysis given the prominent correlation between the increase of insecurity and the 

corresponding massive spread and diversification of the gated model during the last 

ten to fifteen years in Mexican cities along the unique circumstances of the security 

crisis in Mexico as a problematic of regional and global repercussions that has led not 

only to organized crime, but also to internal social conflicts. As I argued throughout 

chapters two and three, GCs are a phenomenon driven by multiple factors amongst 

which insecurity and fear represent only one of its axes; notwithstanding this 

multidimensional approach, Part III aims to depict the national and local circumstances 

that turn insecurity-driven fear into a counterweight of renewed importance within the 

Mexican context.  

 

The aftermath of deepening social and economic gaps becomes paramount while 

trying to understand the foundations of the conflicts that have derived in the current 

Mexican security crisis; a significant amount of analysis assigned to Chapter four is 

taken into that direction since the effect of policies that tend to diminish the power of 

the state and its social approach appears to correspond with the rise in the 

empowerment of commodification, globalized processes and elitist practices. I argue 

that this deregulation, along the infiltration of global processes within the national and 

local contexts, has derived into further socio spatial segregation patterns which, in 

turn, nurture urban defensive practices.  

 

Amongst these processes, the ‘war on drugs’, initiated in December 2006, seems to 

have kindled the fuel of the already divisive social environment through coercive 

actions enforced by the state, following a reactive approach rather than a preventative 

and proactive one; such trends appear to be perpetuated no matter what the political 

party on charge is or its affiliation. Despite the political shift produced in December 

2018, when the first leftist government to be democratically elected in Mexico’s recent 

history took office, the Guardia Nacional, a national guard or Gendarmerie controlled 
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by the army, was announced as flagship of the national security strategy to be 

implemented throughout the six-year mandate to come as soon as it is approved by 

the congress (Muñoz, 2019, p.1); while this might be partially justified by the current 

intolerable levels of insecurity which demand at least an initial approach of this nature, 

it is evident that as a mid and long-term strategy it will be rendered ineffective and will 

exacerbate the already fragmented social environment. 
 

The phenomenon of gating is engrained amongst complex urban systems, in its very 

roots however, two main drivers are to be distinguished for the Mexican context; as 

Méndez Sainz (2002) argues, these would be characterized by the ‘unequal 

distribution of social wealth and crime as triggers of insecurity and fear’ and by a 

‘postmodern urbanism that implies specific interventions in uncontrollable cities that 

are directed towards simulation of safe environments, exotic cultures, fascinating 

sceneries and domesticated historical referents’ (Méndez Sainz, 2002 pp.499-500). 

The pondering of these processes and their adjacent political, social and economic 

circumstances can help to explain the militarization of urban space in Mexican cities, 

understood as the ‘crusade to secure the city’ and the consequential ‘destruction of 

accessible public space’ (Davis, 1990/2006, p.226). It is not difficult to assess that as 

long as the gap between the rich and the poor is further deepened, a parallel growth 

of impunity and crime will also arise wit it (Méndez Sainz, 2002 p.499); at the same 

time, the self-segregation of those who possess more is also expected. As long as this 

process is tolerated by the state and embraced by an increasingly growing segment 

of social groups, that crusade will inevitably continue its ongoing campaign. 
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4. THE LABYRINTH OF INSECURITY & FEAR IN MEXICO 
 

On the Labyrinth of solitude, Octavio Paz (1985) depicted the perpetual and 

fundamental conflict in which Mexican identity is immersed, a dispute that emerged at 

the moment of concealing two dissimilar cultures: one imposed through a process of 

colonization and another latent, indigenous source that still remains underneath. That 

labyrinth to which Paz refers as an intricate, solitary pathway through which Mexican 

identity must move about in order to reconcile this duality is marked by conflict and 

rejection and, regardless of the ‘masks’ we wear in order to disguise them, self-denial 

appears to be inherent to us, Mexicans (Paz, 1985, p.160). A significant part of these 

conflicts is expressed in the way in which we deal with the entailed consequences of 

the shifts that we go through as a society, violence and oppression playing an 

important role in it. As the ‘contradictory violence of our reactions and the explosions 

of our intimate selves and our history, all began as a rejection of the petrified forms 

oppressing us’, our efforts to resolve them ‘have not yet found a way of reconciling 

liberty with order, the word with the act, and both with the evidence of our fellowship 

with others’ (Paz, 1985, p.194).  

 

From this perspective of inner identity quarrel, Paz’s solitude labyrinth may also be 

rendered into one that is embodied by the violence emerged from our reactions 

towards frustrated attempts of reconciliation, not only with others but most importantly 

with ourselves; a maze shaped by a lack of structure and order, by our degraded 

fraternity bonds and the deriving anxiety that pervades our society as a result of that 

polarization: a labyrinth of insecurity and fear. This fear goes hand in hand with the 

degradation of its context; according to recent figures published back in November 

2018 by Adóndevanlosdesaparecidos, a collective effort developed by journalists in 

Mexico who have worked on an interactive mapping (Figure 4-2) during the last two 

years comprising the location of ‘narcofosas’ —clandestine burial grounds dug by drug 

cartels to get rid of victim’s corpses— around the country, the number of these illegal 

burials found during the 2006-2016 period reaches the staggering number of 1,976 
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grounds: this would translate into one site dug every two days during the last ten years 

(Guillén, et al., 2018, p.1). These figures, obtained after inquiring state-run prosecution 

departments individually, and enabled by the transparency and access to public 

information act, reflects a number that more than doubles the information previously 

provided by government entities. Aside from reflecting the violence that pervades the 

country, Adóndevanlosdesaparecidos’ research portrays one of the many ways in 

which crime and fear coexist within an environment of governmental corruption and 

impunity; the fact that ‘there is no precise, official information about the burial grounds, 

nor clarity about the location of the corpses’ (Guillén et al., 2018, p.1) pictures a 

scenario where survival becomes an everyday experience amongst the population, 

both urban and rural, while, at the same time, depicts the systemic collapse that 

characterizes the labyrinth we are immersed in: ‘after the general decay of Faith and 

Reason, of God and Utopia, none of the systems is capable of alleviating our anguish 

or calming our fears’ (Paz, 1985, p.194) 

 

 
 

Figure 4- 2. Clandestine burial grounds mapping in Mexico, from 2006 to 2016 
Source: (Guillén et al., 2018, p.1) 
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Violence, fear, insecurity, impunity; they might all, in the end, be cast within the same 

intricate path of solitude that has become tangible in the current helplessness of 

individuals left to their own luck in the face of vulnerable environments; amidst these 

factors, it becomes crucial to examine the role of political and geopolitical triggers that 

have, for the last three to four decades, aggravated the already precarious social 

conditions in Mexico and the exclusion and segregation patterns emerged from 

deepening social breaches, a situation that, as I have suggested before worsened 

upon the implementation of the war on drugs back in 2006. Throughout the next 

chapter, I aim to fathom on a chain of processes that have derived in that sense of 

widespread insecurity within the national context; I argue that, within this progressive 

decay of certainty, the concatenation of four elements becomes key to their 

understanding as a whole and to their consequences in the urban space:  

 

A. The adoption of neoliberalism as a political model that embraced, 

during the 1980’s, a free market economy, socioeconomic 

polarization and the weakening of the state, resulting in 

privatizing practices on the provision of formerly socially oriented 

services 

B. Globalization as influential element for the import of external life-

style models into the national context along the cultural and 

social shifts that reshape identity representations, transnational 

imaginaries and exacerbate the formation of redefined global 

regions 

C. The phenomenon of war on drugs as catalyst of social gaps and 

state weakening into further levels of insecurity and fear 

accentuated by the media 

D. The resulting process from the first three elements reflected on 

security commodification trends that defy the concept of security 

as a collective good 
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The challenge of getting out of this labyrinth of solitude may in the end not be as 

important as the actual confrontation of that solitude as a collective act, a task of 

leaping into the openness and ridding ourselves from masks and self-denial: 

 

“We are alone at last, (…) we live in a world of violence and 

deception, a world dominated by ‘Don No One’. It protects us but 

also oppresses us, hides us but also disfigures us. If we tear off 

these masks, if we open ourselves up, if —in brief— we face our 

own selves, then we can truly begin to live and to think. 

Nakedness and defenselessness are awaiting us. But there, in 

that ‘open’ solitude, transcendence is also waiting: the 

outstretched hands of other solitary beings” 

(Paz, 1985, p.194) 

 

4.1. The Mexican paradox: Unequal policies as igniters of insecurity 
 

One of the main premises from which this dissertation departs is the notion that the 

current scenario of insecurity in Mexico is the result of economic and political policies 

that have given rise to neglect in terms of social development; leading, in turn, to the 

increase or worsening of socio-economic gaps. Income inequality has been proven a 

significant engendering factor, along its racial counterpart, of higher crime rates and 

insecurity, particularly those related to violent types of crime; at least six theories back 

up this premise based on a diversity of approaches, all encompassed around the 

concept of inequality: 

 

A. Relative deprivation (Jasso, 1980; Merton, 1968; Agnew, 1985, 

1999): Perceived inequality provides the basis for a rise in 

deviant behaviors amongst those individuals that feel that their 

economic share and possibilities in comparison to those of a 

‘reference group’ possessing more is unfathomable. 
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B. Social distance (Blau, 1987; McPherson & Smith, 1991, 1987; 

Simmel, 1908/1955): Social statuses of individuals create social 

distance between them affecting their interaction, if exacerbated, 

social distance becomes untenable impacting neighborhood 

crime rates. 

C. Social disorganization (Janowitz, 1975; Reiss, 1951; Sampson & 

Groves, 1989): Focused on the consequences of social 

interactions for neighborhood crime rates and the ability of a 

neighborhood to have common values that enable maintaining 

effective social control, according to this model, one of the key 

characteristics of neighborhoods leading to higher crime rates is 

poverty. 

D. Consolidated inequality (Blau & Blau, 1982; Golden & Messner, 

1987): Where the combination of economic inequality and the 

ascribed status of race gives rise to strong feelings of injustice 

and, hence, to a violent deviant response by minority groups who 

view this disadvantage as illegitimate. 

E. Group threat (Blumer, 1958; Bobo and Hutchings, 1996; Quillian, 

1995): When economic differences between two groups narrow, 

members of the dominant group will respond through violent 

behavior, that narrowing is perceived by the dominant group as 

threatening, provoking a violent response. 

F. Routine activities (Cohen & Felson, 1979): Where potential 

targets (the wealthy), motivated offenders (the poor), and the 

absence of guardians combine to increase the amount of crime 

in a neighborhood, thus, inequality will increase the number of 

potential targets and motivated offenders, which leads to higher 

rates of crime. 

(Hipp, 2007, pp.668-672) 
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On the other hand, Rufrancos et al. (2013), based on an extensive time-series 

evidence analysis that took into consideration over seventeen papers addressing the 

income inequality-crime relationship on over fifty countries, came to the conclusion 

that ‘property crime increases with rising income inequality, while specific measures 

of violent crime, such as homicide and robbery, also display sensitivity to income 

inequality over time’, ‘consistent with economic and sociological theory (…) property 

crime is related very strongly to changing income inequality’ (Rufrancos, et al., 2013, 

p. 8). 

 

Based on the assertion of these theories, it is safe to assume that social and economic 

inequalities will most likely constitute the ideal breeding ground for the increase of 

crime rates and insecurity; therefore, the analysis of processes that trigger that 

polarization in the first place becomes key to understanding its consequences. In the 

national context, the reproduction of those socioeconomic inequalities became 

specially aggravated during the last three to four decades; the Gini coefficient, a social 

science’s statistical standard that gauges economic inequality from 0 (no inequality) 

to 1 (maximum inequality) through the analysis of income and wealth distribution, 

depicts, for the case of Mexico (Figure 4-3), a growth of the income distribution gap 

during the 1960’s, which resurfaced during the mid 1980’s and the end of the 1990’s.  

 

 
 

Figure 4-3. Social class distribution in Mexico according to the Gini index, 1950 to 2004 
Source: (Székely, 2017, p.925)  
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According to Székely (2017), while the evolution experienced in Mexico during the 

overall time interval (1950-2004) considered in the chart reveals on the whole a 

plummet in terms of inequality in respect to the highest levels experienced during the 

1960’s, which ‘became reduced by almost 12% in 54 years’ (Székely, 2017, p.925), 

the renovated rise of inequality that took place during the mid 1980’s remains still far 

from ending. By 2016, Mexico ranked number 10 in the list of the most unequal 

countries of the world according to World Bank figures (Borbolla, 2016, p.1) and by 

2019 UN’s CEPAL (Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, for 

its acronym in Spanish) reported that Mexico had reached a 0.5 Gini index, a 

comparable figure to those experimented during the peaks of the last decades; 

moreover, that same value, ‘if pondered upon wealth assets —income, real estate, 

natural capital and financial holdings—, surges up to 0.78, uncovering a society of 

enormous wealth concentrations’ (Tourliere, 2019, p.1). 

 

Mexico’s critical levels of inequality happen to take place within a region —Latin 

America and the Caribbean— which, by itself, represents the current most unequal of 

the planet according to the latest UN reports (Tourliere, 2019, p.1). Wealth distribution, 

however, is a global problematic from which few countries escape, where some 

exceptions can be found amongst European and especially Scandinavian nations; 

Milanovic & Lakner’s (2016) so-called elephant chart, a summary of the behavior of 

the world’s income distribution throughout the 1988-2008 period, which has ‘been 

generating sufficient excitement to be described as possibly the most important chart 

for understanding politics today and the most powerful chart of the last decade’ 

(Corlett, 2016, p.4), helps to clearly depict the winners and losers of globalization in 

terms of wealth distribution, recognizing it as a phase characterized by three main 

shifts: first, a stage where the middle-upper classes of emerging Asian economies, 

mostly China, enhanced their incomes; second, an accentuated process of stagnation 

by middle classes of developed countries —the old rich—; and third, the dramatic 

increase of the 1% of the world’s population’s —the global plutocracy— income in up 

to fifty times the average growth (Jaramillo, 2018, p.1).  
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Inspired by Milanovic & Lakner’s work, Jaramillo (2018) developed an overlay chart 

that neatly depicts the disproportionate income distribution in Mexico during the last 

decades in relationship with the aforementioned global behavior, in itself unequal 

(Figure 4-4). Unlike the global trajectory that describes an elephant-like progression 

(blue line), in which those between the 50 and 70 percentiles and especially those at 

the very last 1% of global income distribution were clearly benefitted, the line of 

development for the case of Mexico (green line) differs from growth in respect to the 

average: only the top 15% of the population managed to experience an actual rise in 

their income, quite pronounced in any case; on the other hand, the lower and 

especially the middle classes, suffered a significant decrease, reaching overall 

negative values, not only in respect to the average growth but also beneath the zero 

bottom line delimiting the chart. 

 

 
Figure 4-4. Income evolution in Mexico compared to global levels, 1988-2008 

Source: (Jaramillo, 2018) 
 
Within the national context, two dominant factors have been appointed as decisively 

intervening in the reproduction of economic and political behaviors leading to these 

inequality trends; on the one hand the adoption and establishment of neoliberal 

policies and, on the other, the embrace of globalization. Both processes, as I have 
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argued on previous chapters, work in a manner of symbiotic relationship, where the 

adoption of neoliberal policies has served as a preamble within the national political 

context for the enforcement of global measures demanded for the insertion of the 

country within the stream of shifts implied by globalization, namely the flow of people, 

goods, services, the networking of global markets and commodities, a reorganization 

through trading alliances and commercial blocs, the emergence of hub institutions to 

promote global financial integration around commercial and industrial global circuits 

and the concentration of political and economic power. It is not within the reach, nor 

the intention of this research to establish a direct link between the rise of insecurity in 

Mexico and the outcomes triggered by neoliberal practices since their adoption in the 

1980’s along the effects of globalization, given the multidimensional nature of the 

national crime issue, its reduction to a single causal association becomes unfeasible 

and would deserve a complete thorough study; I argue, however, that their 

implementation was decisive in creating a fertile ground in which social gaps became 

prone to their expansion. As Jaramillo (2018) argues, the results of the application of 

neoliberal policies has had devastating results in terms of wealth distribution: 

 

“(…) the reality is that inequality in the country has been 

increased, and the results have been atrocious in comparison 

with the trajectory of inequality within the global context. Mexican 

neoliberalism has distributed its ‘profits’ in an uneven manner, 

benefitting only the elites of the country. The so-called ‘trickle-

down’ is a farce for the case of Mexico”  

(Jaramillo, 2018, p.1) 

 

The adoption of neoliberalism during President De la Madrid’s mandate, spanning 

from 1982  to 1988, brought with it the promise of turning Mexico into a world player 

in economic terms; a few years later, the signing of NAFTA in 1994 by Mexico, Canada 

and the U.S.A envisioned the creation of a trilateral commercial trade bloc that would 

put the finishing touches on the projection of Mexican economy into the global market; 
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paradoxically, both efforts ended up benefitting a few and led instead, amongst other 

consequences, to the privatization of a number of parastatal entities: the number of 

state operated companies decreased from 1,155 to only 210 within the 1982-1993 

period (Pérez Ramírez, 2013, p.123). Donald Trump’s rhetoric around the idea that 

Mexico, unlike the U.S.A, highly capitalized during NAFTA, calling it ‘perhaps the worst 

trade deal in the history of the country’ and with a ‘bad connotation’ for the United 

States (Swanson et al., 2018), along his reelection aspirations and the border crisis, 

led to the reformulation of the trade agreement by the end of 2018, known from now 

on as the US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA). Yet, while Trump’s efforts 

succeeded at rewording NAFTA, the agreement reached in the end is, according to 

Swanson et al. (2018), ‘simply a revised NAFTA, with updates to provisions 

surrounding the digital economy, automobiles, agriculture and labor unions. The core 

of the trade pact —which allows American companies to operate in Mexico and 

Canada without tariffs— remains intact’ (Swanson et al., 2018).  

 

The USMCA, like NAFTA did, will likely perpetuate the role of Mexico as an assembly 

line for vehicle and electronics production to fulfill the needs of the U.S American 

market through the model of maquiladoras, far from the actual chains of value and 

followed by an asymmetrical development of the agricultural industry in comparison 

with its U.S.A counterparts and the weakening of ‘PyMES’ (Small and medium-sized 

enterprises, for its acronym in Spanish) by the growing incursion of foreign investment 

(Haar, Beltrán & Beltrán, 2004, p.503-504). At the core of the issue lies the use of 

international trades and agreements adopted by Mexico as a way to outline the desired 

national politics in line to those of the IMF and the World Bank’s standards through the 

adoption of so-called structural reforms. In that respect, Grinspun & Kreklewich (1995) 

argue that ‘the political experiences of Latin America have been characterized by the 

use of international and multilateral agreements that have conditioned national politics 

during the postwar period. The Bretton Woods institutions imposed policy packages 

to peripheral countries as a requirement for the extension of loans and 

creditworthiness. Nowadays, that tying adopts multiple forms; the U.S.A regularly 
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imposes similar policy packages within their bilateral and multilateral agreements’ 

(Grinspun & Kreklewich, 1995, p.120). Despite Mexico’s adherence to the global 

markets throughout the last decades, remaining loyal to policy packages imposed from 

abroad, its economic growth measured by GDP (Gross Domestic Product, for its 

acronym in English) reflects on one of the lowest pondered upon regional terms 

(Figure 4-5) with a poor average growth of 2,7% over the last three decades and an 

even lower 2,5% for the 2005-2013 period. 

 

 
Figure 4-5. Average economic growth in Latin America & Caribbean (2005 to 2013) 

Source: (Jaramillo Molina, 2018) 
 
 

The trickle-down notion, appointed by Jaramillo Molina (2018) as a ‘farce’ for the case 

of Mexico, is key to understanding the individual meritocracy that has been enshrined 

by neoliberal approaches as a way of sponsoring the political and economic conditions 

that benefit those that create wealth under a laissez-faire notion; that ‘letting do / letting 

go’ principle that would enable entrepreneurs to create jobs, thus enhance the social 

and economic conditions of the population at large, appears to have rather derived in 

the accentuation of social gaps, largely benefitting those at the top of the economy 

ladder, the only ones who were able to invest, while neglecting the remaining 80% to 

85% of the population. With this in mind, it does not come as a surprise that a 

phenomenon which has been termed as the ‘Mexican paradox’ by the World Economic 
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Forum could take place precisely in a country where social contrasts are so manifest; 

according to Levy & Rodrik (2017), the amalgam of macroeconomic crises 

experienced during the 1990’s and the definite adoption of liberal economic policies 

materialized mainly by the signing of NAFTA should have led to economic growth and 

productivity, instead they entailed their stagnation and gave rise to unemployment or 

employment in the informal sector (Levy & Rodrik, 2017, p.1), which in turn depleted, 

and continues to detriment, social security and stability. Moreover, that same amalgam 

has resulted in the atrocious concentration of 95% of the country’s wealth by only 1% 

of the population. According to Nájar (2017), Mexico takes part at the same time on 

two irreconcilable lists: the first depicting the top 20 countries with the most 

multimillionaires and the second enlisting the top 15 countries where population 

struggles most with malnutrition, the paradox is rounded off if we also consider that 

Mexico is a country where two thirds of the country’s goods and properties are owned 

by only a 10% of the population (Nájar, 2017). 

 

 

Figure 4-6. Social class distribution in Mexico from 1950 to 2014 
Sources: Adapted from (Székely, 2017) & (Teruel et al., 2018) 

 

To better grasp the base of these assumptions, a look at the growth of social inequality 

that took place right after the enforcement of neoliberal politics becomes of particular 

use (Figure 4-6), the rampant diminishment of the middle class growth seen from 1984 

to 1996 corresponds directly to the growth of poverty and the concentration of the rich, 
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at the same time, that small percentage of the population, a 10% to 20%, enormously 

increased its wealth, up to thirteen times in relation to the levels seen on global indexes 

during the last three decades (Jaramillo Molina, 2018, p.1). Despite the recovery of 

middle class levels by 2004, the trend appears to counterbalance the overall growth 

of poverty, reaching a staggering 63,5% by 2014 (Teruel et al., 2018, p.1).  

 

Within such polarized social and economic contexts, Jasso, Merton & Agnews’ relative 

deprivation approaches on insecurity appear to fit right in; that palpable perception of 

inequality, endured in everyday life by most of the population in Mexico, is likely to 

drive those that experience a permanent disadvantage in their economic share, social 

development and opportunities in relation to those at the top towards developing, not 

only deviant behaviors but also an immense sense of resentment and injustice; at the 

same time, certain social groups —mainly the remains of the imperiled middle class— 

become easy targets for the fulfillment of aspirational goals that resemble the life of 

those that are above them as a market strategy; a common practice amongst real 

estate companies for the marketing of GCs. It is clear that in order to reduce crime 

and violence, as evidence suggests, the focus of policies must be put on the mitigation 

of social and economic inequalities: 

 

“A decrease in income inequality is associated with sizable 

reduction in crime. It is evident that a focus on reducing income 

inequality can be advantageous to reducing property crime, 

robbery, homicide and murder, and hence a policy implication 

may be that income inequality should be considered when 

designing crime reduction strategies” 

(Rufrancos et al., 2013, p.8) 

 

Socioeconomic disparities, as I have discussed throughout this section, appear to play 

a major role in the spread of crime and insecurity by creating a fertile ground for the 

exacerbation of social gaps; unlike Jaramillo Molina’s overlapping of income evolution 
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charts, which depicted a clear discord between the global and the national context in 

terms of income distribution (Figure 4-4), a look at the overlay of national crime rates 

in Mexico during the last decades in contrast with the evolution of the Gini index 

(Figure 4-7) portrays a remarkable correspondence, where peaks and troughs mostly 

coincide on both cases throughout the analyzed period. Despite their correlation, this 

is not to say that the matching of the two lines represents proof of their causal-linear 

relationship; as Lajous & Piccato (2018) argue, their evolutionary analysis of crime 

trends serves mainly as a reflection of the multidimensionality of the issue; figures and 

tendencies ‘may be altered as a result of political decisions (reinforcing the justice 

system, enhancing the investigative capacity of police corps) while others are a 

reflection of social shifts caused by a complex combination of economic and 

institutional factors that can only be slowly reversed’ (Lajous & Piccato, 2018).  

 

 
 

Figure 4-7. National crime rates (1926 -2008) in contrast with Gini Index measurements (1950-2004) 
Source: Author, adapted from (Lajous & Piccato, 2018) & (Székely, 2017, p.925) 

 
Lajous & Piccato’s chart may find its simplest explanation in the evolution of crime as 

a historical process; depicting first an initial process of pacification originated by the 

decline of violence and chaos during post-revolutionary times in the beginning of the 

1910’s, followed by the resurfacing of high crime levels over eight decades later  which 

were mainly triggered by the economic crises and the rise of organized crime during 
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the 1980’s (Lajous & Piccato, 2018, p.1); behind these assumptions and the simplicity 

of the crime evolution trajectory, however, lies a complexity of processes that involve 

for instance the reliability of crime report figures and the trustworthiness of the justice 

system. It is a well-known fact that corruption pervades the public life in Mexico, on 

the degree to which institutions are widely mistrusted so is the confidence on its justice 

system; ‘high levels of impunity imply that the rule of law is not being fully enforced 

and that governments are failing to provide adequate funding and policies for this 

fundamental public good’ (Hammond, 2017, p.54). In this regard, the Mexican paradox 

shall be rounded off by corruption, it is no coincidence that impunity and corruption 

appear listed amongst Mexican’s most worrisome issues (Figure 4-8), on par with 

insecurity, unemployment and narcotrafficking; what this chart portrays is actually a 

nifty summary of the coalescence of these five factors as determinant shapers of the 

labyrinth of insecurity and fear in Mexico and their interdependence should be 

regarded as the key towards its pacification. As the following section addresses for 

the case of organized crime, if left unattended, the consequences of these factors can 

easily spiral out of control. 

 

 
 

Figure 4- 8. Most worrisome issues as perceived by Mexicans (2012-2016) 
Source: (Hammond, 2017, p.54) 
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4.2. A hundred thousand and one wakes: The War on Drugs havoc 
 

Throughout the last fifteen years it has become an uncomfortable habit to find Mexico 

leading the yearly lists of the most dangerous cities and the most violent countries 

around the globe; at the same time, in regional terms, Latin America  seems to have 

followed that same behavior: Mexico, El Salvador, Honduras, Brazil,  Venezuela, they 

all seem to alternate as the countries with the most homicides, the worst security 

indices and the weakest institutions —especially those related to the provision of 

justice— on a worldwide basis, year after year. Sadly, this comes as no surprise for 

the case of Mexico; the increase in homicide rates since 2007 has followed a 

staggering increment, more than doubling, throughout the last eleven years, the rates 

previous to the start of the so-called ‘war on drugs’ in 2007 with a single hiatus during 

2014 and 2015 (Figure 4-9).  

 

 
Figure 4- 9. Homicide rates in Mexico according to INEGI and SESNSP (1997-2018) 

Source: (Cardona et al., 2018, p.6) 
 

It is important, however, to point out here that this does not necessarily entail the 

state’s strategy as the single culprit behind the unleashing of violence, as Bergman 

(2012) aptly argues, we should beware of ‘counting homicides’ without a proper 
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overview of how criminal activity and violence are, as a whole, structured in Mexico 

and how they are embedded ‘within the social, political, economic and cultural 

contexts’ in order to avoid ‘fallacious’ judgments (Bergman, 2012, pp.72,76) that 

create a causal relationship and one-sided interpretations between the outbreak of 

violence and the establishment of the war on drugs campaign. 

 

Regardless of its causes, several institutes, think-tanks, NGOs and councils have 

ascertained the regional security dilemma at stake throughout countless analyzes, 

reports and surveys; in order to get an idea of the scale and the overall consensus 

around the notion of the current Mexican and Latin American security crises and the 

violence surrounding our everyday lives, I provide the following sample of the most 

recent reports that have supported these claims during the last couple of years: 

 

§ The CCSPJP (Citizen Council for Public Security and Criminal 

Justice, for its acronym in Spanish), on its ‘Fifty most violent cities 

of the world report’ of 2017, ascertained that five Mexican cities 

led the top 10 list of the most violent cities worldwide; on the other 

hand, 42 out of the top 50 completing the list belonged solely to 

Latin America (Ortega Sánchez, 2018, pp.3-4) 

§ The ‘Global Peace Index 2018’ published by the Institute for 

Economics and Peace, ranked the peace level in Mexico as ‘low’, 

occupying the number 140 out of 163 countries evaluated 

(Hammond, 2018) 

§ The Igarapé Institute's latest report on citizen security in Latin 

America accounts Mexico as the second country in the world with 

the most homicides during 2017, with over 25,000 murders, it 

also locates two Mexican cities amongst the five most violent 

worldwide (Muggah & Aguirre Tobón, 2018, p.4) 

§ Similar to CCSPJPJ's results, the IADB (Inter-American 

Development Bank) positions Acapulco, Mexico as the fourth 
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most violent city in the world and Latin America as the most 

violent region with 41 cities amongst their top 50 ranking 

(Alvarado & Muggah, 2018, p.2) 

§ The ‘Global Competitiveness Report 2018’ by the World 

Economic Forum places Mexican Institutions on the 105th place 

out of 140 evaluated countries, deriving in negative security 

rankings and evaluated as the second last country of the list in 

regard to organized crime issues and the third-to-last in terms of 

reliability of security services, it also ranks amongst the top 10 

with the highest homicide rates. Institutions’ weakness is by far 

Latin America’s biggest issue, ranking on par with Sub-Saharan 

Africa as the weakest worldwide regions (Schwab, 2018, p.393) 

§ The Heidelberg Institute for International Conflict Research 

(HIIK) and the Institute of Political Science of the Heidelberg 

University’s ‘Conflict Barometer 2018’ ranked Mexico’s conflict 

intensity at the highest level (on a 1 to 5 scale), classified now as 

America’s single country in state of ‘war’ based on the 

unstoppable drug’s cartel issue; 2018 also became the deadliest 

year ever recorded in Mexico (Geugjes et al., 2019, p.) 

§ Based on data by the Uppsala Conflict Data Program, the Journal 

of Peace Research informed that, during 2017, Mexico and Syria 

concentrated 28% of the non-state conflicts worldwide; while 

within the region, Mexico has been the main source of conflicts 

for the whole continent during the past five years (Pettersson & 

Eck, 2018, p.538) 

 
Some criticism surrounds the validity and actual purposes of reports and indices on 

peace, conflict and security under the argument of flawed methodology approaches 

on measures like those reported by the Global Peace Index. Nair (2016) for instance 

accounts for their use as ‘means to name and shame countries at the bottom of the 
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ladder in addition to suggesting a number of policy options for such countries to 

improve their ranking’ (Nair, 2016, p.71), it is however true that they also succeed at 

providing valuable information regarding the state of the world’s levels of violence 

through the evaluation of a diversity of components that constitute the issue. While 

their results may appear stigmatizing towards certain regions and countries, they 

serve to provide a panorama over conflicts and their better understanding from a 

global perspective. That overview demands, nonetheless, a proper process of 

contextualization; for instance, while figures from the UCDP may indicate that the 

Syrian conflict is quantitatively comparable to the one currently experienced in Mexico, 

a look at their circumstances reveals that their qualitative differences are substantial, 

especially regarding the intervention and role of the state and the origins of the 

conflicts. The results published by these entities must be, thus, sieved and put into 

context before delving into erroneous conclusions around each evaluated component, 

a common practice by the media who, in the pursuit of selling headline stories, tend to 

magnify or skew their results, exacerbating the, by itself, high sense of insecurity that 

surrounds a country or city. Aside from the media, governments may also profit from 

this; Donald Trump’s administration has used the figures derived from the Mexican 

security crisis to justify an impervious immigration policy characterized by the erection 

of an extensive wall along the U.S. border with Mexico on several occasions; most 

recently, on January 2019, he tweeted the following: 

 

“Very sadly, murder cases in Mexico in 2018 rose 33% from 

2017, to 33,341. This is a big contributor to the Humanitarian 

Crises taking place on our Southern Border and then spreading 

throughout our Country. Worse even than Afghanistan. Much 

caused by DRUGS. Wall is being built!” 

(Taylor, 2019, p.1) 

 

Despite Trump’s political use of crime rates, the actual high violence levels in Mexican 

border cities like Ciudad Juarez are not to be dismissed, fear of crime has raised 
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amongst citizens of Juarez to the extent that some of them came to the point of taking 

away the barbed wire installed by the U.S army three months before to keep a caravan 

of Central American immigrants out and installed it in their own households; when 

interviewed, one of them declared that, one way or another, he needed to protect his 

home given that delinquency in the city is ‘screwed up’ and ‘it is either them, or us’ 

(Martinez, 2019, p.1). The political and mass-media misuse of the figures stemming 

from this type of reports are just some of the consequences of the likely distortion to 

which they are subject; evaluated components around them should be analyzed and 

interpreted within their contexts, rather than simply read; as they may not be of equal 

importance or easily comparable amongst each other, ‘assigning weight to them is 

often based on judgmental criteria, which may differ from person to person, depending 

on the relative weight that one may attach to each component’ (Nair, 2016, p.72). With 

these considerations in mind and beyond homicide figures, the case of the Mexican 

war on drugs havoc, while magnified by the mass media and utilized by the US 

American government to further restrict their borders while promoting defensive 

policies, should still be considered in its proper dimension as a substantial concern 

amongst the population in Mexico. 

 

I have previously discussed the power of evil imaginaries and the transcendence of 

fear as a multidimensional process in which its derivative forms, those ‘steady frames 

of mind’ of susceptibility to danger, are equally —if not more— crucial than the actual 

experience that triggered them in the first place. That leftover sense of helplessness 

which remains, and that effectively spreads through the creation of hypothetical 

threats, engenders a sense of susceptibility that is easily fueled by the constant 

exposure to crime related news while, paradoxically, also implying a progressive 

desensitization of the population towards violence: in that regard, the notion of death 

increasingly becomes an everyday habit in terms of its regular perception. The so-

called nota roja (translated as ‘red news’) in Mexico, the name given to sensationalist 

journalism focusing on the spread of news related to crime and violence, represents 

the epitome of that fear exacerbation amongst the population through the use of mass 
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media; acting, at the same time, as a reflection of the massification of crime and as a 

process of its subsequent dehumanization. In his book A thousand and one wakes: A 

chronicle on the nota roja in Mexico, Monsivais (2016) argues that, due to the war on 

drugs, the escalation of violence since the first edition of the book back in 1994 has 

radicalized the already worrying implications of the nota roja, suggesting even a 

renewed version of the title for his original work: 

 

“Strictly speaking, and in accordance to the current funerary 

demographics, this text should be renamed ‘A hundred thousand 

and one wakes’. In 15 years, the most significant shift has been 

the fierce emergence, at times militarized, of drug trafficking 

which drastically modifies the significance of the ‘nota roja’; 

transposing it, almost on a daily basis, to the altar of newspaper’s 

headlines. The singularity of homicides and murderers fades, 

leaving its place to crime massification, which also entails a 

massive dehumanization”  

(Monsivais, 2016, p.4) 

 

Irrespective of the sense of insecurity and the massification of crime, it is a fact that 

the Mexican war on drugs, conceived in the midst of social and economic disparities, 

has been an important trigger to put the self-perpetuating cycle of violence that 

spreads around the country into motion. It is important, nonetheless, to emphasize 

here that the insertion point of organized crime within this spiral of violence took place 

fundamentally within the indents left by a previously fragmented social fabric that was 

prone to, and even incited, the reproduction of illicit behaviors amongst the population; 

in that regard, the influence of drug cartels in these dynamics became only the final 

straw that derived in its escalation.  

 

The social ground on which violence has bloomed is so polarized that the so-called 

narco-culture, that subculture embraced by the marginalized through an array of codes 
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of behavior and lifestyles around illicit activities as a means to reach higher hierarchy 

within the social strata, which would otherwise result unachievable to them, swiftly 

permeated the social structure; offering those disregarded sectors an easy way out of 

poverty. The counterweight to that permanent disadvantage in the economic share 

posed by relative deprivation became at once attainable to large marginalized social 

groups through illicit activities related to drug dealing and drug production, fulfilling all 

kinds of aspirational goals and offering the opportunity to escalate the economy ladder 

in a single leap; many have opted for that substantial temptation, others have chosen 

it as their only means for survival, or because they are threatened by cartels to do so. 

In the absence of adequate social policies, an army of so-called ninis, a term that has 

been popularized in the last decade in Mexico referring to youngsters who ‘do not 

work, nor study’ (derived from the Spanish expression ‘ni estudia, ni trabaja’) became 

the cannon fodder for cartels to perpetuate their expansion. On the other hand, ninis 

appear to have found a gold mine for the fulfilling of their aspirations; based in some 

cases on actual needs, in some others rather based on superfluous expectations fed 

to them by the mass media and popular culture: one where owning a fancy car, gold, 

jewelry, residences, and all that to which only 1% of the Mexican population usually 

has access to becomes, rather than a dream, a common aspirational goal. 

 

Fjelde & Nilsson (2012) argue that ‘most non-state conflicts are connected to weak 

state apparatuses and the lack of territorial control by the government’ (Fjelde & 

Nilsson, 2012, pp.621-622), it is not coincidental then that the ‘four countries in which 

the majority of non-state conflicts took place during 2017 —Syria, Mexico, Nigeria, and 

The Central African Republic— are at the same time examples of such weak states’ 

(Pettersson & Eck, 2018, p.539). For the Mexican case, the government strategy 

followed against the current national crime and conflict crisis depicts not only a 

weakened state, but mainly a mistaken approach; by abiding to the path of spectacle 

and simulation, the focus of the state’s efforts since the start of the war on drugs in 

2007 have been clearly placed on the capture of cartel leaders, neglecting the whole 

structure upon which drug traffic has been established, in that regard, heads of 
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criminal organizations represent only the tip of the iceberg. These failed attempts have 

been termed by Geugjes et al. (2019) as the ‘kingpin strategy’, one that, in its efforts 

to dismantle drug cartels by aiming to their leaders, ‘contributed to the increased 

fragmentation of cartels and heavy fights amongst them over local predominance and 

territories’, deriving in inter-cartel rivalry and the rise of paramilitary groups (Geugjes 

et al., 2019, p.15).  

 

Perhaps one of the most harmful results of this strategy has been reflected on the 

territorial dispute that is unleashed by the atomization of cartels, the waves of violence 

that follow the capture of a kingpin can only be understood through the redistribution 

of the territorial power that these originate. The control over plazas (territories where 

cartels establish a control over drug’s distribution) that are suddenly released is 

immediately retaken by a diversity of criminal groups from which new leaders emerge, 

deriving into further subdivisions; rather than fracturing their structures, this process 

appears to create an ever increasing, intricate and more rooted network system. 

Upsurges of violence are always accompanied by these disputes and, urban areas, 

especially their citizens, always pay the price: countless road blockades, shootings 

and executions surround the capture of drug lords and, since territorial disputes 

become more frequent as the number of criminal group increases, urban insecurity 

also reaches critical levels. According to results by ENVIPE, almost 80% of Mexicans 

felt unsafe during 2018 in their places of residence (INEGI, 2018, p.2). 

 

The reinforcement of criminal groups through their segmentation has been neatly 

portrayed by Pérez (2016) through an infographic (Figure 4-10) depicting the 

atomization of criminal groups in Mexico since the 1980’s. As expected, the biggest 

widening of ramifications in the graphic took place during the 2007-2015 period, where 

almost every cartel, except for the Juarez cartel, experienced at least one bifurcation: 

from 3 cartels accounted for during the 1980’s, the number of cartels by 2015 

increased to eighteen. The arrest of El Chapo and his current trial in the U.S. courts 

has brought back the subject of the actual effects of current state strategies —on the 
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Mexican and the U.S. side— against drug trafficking; as Dudley (2019) points out, 

‘arresting capos is different from dismantling criminal organizations’, the idea that drug 

‘trade is dominated by vertically integrated organizations, each run by a single 

mastermind such as El Chapo, is a myth and a dangerous one, in that it may 

undermine international efforts to slow drug trafficking and combat the violence of 

criminal groups such as the Sinaloa Cartel’ (Dudley, 2019, p.1). 

 

 
 

Figure 4-10. The evolution of drug cartels in Mexico (1980-2015) 
Source: (Pérez, 2016) 

 

The flow of drugs is also a determinant factor; Mexico —along countries in Central 

America like Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala— has, for decades, been the link 

between the production of cocaine in South America and its constant demand in the 

U.S., the biggest market in the world. The land routes that are drawn from Colombia 

throughout these countries until the arrival of cocaine to Mexico (Figure 4-11) leave a 

trace of social decomposition, violence, disputes, corruption and crime behind them; 

in that regard, the fact that Latin America portrays the highest levels of violence in the 

world is to a certain extent comprehensible as it has for decades been determined by 

the relationship between the biggest global drug market on the one hand and a vast 

supply network on the other, while a fragmented and vulnerable social fabric remains 

in between. 
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Figure 4-11. Main cocaine trafficking routes (2012-2016) 

Source: (Fedotov, 2018, p.12) 
 

Proper policies that pursuit the reduction of crime in Mexico must address the drug’s 

issue from a different perspective, this would necessarily entail its conception as a 

multidimensional problematic; in order to understand the seamless engraining of 

violence related to crime during the last years in Mexico I argue that at least four 

aspects should be taken into consideration within that multidimensional approach, 

those which happen to have triggered it in the first place: first, an economically 

fragmented, social ground characterized by a feeble fabric, prone to the reproduction 

of illicit activities amongst a disadvantaged population; second, the flow of drugs, 

especially cocaine, but also of heroin from Mexico, moving from South America on its 

way north (Figure 4-11) to fulfill the ever increasing demands of the US-American 

market; third, a failed drug strategy by a weakened state that has derived in the 

atomization of criminal groups; and fourth, the absence of social policies to fight 

poverty and inequality, provide access to basic services and social security while 

promoting the creation of stable, formal sources of employment. 
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4.3. ‘Your safety in the hands of experts’, commodifying security in 
Mexico 
 

Safety has become a trend in Mexico, almost an object of desire. Like any other good 

or merchandise, the security market has swiftly adapted to the increasing demand of 

a population eager to feel safeguarded. Its expansion is evidenced every time we 

leave our homes and witness the staging of private protective services as the relatively 

novel, inherent elements piling up on the urban landscape: before supermarkets, 

grocery stores, cafés, banks, office buildings, restaurants, apartment complexes, 

schools, neighborhoods and almost any place where the presence of the undesirables 

—potential threats— is likely to be met there will likely be a guard keeping watch and 

a CCTV system as his or her companion and chances are high that we will meet more 

private guards in our everyday lives as we do for public police. As Kinosian & Bosworth 

(2018) argue, despite the fact that PMSCs (Private Military and Security Companies, 

for its acronym in English) outnumber their public counterparts on a worldwide basis, 

the Latin American region represents a paradigm within that particular segment of 

security commodification, ‘the gap in respect to the rest of the world is significant; in 

Brazil the ratio is of four to one, in Guatemala five to one and in Honduras of seven 

private guards for every public security officer’ (Kinosian & Bosworth, 2018, p.3). 

 

Amongst the plethora of private security companies, the common ground appears to 

be centered on the safeguarding of ‘patrimony’, that supernatural word that may 

encompass, at the same time, connotations around wealth, estate, legacy, property 

and even family, is repeated throughout their websites and banners, almost like a 

mantra. GG, a private security company established in Mexico boasts about providing, 

since 1987 ‘new ways of taking care of the patrimony and economic growth’ of their 

clients as a ‘response to the needs of the corporate sector and civil society of 

emancipation from police corps, attributed a bad reputation’; ALFI, a corporate that 

describes itself as provider of intelligent private security, pledges to ‘take care of one’s 

integrity and patrimony’; Shafts, yet another amongst thousands of security providers 
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in Mexico, introduces itself as the private security service with the ‘background, 

experience and abilities to always protect you and your patrimony’, while asserting 

that one must ‘not leave safety to the hands of just anyone’, one is better off turning to 

them, ‘leaving safety in the hands of an expert’. 

 

The reinforcement of the concept of security as a tradable good is recognizable in 

Mexican cities as one of the foremost consequences derived from increasing 

insecurity and violence levels; on previous chapters I have discussed how architecture 

of fear, a concept that goes hand in hand with commodifying practices, has permeated 

the urban landscape and become an everyday resource to which many citizens have 

drawn upon as a means of protection, least to obtain a relative sense of security that 

is no longer efficiently provided by public security and judiciary institutions; I have also 

shown how the weakness and corruption surrounding those specific institutions is a 

significant issue, not only in Mexico but in Latin America. Aside from affecting security 

provision as a public good, this corruption entails the overseeing of the growth and 

performance of PMSCs, in that regard Kinosian & Bosworth (2018) estimate that over 

80% of those companies in Mexico operate outside the legal framework, this translates 

into more than 8,000 private security companies that remain into operation in spite of 

being unregistered before the state, ‘the lack of that state supervision over the 

enforcement of regulations has led to extents in which corruption, human rights abuse 

and the excessive use of force have remained uncontrolled’, moreover, ‘there are 

reports of criminal organizations starting private security firms in order to obtain access 

to otherwise prohibited firearms’ (Kinosian & Bosworth, 2018, pp.4,7,9). The main 

implications of maintaining this model could be summarized as follows: 

 

§ The arise of conflicts of interests derived from the migration of 

public police personnel to the private sector, or simultaneously 

involved on both sectors 

§ The perpetuation of violence cycles due to the inability of private 

security providers to go beyond protection, failing to contribute to 
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crime investigation, detention and the rehabilitation of criminals, 

faculties outside their extents 

§ The uncontrolled import of weapons by the private sector, with 

consequences to the trafficking of arms and their eventual 

utilization by criminal groups 

§ The development of corruption networks derived from the 

involvement of high rank military and police personnel, former or 

active, in private security actions 

§ The increase of impunity levels around unsupervised and 

excessive use of force by entities that remain outside the legal 

framework deriving in the intimidation, assault or even murder of 

individuals opposing the interests of powerful, wealthy costumers 

 

Despite these implications, the process of adoption of commodifying practices 

replacing formerly public operated services has occurred so swiftly in Mexico that we 

have barely even accounted for the consequences of the shifts it entails, especially 

the change of paradigm in the free provision of security reflected in the undermining 

of the two main collective features of public goods' theory: its ‘non-excludable’ and 

‘non-rival in consumption’ principles (Krahmann, 2008, p.383). At the same time, 

commodification of security represents a powerful analytical tool as it encompasses a 

handful of activities and services surrounding the private provision of safety, 

simultaneously comprising private security, surveillance technologies, alarms, 

personal security devices, computer and mobile protection amongst many others, 

most of which find in GCs a significant hub of development.  

 

Security as an act of consumption comes, according to Newburn (2001), as a 

consequence of a shift depicted by postmodernity which places ‘an increasing 

emphasis on consumption over production’, seen as the ‘production, distribution, 

desiring, obtaining and using of symbolic goods’; that emphasis on its symbolic 

character entails consumption as a result, not only of material satisfaction, but 
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especially of the creation and renewal of ‘symbols to construct identity, the self and 

relations with others’ (Newburn, 2001, p.840). This is a key factor for conceiving the 

rise of commodifying practices beyond insecurity perception, in itself a prime factor; it 

implies on the one hand, the symbolizing of security as a mere product for 

consumption, something to aspire to, not on the basis of its use but on the basis of its 

power as a token of distinction; on the other hand it entails that consumers (citizens) 

become the ‘target of new or emergent social control arrangements’, where the poor 

become the 'flawed consumers' (Newburn, 2001, p.840) within that chain, thus, a 

threat to the new emergent system. From this perspective, commodification of security 

may be regarded as a two-fold phenomenon: first, as a reaction to the increase of 

violence and crime within the urban environment accompanied by the inability of public 

entities to control it; and second, as the pursuit for security based mainly on its 

distinction values: a symbol of a higher rank within the social and economic ladders.  

At the heart of these shifts lies the basic conception of security, seen either as ‘the 

absence of a threat’ or as the ‘existence of threats that are suspended in the realm of 

possibility’ (Krahmann, 2008, p.382), which, in turn, highly determines the approach 

we take towards it; either in a preventative or in a deterrent way. Based on what we 

have analyzed, commodifying security appears to imply mostly the explicit adoption of 

the latter. 

 

The case of Mexico is not the exception, the deterrent approach has been privileged 

over the preventative during the last years, not only through the most evident case of 

failed crime policies and the weakening of institutions, but mainly by means of 

neglecting, for decades, the enforcement of social justice and welfare. The elitization 

of security that originates from this negligence, aside from reflecting on the evident 

increase of GCs as an increasingly popular housing alternative, has also entailed a 

substantial increase of entities providing security services or devices on a number of 

contexts aside housing; private security appears to be everywhere around us, as 

Newburn (2001) argues, it ‘is now so visible as to appear almost ubiquitous, 

particularly in urban environments. It has apparently expanded rapidly from what is 
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often assumed to be a position of almost invisibility just a few decades ago’ (Newburn, 

2001, p.830). According to the Rule of Law Program Report 2018, the rise of PMSCs 

in Mexico reached US$1,5 billion and grew 180% during the 2012-2016 period 

(Kinosian & Bosworth, 2018, p.5), this growth is even more impressive if we consider 

the hidden figures represented by all those companies that operate without a registry 

or under the radar. 

 

I started off this subchapter by recognizing that the shapeshifting of security evolves 

in accordance to the increasing needs of the population’s demands; regardless of the 

actual support behind them in terms of their validity, the shifts we are witnessing in 

respect to the way in which security is conceived appear to be irreversible in their 

nature if we consider that the progressive adoption of policies that privilege 

privatization are mostly embedded as part of a global process of restructuring and 

subordination regarding the role of the states, to which not only are they unlikely to 

flee, but in doing so they would run the risk of remaining isolated from the streams of 

global networks of activity to which countries cannot afford to stay aloof. Added to that, 

private security appears to have always been present in our societies, being more its 

pervasive nature and its recent growth pace the issues that have brought concerns to 

light; as Newburn (2001) states, contemporary sociology has ‘implicitly or otherwise, 

taken the idea that the public body has enjoyed a monopoly in relation to the exercise 

of legitimate force on behalf of the state to mean that it was a monopoly supplier of 

policing services. In reality (…) the monopoly enjoyed by the police was only a 

symbolic one’, as the private security sector has always remained well established 

(Newburn, 2001, p.830).  

 

While security commodification has been long present and everything suggests that it 

will remain inlaid in our cities for an indefinite period of time, the concerns over the 

boom of private security in Mexico continue to be well supported by means of its 

constant growth (Figure 4-12) and the malpractices it brings forth. The raising of red 

flags around it become increasingly relevant since private security, in itself, does not 
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represent an answer to the crime and insecurity issue in Mexico, to the contrary, as 

long as the existing deregulation around it prevails, so will corruption continue to erode 

citizen’s trust in the justice system as a whole, compelling wider sectors of the 

population to keep adhering to commodifying trends; moreover, the detriment of social 

bonds brought by the polarizing elitization of security can only contribute to worsen 

the cycles of violence triggered by inequality. GCs, as concentrators of these 

practices, must not remain detached from this scrutiny, while security commodification 

and private security services have successfully established themselves within the 

bleak panorama of insecurity as the enlightened bridges that pledge to fill the gaps left 

by public institutions in respect to law enforcement, their actual consequences have 

not yet been properly dimensioned; as valid choices as they may be considered, at 

least by the minority of the population able to afford them, they remain in a liminal 

position of ambiguity between elitized safety and dubious mechanisms of operation 

that escape the control, or are overseen, by the state; the overall implications they 

bear appear to rather blur the lines defining the already complex panorama of safety 

provision in Mexican society. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-12. Yearly development of private security in Mexico (2009-2016) 
Source: R. Strauss C. (2018) 
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5. THE GUADALAJARA MILITARIZED AREA. Localizing the GC issue 
 
Davis’ (1990/2006) pioneer work City of quartz depicted what appeared to be a bleak 

vision of L.A. as a city that ‘bristled with malice’, filled with ‘carefully manicured lawns 

sprouting ominous signs threatening armed response!’, ‘wealthier neighborhoods (…) 

cowering behind walls guarded by gun-toting private police and state-of-the-art 

electronic surveillance systems’, one ‘where the defense of luxury has given birth to 

an arsenal of security systems and an obsession with the policing of social boundaries 

through architecture’ (Davis, 1990/2006, p.223); all these urban defensive behaviors 

were encompassed around a concept he devised as the militarization of urban space. 

While Davis argued back then that these were ‘not fantasies, but merely extrapolations 

from the present’, polemics around his resemblance of an almost apocalyptical urban 

region arose as it appeared to better correspond to science fiction images like those 

found on Ridley Scott’s film Blade Runner. Regarded by some as a far-fetched, fatalist 

vision, City of quartz has managed to validate itself throughout time, especially after 

the L.A. riots that broke out just two years after its publishing, tragically and timely 

validating his theses. In regard to his prediction, Davis wrote in the preface of further 

editions of his book that ‘if there were premonitions of the 1992 riots in City of Quartz, 

they simply reflected anxieties visible on every graffiti-covered wall or every lawn 

sprouting a little Armed Response sign’, while arguing that it all comes down to the 

inevitable consequences of ‘the contradictory impact of economic globalization upon 

different segments of the Los Angeles society’ (Davis, 1990/2006, p.VI). 

 

Almost 30 years after Davis’ dystopian visions were first published, this fortressing of 

city life through its militarization appears to have become increasingly visible and 

spread worldwide, reaching some of its highest resemblance in the built urban 

environment of regions like Latin America. As I have argued before, the most likely 

influence of urban areas like the Guadalajara Metropolitan Area in terms of sprawl 

development, suburbanization and the adoption of segregation and fortified patterns 

has precisely been that of Los Angeles. 
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Figure 5-1. Distribution of gated communities within the GMA by 2016 
Source: (Pfannenstein, et al., 2018, p.1099) 

 
 

Accounted for as Mexico’s second biggest urban area, according to INEGI and 

CONAPO’s figures, and with an estimate population by 2017 of over five million 

inhabitants; the GMA, whose acronym, based on its newfound defensive urban 

development, could now be redefined to the Guadalajara Militarized Area, has become 

the home of countless GCs. An estimation made by 2014, which took into 

consideration the most significant housing developments of recent creation in the city, 

revealed that 90% were built in a gated modality (Díaz & Ortiz, 2014, p.29), this is 

complemented by Pfannenstein’s mapping (Figure 5-1) of GCs conducted in 2016, a 

revealing analysis that portrays a total 2,973 GCs occupying almost 20% of the GMA’s 

total territory (Pfannenstein, et al., 2018, p.1099). While an array of factors come into 

play when it comes to the establishment and reproduction of GCs, I have throughout 

chapter four stressed the protagonist role of insecurity-derived fear emanated from 
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social and economic disparities, the importance of global processes and a wrong focus 

of state policies as significant enablers of this militarization climax; traits which show 

a significant resemblance in respect to Davis’ City of Quartz theses. 

 

From early on, Guadalajara has characterized itself as a rather divisive city in which 

social structures have always been clearly defined in territorial terms between the rich 

and poor; this nowadays imaginary border that crosscuts the city from northeast to 

southwest can be traced on the city’s grid by the Calzada Independencia, one of its 

main roads and once the emplacement of the San Juan de Dios river, which effectively 

kept, back in its time, the wealthy safe from the common folk. To this date, the 

outcomes of that east-west, poor-rich division remain to be clearly observed by looking 

at marginalization patterns through GIS tools like IMEPLAN’s SIGmetro (Figure 5-2).  
 

 

Figure 5-2. Marginalization levels in the GMA determined by the ‘Calzada Independencia’ corridor 
Source: Author, with GIS information by SIGmetro (2019) 
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In spite of its segregational origins, that marginalization did not materialize into actual 

boundaries until the adoption of US-American GC models; from then on, the presence 

of this housing development model within the GMA has gradually become a common 

practice; while only a distinct minority used to inhabit them a couple of decades ago, 

it is not unreasonable to suggest that nowadays, particularly after their socio-economic 

diversification process, most citizens in Guadalajara know someone living or owning 

a house or lot within any of the subtypes of GCs that I will later on characterize; it is 

likely that those citizens themselves live, have lived or wish they could afford to live in 

one. Whichever the case, chances are high that they have gone through the process 

of accessing a GC because a friend, relative or acquaintance lives behind the gates, 

that also means they must have handed their personal ID to a private guard who had 

to previously get in touch with their host in order to finally open the gates and let them 

in; accompanied by the cumbersome process of going through these filters, are CCTV 

systems, walls, gates, high-voltage perimeter fences and a surfeit of defensive 

elements that have gradually become inherent to the collective imaginaries of the GMA 

inhabitants and the urban landscape of the city. Regardless of its normalization, it was 

not always like that; the gating phenomenon in the local context did not become 

established until the 1960’s (Cabrales Barajas, 2006, p.4), and ever since its first 

incursion in 1967 its growth has become unstoppable, although never as intense as it 

has been during the last two decades.  

 
One of the first and most disclosing efforts in the direction of depicting the development 

of GCs within the local context came from a thorough study by Cabrales (2001), which 

revealed that, already as early as 1996, a 10% of the city’s territory was occupied by 

them (Cabrales Barajas & Zamora, 2001, p.242). More recent data by Díaz & Ortiz 

(2014) reveals further directions of the development of GCs as a process, not only of 

catalysis but also one that is rather characterized by its diversification in terms of their 

location; their emplacement within the GMA, for instance, has moved away from the 

municipality of Guadalajara, concentrating their growth on the municipalities of 

Zapopan and Tlajomulco de Zúñiga, where 80% of new gated developments emerged, 
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they have also mostly moved to the peripheries, with 95% of new GCs located outside 

the urban area’s peripheral ring; on the other hand, this diversification has not fully 

affected the direction in which new GCs appear, despite their recent scattering, the 

north-west and west sectors of the GMA remain the favorites of real estate developers 

(Díaz & Ortiz, 2014, p.29), this behavior could be partly explained in terms of access 

to green areas or urban reserve, but could also respond to the perpetuation of an 

existing pattern of GC development and clustering that favors those areas of the city 

in terms of their exclusivity or simply the hype inspired amongst the population. 

 

As case study, the GMA offers a valuable opportunity for the analysis of GCs in the 

context of a Latin American urban area that has gone through a long process of 

adoption of US-American urban trends privileging security through privatization and 

depicting militarization as a priority of development. The outcomes of that progressive 

emulation with its own local features is also relevant in terms of contextualizing and 

shaping the consequences of economic globalization on the urban landscape as part 

of a larger process that entails the development of an urban area in the midst of a 

national security crisis that results unparalleled not only for the region but in global 

terms; with that in mind, the focus of this chapter is centered on the renewed local 

processes of catalysis and diversification that have emerged since their adoption, with 

an emphasis on the last two decades: its most violent phase.  

 

In doing so, I intend to also characterize the context from which GCs emerge and 

depict the link between its previous evolution patterns and its current catalysis and 

diversification process based on the insecurity and fear that prevail amongst the 

population; finally, I will introduce what I consider a proper case study within the GMA’s 

municipality of Zapopan, this will constitute the main object of study on which to 

develop a series of narratives over fear and community amongst inhabitants of a GC 

based on a methodology that revolves around ethnographical approaches to be 

discussed on Chapter 6. 
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5.1. The (former) land of fellowship and respect 
 

According to IMEPLAN, the government institution entitled for the planning and 

development of the GMA since 2014, there is a current total of nine municipalities 

comprising that metropolitan area, which have throughout the last decades developed 

and expanded around Guadalajara, its city of origin; these are Zapopan, Tlaquepaque, 

Tonalá, Tlajomulco de Zúñiga, El Salto, Zapotlanejo, Juanacatlán, Ixtlahuacán de los 

Membrillos and its center of development: Guadalajara (Figure 5-3). The expansion 

process that has spread the territorial influence of Guadalajara towards eight further 

municipalities has gone through several transformations and efforts to try to control, 

regulate and create planning instruments around that growth, these have however 

been proven ineffective over the long term; its only effective obstacle for expansion 

being the Barranca de Huentitán, a 600 meter deep canyon conditioning its growth on 

its north-eastern border, which largely explains the asymmetrical development in that 

direction and the exclusion of Ixtlahuacán del Río, the municipality that would complete 

the circuit between Zapotlanejo and Zapopan around Guadalajara. 

 

Figure 5-3. Location and composition of the Guadalajara Metropolitan Area by municipalities 
Source: Author (2019) 

 
 
A brief chronological revision shows that the adherence of Zapopan and Tlaquepaque 

to the urban area of Guadalajara during the 1960’s was mostly the result of fortuitous, 
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improvised development; as Cabrales Barajas (2000) points out, no organism was yet 

established for the purpose of planning its growth into that direction. The adherence 

of Tonalá to the urban region some two decades later during the early 1980’s followed 

that same behavior, taking place during the continuation of what could be called an 

era of ‘unregulated development’ (Cabrales Barajas, 2000, p.73). It was not until 1982 

that the first official efforts for its regulation were materialized as the POZCG (The 

Guadalajara Metropolitan Area Territorial Plan, for its acronym in Spanish); in spite of 

the well-intentioned purpose behind that instrument, a shift in the federal legal 

framework during 1983 derived in its almost immediate counteraction by enabling local 

administrations to decide for their own urban developments since this reform implied 

a rather passive role by state governments. This meant a victory for municipalities, as 

it granted them ‘further autonomy (…) in regard to land management, substantially 

reducing the ability of the state-level government to regulate the urban development 

in the face of pressure by private actors who offered municipalities the opportunities 

to profit from real estate’ endeavors (Pfannenstein, Martínez Jaramillo, et al., 2018, 

p.1095). Along the failed regulatory attempts by POZCG, a period of over 30 years 

spanned until the establishment of what is known today as IMEPLAN; Pfannenstein’s 

(2018) argument over the convergence of those three decades with the period in which 

Mexico openly embraced neoliberalism as economic doctrine comes to reinforce one 

of the main theses of this research, the triggering of a process that implied the 

‘liberalization of the state as well as the granting of opportunities given to the market 

in order to take major decisions regarding territorial organization, so that the 

reproduction of capitalist urban models developed elsewhere’ could take place locally 

(Pfannenstein, et al., 2018, p.1095). 

 

Since the establishment of IMEPLAN is relatively recent, having been into operation 

for only four years, results from planning and regulation stemming from this institute 

are yet to be gauged in their proper long-term dimension, especially as an entity that 

should finally create a counterbalance against the predatory practices that took place 

during the 30-year deregulation period that has plunged the GMA into its current crisis, 
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not only in terms of insecurity, but also in regard to mobility, access to resources, 

sustainability, marginalization amongst others. Its main efforts have, nevertheless, 

already yielded some first results through the elaboration of three strategic initiatives: 

The PDM 2.0 (Metropolitan Development Program for the GMA, for its acronym in 

Spanish), the POTmet (Metropolitan Plan for Territorial Structuring, for its acronym in 

Spanish), and the AMS (Metropolitan Security Agency, for its acronym in Spanish). 

Encompassed around the main guidelines established by PDM 2.0, POTmet and AMS 

have the purpose of becoming two specific instruments for the fulfillment of broader 

goals posed by PDM 2.0 for their accomplishment by the year 2042, establishing for 

that purpose a set of guidelines aimed to integrate and balance the development 

amongst the nine municipalities currently conforming the GMA; an indispensable 

delimitation act that restricts the GMA's growth boundaries to the extents of those 

municipalities, a delicate matter when the unplanned and uncontrolled evolution of its 

footprint throughout the last decades is taken into account (Figure 5-4). 

 

 

Figure 5-4. GMA's footprint evolution from 1990 to 2015 and its demarcation according to PDM 2.0 
Source: Author, based on GIS data by SIGmetro 2.0 (2019) 
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Along its contention, the forthcoming urban development of the GMA is to follow five 

main guidelines (Gutiérrez, Rodríguez & Ballesteros, 2016a, p.46) contemplated by 

POTmet, which are encompassed along five strategical axes: 

 

A. Security (Safety and cohesion) 

B. Economy (Equality and leadership) 

C. Society (Dignity and participation) 

D. Education (Art, culture and recreation) 

E. Sustainability (Sustainable city development) 

 

Amongst these five axes, it is of significance within the context of this research to 

highlight the fact that security through the enforcement of safety and cohesion has 

been provided a primary role; without disregarding the four remaining aspects, this 

represents an imperative trait of metropolitan development, especially given the 

current local and national circumstances of crime and violence. The focus given to the 

achievement of security under the perspective of the guidelines of PDM 2.0 acquires 

further relevance if we consider that it stems upon the concepts of 'human security' by 

Kaldor (2011) and Escudero (2009), an approach that identifies an array of features, 

entities, agents and circumstances that become the triggers of threats under a 

systemic view in which social, economic, cultural, communitarian and environmental 

spheres are regarded as intertwined amongst each other and around the political. 

Escudero defines human security as ‘the aim to provide people protection from threats 

that compromise their lives, peaceful coexistence and dignity in order to enable the 

exercise of their freedoms and lead to the optimum development of their abilities’ 

(Escudero, in Gutierrez, Rodríguez & Ballesteros, 2016b, p.76). From this perspective, 

IMEPLAN’s guidelines articulate eight types of security aims, these should not be 

approached in an isolated manner, but regarded as an interconnected system: 

 
A. Economic: Persistent poverty, unemployment, school dropout, 

marginalization, poor housing 
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B. Nutritional: Hunger, malnutrition, obesity, health issues 

C. Sanitary: Diseases, lack of access to basic sanitary services 

D. Environmental: Degradation of the environment, resource 

depletion, natural disaster, pollution 

E. Personal: Physical violence, crime, terrorism, domestic violence, 

child labor, gender violence 

F. Communitarian: Ethnical or religious tensions, lack of trust 

amongst neighbors, topophobia 

G. Political: Police repression, human rights abuse, low citizen 

participation, no accountability 

H. Cultural: Intracommunity conflicts, marginalization, cultural 

repression, illiteracy, segregation. 

(Gutiérrez, Rodríguez & Ballesteros, 2016b, p.77) 

 

These guidelines reinforce the concept of security asserted throughout previous 

chapters, they depart from the notion that insecurity is a multidimensional 

phenomenon that cross-cuts through almost every layer of social and individual 

development and that involves multiple background processes, in that regard crime is 

only the visible consequence of the underlying social issues at stake under the 

surface, those that have, throughout decades, been neglected by social and economic 

policies in Mexico. The creation of safe urban areas can only succeed if the proper 

social conditions for citizens are accomplished: 

 

“A safe environment can hardly be developed within a polarized 

society oriented predominantly towards competition amongst 

individuals (in radically unequal conditions). Public insecurity is 

fundamentally associated to law violation, which is easily 

expanded when, within that law, marginalization, exclusion and 

inequalities are engendered” 

(Gutiérrez, Rodríguez & Ballesteros., 2016a, p.50) 
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Although security has been stressed throughout IMEPLAN's projects for the GMA as 

a priority element, it would appear that the implementation of its instruments has 

quickly become fruitless; as I write this chapter, the AMS, the projected agency for the 

coordination of the nine municipalities constituting the GMA in terms of security 

provision along the articulation of public policy to reduce social vulnerability and the 

phenomena that result in urban violence, has been disintegrated, less than two years 

after its creation (Chavez, 2018, p.1). Along the lack of coordination amongst 

municipalities and conflicts of interest amongst governmental entities, weak policy 

enforcement also appears to disrupt any efforts in the direction of materializing long-

term measures that counteract the insecure environment in which the GMA continues 

to be immersed, not to mention many other issues it carries along. The sudden 

dissolution of the AMS inevitably reminisces the failed experiences of former attempts 

like POZCG to create a synergy amongst municipalities for the regulation of the urban 

development of Guadalajara, turning it into yet another initiative that will apparently 

remain on paper. It is precisely from these voids left by authorities, mainly legal but 

also enforcement-related, that phenomena like GCs remain such an attractive product 

to citizens; against this background, they entail, not only the detachment from 

insecurity, but mainly the unconcern towards the lawlessness of the open city. 

 

Although an already alarming total 10% of the GMA territory was reported as being 

covered by GCs back in 1996 (Cabrales Barajas & Zamora, 2001, p.242), more recent, 

focalized estimations by Pfannenstein (2019) suggest not only the escalation of this 

figure to a 17% in 2016, but also a staggering 21,94% of Zapopan's urbanized surface 

as built on a gated modality by 2018, concentrating at the same time 42,61% of total 

GCs within the GMA (Pfannenstein, Martínez, et al., 2018, pp.1099,1101). This growth 

is part of an ongoing trend dating back to the establishment of the very first massive 

country clubs established outside the city’s perimeter in the North and South-West 

during the 1960’s and the later rise of prestige GCs, mainly along the city’s perimeter 

and concentrated on the west during the 1980’s (Figure 5-5). In both periods, the core 

of development (yellow) being the municipality of Zapopan. 
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Figure 5-5. The focus of Gated Communities development in Zapopan by time period 
Source: Author, based on Ickx (2002) 

 

 
The 1980’s marked a decisive period in the GC phenomenon, within that decade 

Zapopan took roots as the preferred location to a fair amount of GCs that, unlike their 

predecessors, were meant as primary use residences; partly driven by the ability of 

establishing themselves in the vicinity of green areas such as Los Colomos, one of 

the biggest natural reserves that remain within the city; this distinction became patent 

in both quantitative and qualitative terms as some of the most luxurious developments 

became encompassed around that natural reserve. Amongst them, Puerta de Hierro, 

the paradigm of the gated phenomenon within the local context given its value 

amongst citizen’s imaginaries based on its luxury, prestige, location, seclusion, 

internal structure and entrenchment created a synergy for further, less paradigmatic 

yet more extensive instances, such as Valle Real and Jardín Real. 
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Figure 5-6. Mapping of marginalization patterns and GC's development within Zapopan 

Source: Author, based on data by SIGmetro (2019) & Pfannenstein, Martínez, et al., (2018) 
 

 

While the object of analysis of this research is based on the GMA as overall container 

of defensive urbanism practices, the concentration of the GC phenomenon in Zapopan 

along its pioneer role as the area where some of the most prominent gated instances 

—in terms of extension and renown amongst the city's population— have been 

established since its first manifestation and its witnessing of their continuous rise, 

evolution and diversification on a local scale, turns this particular municipality into an 

ideal focus of study. Amongst all nine municipalities conforming the GMA, Zapopan, 
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aside from representing the largest one and concentrating almost the same amount of 

inhabitants as the municipality of Guadalajara itself, could be considered the hub par 

excellence of these housing segregation practices; as I have discussed, it has become 

the area of expansion for GCs to establish themselves throughout all stages of 

defensive urban design occurred from their very first representations and still remains 

for those being established in the present. The challenge becomes of higher 

importance if we consider that those emerging GCs, along the existing ones, may 

exacerbate already existing social tensions; by overlaying Pfannenstein’s (2018) 

mapping of GCs in Zapopan on IMEPLAN’s marginalization cartography, the resulting 

graphic (Figure 5-6) depicts a worrying panorama of carceral archipelagos 

surrounded, on most cases outside the peripheral ring, by marginalized or highly 

marginalized sectors. Although Zapopan's watchword reads 'Tierra de amistad, 

trabajo y respeto', which would translate into 'Land of fellowship, work and respect', it 

would seem that the kind of urban development it has displayed for decades only 

contributes to diminish its image as a land of fellowship and respect, principles that 

are utterly defied by GCs.  

     
 

5.2. Establishment and evolution of gating trends in the GMA 
 

Over half a century has elapsed since the emergence of GCs in the GMA back in 

1967; those first attempts led by a real estate’s ferocious incursion to promote the 

model of country clubs materialized on three gated instances built in the Zapopan 

municipality, consuming and privatizing along their way and within a period of only 

three years, a total 732 hectares of urban reserve (Cabrales Barajas, 2006, p.4): 

roughly 4% of the total surface of the Guadalajara municipality. While these trends 

have not ceased over the course of the last five decades, it is crucial to identify how 

they have popularized and shape-shifted according to the demands of the population, 

the real estate market and the economic and social transitions that have led to the 

specific conditions that seem to have favored their overall growth, more specifically 

during the understudied last 18-year interval. 
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Despite having been covered by a number of authors who have proposed diverse 

periodization parameters for their contextualized analysis, the phenomena associated 

with gating and housing privatization in the GMA has for the most part remained 

restricted to the 1967-2000 period, relegating thereby more recent transformations. 

Amongst them, pioneer studies by Cabrales (2006) and Ickx (2002) have been proven 

over time the most reliable sources for their characterization and development 

scrutiny; both authors concur on the argument that, despite the existence of previous 

attempts by housing developments or neighborhoods to detach themselves from the 

rest of the city, with precedents that date back as early as the end of the 19th century 

(Ickx, 2002, p.120), the starting point for the GC periodization can be clearly depicted 

by the establishment, at a very specific point in time, of the first country clubs in the 

city during the late 1960’s. 

 

Besides the acquiescence amongst authors about the liminal stages of the gating 

phenomena within the local context, they share significant traits at establishing further 

stages of their development; on the one hand, Ickx (2002) proposes two main stages, 

the first depicted by the establishment of extensive country clubs in the outskirts of the 

city from 1967 to 1975 followed by a 10-year hiatus period, and a second one started 

in 1986, when GCs experienced what the author describes as a process of ‘revival’ 

kindled by the appearance of what would become their quintessential instance: Puerta 

de Hierro (Ickx, 2002, p.125). The main features of this second period were the search 

for prestige rather than leisure and the proximity to green areas and well-connected 

roads, although some first signs towards its socioeconomic diversification targeting 

the middle classes are also hinted by the author on this later phase.  

 

On the other hand, Cabrales (2006) proposes a wider periodization covering four 

stages of development: a) The country club as elite suburb, b) The surroundings of 

the ‘La Primavera’ forest as object of desire, c) The vicinity of the ‘Los Colomos’ green 

reserve as new epicenter, and d) To the extent permitted by the laws of the market, 

almost anything goes (Cabrales Barajas, 2006, pp.4-8). Cabrales periodization is 
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concise and for the most part self-explanatory; similar to Ickx’s first stage, he argues 

that first periods taking place during the late 1960’s focused on the development of 

country clubs, moving on to a second stage comprised of the 1972-1977 period in 

which green areas such as La Primavera forest became the focus of attention, 

Cabrales also identifies an eight-year period of interruption preceding the third stage, 

which he assumes as a result of market saturation and economic crisis (Cabrales 

Barajas, 2006, p.5); the third stage marks the definite shift from suburban 

developments to inner-city ones while receding from the concept of GCs as housing 

limited to the elites, the fourth and final phase entails the start of the GC diversification 

during the 1990’s, this applies to their extension, location, socioeconomic targeting —

embracing middle and middle-upper classes along the process— and even their focus, 

in that regard, leisure instances like country clubs with golf courses reappeared in this 

last stage after almost 30 years of absence. 

 

Cabrales and Ickx’s periodization and typification efforts are fundamental to this 

research, however, the current circumstances of the local and national contexts 

demand the reassessment and revision of the stages and drivers they once proposed. 

Through the analysis of their latest stage it becomes clear that, while in previous 

stages, the reproduction of the GC model in Guadalajara had mainly responded to 

dimensional, aspirational and locational trends driven at 3 basic levels: global, state 

and socio-individual, new patterns seem to emerge within the local context of 

widespread insecurity with a particular focus on the social and individual levels, 

showing not only a socio-economic target diversification but also an intensification for 

security and community related drivers (Figure 5-7); the comprehension of these new 

drivers demands a deep understanding of the perspective of their inhabitants and of 

those that are left with the open city as their only choice. As I analyze throughout the 

next section, the last two decades have been characterized by a process of 

shapeshifting on all levels regarding the GC phenomenon; they have reinvented 

themselves by embracing wider socioeconomic strata, extending to every direction of 

the metropolitan area —inside and outside the city’s ring— while creating significant 
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synergies, clusters of carceral archipelagos in the north-west, south and south-west, 

fulfilling a broader array of aspirations and, above all, taking advantage of the insecure 

environment to perpetuate a model that could act by catalyzing, rather than diffusing, 

the insecurity-related fears that remain amongst the population. 

 

 
Figure 5-7. Contextualization of GC’s evolution & drivers 

Source: Author (2018) 
 

 
 

5.2.1. The local catalysis and diversification of GCs 
 

Taking Cabrales and Ickx’s works as reference, I propose a periodization that takes 

up from the lines depicted by both author’s parameters, giving continuity to the process 

of evolution that GCs have followed within the local context in later, more recent 

periods of time. With this in mind, I aim to show that the progression followed by this 

phenomenon during the last 18 years has been characterized by an open process of 

diversification —in socioeconomic, locational, aspirational and motivational terms— 

and catalysis, triggered mainly by the increase of insecurity as new leading driver. By 

catalysis, I intend to extrapolate the basic notion of the term, defined as the ‘increase 
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in the rate of a reaction due to the participation of additional entities (catalysts); since 

these are not consumed during reaction, catalysts continue to act repeatedly’ (Fu, 

2014, p.57). Under this perspective, the redefinition of GCs within the local context 

would entail their conceptualization as entities that, rather than dissipating fear 

amongst citizens, contribute to its concentration and/or redistribution; if crime-related 

fear is conceived as a fluid that streams in liquid postmodernity, as Bauman (2008) 

suggests, gated instances would act as dams in the face of the current insecurity 

issue, hence aggravating its consequences. While Cabrales (2006) and Ickx (2002) 

had hinted some signs of these processes, it is clear that the circumstances within the 

national and local contexts at the time of their analysis had not yet fully developed in 

order to grasp their current outcomes. By updating their typification through the 

incorporation of these drivers, the overall perspective of the issue shall become clearer 

in order to better understand the issue as a cornerstone for the current and future 

development of the city. I argue that an approach through the following periodization 

can contribute into that direction:  

 

A. Suburbs and grandeur (1967-1985): Leisure in the country club 

as the alibi for first signs of gating instances 

B. Green coalescence (1986-1999):  The hunt for nature within the 

city; revival & establishment of gated communities through status 

C. Catalysis and diversification (2000-2018): Flexibilization of the 

GC phenomenon and the use of insecurity-derived fear as real 

estate product 

 

The mapping of these transformations (Figure 5-8) serves to reveal the panorama, in 

territorial terms, of evident spread and atomization of the phenomenon (red), at the 

same time it depicts the newfound flexibility of gating trends around the GMA; unlike 

liminal stages (yellow) which showed a very limited behavior in terms of their extension 

and location, and intermediate stages (blue) that were highly conditioned to the 

proximity of green areas of significance, newer entities appear to spread in all 
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directions, inside and outside the peripheral ring, while also showing a wide array of 

scales. In spite of this diversified flexibility, there is also a process of catalysis 

represented by large privatized clusters that create synergies of housing development 

into three determined axes of privatization within the GMA extending to the north-west, 

south and south-west, having the municipalities of Zapopan and Tlajomulco as their 

main areas of development (dotted ellipses). 

 

 

Figure 5- 8. Evolution and development of GCS in the GMA from 1967 to 2018 
Source: Author, adapted from cartography by (Pfannenstein, Martínez Jaramillo, et al., 2018, p.1099) 
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5.2.1.1. Suburbs and grandeur: Leisure in the country club as the alibi for 

first signs of gating instances (1967-1985) 
 

The 1960’s represent a significant decade in terms of its relevance for the research of 

GCs in Guadalajara; although nascent signs of housing segregation patterns through 

residential exclusivity and the materialization of neighborhood associations can be 

traced back as far as 1943 with the establishment of the Colonia Chapalita (Ickx, 2002, 

p.120), a neighborhood ‘representative of a high social status, eager to preserve a 

quality of life consistent with the garden-city concept that inspired its creation’ 

(Cabrales Barajas & Zamora, 2001, p.229), the limits set by those first endeavors were 

fundamentally emblematical in the sense that no actual physical boundaries were 

defined to set them apart from the rest of the city, the way they were virtually confined 

merely consisted of the barriers that neighbor’s self-organization, internal regulation 

and social status entailed. It was until 1967 that the simultaneous appearance of the 

first two gated country clubs in the suburbs of the city marked the start of the trend: 

Santa Anita, in the southwest and Rancho Contento in the west; the main traits that 

set these developments apart in respect to previous attempts of exclusion like Colonia 

Chapalita can be summarized into five features: 

 

A. Emplacement outside the peripheral ring of the city 

B. Substantial dimensions, with an average area of 500 hectares 

C. Concentrated on municipalities outside Guadalajara (Zapopan 

and Tlajomulco) 

D. Offered exclusivity through leisure amenities, mainly golf courses 

E. Equipped with perimeter walls and gates 

 

Another important characteristic of these new gated instances was the fact that they 

were not originally designed as first house residences, they were in principle meant to 

provide those at the top of the socioeconomic ladder with a place that remained 

relatively close to the city where they could spend their free time, namely holidays or 
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weekends. Country clubs effectively provided that mixture between the exclusivity 

entailed by the adherence to a club, the detachment from the city on a temporary 

basis, closeness to greenery and the prestige implied by the ability to practice leisure 

activities limited to a restricted amount of the population, a golf course in this case, all 

that within an environment that remained safe, not only given the existence of 

perimeter walls and gates, but also provided by their considerable distance from the 

rest of the city. 

 

During the early 1970's, the annual average growth rate in Guadalajara reached a 

staggering 4,23%; according to INEGI (2010), such growth became diminished during 

the 1980's and has never been reached again, with current trends showing an 

estimate 1,7%. The outcomes of this rapid expansion of the urban area during the 

1970's brought with it a process of road infrastructure propagation along the provision 

of services to farther areas of the city, it also entailed the degradation of certain central 

areas, environmental issues related to the increase of the vehicular fleet, traffic 

congestion, deficiency of services and insecurity amongst others. All these processes 

reflected directly on the consolidation of country clubs, as they materialized the 

nostalgia of that recently lost Guadalajara where life used to be somewhat serene; 

moreover, they derived in the reassessment of the gating phenomenon as a true 

alternative for the housing development of the city since the new road infrastructure 

and proximity to newly installed services allowed for their use as more than just 

temporary residences. 

 

Influenced by this momentum, further gated instances began to appear; in only two 

years four main propagators established themselves between 1971 and 1972, 

following the line previously set by Rancho Contento and Santa Anita during the 

1960's: Las Cañadas (also known as Bosques San Isidro), Bugambilias, El Palomar 

and Pinar de la Venta. Spanning a 567-hectare surface. Las Cañadas established a 

significant precedent in terms of its extension, representing a substantial increment for 

this type of housing development, it also differentiated itself from previous instances 
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in terms of its location by establishing in the northwest. Aside from shifts in terms of 

location and extension, Las Cañadas still offered the same advantages  as its 

predecessors just presented under a different marketing scheme that began to 

highlight the benefits of remaining outside the city not only for leisure but in pursue of 

a life outside of the now chaotic city, away from conflict and traffic, near nature, within 

a safe environment controlled by gates, internally provided with all kinds of services, 

well-connected to the city —in case one ever needed to go back to it— and, on top of 

that, a golf course designed by US-American landscape architect Larry Hughes 

(Cabrales Barajas, 2002, p.229), an amenity of strong resemblance in respect to this 

type of suburban developments set in the exclusive scenery of the Californian hills. 

 

Parallel to Las Cañadas, the remaining three developments that completed this 

second expansion were more conditioned by their precedents, giving continuity to the 

spreading trend on the same western axis; Bugambilias and El Palomar, the most 

representative GCs in terms of their extension with 708 and 746 hectares respectively 

(Cabrales Barajas, 2006, p.5) followed the line already set towards the southwest by 

Santa Anita during the 1960’s while, in a similar manner, Pinar de la Venta followed 

the direction set by Rancho Contento towards the west, in both cases they were 

connected by fairly consolidated roads and in the outskirts of the La Primavera forest. 

Regarded in territorial terms, the synergies set by most gated developments during 

the 1967-1985 stage are of significant interest; with the exception of Las Cañadas, all 

other developments appear to be highly conditioned by the vicinity of the La Primavera 

forest as priority for their emplacement, which appears to strengthen the role of the 

two main roads leading to the west of the GMA.  

 

As I depict on the analysis of further stages, the early establishment of these synergies 

would become crucial for the development of at least one of the three main axes of 

expansion followed by GCs to this date (Figure 5-7). I argue that, despite the relative 

scattering of GCs that characterizes their latest developmental phase, at least three 

synergies pertaining early stages still remain; in this regard, gated developments of 
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relatively recent creation such as La Rioja, Senderos de Monteverde or El Cielo, 

amongst many others, continue to grow towards the west determined, not only by the 

consolidation of services and infrastructure set by early-stage instances, but also by 

the clustering of prestige and leisure communities that have set roots in that direction 

for almost 50 years. 

 

After this fierce first incursion of the gated phenomenon, a process that entailed the 

privatization of at least 2,753 hectares —representing almost 15% of the territory of 

the Guadalajara municipality— within a brief 5-year period, a collapse in the real estate 

offer for this kind of development took place deriving in a pronounced hiatus of gating 

trends (Figure 5-9). Largely attributed to economic crises and housing market 

saturation, the 1976 to 1985 collapse period, rather than reversing the thriving of GCs 

seems to have made it stronger; by 1986 the phenomenon reemerged, setting the 

period of definite consolidation of the phenomenon in motion through the 

establishment of lower dimension gated developments, boasting higher densities and 

attached to the city's peripheral ring or inside it, while setting their focus on the 

remaining green areas left within the city. 

 

 

Figure 5-9. Development trend of GCs in terms of offered lots per year (1967-2000) 
Source: (Ickx, 2002, p.122) 
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5.2.1.2. Green coalescence: The hunt for nature within the city; revival 

and establishment of gated communities through status (1986-1999) 
 

Despite the fact that some GC instances developed within the city’s peripheral ring 

have been documented as to have appeared since 1971, these may be regarded as 

isolated cases; as the mapping of evolution and development of GCs in the GMA from 

1967 to 2018 (Figure 5-8) clearly depicts, the significance of these developments had 

no actual impact in comparison with the trend marked by the extensive suburban 

country clubs of the 1970’s; amongst those exemptions were gated developments 

such as San Miguel de la Colina in Zapopan, with a scale so low that it limited its offer 

to only 46 lots for construction (Ickx, 2002, p.123). There is, however, some relevance 

implied by the underlying shift of these small-scale developments that must be 

highlighted since their early emergence could be ascribed a high degree of influence 

for the GC revival period that was about to come during the mid-1980’s. At least three 

elements may have been appropriated and adapted from them in order to establish a 

hybrid model that, as the development trend of GCs in terms of offered lots per year 

depicts (Figure 5-9), succeeded at reinvigorating a model that had remained stagnant 

in the extensive, suburban country club paradigm for over a decade:  

 

A. The downscaling of new gated developments: while not reduced 

to a block-scale, newer developments showed a drop from an 

average 500 to a more neighborhood-like range of around 120 

hectares in the most prominent cases 

B. Inner-city location: new emplacements within the city enabled 

inhabitants to avoid traffic congestion issues on the rise during 

the 1980’s while remaining within privileged city areas 

C. The proximity of Los Colomos green reserve: led by the demands 

of the upper class to dwell close to nature while remaining within 

the city’s perimeter, Los Colomos became the most sought-after 

green area within the city’s peripheral ring during this stage 
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It was until the 1986-1994 period that the incorporation of these new emerging gating 

modalities became ultimately reflected within the consolidated city; in general terms, 

newer gated instances became susceptible to giving extensive surfaces up in 

exchange for proximity, mainly within the vicinity of Los Colomos, whose strategic 

location offered not only an enviable location near nature, quietude and clean air, but 

also ensured a much more efficient connection to the rest of the city and an already 

consolidated infrastructure around it, including high quality services, extensive 

commercial areas and, for those still eager for recreation in the country, the vicinity of 

the Atlas Colomos and Guadalajara Country clubs still offered the chance of status 

realization through the leisure and exclusivity entailed by elite clubs without leaving 

the city.  

 

In contrast to the 746 hectares on which developments like El Palomar extended 

during the 1970's, newer instances such as Puerta de Hierro, a case that would later 

on become the epitome of the gating phenomena within the local context, occupied 

less than a sixth part of that area; moreover, distance ratios in regard to the city center 

became reduced by almost a half, with an average seven-kilometer distance. While 

inner-city gated developments thrived during this stage, it is not to be mistaken with 

their actual integration; although one of the main implications of the shift from country 

clubs to newer stages of development was the transition from secondary to primary 

residences, these instances remained fortified residential enclaves, carceral 

archipelagos protected even to a higher degree than those that preceded them during 

the 1970’s, mainly because their inner location implied more vulnerability in regard to 

the open city. 

 

The before-and-after marked by this 'green coalescence' stage was not only achieved 

by the revamping of the gating model through its adaptation in locational and 

dimensional terms; qualitatively speaking it entailed a categorical triumph for the 

definite establishment of the GC model in the local context by embedding this new 

modality deep inside the imaginaries of tapatíos (the demonym for the inhabitants of 
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Guadalajara and its metropolitan area). It was until this stage of development that 

gating became truly visible, recognizable; it ceased representing that far-away 

phenomenon camouflaged beneath the vicinities of the La Primavera forest to become 

perceptible by anyone in the city. Rather than becoming repulsive in terms of the 

deterrent elements they displayed towards the open city, they quickly engrained as 

inherent entities of its urban landscape, paving the way for the assumption of their 

normalization and further expansion during the late 1990's and the early 2000's.  

 

Perhaps the most prominent instance contributing to this success was the gated 

development Puerta de Hierro in Zapopan. Erected during 1987 on over 123 hectares 

of surface (Cabrales Barajas, 2006, p.5) in the surroundings of Los Colomos and 

strategically connected to the north-western peripheral ring of the city, Puerta de 

Hierro embraced its role as precursor of the gated phenomenon by setting a precedent 

for further high-end developments in the area. Like no other GC, it materialized the 

aspirations of the upper classes towards prestige acquisition through the virtues of life 

surrounded by greenery and a life of peacefulness and leisure that only a limited 

segment of the population could afford.  

 

Puerta de Hierro is also a prominent example of the conceptual import of elements 

that seek to reinforce the creation of an imaginary around the notion of a global 

lifestyle. Instead of introducing the Californian concept of exclusivity through the 

inclusion of golf courses in the suburbia as their predecessors, renewed efforts by real 

estate developers would focus on the consolidation of symbols, in this regard the 

naming of the GC and its internal zoning are hardly incidental. Divided into 14 clusters, 

Puerta de Hierro lives up to its name as a direct reference to the monument with the 

same name emplaced in Madrid, Spain; in addition to that, its internal subdivisions are 

named after Iberian regions like Galicia, Andalucía, Canarias, Aragón or Castilla; the 

insertion of these elements should not be overlooked, most of these efforts were 

meant to underpin the notion of prestige entailed by inhabiting them, a perception that 

was better grasped by calling upon concepts and values associated with the European 
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image as seen from the Latin American perspective: strength, exclusivity, tradition, 

culture and most importantly a cosmopolitan life. 

 

The synergy of gated developments created throughout the 1986-2000 stage would 

become crucial for further stages, in that regard the importance of Puerta de Hierro as 

spearhead for the northwestern growth of GCs in the GMA is, to this date, determinant 

for the axis of gated urbanizations that follow that direction. The later establishment of 

Jardín Real and Valle Real, following the path marked by it, closed a circle of privatized 

development clearly identified in the mapping of the evolution and development of 

GCS in the GMA from 1967 to 2018 (Figure 5-8) as the northwestern axis of 

development.  

 

In a similar process to the one observed at the end of the first stage, a deficit of GCs 

during the mid 1990's, mostly adduced to the deep economic crisis of 1994, marked a 

discontinuous growth rate at the end of the twentieth century (Figure 5-9); based partly 

on this, but also on renewed population's demands for safety and broader social strata 

willing to adhere to the model, a reshaping of GCs took place. The consequences of 

the reformulation of the model would this time however reflect on its spreading on 

every direction, with a significant diversity of scales and encompassing almost every 

social layer within the process; a flexibilization fueled by unparalleled levels of 

insecurity and crime related fear that derived, beyond its establishment, in its current 

state of catalysis and diversification. 

 

5.2.1.3. Catalysis and diversification: Flexibilization of the GC 

phenomenon and the use of insecurity-derived fear as real estate product 

(2000-2018) 
 

Starting in the year 2000, the upsurge of GCs took on from what could be ascribed a 

dormant period that elapsed from 1995 to 1999; while this 4-year lapse represented 

an overall drawback in terms of their expansion, GCs still remained a strong 
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phenomenon; despite their irregular development during that short period, gating 

persisted and, by the turn of the new century, it already showed significant signs of 

recovery that reflected on the creation of over 10 gated instances offering almost 1,000 

new lots during the year 2000 alone (Ickx, 2002, p.122). One of the main features of 

this latest, current stage is the emergence of what could be called a series of new 

variations on the same theme, that is, new efforts by real estate companies to offer 

more flexible housing products revolving around the existence of gates or gatehouses 

as their only constraint; far from the prestige and leisure entailed by former GC 

instances, these newer developments, encompassed by Cabrales (2006) under the 

term 'semi-luxury gated urbanizations' (Cabrales Barajas, 2006, p.13), began to offer 

medium to high-density housing behind gates within the reach of  middle and lower-

middle classes. These variations appear to go hand in hand with Blakely & Snyder’s 

(1998) typology of GCs; following their threefold classification into lifestyle 

communities, prestige communities and security zones, the development of the 

phenomenon within the local context appears to fit into their characterizations 

throughout the diversity of stages of evolution, the incorporation of the security zones 

figure as elements of their catalysis and diversification being the element that 

completes that conceptual triad (Figure 5-10). 

 

 
Figure 5-10. Local context GC evolution referenced to Blakely & Snyder’s gating typologies 

Source: Author (2019) 
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Security zones came to close the circle of privatization and defensive urbanism during 

this phase; as means available to a great portion of the population, the retrofitting of 

social interest housing through clusters and gatehouses became a popular instance 

of a model that, far from guaranteeing the relative safety of its predecessors, aimed 

for its cheap imitation despite foreseen poor, even counterproductive results. Aside 

from the emergence of semi-luxury GCs, a rise of lower dimension gated instances 

took place during this period; in this direction, new micro GC variations entailing 

gentrification practices involved the tearing down of old, massive houses emplaced in 

the midst of consolidated areas of the inner city for the construction of a reduced 

number of medium to high-density housing units sharing the same gated entrance, 

this model grew in popularity mostly because of the shortage of developable land in 

central, consolidated areas of the city and the urge from middle classes to feel 

protected and still remain well connected. Along that, the adherence of the lower-

middle classes to the phenomenon through the creation of affordable high-density 

GCs, offering scarce and deficient amenities in comparison with previous gated 

instances, materialized in the unparalleled expansion of the gated model towards new 

directions, namely the so far undeveloped south-eastern sector of the city, an area 

that has traditionally been characterized by high levels of social exclusion as depicted 

by the mapping of marginalization levels within the GMA (Figure 5-2). 

 

The embedding of these diminished GC versions has been mainly absorbed by the 

municipality of Tlajomulco de Zúñiga, despite its relatively recent adherence to the 

metropolitan area of Guadalajara, its inclusion derived in the rapid privatization of over 

a third part of its whole surface area, quickly becoming the second municipality hosting 

the highest number of GCs in the GMA with a total 529 instances, above Guadalajara 

and only behind the 1,449 developments boasted by Zapopan (Pfannenstein, Herrera, 

& Villalobos, 2018, p.9). Through the creation of massive GC developments such as 

Hacienda Santa Fe —the most substantial example of a social interest, semi-gated 

development in the GMA—, that municipality has attracted since the year 2000 a 

voracious model of housing development by liberalizing land use, disregarding the 
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provision of a proper infrastructure to support it and even allowing the urbanization of 

hazardous areas that has led to the later demolition of dwellings at risk. 
 

 
Figure 5-11. Defensive mechanism of security zones in Hacienda Santa Fe within a sample cluster 

Source: Author, based on Google Earth’s satellite images (2019) 
 

Along open deregulation, the predatory development of gated social interest housing 

in certain municipalities has derived in the current issue of neighborhood's 

abandonment; alone in Hacienda Santa Fe, 1,000 dwellings are estimated to remain 

derelict (Palomar Verea, 2019, p.1) due to insecurity, lack of services, remoteness and 

an overall neglect of living conditions that derived in an average of nearly one crime 

incident reported per day during 2015 (Rodriguez, 2018). Despite occupying only 100 

hectares of land, Hacienda Santa Fe boasts a total 15,000 lots distributed along 148 

internal clusters, hosting 14 to 40 dwellings each (Moloeznik et al., 2009, p.69) and a 

startling 60,000 inhabitants (Del Castillo, 2019, p.1); arranged so that the rear of the 

houses face towards the exterior, clusters in semi-gated developments like Hacienda 

Santa Fe create an inherent perimeter wall towards the open streets that hardly 

provides the intended safety towards their interior (Figure 5-11), they are also 
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equipped with gates that, given the lack of resources and organization amongst 

neighbors, remain mostly unattended (Figure 5-12). The challenges entailed by the 

establishment of security zones in the midst of highly marginalized areas of the GMA 

which, on top of that, lack a proper access to services and infrastructure implies the 

further polarization of an already fragile social fabric, in that sense it is not surprising 

to ascertain that, rather than becoming safety hubs, as originally intended, they have 

turned into containers of insecurity, catalyzing fear and weakening community bonds 

in the process. 

 

 

Figure 5-12. Cluster gate and perimeter wall in Hacienda Santa Fe 
Source: Google Earth’s street-view image (2019) 

 

Cases like Hacienda Santa Fe represent only one side of the multifaceted issue 

entailed by GC development within their phase of catalysis and diversification; in 

territorial terms they are, for the most part, determined by a process of entropy; unlike 

previous developmental stages defined mostly by exogenous and/or endogenous 

growth behaviors, mostly determined by green areas and road availability, the lack of 

order and predictability of their new emplacements make it difficult to determine 

current and forthcoming patterns of expansion (Figure 5-13).  
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Figure 5-13. GC’s stages of developmental and growth behavior within the GMA 
Source: Author (2019) 

 
Rather than limiting their growth to the western and northern areas of the city, new 

directions of development are traced on almost every direction led by roads of 

significance and a minimum of infrastructure. Within these dynamics, real estate 

companies play a major role; since safety has become an increasingly attractive 

product, developers have quickly adapted to newer demands of the market, an 

illustrative example of this is the realtor Grupo San Carlos, awarded the Statewide 

Housing Prize and one of the main housing developers in the region, whose complete 

offer of current housing projects entails gates and walls. The variety of  developments 

offered by companies like Grupo San Carlos has grown to encompass a wide 

spectrum of potential buyers eager to see their security concerns materialized into the 

all-inclusive package of the variety of GCs available; in this regard, developments like 

El Acantilado, designed for the upper classes coexist in their portfolio along those like 

Residencial Parques del Centinela aimed towards the middle-lower classes niche; the 

only traits shared by both instances being that they include walls and gates, with an 

extent determined by the financial capabilities of the buyer and the basic principle of 

supply and demand. Out of 11 developments built by Grupo San Carlos in the GMA 
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during 2013, all included these two elements, at the same time, the scattering of their 

developments throughout the GMA is illustrative of the widespread of the model during 

this last stage (Figure 5-14). 

 

 

Figure 5-14. Grupo San Carlos housing developments in the GMA in 2013 
Source: Author (2019) 

 

The diversification of the GC model within the local context is, however, also 

characterized by a back-to-the-roots process that involves the return of modalities that 

appeared to have ceased to remain popular; in this regard, after a significant period of 

absence, the figure of the suburban country clubs is revived through the establishment 

of two massive instances: on the one hand El Cielo Country Club, occupying over 400 

hectares of land in Tlajomulco de Zúñiga and emplaced some 5 kilometers away from 

the peripheral ring, and on the other El Rio Country Club, built on 357 hectares of land 

and emplaced 15 kilometers west from the peripheral ring. In both cases, the flagship 

product is, like their 1960’s and 1970’s predecessors, the provision of a golf course 

designed by foreign firms; regardless of the existence of profound shifts regarding 
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patterns of expansion, motivational drivers, territorial behavior, real estate ambitions 

and governmental collusion, insecurity appears to have remained an underlying factor, 

becoming an atomizer of their development throughout this last lapse; beyond the 

revamping of old models and the inclusion of novel ones, the common ground appears 

to embrace the militarization of urban space as last resort within the local context. 
 

5.3. Capital Norte, the birth of a ‘model community’ in western GMA 
 

As depicted by this research's latest stage of GC catalysis and diversification within 

the local context, the scattering of privatized housing developments throughout the 

entire metropolitan area of Guadalajara within the last two decades hinders the 

establishment of a clear directional trend in terms of their territorial expansion; 

however, as shown on earlier chapters, an analysis of their evolution and development 

since their establishment, some 50 years ago, enables the tracing of three axes 

determined by privatization synergies that have emerged since the early 

manifestations of country clubs during the 1960's towards the north-west, south-west 

and southern regions (Figure 5-8). One of the strongest axes is determined by the 

corridor of Avenida Tesistán as main road of development on the north-west of the 

GMA in Zapopan (Figure 5-15); since the focus of this research is based on the study 

of this particular municipality, as the one concentrating not only the highest number of 

GCs, but also prone to the development of all gating typologies, and in terms of the 
representativeness of results to be obtained from applied methodologies, a large-

proportioned case study emplaced in one of its main axes results relevant as a 

representative instance in terms of its regional impact. 
 

Amongst the plethora of potential case studies in Zapopan, where the existence of 

almost 1,500 GCs has been documented, the particular case of 'Capital Norte', a 

conglomerate of 11 gated housing developments occupying an approximate 691 

hectares of land (Del Castillo, 2017, p.1) within the self-proclaimed first 'model 

community' of the GMA calls the attention as a particular hub for the practices that 
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have been highlighted as relevant throughout this research, namely the offering of a 

wide array of gated housing modalities covering diverse socio-economic strata along 

seven pillars —as appointed by the developers themselves—, a series of guidelines 

that translate into drivers of significance that I aim to analyze as part of this research, 

mainly those related to security provision and community establishment: 

 

A. Model community establishment 

B. Urbanism and design 

C. Inhabitance within a natural environment 

D. Sustainable planning 

E. Mobility and closeness 

F. Security as provider of freedom 

G. Supply of every service within the community 

 

 

Figure 5-15. GCs on Zapopan’s Northwest axis of privatizing development, including ‘Capital Norte’ 
Source: Author, based on cartography by Openstreetmap and Google maps (2019) 
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Aside these guidelines, Capital Norte also offers the opportunity to analyze a case that 

has entailed conflicts between dwellers of the open city surrounding the development 

and the predatory practices of the real estate developers backing up the project —in 

this case GIG and T&A—, with disputes derived mainly from the exclusive use and 

expansion of access roads that involve the detriment of mobility and environmental 

damage of the whole area. Involved in these quarrels are not only the interests of 

developers and the original inhabitants of the region that remain in the open 

surroundings, but also the concerns of Valle Imperial, an upper class GC development 

that, as I will later discuss, seeks to maintain its hierarchy —even in respect to other 

GCs surrounding it— as the prestige community within the area, which has resulted, 

amongst other conflicts, in the access restraint of the main road connecting every other 

housing development to the rest of the city based on the argument that it violates the 

security and quietness of their residents by cross-cutting it. The materialization of 

these feuds in Capital Norte serves to evidence yet another trait of this urbanization 

modality, where the weakness of the municipal authorities in the face of public 

services’ privatization by GCs, becomes a common practice. 

 

The conflicts posed by the establishment of Capital Norte, a complex of significant 

scale that is projected to host a total 99,274 inhabitants throughout 22,061 dwellings   

date back to its origins. Initially promoted as ‘Mirasierra Residencial’ back in 2009 (Del 

Castillo, 2017, p.1), the project has been renamed twice, first as Sendas Residencial 

and finally as Capital Norte, and has been involved in controversies regarding the 

collusion of municipal and state authorities with real estate developers in order to 

deregulate environmentally protected areas such as El Nixticuil, San Esteban and El 

Diente natural reserves (Rello, 2017) for their urbanization and for the creation of the 

roads needed to connect the Capital Norte complex to the rest of the GMA. According 

to statements by inhabitants of its vicinities, who have lived there long before the 

creation of the complex, the urbanization carried out by GIG and T&A has led to the 

detriment of the original living conditions of neighborhoods of the area through forest 

depletion, the intensification of vehicular traffic, end of tranquility, water and air 
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pollution, and their exclusion from road infrastructure that tends to privilege only GC’s 

dwellers. In spite of all these issues, Capital Norte still aspires to become the first 

‘ecommunity’ in the GMA, a cutting-edge ecological model that offers, according to the 

developer’s website, ‘the perfect combination between modernity and nature, within 

an ordered community’, where ‘family life and neighborhood involvement are 

fundamental for the establishment of a green and sustainable community’, ‘where 

every resident has a voice and vote when it comes to dealing with subjects that 

concern the management and preservation of the environment’, and with the ‘best and 

most innovative security systems for families to live peacefully’. 

 

The consolidation of the entire Capital Norte complex is still partly ongoing, with 

Sendas Residencial, the GC that originated its creation, showing the most significant 

current occupation since its beginnings around 2013. As I have discussed, despite its 

recent creation, issues have emerged in respect to its surroundings; however and, as 

further narratives reveal, internal disputes amongst residents and even between 

residents and developers, along insecurity and conflicts with private security 

authorities within itself may result equally substantial, turning the particular case of 

that GC into an instance that can disclose interesting facts about community life and 

sense of security not only in respect to its surroundings, but also in regard to its interior. 

Given the relevance of the Capital Norte complex, I propose the analysis of its most 

consolidated instance, Sendas Residencial, as an ideal case study that reflects these 

dynamics as part of a process that is likely to reproduce as a regional pattern of GC 

evolution within current stages of their development. 

 

5.3.1. Sendas Residencial, a middle-class gateway towards segregation 
 

Amongst the publicity of Sendas Residencial, there is an advertisement in particular 

that proudly boasts about the kinship of that GC with some of the most prestigious 

gated instances in the city; ‘from the creators of the most renowned gated 

developments: El Manantial, La Rioja, Valle Real and Valle Imperial’, reads their 
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brochure alluding to the latest addendum to that list: Sendas Residencial (Figure 5-

16). While the cited developments are indeed amongst the most renowned, it should 

be noted that, unlike Sendas Residencial, at least two of them offer amenities that rank 

in the line of prestige GCs, such is the case of Valle Imperial, with its golf course, and 

Valle Real, one of the pioneer instances of status GC established during the 1980's; 

on the other hand, and more in line with Sendas Residencial's model, El Manantial 

and La Rioja seem to focus on the attractiveness of their insertion amidst natural 

environments. Depicted by that single advertisement is the current flexibility of the GC 

model as seen from the perspective of real estate developers, adapting to almost 

every level and aspiration that potential residents may demand with gatehouses as 

their common ground. In that sense, Sendas Residencial, as part of their most 

ambitious gated complex in the city, one that brings together leisure, prestige and 

status communities with safe, green, upper middle-class instances, offers the chance 

of evaluating a series of analytical categories contingent on its synergy regarding 

adjacent GCs as well as dwellings emplaced in the few open city areas left around it. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-16. Sendas Residencial advertisement 
Source: http://www.sendasresidencial.com (2018) 
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Sendas Residencial has become the cornerstone and main entry point of the large 

Capital Norte complex, with its 450 lots distributed along 25 hectares of land it is also, 

in all likelihood, its most consolidated development (Figure 5-17); mostly surrounded 

by other GCs, its only interaction with the open city is through the open neighborhood 

of San Miguel, a neighborhood hosting around 150 lower-class households built on 

approximately 18 hectares of land opposite to its main gate and only separated by the 

Valle de los Imperios avenue. The relationship with its surroundings is of special 

interest in the sense that it could represent a factor to determine its behavior in respect 

to fear, insecurity and sense of community; at the same time, it gives the opportunity 

to evaluate those variables in terms of their contrast with other instances, taking this 

into consideration, Sendas Residencial offers the chance of depicting not only those 

divergences, but also as a significant sample —as part of the Capital Norte complex— 

of analysis of what could be considered the largest projected gated hub of the GMA. 

 

 

Figure 5- 17. Sendas Residencial as part of the Capital Norte complex and its surroundings 
Source: Author, based on cartography by Openstreetmap and Google maps (2019) 
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In terms of its urbanization and territorial development, Sendas Residencial follows 

the typical guidelines of an upper middle-class GC: medium densities with lots 

averaging 90-120 square meters, organic street design, cul-de-sacs, roundabouts, an 

area of amenities or club, commercial areas, green buffer zones, a section for a small 

amount of lower-density lots or town houses, a portion of vertical housing and two 

gatehouses (Figure 5-18), all encompassed around an internal code signed by 

residents prior to the acquisition of a lot, who commit to the compliance of regulations 

that control a series of diverse aspects including the type of pets a resident can own, 

the advisability of language expressions on common areas, architectural styles and 

guidelines for the internal organization of the community.  
 

 

Figure 5-18. Sendas Residencial masterplan 
Source: http://www.sendasresidencial.com (2018) 
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Sendas Residencial’s masterplan also serves to depict the development of its housing 

areas around two main sections determined by the emplacement of a canal creating 

a gap from north to south: on the one hand, its western, largest section is divided into 

three main zones, each containing in turn an average of five internal clusters of 

horizontal development along a lower density section consisting of town houses; on 

the other hand, its eastern sector contains vertical housing and the amenities area. 

This subdivision becomes crucial when analyzing the sense of community 

development within the GC; as the narratives of residents later on depict, the diversity 

of community values, interaction and sense of security may not necessarily be 

contained or determined within the extents of the whole development, but dependent 

on the circumstances of each cluster, groups of clusters or neighbors, and even 

untethered from its territorial aspect. 

 
Sendas Residencial, as any other GC, is highly determined by the levels of safety it 

inspires, as such, this also becomes the main obstacle when researching this type of 

housing development in Mexico. The access to information is highly limited and the 

impregnability entailed by their gates and walls translates into the inability to even 

request access on academical grounds; unless a ‘gateway’ has been previously 

established, sources are scarce, hard to reach and/or naturally mistrusting about any 

exterior input. Gateways can be either residents, authorities or  people involved in the 

project from the developer’s side; a resident gateway, however, usually represents the 

most reliable access point, given their active engagement with the rest of the 

community, they may entail not only entry points to gain physical access to the GC at 

issue, but most importantly, through their respective level of entitled trust, the 

researcher is able to establish an effective connection with residents willing to become 

subjects of study which becomes crucial in the particular case of ethnographical 

approaches; in that regard, Sendas Residencial offers that indispensable access to 

information through a resident gateway that was established in advance for the 

development of this research. 
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Taking into consideration the significance of Sendas Residencial within the Capital 

Norte complex and the relevance of the study of the latter as the main conglomerate 

of privatizing practices in terms of housing development within the GMA, along the 

accessibility to reliable sources of information that has been established with it, I aim 

to implement a set of tools based on a methodological triangulation developed 

throughout the following chapter for the purpose of gaining a better perspective from 

residents regarding the categories of analysis that constitute the framework of this 

research. 
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                                                  PART IV.  
GATING NARRATIVES:  

METHODOLOGY & RESULTS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part IV provides a detailed review of the methodological 

approach through the description and analysis of the 

instruments constituting it, in addition to that, results 

obtained from it are displayed and narratives around 

three central discourses are developed. In order to 

acquire the perspectives from both GC’s residents and 

those of its open surroundings in regard to the 

research’s main concerns, namely insecurity derived 

fear and sense of community development, the use of a 

methodological triangulation is proposed; through this 

multidimensional approach, I intend to focus on a 

qualitative inquiry where urban ethnography acts as 

encompassing analytical tool for the implementation of 

two secondary tools:  multidimensional scaling for the 

gauging of urban fears and sense of community 

measurements for the evaluation of dweller’s 

involvement in respect to determined social groups. 
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Introduction 
 

Qualitative inquiry as leading approach for the development of this dissertation stands 

on two views that are set to enrich methodological approaches: imaginaries and 

perception. Results are to be sieved in the light of these two concepts; in this regard, 

the panorama of publications is extensive, works by Durkheim (1912/2008) on 

collective conscience or Ledrut’s (1987) analysis of social imaginaries, amongst 

others, set the distinction and balance between real and imagined society, image and 

imaginary, while shaping social and cultural life and delimiting the basis for qualitative 

studies within social and urban disciplines. On the field of philosophy, Castoriadis 

(1983) has established the concept of social imaginaries as well as the notion of the 

magmatic as inherent parts of the significations of the social imaginary, that is, the 

structures of comprehension and production that derive into the recognition of society 

as an institution which is embodied by significance, adopting the shape of languages, 

norms or values. Bachelard (1957/1975) and Caillois (1974/1997), on the other hand, 

regard the imaginary as the study of the myth, the sacred, literature and the symbolic 

language, establishing thus the basis for what theorists like Durand (1964/2007) later 

developed as the notion of symbols in regard to the social imaginaries. In regional and 

national contexts, these have also been the focus of numerous studies by researchers 

under sociological perspectives; García Canclini (2007), Silva (2006), Fuentes & 

Rosado (2008), Lacarrieu (2007) and Reguillo (1998) being some of the most 

representative with case studies in Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires and Mexico City. 

 

In the vein of qualitative research, ethnography stands out as an element of 

significance within social sciences dealing with the inquiry of ‘social interactions, 

behaviors, and perceptions that occur within groups, teams, organizations, and 

communities’ (Reeves, et al., 2008, p.512) in order to acquire a better understanding 

of their particular points of view; this, in turn, is largely determined by imaginary 

perceptions and can provide valuable information regarding a chosen phenomenon 

by the researcher. As Morin (1999) argues: 
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“the importance of the imaginary in human beings is 

unfathomable; given that the input and output gateways of the 

neuron-cerebral system connecting the organism with the 

exterior world are limited to a 2%, while a 98% implies the 

processing of internal mechanisms; a relatively independent 

psychic world is constituted in the process, one where needs, 

dreams, desires, ideas, images and ghosts are merged with our 

vision or own conception of the exterior world”  

(Morin in Narváez Tijerina, 2011, p.17).  

 

Under this perspective, the study of the subjective, while trying to approach the 

perceptions of an individual or determinate social group, becomes of significant 

relevance as it actually depicts a large set of conceptions —the 98% that Morin refers 

to— leading to determinate behaviors and preferences amongst them that may not be 

explained otherwise. 

 

Applied ethnographic techniques have also been used within urban and architectural 

studies by authors like Narváez (2011), who proposes the use of cognitive mapping, 

non-structured interviews and participant or standardized observation as potential 

instruments of qualitative data gathering and interpretation of urban processes that 

require a thorough analysis; that deep approach, as Reeves (2008) states, is central 

to ethnography’s aims to provide ‘rich, holistic insights into people’s views and actions, 

as well as the nature of the location they inhabit through the collection of detailed 

observations and interviews’ (Reeves et al., 2008, p.512), the task of ethnographers 

can be thus characterized by the documentation and interpretation of the culture, 

perspective and practices of people in determinate settings, which can become 

equally relevant as the subjects of study themselves. In that regard, Narváez argues 

that, in the realm of architectural and urban studies, the use of ethnography enables 

the researcher to inquire the nature of the bricks on which a social foundation or 

supporting structure is built: ‘if the initial interest of architectural and urban studies are 
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the objects that support the inhabitance’ of cities or dwellings, ‘ethnography 

significantly contributes to reveal those subtle relationships that take place between 

social structures and built physical forms’ (Narváez Tijerina, 2011, pp.11-12). 

 

Encompassed around the qualitative approach entailed by the use of urban 

ethnography, I propose the parallel, complementing use of MDS and SCI; with the 

inclusion of these instruments, I intend to enrich the methodological approach and 

provide further elements on the line of quantitative input, the auxiliary data obtained in 

the form of perception maps and community referent evaluation respectively is meant 

to be circumscribed to the enhancement of the framework of analysis that will take 

place through the exploration of discourses obtained from the two main 

methodological tools taken into account from an ethnographical perspective: cognitive 

mapping and semi-standardized interviews. 
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6. TOOL DEVELOPMENT: Approaches towards the evaluation and 
analysis of intramural fear and sense of community 
 

The elusive nature of the proposed lines of research, reflected in the intangibility of 

fear and sense of community as the two main analytical concepts from which I depart, 

is expected to derive in a series of qualitative results based on perceptions by 

individuals and collective groups; through the use of a hybrid approach I expect, 

however, to also provide gathered perspectives obtained from ethnographical 

instruments with a robust framework of analysis that creates a link between the 

subjective nature of those results and the more quantitative character of 

complementary ones that stem from the use of surveys and multidimensional scaling; 

representing, thus, an anchor in terms of result collection and interpretation according 

to the established theoretical guidelines that lead the research. A condensed 

sequence of the phases contemplated for the development of the methodological 

stage of this dissertation is expressed in the following diagram (Figure 6-1) offering an 

overview of the activities to be covered throughout this process. 

 
Figure 6-1. Methodological phase diagram 

Source: Author (2018) 
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Within the qualitative field of research, the use of ethnographical techniques entails a 

set of widely accepted tools within the realm of social sciences; amongst the extensive 

array of instruments offered by it, the use of observation, interviews, content analysis, 

mapping, surveys and documentary materials are accounted as the most common. 

Methodological tools and approaches suggested by Narváez (2011) for the specific 

study of the urban environment will be taken into account as the most significant 

reference for this work; as part of the instruments suggested by the author, two have 

been selected according to their relevance for this research, namely interviews and 

cognitive mapping, to be aided by the use of on-site observation for their 

enhancement. 

 

Interviews, as regarded from the field of urban ethnography, may oscillate between 

two main subtypes according to the focus and rating gradient that are projected as 

adequate by the ethnographer: standardized and non-standardized; research in these 

directions opts for either an extended exploration in the form of an open dialogue or a 

more structured, guided series of questions. For the case of this research project, the 

use of semi-standardized and pre-sequenced interviews are regarded as the most 

adequate approach in order to freely explore the outlook of interviewees while still 

preserving a structural framework in terms of the subjects I aim to explore throughout 

the conversations; to achieve this, interviews are to be preceded by an exploratory 

phase constituted by the application of the questionnaire suggested by McMillan & 

Chavis (1986) regarding sense of community measurement, which brings light on 

relevant topics of this dissertation concerning community development, residential 

election and insecurity-derived fear.  

 

The scope oscillating between the interpretative and the descriptive within the field of 

interviews as research instrument defines their standardized form as one that tends to 

embrace a wider quantity of individuals while also yielding on the richness of the 

information that is obtained; in opposition to this approach lies the use of non-

standardized interviews, these are characterized by the inconvenient length of time 
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invested in them, which significantly reduces the number of results that can be 

obtained, they, nevertheless, provide information with a level of detail for further 

interpretation that can otherwise not be achieved. The aim for the case of this 

particular research will be to remain within the interpretative extents of the instrument, 

while guiding the interview in the direction of topics of most relevance; based on the 

specific issues explored by this dissertation, a non-standardized approach would 

provide insight to information that better aids for answering the posed main questions 

and hypotheses, however, a basic leading framework is suggested in order to maintain 

a topical coherence, thus projecting their use in a semi-standardized form. Basic 

features of this type of interviews include an interactional exchange of dialogue, a 

relatively informal style and discussion rather than a question-and-answer format; 

according to Burgess (1984/2002), these could be described as ‘conversations with a 

purpose’. They also involve thematic, topic-centered, bibliographical or narrative 

approaches with a fluid, flexible structure and a set of starting points for discussion 

that shall involve the construction and reconstruction of knowledge rather than the 

excavation of it; the purpose is, therefore, to bring the contexts into focus throughout 

the interview. 

 

As further instrument, the incorporation of cognitive mappings is proposed in terms of 

their potential to reveal mental representations related to places, day-to-day 

experiences and perceptions of the subject; most importantly, their analysis has been 

proven to bring to light aspects of the internalization of people’s habitat not revealed 

through any other instruments. According to Narváez (2011), they offer, not only the 

possibility of materializing the interviewee’s notions on the space they experience and 

their daily role in it, but also to provide the interviewer with the chance of obtaining 

elements that help to structure, classify, interpret and analyze the information within a 

territorial framework (Narváez Tijerina, 2011, p.205). As last instrument pondered for 

this research, on-site observation is to be implemented as complementary tool to the 

rest of procedures explained before, it is usually implicit within the ethnographical 

practice and is characterized as the systematic description of events, behaviors, and 
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artifacts in the social setting chosen for its analysis, it could be described as a written 

photograph of the situation under study. Observation methods provide researchers 

with ways to check for nonverbal expression of feelings, determine who interacts with 

whom, grasp how participants communicate with each other, and review how much 

time is spent on various activities; according to Kawulich (2005), participant 

observation shall be used as a way to increase the validity of the study, as 

observations may help the researcher to grasp a better understanding of the context 

and phenomenon under study (Kawulich, 2005, p.4). For the case of this dissertation, 

observation will be of use as an element of evaluation of community life inside the 

developments, within their amenities, shared areas and, if existent, in respect to their 

surroundings, the use of the so-called Street Vitality Index by Burke & Sebaly (2001), 

encompassed around the scope of these observational tools, may also be of use in 

that regard as a reference. 

 

In order to round up the hybrid approach of the proposed methodology, the insertion 

of semi-qualitative tools is intended to provide further elements for the inquiry of 

community sense, crime-driven fear and sense of security. Amongst reviewed 

methodological tools in comparable studies, two were selected as prone for their 

inclusion on this research: Sense of Community Index (SCI-2) by McMillan & Chavis 

(1986) and Conceptual Structure Analysis (CSA) by Paramo & Roa (2015); both have 

been previously put to practice on several investigations showing valuable results 

within the realm of urban and sociological studies and are eligible for replication taking 

into account the compatibility of the variables being measured for this dissertation. 

The SCI-2, designed by McMillan & Chavis (1986) as an instrument of structured 

evaluation, contemplates 24 community referents to be pondered on; after being 

tested on multiple instances, its applicability level has been proven high due to its 

compact and reliable design; amongst several studies in which it has been put to 

practice; Perkins et al. (1990) research on crime and community contexts, Pretty’s 

(1990) research on psychological sense of community and Chavis et al. (1986) on the 

evaluation of community ties from the Brunswik approach stand out as the most 
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relevant and referred to studies in that direction. On the other hand, the use of CSA, 

suggested by Paramo & Roa (2015) as a tool of current implementation for the 

systematized study of inhabitant’s conceptual structure regarding urban phenomena, 

is assumed to provide an overview of the configuration of their fears as depicted by its 

resulting MDS mappings; previous studies in the fields of criminalistics, armed conflict 

perception, infant fear, social representation, crime prevention and multiculturalism 

have already proven its accuracy in several case studies. The initial compound 

approach of this tool considers the election of key variables, namely representative 

images of the phenomena of study gathered by previous probing, which are later 

displayed for the interviewee to sort freely, its utility is centered upon the free 

association of those key variables, their systematized interrelation and their further 

graphical reading and interpretation. MDS, as the counterpart of CSA, is the IT tool to 

which information is input, generating proximity graphics amongst key categories; the 

result of these graphics is a visual representation of variable interrelation for a given 

group study in respect to a concept, in this case to spatial fear. 
 

 
 

Figure 6-2. Conceptual methodological framework 
Source: Author (2018) 
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Finally, the use of quantitative elements of contrast is also considered as auxiliary 

input, these are characterized by results reflected as statistical data, as is the case of 

crime rates registered by governmental institutions or public security agencies in the 

area of study, along with a revision of figures obtained by decentralized metropolitan 

observatories of insecurity. An overall structure of methodological instruments 

considered, in the form of a conceptual diagram (Figure 6-2), displays the tools 

pondered for this research according to the focus and theoretical support they are able 

to offer. 

 

6.1. Delineation of core concepts 
 
For the purpose of gauging the leading concepts of the research, these should be first 

understood within a precise definition that can be translated into methodological terms; 

in order to achieve this, I propose their conceptual delineation, that is, a description 

on how they could be condensed into categories, variables and indicators which may 

later on represent essential elements of discourse analysis within the narratives of 

residents, while also supporting a series of conclusions within a more defined 

framework. As I have discussed in the previous section, the hybrid methodological 

approach of this dissertation provides it with a set of tools that find their base in their 

qualitative nature, supported by two semi-qualitative instruments; as depicted by the 

methodological core concept structure (Figure 6-3), the purpose behind this approach 

is to have as many elements as possible for the analysis and evaluation of fear, 

insecurity and community development amongst dwellers.  

 

Fathoming fear and insecurity while attempting to understand and evaluate sense of 

community may be considered complex tasks as they mainly represent a diversity of 

points of view and very specific circumstances and experiences that should not be 

generalized; even within the same block and sharing the same levels of safety and 

involvement within the neighborhood, the sense of community and insecurity between 

two dwellers living next to each other may vary significantly if one of them has had an 
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adverse experience that altered his or her perspective, though simple, this example 

serves to depict the risks of undertaking a methodology without first establishing its 

central concepts and defining what is meant to be measured and what is not. In this 

regard, since the qualitative attributes represent its main base, this research project 

aims to collect diverse perspectives while attempting to define a common ground 

amongst them, while it does not seek to generalize its results, it does look for the 

emergence of patterns from the narratives of fear and sense of community amongst 

very defined groups in social, economic and territorial terms, namely those living 

behind gates and those surrounding them in the vicinities of the open city. The 

following two subsections aim to define insecurity derived fear in methodological terms 

and clarify the grounds on which sense of community measurement is meant to be 

studied as a measurable phenomenon. 

 

 
 

Figure 6-3. Methodological core concepts 
Source: Author (2018) 

 

6.1.1. Fathoming insecurity-driven fear in methodological terms 
 

Fear, as widely reviewed throughout part II, entails an intricate simultaneity of 

elements that come at play within our psyche with the purpose of protecting us from 

potential dangers, although its definition can be argued a subjective matter, its origins 

as a primitive experience and basic emotion are mostly agreed upon around literature 

on the subject. As such, it may present at first as an unfathomable element in terms 
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of finding ways to gauge it without simplifying it to a mere scale, no matter how 

sophisticated the measuring instrument may seem; in that regard, it could be argued 

that the driving forces beneath the existence of fear are as complex as mind itself, and 

while from the individual perspective its analysis may represent a major task, from a 

collective point of view, the challenge becomes even higher. One of the first resources 

to approach the assessment of fear lies in determining its primal source, from that 

perspective, the implementation of the ‘insecurity-driven’ prefix as initial focus of 

inquiry enables the narrowing down to circumstances mainly related to those derived 

from crime; at the same time, its territorial delimitation within the urban context 

becomes helpful in determining an array of scenarios in which that insecurity may 

materialize into fear, while every corner of the city is prone to its development, certain 

areas and conditions may increase the perception of its existence; it is known, for 

instance, that for the majority of citizens, dark and derelict places, where the sight of 

other people is uncertain, becomes an instant synonym of apprehension, on the 

contrary, clean, well-lit areas with high levels of street vitality, where observers prevail, 

are mostly perceived as safe. 

 

The evaluation of fears within the urban context has traditionally been realized in the 

shape of questionnaires or surveys that are based on questions like those formulated 

by ICESI’s studies; these are not open, but pose a series of options from which the 

interviewee may choose, for instance: ‘Because of fear of becoming a victim of crime, 

did you stop wearing jewelry, letting your kids go out, going out at night, carrying 

cash?’, ‘When you leave your home, do you do it with fear of becoming a victim of 

crime?’, ‘Do you feel safe at ATMs, public transportation, the street, at the bank or 

market?’,  ‘Do you protect your home from insecurity and crime in any way?’, ‘How 

many measures have you taken against insecurity?’, ‘Do you trust public security?’; 

while these instruments may simplify and limit the array of responses by interviewees, 

they can also be useful as to portray a general overview of the issue and a first 

approach of the main concerns of the population within a broad urban area or a 

national context. 
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In contrast to that semi-quantitative approach, on which information is already 

available for the GMA by either observatories or governmental institutes gauging such 

aspects on a recurrent basis, a qualitative approach demands a series of guidelines 

that establish a background for the analysis of the opinions gathered through 

interviews. In that regard, on an initial phase of field work, a pilot sampling in the case 

study area provided a series of elements to the open question: ‘Within the insecure 

city at large, what are you afraid of?’. Although the diversity of answers became as 

extensive as the number of interviewees themselves, it allowed a fundamental pattern 

to emerge, based on a total 26 depicted scenarios and situations, the following feared 

structure emerged (Figure 6-4): 

 
 

Figure 6-4. Structure of urban insecurity-driven fears; a referential framework 
Source: Author (2018) 

 
Despite the interrelation of depicted scenarios and, for the purpose of structuring the 

concept of fear in methodological terms, this prime structure based on four divergent 

categories will constitute the foundations for both the qualitative and semi-qualitative 

aspects of the research; through its implementation, I aim to circumscribe the analyses 

of narratives and mappings that deal with insecurity-driven fear to the extents of this 

previously structured referential framework.  
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This sampling of urban fears helps assigning a total of 26 recurrent subjects when it 

comes to their materialization within the urban context, at the same time, those 

adopted shapes create patterns around locational, tangible, indirect and mistrusted 

elements; insecurity-driven fear is then defined around these four elements as 

categories, from which a series of variables further shape their constraints. While the 

amount of variables in that regard could broaden to inscrutable extents, the structure 

I propose here covers its most common typifications; city outskirts, robbery, gangs, 

unknown people, terrorism or lonely places being some of the characterizations 

covered by them, they also depict a high level of compatibility in respect to other 

studies on urban fears, such as those performed by Páramo & Roa (2015) for the 

conceptual study of urban fears in Bogotá, who identified a total 24 feared situations 

encompassed around 5 to 6 categories, depending on the gender analyzed (Páramo 

& Roa, 2015, pp.141-142). 

 

It is important to highlight at this point the guiding principle of this structure as a 

framework for the development of both the analysis of results and the design of the 

methodological instruments; it is nevertheless not aimed to create constraints around 

the collecting and interpretation of results, but to provide a set of definitions and 

dimensions of study around a complex subject implied by the analysis of fear 

discourses while creating a common ground for their contrasting and interrelation. 

While every story may represent personal traits around individual experiences, the 

subject of interest for this dissertation is to analyze them in the context of their 

collectivity, be it in the shape of a GC, an open neighborhood or the city as a whole. 

 

6.1.2. The basis of sense of community evaluation 
 

The assessment of sense of community as measurable phenomenon has been 

studied by a number of authors with a significant amount of work put into the 

development of instruments for its gauging during the late 1970’s and the early 1980's; 

amongst these efforts, the following classical studies (McMillan & Chavis, 1986, pp.6-
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7) will be taken into account given their pioneering role into the depiction of parameters 

towards its evaluation: 

 

A. Doolittle & MacDonald’s (1978) Sense of Community Scale 

studied the communicative behaviors and attitudes at the 

community or neighborhood level of social organization, resulting 

in a scale of evaluation encompassed around five factors: 

informal interactions, safety, pro-urbanism, neighboring 

preferences and localism 

 

B. Glynn’s (1981) measures of the psychological sense of 

community identified 202 behaviors or sub-concepts related to it, 

deriving in 120 items that embody its ideal features, amongst 

them three factors were identified as significant: expected length 

of community residency, satisfaction with the community and 

number of neighbors that could be identified by first name 

 

C. Riger and Lavrakas’ (1981) study on sense of community as 

reflected by neighborhood attachment identified two main 

factors: social bonding and behavioral rootedness, the former 

determined by the ability to identify neighbors and feeling part of 

the neighborhood, the latter by years of community residency 

and expected length of time to remain part of it 

 

D. Riger et al. (1981) exploration of the relationship between 

community involvement and level of residents’ fear of crime 

recognized four involvement forms based on feelings and 

behaviors: feelings of bondedness, extent of residential roots, 

use of local facilities and degree of social interaction 
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E. Ahlbrant & Cunningham’s (1979) neighborhood’s commitment 

and satisfaction, as an approach to evaluate sense of 

community, concluded that higher levels of commitment and 

satisfaction corresponded to the perception of the neighborhood 

as a ‘small community within the city’ along stronger 

interpersonal relationships; more loyalty and engagement in 

activities within it would depict a stronger correlation with 

increasing sense of community levels 

 

F. Bachrach & Zautra’s (1985) proposed relationship between a 

stronger sense of community and problem-focused coping 

behaviors showed a strong correlation of the latter in respect with 

community involvement activities, which could, according to the 

authors, also lead to an enhanced ‘sense of purpose and 

perceived control’ concerning external threats 

 

As observed throughout their contributions, these studies develop their own 

approaches around the concept of sense of community as a gaugeable phenomenon 

with the efforts of their measurements relying on the correlation of a series of variables 

with stronger/weaker sense of community levels. While the extents of those variables 

are for the most part coherent amongst them, the resulting number of sub-concepts 

considered is extensive; Glynn’s (1981) study, for instance, identifies 202 potential 

behaviors related to sense of community by itself. The analysis of the factors identified 

as significant, however, helps to outline a series of categories that show a high degree 

of correspondence amongst them, implying the evaluation of elements like interaction, 

satisfaction, identity, bonding, engagement, commitment, shared purpose and safety 

as its main determining factors. It is important to point out that these categories 

emerge not only from a relational conception, but also from the territorial notion that 

shall be ascribed to the term community; under this perspective and, as argued by 

Gusfield (1975), community is regarded on the one hand as the ‘quality of character 
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of human relationships, without reference to location’, dealing with ‘the ways in which 

group members cooperate and conflict, to the existence or absence of bonds of 

similarity and sympathy and to what unites or differentiates a collectivity of people’ 

(Gusfield, 1975, p.XVI); and on the other hand as a group of individuals bound, not 

only by interests in common, but also by the locational margins of a fixed social unit 

represented by either towns, villages or neighborhoods. 

 

Based on the main analytical categories entailed by research on community 

development and sense of community evaluation, McMillan & Chavis depict four main 

axes or elements around which a sense of community is likely to arise:  

 

“The first element is ‘membership’ (...) the feeling of belonging or 

sharing a sense of personal relatedness. The second element is 

‘influence’, a sense of mattering, of making a difference to a 

group and of the group mattering to its members. The third 

element is ‘reinforcement’: integration and fulfillment of needs. 

This is the feeling that members’ needs will be met by the 

resources received through their membership in the group. The 

last element is ‘shared emotional connection’, the commitment 

and belief that members have shared and will share history, 

common places, time together and similar experiences” 

(McMillan & Chavis, 1986, p.9) 

 

In addition to membership, influence, reinforcement and shared emotional connection 

as cornerstones for the evaluation of sense of community, I aim to include two further 

sub-scales related to the analysis of preferences that lead to the election of 

communities amongst citizens, these are defined by residential election and insecurity 

related fear parameters as elements of potential counterbalance determining certain 

preferences at the moment of community selection, decisive, in this case, in the 

predisposition towards closed rather than open neighborhoods; detailed information 
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on the extents and specific inquiries added to McMillan & Chavis four-criteria approach 

will be discussed on further chapters. 

 

6.2. Methodological triangulation 
 
Within the realm of social science, triangulation is defined as ‘the mixing of data or 

methods, so that diverse viewpoints or standpoints cast light upon a topic’, that 

merging of approaches ‘to get two or three viewpoints upon the objects being studied’ 

reflects on a dialectic that ‘thrives on the contrasts between what seems self-evident 

in interviews, what seems to underlie the lay discourses, what appears to be generally 

true in surveys, and what differences arise when comparing all these with official 

interpretations of the same thing’ (Olsen, 2004, pp.3-4). While data triangulation, 

represented by the combination of diverse types of obtained data, is useful for the 

validation of results that stem mostly during exploratory stages of research, 

methodological triangulation implies, according to Denzin (2012), a more ‘in-depth 

understanding of the phenomenon in question’, this can be better understood if 

regarded as a strategy that the researcher relies on, not on behalf of validating its 

theses, but for the improvement of the study taking place: 

 

“Objective reality can never be captured. We only know a thing 

through its representations. Triangulation is not a tool or a 

strategy of validation but an alternative to validation. The 

combination of multiple methodological practices, empirical 

materials, perspectives, and observers in a single study is best 

understood as a strategy that adds rigor, breadth complexity, 

richness, and depth to any inquiry” 

(Denzin, 2012, p.82) 

 

Despite the somewhat recent introduction of triangulation and pluralism within the 

realm of social sciences as realist alternatives to the empiricist position claiming the 
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divergence, in principle, between qualitative and quantitative approaches, the 

justification of methodological triangulation through integrated research approaches 
had already been suggested by Denzin back in 1970 by arguing that the quantitative-
qualitative combination of data and methodologies was not only feasible, but 

necessary, as ‘no single method will permit an investigator to develop causal 

propositions free of rival interpretations’ nor ‘meet the requirements of interaction 

theory’ (Denzin, 2009, p.26); following this rationale, each method would serve to 

depict diverse aspects of empirical reality, while a plurality of methods should allow us 

to reveal a wider array of features needed to properly test a theoretical approach or 

thesis. 
 

 
Figure 6-5. Drawing Upon Three Traditions for Triangulated Research 

Source: (Olsen, 2004, p.12) 
 

Olsen (2004) poses the origins of pluralist views as drawn upon three polar positions  

represented by epistemological traditions that have customarily been conceived as 

counteracting; according to her, the current chasm in the integration of methods shall 

be overcome, not only through the triangulation of data and methodological 

approaches, but also through the triangulation of epistemological positions, implying 

the incorporation of constructionism, empiricism and realism for that matter (Figure 6-
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5). On the other hand, Easterby-Smith et al. (2002) suggest that, although 

epistemological traditions such as positivism and social constructionism may 

conventionally be regarded as antagonist, it is a common practice amongst 

researchers to ‘deliberately combine methods drawn from both traditions’ for the sake 

of enriching their studies (Easterby-Smith, et al., 2002, p.28). 

 

From the point of view of the perspectives I have discussed here, the implications of 

regarding the problem of biased research approaches, as determined by the 

conundrum of opting for a single perspective in epistemological terms, are reflected in 

the resulting contrast between opposing means to address the same issue; in that 

context, triangulation opts for the merging of those contrasting implications. A 

summary of features between two traditionally counterposing approaches (Table 6-1) 

serves to illustrate these differences; when positivism and social constructionism are 

contrasted, the role of the observer, for instance, shifts from remaining independent to 

a participatory one, generalization is either obtained through statistics or through 

theoretical abstraction and sampling becomes dependent on either a large or small 

number of subjects of study. 

 

 

Table 6-1. Contrasting implications of positivism and social constructionism 
Source: Author, based on (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002, p.30) 

 

The methodological approach followed by this dissertation aims to insert itself between 

this qualitative-quantitative divide and departs from a realist position that favors a 

pluralist research approach. Taking Olsen’s (2004) epistemological triangulation as 

basis, I argue that, unlike issues that arise from empiricist and constructionist traditions 
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regarding their openness in respect to the conceptualization of the social object, a 

realist point of view is more likely to embrace a mixed-methods research methodology.  

While empiricism assumes the world as consisting merely of facts, disregarding the 

complexity of phenomena left out by the recording of data and observation, 

constructionism presupposes that social objects are bound only by their social 

construction; under a realist perspective, however, social objects are seen as ‘often 

affected by the way they are construed’, while also owning an ‘ongoing real existence 

that is not constituted entirely by how researchers construe them’, the real thus ‘has 

characteristics which are, in part, unresponsive to how we know about them’ (Olsen, 

2004, p.4), this implies the fundamental quality of assigning social objects with both 

transitive and intransitive elements that are determined not only by their social 

construction, but also by the patterns of social relations that concurrently drive them.  

 

 

Figure 6-6. Methodological tools and instruments of analysis as derived from its triangulation 
Source: Author (2019) 

 
This cross-sectional approach reflects on an inter-method triangulation that comprises 

a set of tools and instruments of analysis (Figure 6-6), with a basis set on a realist 
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foundation while still taking into consideration other traditions as philosophical starting 

points; aiming to incorporate qualitative elements yielded by urban ethnographical 

methods and semi-qualitative/semi-quantitative elements provided by 

multidimensional scaling and sense of community measurement tools (Figure 6-7). 

Throughout the next sections, I will detail the grounds and scope of each 

methodological tool in order to provide the elements needed to clarify their later 

operationalization. 

 

 
Figure 6-7. Methodological triangulation based on an inter-method approach 

Source: Author (2019) 

 
6.2.1. Urban ethnography as driving research tool of qualitative analysis 
 

Ethnography emerges from the desire to create an exhaustive description and 

analysis of a social or human group’s behaviors and happenings; in doing so, the 

researcher shall obtain an accurate vision of the microcosm that is constituted by the 

meanings that subjects of study use to structure their everyday realities. Regarded 
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from its epistemological roots, ethnography emanates from the counterposition of two 

dominating paradigms within contemporary science for the study of the nature of 

reality; that quantitative/qualitative antagonism between adopting either a rationalist 

or a naturalist view while regarding a phenomenon derived, according to Narváez 

Tijerina (2011), in the defiance of measurable and quantifiable data within human and 

social sciences during the 1960’s. 

 

Partly derived from the ‘crisis of confidence upon the dominating rational thinking 

experienced by contemporary philosophy after the horror of WWII and the industrial 

efficiency embodied by death camps’, a shift of paradigm that demanded a renewed 

focus on ‘the immaterial, sensations, emotions’, ‘the intangible and the hardly 

quantifiable’ (Narváez Tijerina, 2011, p.18) took place. In the midst of that 

epistemological shift, ethnography, amongst other qualitative approaches, arose to 

challenge the rationalist notion founded on the principle that true knowledge can only 

be built upon the foundations of a series of unchanging and unchangeable laws that 

cannot be altered; under that perspective, the knowledge of those primary laws would, 

thus, predict the behavior of studied objects regardless of where and when they occur. 

Ethnography, on its behalf, departs from the notion that: 

 

“knowledge depends on the conditions of the real and the human 

being as transforming vehicle of the world, assuming that 

knowledge depends not only on the known object, but also on 

the knowing subject, who has an inherent history and is 

immersed in a place and a moment: in sum, a cultural subject 

who, aside from knowing, acts over the real and over his/her self”  

(Narváez Tijerina, 2011, p.23) 

 

While some currents in ethnography aim to become participant of the activities led by 

those groups, the approach considered here aims to obtain the narrative of subjects 

without interfering in the process of community making, that is, considering a more 
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objective observation where the researcher remains apart from actively involving him 

or herself in the production of happenings that take place. At the same time, it should 

be noticed that the leading approach taken for this research is based upon the notion 

of ethnography from its urban perspective, that is, a methodological tool that sets its 

focus on revealing the relationships that take place between social structures and built 

physical forms, between identity and the urban space, in this case gated 

neighborhoods and their non-gated counterparts; from that perspective, as Tamayo & 

Wildner (2005) argue, its main objective is to ‘enquire into micro situations —with a 

focus on the local and quotidian— from the macro perspective of a complex object as 

that of cities (…) allowing to move from the anecdotic towards the urban analysis’ 

(Tamayo & Wildner, 2005, p.212). Ethnography makes use of a series of work models 

for the collection and analysis of the data that helps to reveal these relationships, being 

amongst the most common the following: 

 

A. Case studies 

B. Sample analysis 

C. Experimentation 

D. Standardized observational research 

E. Simulation 

F. Participant observation 

G. Historical analysis 

H. Documentary source based analysis 

I. Analysis of object’s collections 

J. Analysis of buildings and/or urban complexes 

(Narváez Tijerina, 2011, p.51) 
 

Along the election of a model —or models—, the design of research instruments 

becomes crucial for directing the collection of data, be it through observational, oral or 
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graphical means, towards specific aspects intended to be covered, which will 

necessarily depend on the objectives previously set throughout the theoretical 

framework. For this process, ethnography offers a wide array of analytical instruments 

that enable the inquiry of the ‘diverse ways of inhabiting, using and appropriating 

spaces’, amongst the most utilized, the following are suggested by Tamayo & Wildner 

(2005) and Narváez (2011): 

 

A. Observation 

B. Cartography 

C. In-depth interviews 

D. Life stories 

E. Situational analysis 

F. Human artifacts’ content analysis 

G. Surveys 

H. Documentary material collection 

I. Cognitive mapping 

(Tamayo & Wildner, 2005, p.212) & (Narváez T., 2011, p.58) 

 

Taking into consideration the theoretical framework and the research’s objectives set 

throughout Parts I & II of this dissertation, I propose the use of in-depth, semi-

structured, semi-standardized interviews along the use of cognitive mapping as urban 

ethnographical instruments for the collection and analysis of resident’s perspectives 

through their narratives and the images that reflect, both in their oral and graphical 

means, this is to be complemented by non-participant observation, the use of 

cartography and surveys as auxiliary elements of contrast; the two subsequent 

sections that follow aim to explain the extents of these instruments in detail. 
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6.2.1.1. Cognitive mapping 
 

As graphic forms of expression, cognitive mappings represent fundamental 

instruments for the deeper understanding of the imaginary contents that underlie the 

spontaneity of drawings depicted by the subject of study. According to Wildlöcher 

(1965), ‘drawings are, at a time, a manifestation of ourselves and a manifestation of 

the object’ portrayed in them (Wildlöcher, in Narváez Tijerina, 2011, p.197); from this 

perspective, a drawing has the potential to act as a ‘mediator’ between the ‘world and 

an individual's psyche’. While a deep analysis of these expressions from the approach 

of other disciplines may be able to shed light for instance on the structuring of mind 

and consciousness, their scrutiny from an urban perspective mostly serves to reveal 

aspects on how the subjects of study structure their conception of the space around 

them and contributes to understanding their behaviors in relationship to the city or a 

specific area taking part in it. Alongside those qualities, perhaps the most valuable 

asset of this approach lies, however, in the subconscious disclosure of spatial 

relationships with their surroundings which are not depicted through any other means, 

particularly not through the more limited scope of interviews and/or surveys. 

 

Stea (2007) summarizes the value of mappings as ‘constructs which encompass 

cognitive processes which enable people to acquire, code, store, recall, and 

manipulate information about the nature of their spatial environment’, constituting, as 

such, ‘essential components in the adaptive process of spatial decision making’ (Stea, 

2017, p.XIV). Taking into consideration that one of the leading lines of research 

considered for this dissertation deals with the scheming of citizens around the spatial 

problem of fear in urban areas, cognitive mapping becomes a fundamental means to 

regard the issue from a perspective that privileges the process of spatial decision 

making, a notion that determines the way that people choose to interact with their 

surroundings in an day-to-day basis based on certain paths determined by a variety 

of factors that include safety, convenience, familiarity, nearness, amongst many 

others; the unconscious processes that take place beneath those decisions and the 
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extents to which they reflect them throughout mappings are crucial at determining how 

people perceive the city; that is, how it materializes ‘an abstraction which refers to a 

cross-section, at one point in time, of the environment as people believe it to be’ (Stea, 

2017, p.XIV). 
 

Lynch’s (1960/2005) seminal work on the analysis of the organization of elements to 

develop the image of the city around a defined set of elements —paths, edges, 

districts, nodes and landmarks— stands, on the other hand, as the ground for 

translating the urban form and its cityscape into a legible structure that departs from 

the value of self-orientation, where ‘the ease with which its parts can be recognized 

and can be organized into a coherent pattern’ should materialize into a relative degree 

of certainty; in other words, being disoriented or lost becomes a synonym of fear, ‘the 

very word lost in our language means more than simple geographic uncertainty, it 

carries overtones of utter disaster’ (Lynch, 1960/2005, pp.2-4).  

 

Lynch (1960/2005) also argues that an individual’s graphic and verbal description over 

the exact same area may vary considerably (Lynch, 1960/2005, p.144); based on this, 

Ladd (1970) suggests that each descriptive model ought to supplement the other, 

arguing that the role of cognitive mapping should play a primary role in ethnographical 

research and be evaluated in advance: ‘since freehand maps or sketch maps are 

considerably more difficult to interpret from a social psychological viewpoint than are 

the contents of verbal descriptions of neighborhoods, it seems important to examine 

the maps first’ (Ladd, 1970, p.75).  
 

Ladd’s (1970) pioneer study on the conception of habitat according to everyday 

experiences of Afro-American children in a racially segregated neighborhood in 

Boston, Massachusetts, considered one of the seminal cases of applied cognitive 

mapping in the context of urban studies, serves to illustrate the potential of the 

instrument to reveal both the perception of the environment and the unconscious, 

underlying drivers behind citizen's behavior within a determined area; Ladd's analysis 
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reveals the spatial conceptualization of her subjects of study by contrasting the paths 

and the street structure they depict throughout their drawings, this becomes most 

evident in the cases of Ernest and Ralph's mappings (Figure 6-8).  

 

 
Figure 6-8. Cognitive mappings by Ernest (Left) and Ralph (Right) 

Source: (Ladd in Gould & White, 2012, p.17) 
 

On the one hand, Ernest’s mapping (left) portrays Parker Street as a considerable 

landmark and a strong boundary between two racially segregated areas: Mission Hill 

Project, as the white children area, and the neighborhood on top as the Afro-American 

children’s neighborhood, the drawing also implies that a higher level of detail 

corresponds to a  higher familiarity with the respective drawn areas, a dichotomy of 

the familiar vs the unknown; Ralph's mapping on the other hand (right), as confirmed 

after the interviews undertaken by the author, reveals a stronger familiarity with the 

complete area and a higher level of detail, including the depiction of the white 

neighborhood in a smaller scale, this would be mostly explained by the subject’s 

attendance to a more prestigious school, which provides him a better position than 

other Afro-American children within that area and a broader approach that could reflect 

on a higher confidence and a better integration, unlike the rather restricted view of 

other interviewees. In both cases the width of psychological barriers along the angst 

or confidence that their neighborhood and its surroundings inspire in them, becomes 

evident throughout their drawings and later sustained by their interviews. 
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6.2.1.2. Interviews in urban ethnography, the chronicling of habitat 
 

Within the ethnographical section of the triangulated methodology that has been 

previously proposed for this research (Figure 6-6), in-depth, semi-structured 

interviews constitute the leading tool for the collection and analysis of narratives. 

Although cognitive mappings shall, according to Ladd (1970), precede the 

examination of verbal descriptions (Ladd, 1970, p.75), it is also clear that, in practice, 

they tend to act rather simultaneously during the application of the methodological set. 

In this direction and, based on Lynch’s (1960/2005) argument over the role of 

mappings as providers of visual materials that aid for the verbal analysis and 

interpretation of the cognitive organization of urban space, Tamayo & Wildner (2005) 

hints their intrinsic value in respect to interviews given the fact that informants tend to 

depict labels and verbal descriptions throughout their drawings, reflecting both ‘visible 

and invisible elements that work as structuring agents of the lived and the appropriated 

space’ (Tamayo & Wildner, 2005, p.216), suggesting the interspersing of graphical 

and literal meanings as part of the inquiry process. In spite of the leading role given to 

interviews as central instruments of the methodological tool development that leads 

this research, both, interviews and mappings are assumed immanent and concurrent 

elements that cannot be dissociated. 

 

Parallel methodological approaches to ethnography within anthropology and sociology 

such as ethno-methodologies, which set their focus on the activities and interactions 

that subjects develop to make sense of their surroundings, offer, according to Giddens 

& Turner (1988), further platforms to study the interactive processes that revolve 

around talk and conversation as mediums through which actors create their own 

interpretations and sense of their external realities (Giddens & Turner, 1988, p.8). 

Whether regarded from the lens of ethnographical or ethno-methodological 

perspectives, interviews emerge as fundamental tools for depicting the social life of 

individuals —and groups of individuals— within a determined geographical area 

through chronicling and language. In the case of the latter this shall be understood, as 
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implied by indexicality, beyond its grammatical or linguistic connotations, that is, 

conceived as the ‘daily-life communication, where words are surrounded by 

circumstances’ and where ‘every word carries a distinct signification for every 

particular situation’ (Tamayo & Wildner, 2005, p.329); from this perspective, 

environments and settings as contextual elements of significance become determining 

factors throughout the interview process. Moreover, Giddens (1988) emphasizes the 

relevance of language as transcended from its role as means to communicate to 

simultaneously serve as the mediator between culture, language and communication; 

through talk, ‘the agent and the setting are the means whereby culture is linked to 

communication’ (Giddens & Turner, 1988, p.217). 

 

Within the line of inductive and interpretative tools, interviews set themselves apart 

from quantitative, standardized instances such as surveys or descriptive protocols; 

largely determined by the degree of openness or flexibility conferred to them, their role 

as hubs encompassing a wide array of qualitative information depicting cultural 

patterns and social behaviors through the richness of chronicles, language and 

contextual elements is likely to be achieved through the use of unstructured interviews. 

Although their inductive character provides certain flexibility, the lack of a structure 

implies the risk of falling into the subjectivity of over interpretation; on the other hand, 

structured interviews, while deductive, prioritize objectivity and avail replication 

through comparative studies, however, their enumerative nature is likely to derive into 

the verification of knowledge rather than its production, as is the case of surveys.  

 

A systematization of methodological approaches in regard to their focus (Table 6-2) 

served to portray the ethnographical tools at our disposal within the epistemic 

spectrum that conceptually characterizes most scientific research, reflecting the 

insertion of interviews within the five-degree range that spans from the qualitative 

(constructive, generative) axis on the top left corner of the scale, to the quantitative 

(objective, deductive) axis emplaced on the bottom right corner. As depicted by the 

dotted rectangles, the use of semi-structured interviews, as proposed for this research, 
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acts as complement to more enumerative approaches that aim to complement the 

more generative/qualitative tools, namely cognitive mapping, that constitute the 

methodological tool at large; this is intended to create a balance between inductive 

and deductive analyses while still remaining within the scope of a constructive 

conceptualization, that is, a perspective that considers the subjectivity of analytical 

inference and the contrast amongst narratives as fundamental elements for the 

constitution of the phenomena that attains the research. 

 

 

Table 6-2. Systematization of ethnographical tools within an epistemic spectrum 
Source: Author, based on information by (Narváez Tijerina, 2011, p.39) 

 
 

6.2.2. Conceptual structure analysis 
 

CSA situates itself within the semi-qualitative spectrum, as a tool designed for both 

descriptive-exploratory and deductive-explanatory analyses, it attempts to reveal and 

make sense, through the cataloguing and comparing of a series of indicators obtained 

from informants and processed by a specialized software, of the patterns of 

classification regarding objects and/or happenings as depicted by the 

conceptualizations of individuals in respect to their perceptions, a process known as 
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multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). The perceptual mappings that derive from the use 

of MDS are relevant given their use of multiple dimensions for the analysis of an issue, 

Heady & Lucas (1997) argue that, despite taking into consideration two or more 

dimensions, perceptual maps still manage to ‘deal with problems associated with 

substantiating and communicating results’ in a highly structured manner, the 

‘importance of graphical communications and the role of the eye in interpreting and 

distinguishing object groupings’ through stimuli and characteristics can lead to the 

abstraction of the subtle relationships that lie beneath complex sets of data (Heady & 

Lucas, 1997, p.450) which could not be easily depicted otherwise. 

 

Figure 6-9. Matrix and resulting MDS mapping of seven Spanish cities 
Source: (Arce, De Francisco, & Arce., 2010, p.47) 

 

From this perspective, MDS as means of conceptualization, offers the ability to visually 

represent data in terms of the cognitive ease of taking in intricate relationships and 

getting an overall view that can be assimilated with relative ease while being able, at 

the same time, to accurately reflect those data in a graphical manner (Coxon, et al., 

2004, p.2). Arce, De Francisco & Arce (2010) provide an illustrative example on the 

use of MDS by depicting the spatial representation of seven Spanish cities within a 

perceptual map based on two single parameters, namely distance and north-south-

east-west emplacement (Figure 6-9); given the objectivity of data input for this 

particular case, the resulting map is highly accurate in respect to the actual 
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geographical distribution of those cities and serves to depict the level of representation 

that MDS is able to generate, however, as the authors argue, research on fields of 

social sciences or psychology usually deal with rather subjective counterparts (Arce, 

De Francisco, & Arce, 2010, p.47). In that scenario, the level of comprehension and 

definition over chosen indicators and the interpretation of results based on parallel 

information, such as interviews, observation and other means of mapping, such as 

cognitive instances, as proposed by the methodological approach of this dissertation, 

becomes paramount for the accurate interpretation of MDS. 

 

The main aim of CSA as research approach is to distinguish the conceptual structure 

behind an issue through perceptual mappings’ proximity, arrangement and 

interrelation of variables so that comparisons amongst subjects of study can be drawn; 

through that contrast, patterns are sought for the purpose of finding convergence 

points amongst them, either from an individual’s perspective (contrasting mappings on 

diverse issues) or as a collective (comparing the same issues amongst a diversity of 

subjects). Coxon (2004) discerns between three basic parameters that determine the 

extents and focus of MDS studies: their data, their rescaling function and their model; 

according to the author, these determine the shape, level of measurement and 

composition of their resulting matrices and models (Coxon et al., 2004, p.3). For the 

particular case of this dissertation and taking the work of Páramo & Roa (2015) on the 

analysis of the conceptual structure of urban fears through analogous methodologies 

as main reference, I propose the articulation of a conceptual structure analysis tool 

comprised by the following five stages: 

 

A. Semi-structured interviews of exploration; through which the 

researcher gathers variables and indicators of an issue to be 

measured on further stages 

B. Multiple item classification; based on the free sorting of elements 

depicting previously chosen indicators, usually performed 

utilizing cards containing words and/or images. The process is 
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usually accompanied by interviewee’s points of view on the 

elements being depicted 

C. Systematization of the data; achieved through directed and free 

associations obtained from the multiple item classification phase, 

this consists of the cataloguing of results into an evaluation 

matrix through which the results of categories and variables are 

cross-referenced with the values previously assigned to cards 

D. Input of matrix data; for a multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) 

software to process and generate perceptual mappings, in this 

case by means of PERMAP (Perceptual Mapping Software) 

E. Interpretation of the generated map; according to interrelation, 

proximity and arrangement of variables depicted in it. This should 

be done taking into account the narratives of subjects of study as 

well as observations performed during the ethnographical 

research process 

 

As depicted by this line of development, there are two main elements on which 

Conceptual Structure Analyses (CSA) rely: Multiple Item Classifications (MIC) and its 

deriving Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) mappings, and Interviews; the former 

working as a base that constitutes the input data derived from fixed parameters 

represented by the free arranging of cards by interviewees, the latter as an instrument 

of discourse that helps making sense out of those free classifications. While equally 

substantial, it is true that the main input for the depiction of perceptual mappings by 

MDS are the groupings and categorizations that emerge from MICs. Páramo (2017) 

suggests that the MIC/Interview model represents a useful approach for ‘examining 

the conceptualizations and verbal categories utilized by people to organize and adapt 

to their world’, while offering the opportunity to explore not only the conceptual systems 

of individuals, but also and most importantly ‘the similarities amongst people towards 

the conceptualization of an object or stimulus’ (Páramo, 2017, p.201).  
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Figure 6-10. Urban structure of fears between men (left) and women (right) from an CSA approach 

Source: (Páramo & Roa, 2015, p.142) 

 

In order to illustrate the potential of CSA applied as a methodology that adapts to the 

inquiry of subjective phenomena occurred within the urban arena through the analysis 

of MDS, Páramo & Roa’s (2015) study on the conceptual structure of urban fears in 

the city of Bogotá is taken here as instance (Figure 6-10). Taking 24 situations that 

were mentioned by informants as the most common in regard to inspiring fear in their 

urban context, the authors carried out a series of interviews that were encompassed 

around the exercise of multiple item classification (MIC) through the free-sorting of 

cards depicting those feared situations; after being processed, the clearest and main 

categorization of results was constituted by the contrasting of MDS between the maps 

of women and men. The conceptual analysis of gender-based urban fears, as depicted 

by the authors, reveals fundamental differences around their perception of fear in 

terms of what, where and who is feared, along their indirect or direct impacts. 

Observing the maps, it becomes clear that men perceive urban fear as a centralized 

phenomenon, where the ‘who’, or the personalization of threat, appears to play a major 

role, while direct fears like rape, street fights or robbery are seen as relatively unlikely 

to occur to them; on the other hand, women perceive fear mainly as a direct threat 
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where the ‘what’, or the materialization of fear, is determinant; this would explain why 

rape, assaults and robberies show a high proximity to fear within their mappings. While 

conclusions over the distribution of situations in Paramo & Roa’s example could be 

extensive, perhaps their main finding is depicted by the overall organization of both 

mappings, showing a complex arrangement in the case of women and a centralized 

distribution in that of men. 
 
6.2.3. Sense of community measurement 
 

Throughout Chapter 2, I argued that the role of community and, most importantly, 

sense of community has become of paramount importance in later stages of gated 

housing development. Positioned as a recent star-product, buyers appear to have 

embraced the marketing strategy offered by developers to acquire not only a house in 

a safe environment but also a place within a community, mainly through membership; 

I supported this claim by highlighting the decline of social involvement and the erosion 

of community bonds in the midst of globalization as a parallel process to the increase 

in the perception of fear, not only amongst citizens at large but even amongst residents 

sharing the same neighborhoods, leading to a yearning for shelter and certainty met 

by the sprouting of communities, gated or not, physical or virtual. This longed-for 

notion of communitarian sense may, however, be easily compromised by a surrogate 

version that is not necessarily grounded on ‘primary social values’, but merely on an 

‘ephemeral’ bond based merely ‘on common interests and income level’ (Wilson-

Doenges, 2000, p.599) as may be the case of GCs; as clearly summarized by Clark 

(1993):  

 

“our sense of community is based on the ability to interact with 

people of different backgrounds, gender, age, class and race. If 

not, we're looking at a mirror, not a window, and we internalize 

the fear of that person across the street”  

(Clark, 1993, p.770) 
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In the midst of the argument over the shift and evolution of our notions over community 

and communitarian sense, instruments such as the sense of community index (SCI), 

a survey devised by McMillan & Chavis (1986) for the evaluation of community bonds, 

becomes a relevant element for the quantitative pondering of the four main elements 

which, according to the authors, conform the basic conception of what a sense of 

community should convey: reinforcement of needs, membership, influence and shared 

emotional connection. While the discussion over what the term community is able to 

involve and which qualities it actually carries or represents as a concept could be the 

subject of a complete dissertation, I aim to incorporate McMillan & Chavis’ SCI here 

as a quantitative element on the understanding that it represents a single aspect of its 

analysis, the main purpose behind its application being the contrast of results, 

amongst residents in GCs and in comparison with their exterior counterparts; as 

starting point this should provide a rough framework of comparative analysis based 

on objective input which can be later on refined upon the qualitative elements obtained 

from ethnographical approaches. 

 

Each of the four elements proposed by McMillan & Chavis for their SCI, comprises on 

itself a series of attributes of evaluation from which questions are formulated in the 

shape of a survey. Although SCI has proven its reliability for over thirty years as a 

strong predicting instrument on behaviors amongst members, especially on their 

levels of participation and engagement, the original true/false response format and 

limitations regarding the amount of sub-scales it contained turned it into the subject of 

criticism, the authors admit this while arguing that ‘despite its use with different cultural 

groups, there were concerns about the adequacy of the SCI as a cross-cultural 

measure’, this led to its reformulation in 2005 into what has been termed the SCI-2, a 

revised version that improves the psychometric features of its predecessor, 

incorporating 24 items instead of 12; in doing so it manages to ‘cover all the attributes 

of a sense of community described in the original theory’ through a ‘Likert-like scale 

that was developed instead of the true-false original format’ (Chavis, Lee, & Acosta, 

2008, p.1). Regardless of the methodological nuances surrounding SCI and SCI-2, its 
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core elements remain the foundations of its measuring capabilities, as such, it is 

important to clarify the extents of the attributes that give shape to those elements, as 

they constitute the basis of evaluation for the whole instrument.  
 

 
 

Figure 6-11. The structure of sense of community evaluation according to SCI 
Source: Author, based on information by (McMillan & Chavis, 1986) 

 
As developed by the SCI structure (Figure 6-11) drawn from McMillan & Chavis’ sense 

of community theoretical foundations, a total of 19 attributes come into play to give 

further definition to the four main axes mentioned before. In that regard, ‘membership’, 

or ‘the feeling that one has invested part of oneself to become a member and therefore 

has a right to belong’, would be highly determined by the boundaries set between 

‘people who belong and people who do not’ (McMillan & Chavis, 1986, p.9); this goes 

in hand in hand with the perception of belonging, identification with other members 

and the recognition of common symbol systems, these elements together contribute 

to the sense of being a part of the community while also distinguishing those who are 

not. ‘Influence’, on the other hand is contingent upon two directions: either the role of 

members to be attracted to a group by their perceived degree of influence or by the 

group’s faculty to influence members in the interest of its cohesion; this conundrum 

becomes relevant if we consider the role of mutual influence and decision power within 
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the community, it appears that the balance between the member’s sense of remaining 

influential and the conformity of members towards a common goal as a simultaneous 

process is determinant for the creation and upkeep of a tightly-knit community. 

‘Reinforcement of needs’, as third axis, highly determines the integration and 

fulfillment of member’s needs, that is, in order for togetherness and fellowship to 

withstand, the relationship with other members should remain rewarding; despite the 

complexity and amount of reinforcements that enable these connections, the authors 

recognize the role of individual values as their main source: membership status, 

community success and competence or capabilities of other members is determinant, 

thus, in maintaining people together. Lastly, a ‘shared emotional connection’ is 

mentioned as a relevant driver in the process of strengthening the bonds amongst 

members, this refers mostly to the partaking on events, experiences (especially 

adverse ones) and/or common backgrounds, which are in turn determined by the 

frequency of contact, quality of interaction, sharing of events or crises, efforts invested, 

reward, humiliation and spiritual bond amongst members.  

 

6.3. Design of methodological instruments 
 

As a result of the triangular inter-method approach developed throughout this chapter, 

a set of specific instruments derived for its application on the field materialized into the 

final development of a methodological tool; this set of instruments, which is 

encompassed around interviews as core element, consists of a total three stages 

which may be summarized as follows: 

 

A. Gateway establishment: where a potential point of entry for 

information collection is sought; as I referred before, GCs 

represent inscrutable places where any attempt by an alien to 

approach them is perceived as suspicious or a threat resulting in 

access denial; contact with an insider (resident gateway) 

represents, thus, an essential part of the research process. 
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Despite not being needed for the case of the open instance, the 

owner of the grocery store that represents their meeting point 

offered assistance to gain access to most of the neighbors in the 

area, allowing more flexibility and facilitating access to interviews 

B. Initial sampling or probe stage: where contact is established with 

as many residents as possible and an initial informal chat takes 

place with the main aim of clarifying the extents and purpose of 

the research, if agreed upon the type of questions and duration 

of the interview, a further visit is scheduled to proceed with their 

application, at the same time it serves to introduce a first inquiry 

regarding the situations or places they fear within the urban 

context, this represents the input for the development of cards for 

the MIC section of the interview 

C. Interviews: around which the complete set of instruments is 

applied; depending on the extents and detail of the answers 

given by interviewees, the length of time should range from 45 to 

90 minutes, with an average of an hour per interview. With their 

authorization, these conversations are recorded and transcribed. 

 

Since the main approach within the proposed methodological triangulation looks into 

its qualitative aspects, the interview is set to constitute the main element of the 

methodological tool; surrounding a base script, a series of instruments take place as 

the dialogue/conversation develops, first through semi-quantitative exploration, 

gradually moving in the direction of semi-qualitative instruments and rounding off with 

an entirely qualitative activity. The arrangement of these instruments is to be 

developed in accordance with the following sequence, while it serves to provide a 

degree of structure to the interview, it should be noted that the dialogue and narratives 

that derive from its application are not subordinate to it, acting mainly as enablers for 

the discussion of topics aimed on a determinate direction: 
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1. Sense of community evaluation through McMillan & Chavis 

(2008) sense of community index (SCI-2) 

2. Residential election and fear/insecurity survey assessment 

based on analytical categories taken from the research’s 

theoretical framework 

3. Conceptual structure analysis through Paramo & Roa’s (2015) 

MIC approach on the conceptualization of urban fear 

4. Cognitive mapping activity aimed to evaluate the internalized 

concept of community 

 

Further sections of this subchapter intend to clarify the purpose and function of the 

methodological tool in accordance with each of its elements, as well as the universe 

of study considered and the size and location of samples taken into account for its 

execution. 

 

6.3.1. Universe of study and sampling 
 

According to the main research question and the hypotheses that lead this 

dissertation, the extents of the universe of study have been determined in order to 

privilege the qualitative aspects of its methodology over their quantitative counterpart; 

this translates into smaller samples and limited case studies, giving priority to the 

quality of the information over the amount of potential data that could be acquired 

through more structured approaches. While the overall direction of the research, as 

one inquiring the diversification of gated modalities that has taken place during the last 

two decades, would benefit from covering every type of GC within the GMA along as 

many locations, stages of development and case studies as possible, this would also 

imply the use of an enormous amount of field work given the magnitude of the 

phenomenon within the local context, where a total 2,973 GCs have been registered 

(Pfannenstein, Martínez Jaramillo, et al., 2018, p.1099).  
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Provided that the narrowing down of objectives considered by this research goes 

beyond the mere diversification of the gating phenomenon, pointing towards the 

specific analysis of the spread of new emergent GC patterns as a reaction to the 

increasing flows of insecurity-driven fear that emanate from the open city and the 

weakness of community bonds that goes along with it, I propose the application of the 

methodological tool within a strategical case study that condenses these new 

emerging patterns within an area that remains both representative of these shifts and 

manageable in terms of the amount of residents to be interviewed. In this regard, the 

universe of study is determined, in spatial terms, by a geographical area emplaced in 

the north-west of the GMA; as depicted throughout the contextual analysis of Part III, 

this represents one of the main axes of gating development during latter stages of 

development.  

 

 

Figure 6-12. Sample distribution & case study map 
Source: Author, based on cartography by Google maps &  

Sendas Residencial's masterplan (http://www.sendasresidencial.com) (2018) 
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Within that location, Capital Norte, a gated complex of considerable dimensions, 

influence and emerged during the period considered by this dissertation as decisive 

for their catalysis and diversification was chosen; in demographical terms it is also 

substantial given the target groups under study, that is, residents of a specific GC 

within a gated complex that has an impact on the urban whole, in this case those living 

within the Sendas Residencial section, and the inhabitants of an open housing 

development adjacent to it, as is the case of San Miguel (Figure 6-12). 

 

As depicted by the map of sample distribution (Figure 6-12), a total of 18 interviews 

were considered; 12 applied within the context of the Sendas Residencial GC, out of 

which 8 were responded by women and 4 by men, while the remaining 6 took place in 

the neighboring open vicinity of San Miguel, responded by 4 female and 2 male 

interviewees. The stress put upon the realization of more interviews within a gated 

environment follows the research's interest to explore the specific drivers behind the 

GC momentum, in that regard, interviews realized in the vicinities act mostly as a 

contrast agent.  

 

The size of the samples arose in accordance with three factors: first, the availability of 

interviewees willing to share their time and experiences as only a minority had the 

availability and disposition to participate; second, the time and resources needed to 

undertake a determined amount of interviews, which in this case was constrained by 

the location of the case study; third, by a thorough review of compatible applied 

methodologies within the field of urban studies that set their focus on resident’s 

perceptions over GCs based on sense of community parameters (Table 6-3) and fear 

of crime evaluation (Table 6-4). As the result of this review reflects, amongst other 

features, there is a relative concurrence upon the number of interviews taken into 

consideration with an average of 25 per study; while the variety and extents of these 

works is considerable, they represent the main precedents to this dissertation in terms 

of their methodological relevance and were, hence, taken as a significant reference in 

terms of determining the size of the sample. 
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Table 6-3. Sample size background regarding sense of community measurement 

Source: Author, based on information by (Blandy et al., 2003) 
 

 

Table 6-4. Sample size background regarding fear of crime evaluation 
Source: Author, based on information by (Blandy et al., 2003) 
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6.3.2. Structuring the methodological set of instruments 
 

As explained on previous sections, the complete set of instruments reviewed so far, 

as developed along the two core concepts that they rely upon, namely the fathoming 

of insecurity-driven fear and the basis of sense of community evaluation, is based on 

the principle of a methodological triangulation, an approach that aims to bring 

qualitative and quantitative perspectives together by translating them into both 

ethnographical tools and quantifiable measurements that are based on the evaluation 

of fixed variables and indicators. While the implementation of a multidimensional tool 

of this nature has been justified and discussed throughout this chapter, its detailed 

structure, as main tool for gathering information on the field should also be clear prior 

to its application; the following summarization provides the sequence and 

arrangement of the four instruments at stake, which are encompassed around a script 

that enables the development of an interview alongside it (Appendices APX1 to APX5), 

a dialogue that cuts across the topics that are of most relevance to the research and 

that constitute the core of both the methodology and the theoretical framework: 

 

 A. Sense of community index evaluation: this section entails the 

implementation of a survey comprised of a total of 24 statements and 1 initial question, 

it is based on McMillan & Chavis (2008) SCI-2, an instrument designed by the authors 

to gain an insight on the evaluation of community bonds through the quantitative 

pondering of four main parameters: reinforcement of needs, membership, influence 

and shared emotional connection. The development of these questions and 

statements is expressed as follows and is to be rated according to a Likert-type scale 

that takes into consideration a 1-4 and a 1-6 scale, depending on the topic at issue: 

 

1. Community referent: 

§ "How important is it for you to feel a sense of community with 

other community members? 
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2. Reinforcement of needs: 

§ Important needs are met because I am part of this community 

§ Community members and I value the same things 

§ This community has been successful in getting the needs of its 

members met 

§ Being a member of this community makes me feel good 

§ When I have a problem, I can talk about it with other members 

§ People in this community have needs, priorities, common goals 

 

3. Membership: 

§ I can trust people in this community 

§ I can recognize most of the members of this community 

§ Most community members know me 

§ This community has symbols and expressions of membership 

such as clothes, signs, art, architecture, logos and landmarks 

§ I put a lot of time and effort into being part of this community 

§ Being a member of this community is a part of my identity 

 

4. Influence: 

§ Fitting into this community is important to me 

§ This community can influence other communities 

§ I care about what other community members think of me 

§ I have influence over what this community is like 

§ If there is a problem in the community, members can solve it 

§ This community has good leaders 

 

5. Shared emotional connection: 

§ It is very important for me to be a part of this community 

§ I am with other community members a lot & enjoy being with them 

§ I expect to be a part of this community for a long time 
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§ Members of this community have shared important events 

together, such as holidays, celebrations, or disasters 

§ I feel hopeful about the future of this community 

§ Members of this community care about each other 

 

 B. Residential election and insecurity-derived fear evaluation: as an 

addendum to sense of community evaluation through SCI-2, and following the same 

Likert-scale grading criteria, two elements of relevance are to be gauged through a 

total of eight statements; five directed to the understanding of the current drivers 

behind the popularity of GCs as first housing choice (residential election) and three 

aimed to gain an insight into how fear and insecurity are perceived on a communitarian 

level (insecurity-derived fear): 

 

1. Residential election: 

§ The security offered by this community was an important factor 

for me to decide to live in it 

§ I chose this community because I consider its amenities (e.g. 

parks, swimming pool, multipurpose hall, courts, etc.) as their 

main attractive 

§ The prestige inspired in people by the community I live in along 

its reputation are important to me 

§ The proximity to nature and optimal road connections of this 

community were decisive factors for me to choose living here 

§ When I chose this community, it convinced me because it relies 

upon an internal regulation and has a self-

administration/management 

 

2. Insecurity-derived fear: 

§ The security devices and measures that exist in my community 

turn it into a safe place 
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§ I reckon that the fear and insecurity in my community are lower 

than in the rest of the city 

§ Living in a community with gates is better; living amongst 

equals is safer 

 

C. Multiple item classification: In reference to Páramo & Roa’s (2015) study 

of urban fear conceptualization and based on the notion of conceptual structure 

analysis through multidimensional scaling (MDS) as the tool to reflect its results, this 

instrument attempts to depict the urban fears of interviewees in a graphical manner, 

where patterns of classification and proximity regarding objects and/or happenings as 

depicted by the conceptualizations of individuals in respect to their perceptions are 

sought. For this to take place, the subject of study will be first asked to read and 

familiarize him- or herself with a series of cards depicting a total of 26 situations which 

were previously reported to inspire fear in the urban context during the initial probe 

stage of the research (Figure 6-13), added to these cards is a contrast card with the 

words ‘being home’ written in it, this element was, according to interviewees, signaled 

as the safest during the probe stage and its entry is essential for providing a reference 

point of perceived safety, a conceptual anchor within the interpreted MDS perceptual 

mappings rendered by PERMAP (Figure 6-16). The instructions provided to the 

respondents are displayed below: 

 

“A series of cards are now presented to you, the aim is to know 

what you think over the situations and places described in them 

and which may be associated to fear or insecurity in the city. 

Please classify them into groups following a criterion, so that 

each group you create shares something in common or depicts 

a similarity, each group must be different from one another and 

have a distinct name. Choose any criterion that you find 

appropriate to group them. There is no correct nor incorrect 

classification, what matters is your opinion. Take the necessary 
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time and feel free to make any comments. After classifying the 

cards, please evaluate them on a scale from 1 to 4 taking into 

account those that inspire you the most insecurity (1 representing 

the lowest and 4 inspiring the highest level)” 

 

 

 
Figure 6-13. Multiple item classification cards to be sorted by respondents 

Source: Author (2018) 

 
The categorization of cards obtained from interviewees derived in two types of results 

(Figure 6-14): free categorizations (card groupings) and directed associations (card 

evaluation on a scale from 1 to 4), which are to be input on two matrices respectively 

before their processing on PERMAP, these matrices aim to organize, summarize and 

cross the information between the categorization and the evaluation of cards 

according to each respondent (Appendices APX6 & APX7); as a result to the input of 

these matrices into PERMAP —the software chosen for MDS processing and 

generation of perceptual maps for this dissertation— a series of perceptual mappings 

are to be obtained (Figure 6-15) for their later analysis. 
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Figure 6-14. Sorting of cards by respondent depicting free categorizations and directed associations 
Source: Author (2018) 

 

 
 

Figure 6-15. Example of a perceptual mapping obtained from PERMAP after the input of matrices 
Source: Author (2018) 

 
 

As aid to the interpretation of results derived from perceptual mappings, a layout was 

developed with the intention of standardizing their analysis and facilitating their 
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comparison (Figure 6-16 & Appendix APX9). Within the layout, the left side depicts 

the generic map obtained as an instance from PERMAP (Figure 6-15) along the 

subdivisions that derive from their location within it according to their proximity and its 

remaining category after being processed, what is commonly known as regions; on 

the right-upper side the spectrum of fear evaluation as rated by respondents is 

displayed, the color gradient ranging from green to red goes in accordance to their 1 

to 4 evaluation, aiding for the visual interpretation of the complete mappings. Finally, 

on the right-lower area, the proximity criteria for the assessment of fear-inspiring 

situations (indicators) within the map is detailed, according to those guidelines, 

indicators that remain closer to the ‘reference point of perceived safety’ represented 

by the ‘being home’ indicator would suggest a stronger conceptual structure 

relationship, while distant indicators would reveal a weaker link. 
 

 
Figure 6-16. Layout developed for the interpretation of perceptual mappings 

Source: Author (2019) 
 

D. Cognitive mapping: As a purely qualitative instrument and essential part of 

the ethnographical approach of the methodology considered for this dissertation, the 

use of graphic forms of expression to reveal the imaginary contents behind the 

subconscious spatial relationships of subjects with their surroundings, as well as their 
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behaviors with regard to the city, has the potential to create a link between the world 

of the interviewee and the individual’s psyche depending on their complexity (Figure 

6-17). If interpreted thoroughly, cognitive mappings are able to provide information 

which is not depicted by any other means foreseen throughout this set of 

methodological instruments, acting, thus, as a complementary element of high 

relevance to the interview and survey sections that round it off. The instructions given 

for the execution of this last part of the interview should remain as straightforward as 

possible in order to avoid any bias or preconception on the respondent; taking this into 

consideration, the following directions were given: 

 

“As last task, draw a map or sketch of your community and its 

surroundings according to how you perceive and live it on a day-

to-day basis in the blank box below. Be as thorough as possible, 

if needed, you may use notes or text to better explain your 

drawing. The extents of it may also include the rest of the city as 

reference if you consider it necessary. Take as much time as you 

require and feel free to make any comments as you draw” 

 

 

Figure 6-17. Sample of cognitive mappings obtained from interviewees 
Source: Author (2019) 
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7. RESULTS 
 

The following chapter seeks to put out the diversity of findings derived from the 

application of the methodological set of instruments that were discussed throughout 

Chapter 6, while contextualizing and interweaving them with the narratives of 

inhabitants behind and before the gates departing from three ethnographical 

discourses encompassed around fear, community and otherness; key subjects that 

arose recurrently throughout interviews and that represent, at the same time, 

analytical categories of significance for this dissertation. 

 

I start by discussing the results acquired from the quantitative fringe of the 

methodological triangulation represented by the evaluation of community referents as 

suggested by Chavis, Lee & Acosta (2008) through SCI-2 as instrument for its 

measurement, moving on to the semi-qualitative approach of conceptual structure 

analysis of perceptual mappings as referenced by the work of Páramo & Roa’s (2015) 

on the analysis of the conceptual structure of urban fears. While the portrayal of these 

results will remain mostly within the descriptive, it serves to act as a preamble to the 

ethnographical narratives which are depicted as a result of their analysis and 

contrasting, and which represent the main contribution of this research in 

methodological terms. In that regard, the assembly of these three discourses aims to 

condense the information obtained not only from the proposed methodological 

triangulation, but also from the inquiry and interpretation of the theoretical and 

contextual frameworks of Parts II & III, translating into a more articulate, explanatory 

and interpretative research outcome. 

 

Aside from these methodological instruments and, as key elements to the 

development of the resulting three ethnographical discourses, interviews will represent 

a substantial source for most of the information reflected in them, with the 

interpretation of cognitive mappings as a parallel qualitative instrument in terms of 

spatial perception analysis. While most of these narratives will reflect on inhabitant’s 
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individual perceptions over their habitat, their contrast amongst residents and non-

residents and the interactions that emerge from them represent key elements for their 

evaluation as well. This dual approach reflects not only in the quantitative-qualitative 

hybrid nature of the methodological tool but also in the in-out contrast between those 

on one side of the wall and those on the opposite and even in the contrast amongst 

GC residents themselves, aiming to provide a multidimensional framework for what 

Narváez (2011) describes as the main epistemological issue addressed by 

ethnography, that ‘parallel inquiry of the material/objective and the 

immaterial/subjective as complementary halves constituting what we call reality’ 

(Narváez Tijerina, 2011, p.17). 

 

7.1. Community referents 
 

As defined by the four main elements conforming Chavis, Lee & Acosta (2008) SCI-2, 

namely reinforcement of needs, membership, influence and shared emotional 

connection, sense of community evaluation, while representing the most structured 

and quantitative part of the results presented throughout this chapter, serves to 

provide an insight into how strong and how deeply embedded the concept of 

community is amongst respondents and what the variations are when contrasting a 

gated environment with an open one. As an exploratory instrument, it aided in the 

depiction of fundamental differences in terms of the degree of importance given to 

some elements within the grading sub-scales at stake, these variations, while 

multifaceted, could be encompassed around the following preliminary inferences: 

 

A. Perceiving a sense of community is paramount for interviewees; 

regardless of their location, socioeconomic background and the 

existence or absence of walls and gates, feeling a sense of 

community with others appears to be a fundamental element 

B. The average evaluation for every sub-scale depicts overall higher 

measurements for the case of the open neighborhood 
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respondents; while these variations are not substantial, they do 

reflect lower levels for the case of the evaluated GC on almost 

every question/statement evaluated 

C. Amongst the four elements that constitute the overall evaluation, 

reinforcement of needs and shared emotional connection 

represent those with the highest values; this applies to both, 

gated and open case studies 

D. While showing lower levels of importance in respect to the rest of 

the elements, membership and influence depict a smaller gap 

between cases; the degree of influence of a community 

appearing to play the least significant role 

E. Symbols and expressions of membership, along the influence of 

GCs over other housing complexes are highly valued assets 

amongst their residents, representing the only two sub-scales on 

which they rank above their open counterpart 

 

These five initial findings are addressed mostly in accordance with each of the four 

main elements that constitute the SCI-2 condensed matrix (Table 7-1); following the 

structure depicted by it, an analysis based on the outcomes of their evaluation has 

been developed below, for a detailed overview of figures please refer to the extended 

matrix of results (Appendix APX8): 

 

 

Table 7-1. SCI-2 condensed matrix results 
Source: Author (2018) 
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§ Reinforcement of needs:  
 

The integration and fulfillment of needs appears to be an element of paramount 

significance on both case studies, results show that aspects like sharing the same 

needs, priorities and goals as well as valuing the same things are important elements 

which point to contribute towards the upkeep of a positive sense of togetherness. An 

overall higher ranking is perceivable for the open neighborhood, this is most evident 

on aspects like relying on other members of the community for the solution of 

problems. As interviews reveal later on, the organization amongst members to solve 

a common problem in a gated environment may lead to a higher degree of conflict, 

which may be assumed to the creation of rivalry within members of the neighborhood 

association added to the role of developers in the decision making process, aspects 

that are not present on an open environment. Another divergence point between case 

studies refers to valuing the same things, despite sharing diverse backgrounds, an 

open environment appears to favor the development of common interests while a 

gated one may imply the opposite despite the relative evenness amongst its residents. 

Aspects like the fulfillment and meeting of personal needs show a high degree of 

consistency on both case studies, this would reinforce the thesis that, beyond the 

achievement of common ‘basic survival needs’ such as the shared need for security 

(McMillan & Chavis, 1986, p.13), members of a community also find in the sharing of 

values an important element, while not depicting a prominent difference, the latter 

aspects show a higher degree of satisfaction in the case of the open neighborhood. 

 

§ Membership:  

 

The feeling of belonging or being a part of the community largely determines the 

extents evaluated through the element of membership; in that regard, results obtained 

for both case studies suggest that the importance given to the time and effort put into 

becoming and remaining a member is not as high as it would be expected, particularly 

for the case of GCs, which are commonly accounted to rely heavily on the element of 
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distinction. As McMillan & Chavis (1986) suggest, membership largely contributes to 

the creation of the boundaries that distinguish ‘people who belong’ from ‘people who 

do not’, while providing ‘the emotional safety necessary for needs and feelings to be 

exposed and for intimacy to develop’ (McMillan & Chavis, 1986, p.9); in contrast to 

this notion, the open case depicts a high level of familiarity amongst neighbors despite 

the absence of those boundaries. Notably, membership, as measured element, also 

represents the highest compatibility amongst results from both gated and non-gated 

instances at large, this unanticipated outcome reflects for example in the weight given 

to symbols and expressions of membership in the case of GCs, which seem to rely 

heavily on the image they provide before others, going hand in hand with the element 

of influence of their community in accordance to others; the importance assigned to 

expressions of membership, however, does not seem to reflect inwards, as both cases 

show little involvement from neighbors to be part of their communities, with the GC 

case showing the lowest levels of engagement. 

 

§ Influence:  

 

The bidirectional relationship embodied by influence as key element in sense of 

community development implies the issue of finding the balance between the amount 

of influence that members as individuals are entailed while maintaining the 

community’s cohesiveness that can only be achieved through the group’s influence 

over their members. This conundrum is partly reflected in the somewhat contradictory 

results over this element, while caring about the opinion of other members and having 

an influence over the decisions taken by the community show the lowest levels, fitting 

into the community appears to remain a relevant subject; this could be partly explained 

by the low levels of trust placed on leaders, especially for the GC case, where mistrust 

in those on charge of the neighborhood association reflects on low representativeness 

levels, affecting, thus, their perceived levels of influence. Improved levels of 

leadership, for the case of the open environment, may also explain higher levels of 

influence regarding the solution of problems by members and an enhanced sense of 
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caring about the opinions of neighbors and their level of influence over the 

development of their community. 

 

§ Shared emotional connection:  

 

As the element with the highest level of disparity between the open and gated 

evaluated instances, interaction amongst members of the studied GC appears to be 

contingent on what could be deemed a primary level of interaction, one that assures 

the fulfillment of basic communitarian requirements through the achievement of 

important needs without necessarily transcending to a deeper identification with other 

residents, this goes hand in hand with similar disparities found in the previous element 

corresponding to the reinforcement of needs, especially to the sub-scale evaluating 

the embracing of similar values. Being a part of the community, according to the 

results, is a more appreciated asset in respondents of the open case study, this also 

applies to the level of reciprocal care amongst them, both items likely point to the lack 

of a strong shared history by GC members given its relatively recent establishment; at 

the same time, features like the quality and amount of interaction appear to be more 

limited in the GC case in regard to its open counterpart, which could be explained by 

the scarcity of street-level interaction amongst pedestrians as a result of the excessive 

use of vehicles for performing everyday activities, mostly outside of the gates; a 

phenomenon termed as low ‘street vitality index’ (Blandy et al., 2003, p.18). Finally, a 

shared emotional connection is deeply related to the closure of events and the solving 

of tasks, which is closely connected, in turn, to the investment —of time, effort or 

money— into the community; as the overall evaluation of elements shows, this 

appears to be problematic within the evaluated GC as those in charge are not trusted; 

on the other hand, its open counterpart, aside from depicting stronger levels of 

confidence in their decision-makers, has the advantage of holding a stronger, longer 

shared history. 
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7.2. Mapping fears 
 

The analysis of the conceptual structure of urban fears, as discussed on previous 

chapters, has been approached in methodological terms taking into account the use 

of CSA for its instrumentation. As main tool for processing results obtained from its 

implementation, the use of multidimensional scaling through PERMAP resulted in a 

series of perceptual mappings developed around the concept of insecurity-derived 

fear within the context of the city; as initial approach, the respondents’ selection of 26 

feared situations, places and subjects (Table 7-2) that emerged during exploratory 

stages of the research served to provide certain preliminary patterns and an already 

clear overview of the nature and sources of those fears; distinguishing mostly between 

their association to locations or subjects, and in their material or intangible qualities, 

the order of the following list does not attain any particular criteria and the situations 

depicted there were presented randomly to respondents during the interviews: 
 

 
Table 7-2. Situations, places and subjects of fear as perceived by respondents 

Source: Author (2018) 

As basis for their classification, the appointment of that set of feared situations was 

followed by the arrangement of categories and associations made by interviewees, 

first based on their free sorting (‘free categorizations’) and then by assigning them a 

rating from 1 to 4 on the basis of the degree of fear they instill (‘directed associations’). 

As a result of free categorizations, nearly a hundred different variables were provided 

by interviewees for their classification, the degree of specificity that arose throughout 

their descriptions reveals the complex imaginary arrangements that derive from an 

initial set of feared situations presented to them in the shape of cards; most of these 

variables are deeply influenced by individual perceptions and rank from ‘chaotic’ to 

‘undesirable’ situations, from ‘places prone to develop delinquency’ to those 
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‘neglected’ and ‘uncertain’, passing through recurring and more generic classifications 

around aspects like ‘risk’, ‘common fears’, ‘avoidable’ or those bound to ‘delinquency’. 

In order to condense the wide array of classifications created by respondents into a 

more manageable set, their descriptions were grouped into 33 categories that 

encompass all variables considered within more concrete terms (Table 7-3) ready to 

be input into PERMAP for the processing and creation of perceptual mappings that 

depict contrasts, shared interpretations and proximity patterns around the concept of 

urban fears between individuals, case studies and/or genders. 

 

 
Table 7-3. Variables and categories around feared situations according to interviewee’s descriptions 

Source: Author (2018) 
 

The resulting list of categories portrays the overall focus on situations that are 

considered as ‘insecure’, ‘unknown’ and causing ‘apprehension’ or ‘vulnerability’, it 
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also reflects that not all situations initially considered as fear-inspiring by the whole are 

necessarily perceived as negative by some of the respondents; in fact, some of those 

variables, like ‘markets’, ‘walking the streets’, ‘public police’, ‘parks’ or ‘driving around 

the city’ were described as elements of support or as safe places and ideal for 

relaxation just as often as they were referred to as prone to inspire fear; this relative 

inconsistency of results is part of the complexity of evaluating fear amongst a diversity 

of subjects, as each individual will perceive each element differently according to their 

own experiences, background and interpretations, however, what is aimed at through 

their perceptual mapping is the delineation of patterns on those situations and places 

that appear to inspire the same types of fears amongst groups of individuals.  

 

Table 7-4. Directed association matrix according to perceived level of insecurity evaluation 
Source: Author (2018) 

 
Subsequent to the delineation of feared categories and the initial findings that it 

unveils, the arrangement of directed associations pertaining the initial set of feared 

situations, places and subjects (Table 7-2) reveals, for its part, the gradient of fear 

level that is associated to them, the matrix generated (Table 7-4) depicts a clear group 

of eight cards depicted as highly insecure (red), followed by five which are perceived 
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as moderate (orange); on the other hand there are ten cards evaluated as prone to be 

insecure (yellow) and three that are seen as relatively safe (gray). 
 

While directed associations are mostly meant to represent auxiliary guidelines 

depicted as color gradients throughout the perceptual mappings proposed for the 

methodology of this research (Figure 6-16), their systematization within the 

aforementioned matrix helps to outline some preliminary points of convergence that 

are clearly depicted by the patterns of evaluation assigned on both case studies; 

although minor differences amongst them emerge, there appears to be a relative 

consensus over the levels of insecurity-derived fear that the given situations inspire. 

 
Figure 7-1. Overview of the main MDS perceptual mappings as a result of case-study contrast 

Source: Author (2018) 
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As a final outcome from the input of the matrices that I have so far described 

(Appendices APX6 & APX7) into PERMAP, along its subsequent processing and 

standardization into the layout designed for this research (Figure 6-16), a total of 9 

MDS mappings were developed. These 9 perceptual mappings (Figure 7-1) condense 

what I consider the most representative and interesting contrasts between case 

studies in terms of the objectives initially set by the research’s structure and guidelines 

providing an overview for their interpretation and incorporation to the ethnographical 

analysis and conclusions; notwithstanding that the amount of potential perceptual 

mappings that could result from the merging of matrices would derive into a 

substantially wider array of results, the contrast of single cases is not taken into 

account here as the aim of the study is to find patterns within the extents and amongst 

communities, groups of people and/or neighborhoods rather than individuals.  

 

Out of these 9 mappings, those that address the concrete contrast between open and 

gated environments are considered here for a detailed display of their findings, further 

reference to the rest of mappings is taken into account during the ethnographical 

section of the analysis and throughout the conclusions (for a detailed overview of MDS 

results, consult Appendices APX10 to APX18): 

 

§ Fear conceptualization contrast between a GC & open neighborhood case studies:  

 

The fundamental difference observed in the contrast of these mappings reflects in a 

fear conceptualization which materializes as either a distant or a close threat; while a 

noticeable concentration of high-risk indicators is depicted in the GC mapping, these 

are seen as distant, that is, as threats that will most likely not affect their households, 

translating into a less perceived level of insecurity, however, the intensity of those 

threats that remain away suggest that vulnerability persists in spite of a sense of 

relative safety (Figure 7-2). On the other hand, the display of fewer high-risk indicators 

on the open case does not necessarily imply the reduction of perceived fear, as those 

are perceived as closer elements, that is, more susceptible to take place within their 
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neighborhoods. As was expected, residents of the GC case study also perceive 

locational fears as set mostly out in the open, public city, despite walls and gates they 

are still conceived as close, risky elements; in contrast, those respondents of the open 

neighborhood, see public spaces like parks as safe places regardless of the potential 

risks they are prone to be affected by. Another interesting aspect is the perception of 

security providers, police is seen as a present element within the analyzed gated 

instance, albeit remaining mostly mistrusted, this could be ascribed to the high levels 

of corruption associated to it; in the case of the open case, they are seen as distant 

elements and mostly linked to safeguarding commercial areas, rather than residential. 

Elements like markets and malls are those with the closest relationship to residents of 

the GC, they represent important places for interaction and activity, surprisingly and 

regardless of this bond they are not perceived as safe enough, especially in the case 

of markets; in contrast, both elements are perceived as highly safe but rather unrelated 

amongst inhabitants of the open neighborhood. Lastly, it is interesting to find that no 

element is perceived as both safe and closely related to households within the GC 

case study, while only commercial areas distant to the open neighborhood case 

represent the only instances regarding safe places, in addition to that there is a clear 

emphasis of indirect and unknown threats as elements closer to the latter case. 

 

  
Figure 7-2. Fear conceptualization contrast between a GC and open neighborhood case studies 

Source: Author (2018) 
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§ Fear conceptualization contrast between the GC and open neighborhood case 

studies amongst women:  

 

In a similar manner to the composite contrast evaluated above, fear conceptualization 

amongst women, when comparing the GC and the open housing case studies, reveals 

a clear concentration of tangible or direct fears which, depending on the case, are 

seen as either distant or closer threats. For the gated instance, these materializations 

of risk in the shape of tangible elements that directly affect the integrity of the person 

are seen as distant yet highly feared, on the other hand, within the open neighborhood, 

those same threats are perceived to have a closer relationship with households, 

however, and despite this nearness, they are evaluated as lower risks when compared 

to their gated counterpart (Figure 7-3).  

 

 

Figure 7-3. Fear conceptualization contrast between the GC and open case studies amongst women 
Source: Author (2018) 

 

While women on the GC case deeply relate locational fears as events occurring mostly 

within open city areas, especially in central areas, those inhabiting their open 

counterpart feel quite confident in places like public parks, especially those around 

their neighborhood, although they are simultaneously seen as prone to vulnerability 
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by undesirable subjects like drug dealers or gangs. Perception over security 

authorities depicts a more coherent interpretation as women in the GC case study 

perceive them as distant and concentrated around city outskirts and lower-class 

neighborhoods while those in the open neighborhood see them as close mediators 

between their neighborhood and risky elements. Interestingly, the relationship 

between ‘being home’ and the subject’s neighborhood differs substantially, those on 

the gated instance depicting a much closer relationship between both elements with a 

series of activities developed within the gated perimeter, while those on the open 

development find a tighter connection with places like markets or parks and activities 

in the open like walking the streets. 

 

§ Fear conceptualization contrast between the GC and open neighborhood case 

studies amongst men:  

 

For the case of men, on both case studies, the perception of high-risk indicators 

displays the lowest levels amongst all mappings, for the GC case this translates into 

only three elements that are deeply related to criminal activities which remain relatively 

away from their neighborhood; on the other hand, within its open counterpart a higher 

number of these indicators was found, accompanied, however, by a substantially 

higher amount of safe places which appear surrounded by risky elements, especially 

for the case of public parks that appear besieged by gangs, robbery, drug dealing, 

amongst other criminal activities (Figure 7-4). Unknown places and people along the 

city center and city outskirts appear as distant elements for men inhabiting the gated 

instance, showing little to no relation with them; conversely, these same instances, 

although not fully trusted remain in close relationship to them; in accordance to this, 

public places, as seen by GC male residents represent rather dubious, vulnerable 

areas that yet prevail around them. For the case of open male residents, these areas 

are seen as safe elements, such is the case of the city center, markets or their own 

open neighborhood and activities in the open like driving around the city. Lastly, police 

corps are inversely perceived; while GC residents find in them untrustworthy, even 
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feared elements, those inhabiting the open perceive them as trustworthy, yet 

somewhat distant. 

 

 

Figure 7-4. Fear conceptualization contrast between the GC and open case studies amongst men 
Source: Author (2018) 

 

 

7.3. Three ethnographical discourses on fear, community and 
otherness 
 

As a summary of all elements brought together up to this point throughout the diversity 

of methodological approaches, three ethnographical discourses have been selected 

according to their relevance, addressing the following topics: fear, community and 

otherness; these are addressed under the perspectives of fearing others, the thin line 

of community bonds and intramural self-dispute. Their structure has been established 

around the guiding theoretical basis of the dissertation while taking into account the 

topics that commonly arose through my dialogues and application of the 

methodological tool with residents of gated communities and inhabitants of its open 

counterpart. Through the assembly of these discourses, I aim to condense the results 

of sense of community measurements, their opinions over residential election, 
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insecurity and fear, the interpretations over their perceptual mapping on urban fears 

and the imaginary constructs around spatial relationships revealed by cognitive 

mappings drew by them. Given the extension of interviews —base elements binding 

together this diversity of analytical approaches—, these have not been included in 

their entirety, but rather excerpts from them. For consultation purposes, complete 

transcriptions in Spanish may be consulted in the links provided on IT01 through IT18. 

 

Fearing otherness, as initial topic, encompasses opinions and perspectives of 

interviewees around the notion of fear as a result of regarding the other as a threat, a 

preconceived notion that appears a common ground amongst respondents, 

particularly those within gated environments. The lack of recognition of otherness in 

contemporary society as one of the concepts leading the theoretical framework of this 

dissertation will serve to analyze the role of the stranger as limiting source, the 

materialization of fear towards the unknown and the various connotations assigned to 

the other. As the title of the section suggests, the projection of inner fears in a polarized 

environment favors the development of that figure as recipient of anxieties and culprit 

of insecurity and their avoidance is sought in spite of its potential social repercussions.  

 

The thin line of community bonds is appointed as second discourse as a way to 

explore the conundrum that life in an enclosed community appears to pose for most 

interviewees in the sense of depicting the subtle limits between safety and restriction; 

this topic was also brought up throughout the conceptual analysis of the dissertation, 

where the extents of the vindicating features attributed to it, such as trust, 

togetherness, familiarity, shelter and belonging may act at once as alibis for the 

seclusion of defined social groups based on status, rather than the pursuit of common 

goals, this analysis takes place parallel the portrayal of co-opting outcomes that 

membership is prone to imply.  

 

As final narrative of analysis, the self-dispute entailed by the polarization created at 

the fringes of gates and walls with their surroundings is examined as a phenomenon 
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highly determined by the bias of GC’s residents regarding any exterior input as risky, 

this determines an interaction with the open that renders for the most part conflictive; 

this ‘us versus them’ praxis appears to represent the main conflict of interest regarding 

collective decisions inside and outside GCs, leading to exclusion mechanisms that 

affect mostly those outside, but having also an impact on those inside and in-between. 

 

7.3.1. Do not talk to strangers: Fearing otherness 
 

One of the common threads that led my dialogues with inhabitants of both case 

studies, was without doubt the topic of fear, regardless of its predominant role amongst 

the cards that I presented the interviewees with as part of the methodological activities, 

the subject arose prior to reaching that stage; this does not apply to GC residents only, 

fear is, in a broad sense, a hot topic amongst people in Guadalajara and in the country 

at large. While the drivers behind those fears are complex, they are usually ascribed 

to the rising levels of insecurity; as appointed throughout Chapter 2, high levels of 

insecurity have effortlessly permeated an already feeble, polarized social structure 

characterized by a lack of tolerance towards the other and socioeconomic gaps that 

never get filled, enabling a process of catalysis that is easily kindled by evil 

imaginaries, that is, by subjective conditions, indirect experiences around insecurity, 

tales of urban terror that get readily spread amongst citizens, demonizing social 

groups and urban areas in the process.  

 

While the impact of these imaginaries affects everyone, it is clear that the general 

assumption, especially the one spread by the media, tends to stigmatize lower classes 

as their main source; bearing this in mind, some questions arose as I carried out the 

interviews: Are people behind gates more afraid than those more at the mercy of that 

insecurity? How are their fears different? Which fears are more patent and why? While 

the pursuit of straight answers to these questions escapes the aim of this 

ethnographical analysis, the rhetoric posed by them must be discussed in order to 

grasp the importance of the boundaries set beyond their materialization as walls and 
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gates, those that are shaped by the rejection, almost denial of the other as essential 

part of the analysis of GCs. As complex as this may appear, this notion is neatly 

summarized by the statement of a GC resident referring to her brand new life in 

Sendas Residencial, one of hundreds of gated developments of recent creation in 

Guadalajara, and her concerns over the uncertainty towards the unknown; Dulce 

starts by stating that ‘well, obviously I don't desire it, I actually avoid that type of thing, 

the things that I don't know, for instance the open neighborhoods around me, or in the 

vicinities’, she carries on, arguing that her desire is: 

 

“to be able to go out and talk to my neighbors, but often that's not 

the case anymore, is it? We don't even say 'hi' sometimes. Here, 

well, I still don't know many neighbors, I talk a little to the one 

right in front, but just a little bit because she works, I guess, from 

early in the morning and until late. Hopefully one day there will 

be more contact and we can talk. Right now, I have only one 

acquaintance around here, when I pass by her house in my car I 

stop and we say hello. But that's the idea, for trust to develop, we 

have to stay alert because we barely know each other now. We 

have to remain vigilant, know who actually lives in the community 

and who is just visiting; you never know, sometimes people are 

around and it turns out they don't even live here" 

 

From this perspective, knowing something or someone appears to be a substantial 

factor to discern between safety and danger; a common assumption amongst GC 

residents is that people who do not belong to their community embody risk, I had to 

go through this myself as many residents were reluctant to be interviewed or afraid to 

do so, despite the fact that I usually came in company of a resident. This almost 

inherent association of strangers with fear is coherent with the concept of access 

restriction and, while not justifiable, it does help to understand the interviewee's 

attitudes; clearly, from this perspective, the approach of GCs does not contribute to 
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the lessening of gaps between fear and otherness, to the contrary, it appears to 

exacerbate them. 
 

On the other hand, limiting the access to the neighborhood does not appear to soften 

those concerns at all, complaints from residents living behind gates are, more often 

than not, related to households being broken into, despite guards keeping tabs 

around-the-clock on who enters and leaves the community. When asked about the 

importance of security while choosing a GC instead of an open neighborhood, the 

agreement amongst respondents is substantial: it represents a crucial factor in their 

decisions, a subsequent question referring to the security measures and devices 

offered by the GC as effective factors to reduce insecurity depicts, however, a 

completely different perspective, they are everything but satisfied; this divergence 

between expectations and results serves to reflect the powerful role of marketing 

strategies by real estate developers behind the success of GCs; as Esther, a retiree 

that has lived in Sendas Residencial for over two years, points out: 

 

“that’s the idea they sold me, or better said, sold us all, that’s why 

we bought a house here (because of security), but in reality, 

there’s no safety here, people have already tried to break into my 

house (…), they forced the door and tried to get in, they sold us 

a different idea, another thing, we chose it because of security 

but that’s not the reality at all (…) I have to take care of myself, 

actually, my husband is looking into installing CCTV. Yeah, 

because, like I said, the door was forced, regardless of the alarm 

system that I had installed” 

 

The mirage of safety sold by developers in the shape of walls, gates and guards 

appears a feeble protection against the unruly flow of insecurity-derived fear 

permeating the city; most interviewed residents had complaints over their safety, for 

some, like Cynthia, a member of the neighbor’s association and a two-year resident, 
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being outside the gates may be even safer as the amount of burglary reported by 

neighbors is on the rise, whereas trust amongst neighbors declines, ‘fear and mistrust 

tend to get trapped in around here’, she admits. Others, like Guillermo, despite having 

lived in the GC for less than a year, have had to retrofit their homes more than once; 

in his particular case, a fence was installed after someone broke into his house, after 

a second attempt he had to install barbed wire on top of that tall fence, now he finally 

can say that he and his family feel safe.  

 

While GCs are no guarantee for safety, most residents admit to have moved there in 

pursuit of that precisely, stating that the open city is ‘no longer a place for young 

couples with small children to live in’; paradoxically, one of the respondents, after 

having argued the lack of police surveillance in her previous open neighborhood as 

the main reason to move away from it, acknowledged the deficiency of the private 

security inside Sendas Residencial, stating that she moved into a GC because of 

insecurity and ‘here I am now, back to living with fear, it’s the same here, just wrapped 

in a fancier package’ she concedes; her neighbor, Ivonne, one of the newest residents, 

appears to agree, arguing that choosing a GC is like ‘seeing a dress at a shop and 

imagining yourself like the model advertising it’, ‘you say, yes, I want that, I’ll buy it, 

but once you try it on, you think you’d rather not. You need to live through it to really 

know. My experience so far is so bad in all terms, not only insecurity, that I have 

decided to leave as soon as I manage to sell my house’. 

 

Despite the relative inefficiency of providing safety through access restriction, most 

residents of the GC at study share the belief that living amongst equals is the safest 

approach, actually, they tend to ascribe the existing burglary incidents to the deficient 

control of the gates, blaming guards, who lack proper training, ignore the internal 

regulations and stand on a ‘lower scale of values’ as residents; ‘the rules and security 

measures to make this a safe place are there, there are rules and it’s all written down, 

there’s even a regulation for hiring guards (…), but if they don’t know the rules, how 

do they know what to take care of?’ says one of the interviewees. Even if, as most GC 
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interviewees agree upon, a seamless coexistence amongst equals behind gates were 

regarded as the ideal approach towards achieving safety (a notion of arguable results, 

as I discuss throughout the second ethnography), a fair amount of studies have proven 

a close correlation between the aggravation of social distance through inequality and 

the increase of crime rates. Through the erection of physical barriers, the so-called 

carceral archipelagos, those fortress cities packed with surveillance technologies 

portrayed by Soja (1998), could be creating the counterproductive effect of taking that 

social distance to an extent where the limits between safe and dangerous, familiar and 

unknown are no longer clear. 

 

Rather than archipelagos, the local context appears to thrive in peninsulas, unlike the 

group of detached islands that an archipelago would represent, GCs like Sendas 

Residencial attempt to isolate themselves but instead remain connected to the flows 

of risk that surround them despite access surveillance, in that regard the promise of a 

safe community of equals, where no one is a stranger appears, as a placebo effect, to 

fade as soon as it is proven vulnerable, as appears to be the case of the GC under 

analysis. This would imply that in the midst of a polarized environment where social 

development has been neglected for decades, worsening the already existing 

socioeconomic gaps and triggering inequality and conflict amongst dominant and 

deprived social groups, fear of otherness becomes not only embodied by that conflict 

of difference in respect to outsiders, but also by the limits set by residents themselves; 

the example of Ricardo, a 4-year resident, aids to portray the extents of mistrust 

amongst residents, he assures that only those owning a household in the community 

should be trusted: 

 

“If only those owning a house here were allowed to inhabit it, then 

I could trust in my neighbors. But some people come to rent a 

house and you think 'oh my God', you never know who comes to 

live next to you (...) For instance, a new neighbor, just 3 doors 

away from my house, he has tattoos and piercings; now, I'm not 
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against that, but most of the people in the GC, we are decent 

people, you know? But then you see that type of people moving 

in and they have a different living standard to which we are not 

accustomed, they could be dangerous" 

 

This clear depiction of an evil imaginary as a preconception of risk based on 

someone's appearance serves to illustrate the extreme of the us and them bias; taking 

for granted that our prime reaction towards the unknown is that of wariness, it is crucial 

to ask who the others are, and to what extent are people willing to set their limits 

between perceived and actual threats. In that regard, GCs appear to further narrow 

down those boundaries to a level where the only safe place is represented by each 

resident’s household and those inside it, the familiar, the only ones left to be trusted.  

 

When the last front line established by scared citizens who are able to afford a shared 

protection is breached, as appears to be the case of the GC analyzed here, then 

virtually every other person becomes a suspect; the risk in perceiving the city as such 

is the actual development of an urban agoraphobia that starts, not at the gates, but at 

the very threshold of each resident’s door. Within this process, vehicles play a major 

role as they hamper most risks within a bubble of relative safety taking residents from 

door to door without further interaction; in that regard, finding out, through perceptual 

mappings, that GC residents’ concerns over their safety while driving around the city 

are considerably higher than for those inhabiting the open, not to mention their 

perception over public transportation as an imminent risk, does not come as a surprise.  

 

The boundaries, tangible or virtual, set by GCs for the sake of safety, while legitimate, 

shed light on the fundamental question over just how far are people willing to go in 

pursuit of it, bringing to mind the testimony of a resident who was kept at the gates, 

not allowed to drive his car out of the community on the grounds of the inability to 

identify him as a resident of Sendas Residencial: 
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“Last Saturday a neighbor bought himself a new truck and the 

access tag remained in his old car, we all know him, of course, 

the guards know him, too, so they let him in, but as he tried to 

leave the GC he was not allowed to, he was let in but not out 

because the security council ordered the guards not to. My 

neighbor told them 'wait, I am a resident, I live here, my neighbors 

just saw me coming in, they identified me and you won't let me 

out, this is a kidnap!', to what they responded that without an 

access tag he was not allowed to exit, 'do what you will, do as 

another neighbor did once and run over the gate, I'm not allowed 

to open the gate' (...) a while later he managed to get a patrol to 

come and confirm his identity on the system, almost two hours 

passed!, that's when you wonder 'well, whose hands are we in?' 

Almost two hours hijacked in his own neighborhood thanks to the 

security that he, on top, has to pay" 

 

 

7.3.2. To belong or not to belong: The thin line of community bonds 
 

A recurrent subject amongst interviewees living behind gates has to do with the self-

set limits that life in a GC implies for their everyday lives; as the last testimony of the 

previous ethnography showed, belonging to a group of people whose prime basis of 

existence is fear and a shared concern over safety may derive in the paradox of 

defending the community at all costs and from everyone, including themselves.  

 

Although the cited example pictures what could be considered an utmost example —

verging on the dystopian— of the extents to which community bonds may be taken in 

pursuit of safety, the amount of documented instances that imply an overall discontent 

from residents in regard to the limits set by the prefabricated community that is being 

built inside the walls, sheds light on the costs, beyond the economic connotation of 
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the term, of belonging to a community under the circumstances of the one at study 

here. As Bauman (2010) argues, the price of a communitarian life that relies on the 

sharing of worries, anxiety or hatred may reflect in the ‘loss of autonomy, self-

affirmation or the right to be oneself (...) you gain some and lose some. Missing 

community means missing security; gaining community, if it happens, would soon 

mean missing freedom’ (Bauman, 2010, p.8). Throughout this second ethnography, I 

aim to portray some of those concerns as expressions of the means by which GCs 

appear to raise fundamental concerns over the blurred limits between safety and 

autonomy, certainty and free will. 

 

Belongingness, or the feeling of belonging, is regarded as a human need, a desire to 

be acknowledged as a member within a collective; that longing to be a part of 

something bigger and transcendent, to surpass the limits of the self and the individual, 

reflects in our disposition to look for groups to which we are susceptible of belonging: 

circles of friends, colleagues, family, religions, they all portray our needs to correlate. 

The relationship that emerges from belonging provides the satisfaction of sharing a 

common set of interests or ideologies, but while belonging may be argued to be 

embedded as deeply as within human nature, it also implies the recognition of 

collective choices that usually override those of one's self; communities are able to 

reinforce belongingness, however, they also have the ability, especially when common 

goals are not clear enough or genuinely shared amongst members, to subvert the 

principle of membership in the sense ascribed by McMillan & Chavis (1986), namely 

as the inherent element determining the ‘feeling, belief, and expectation that one fits 

in the group and has a place there, a feeling of acceptance by the group, and a 

willingness to sacrifice for that group’ (McMillan & Chavis, 1986, p.10).  

 

Throughout my interviews with GC residents of Sendas Residencial, one thing quickly 

became apparent: that belief of fitting and having a place in the community was either 

too weak or absent and, along that, the parallel willingness to sacrifice for the 

community appeared to have yielded to a process of sectionalism. This clear definition 
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of internal groups by interviewees came as puzzling at first, most interviewees showed 

an eagerness to make clear which side they belonged to, bringing to mind Ellin’s 

(2003) concept of retribalization, only taken to a degree of internalization that 

surpasses the extents of her concept. Some of these factions were defined territorially, 

in this regard cognitive mappings helped to shed light on their distinctions, such is the 

case of Rocio’s map (Appendix APX19), a young resident that moved to the GC over 

a year before; in her perception, her community is defined by an inner cluster, what 

she calls the ‘Circuito Orquídea’, a small group of houses built by a real estate 

developer and sold around the same time period: 

 

“I feel that my community is what I drew inside this circle, what is 

known as the ‘Circuito Orquídea’. All that was built by ‘Ruba’ (real 

estate developer). The rest of the ‘coto’, well it is still my GC in a 

way, but they have their own thing going, you know? I couldn’t 

say that they actually belong to ‘my’ community” 

 

By her description it is clear that she struggles to define the edges of her community, 

while she recognizes a strong connection within neighbors of her block, she also 

admits her allegiance to the GC at large. Most cognitive mappings depicted by GC 

residents (Appendices APX19, APX22 & APX25-34) show a set of limited boundaries 

that rarely take into account their surroundings (areas beyond the gates and walls), 

not to mention their urban context, a common spatial cognition reflected in them being 

their concentration on their block or cluster instead of the GC complex.  

 

For the most part, however, interviews revealed a sectionalism defined by conflicting 

ideologies or interests within the community rather than territorially; these virtual 

barriers have led, according to resident’s testimonies, to internal quarrels regarding 

countless subjects and collective decisions that appear to be riddled with corruption 

and conflicts of interest; the consequences of these discords have escalated to the 

extreme of death threats amongst neighbors involving the use of firearms. The 
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paradox posed by a communal life regulated as thoroughly as in the case of Sendas 

Residencial, where a set of restrictions for the peaceful coexistence amongst 

members turns out counterproductive, reflects the transience of what Bauman (2010) 

referred to as the 'communal dream', in that regard the perks of belonging to a 

community may entail a parallel price in terms of autonomy, remaining ‘inoffensive, 

even invisible as long as the community remains itself a dream’ (Bauman, 2010, p.8). 

 

The frailty of that communal dream in Sendas Residencial is evidenced by the 

contradictory statements of most of its residents regarding the topic of residential 

election in respect to its internal regulations; while most residents admitted this asset 

as fundamental in their decision to live behind gates, a majority of them also 

acknowledged the poor adherence of neighbors to it or the corruption and traffic of 

influences to overlook certain rules by some members of the community; as Ivonne 

asks herself, "regulations are an important thing to assure that we all get along, it all 

looks really nice on paper, but if no one respects them?, if no one is supervising their 

enforcement, who cares for rules then?, what good are they?’.  

 

The rigorousness of these internal regulations is determined by two documents that 

residents must sign prior to acquiring a household or plot in Sendas Residencial: a 

‘security protocol’ and a ‘sales contract’. After gaining access to both documents from 

an interviewee, I was able to confirm some statements made by residents regarding 

certain limitations that seemed far-fetched at first. Esther for instance, a neighbor 

disappointed by the lack of member’s conformity to internal regulations, admitted that 

these go as far as determining their forms of expression: ‘everything’s written, even 

how guards are supposed to address neighbors. I’m telling you, every minimal detail 

is regulated; in the streets for instance, it is not allowed for us, as residents, to curse’. 

Residents are also limited to two pets per household, a certain amount of decibels, 

the wearing of ‘proper clothing’ in common areas and forbidden from taking pictures 

in communal spaces without previous consent from the administration or performing 

any kind of game or recreational activity in the streets not to mention the use of pest 
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control products outside their household. They must also abide to others open to 

interpretation, e.g. the ‘respect and uphold of morality and good manners’. 

 

Misinformation and misinterpretation regarding the allegiance to the almost 100-page 

bundle of regulations along miscommunication amongst neighbors has led to the 

escalation of serious conflicts amidst residents, I allude here to two illustrating cases 

that came up during my field work. The first of them involves a group of neighbors 

whose concerns over a rat plague were ignored by the neighborhood association for 

several weeks leading Ivonne, an upset resident, to take the matter into her own hands 

placing poisoned food on the streets, creating a paranoia amongst neighbors after the 

accidental poisoning of a dog, compromising in the process, the integrity of the few 

children that are allowed to play freely in the streets. Earlier interviews with other 

neighbors had raised the same issue, as is the case of Esther, a disappointed resident 

whose complaints over the GC administration led her to believe that, in the face of 

issues, members of the community, as a collective, are incapable to solve them: 

 

“When I moved here, they (administrative board) used to say 

‘yes’ to every one of my complaints (…) but, after a year, I can 

say that they’re the real issue here, the administration, the 3 

neighbors controlling it (…). I’ve raised my concerns, for 

instance, over the green areas and plagues, we have an issue 

with plagues, we really need to control the rats and take care of 

the plants. So, you express these worries and they ignore you. I 

used to insist on it, but now I gave up, what’s the point?” 

 

This first instance sheds light, not only on the discord derived from unfulfilled concerns 

and expectations and the escalation of a conflict to the point of endangering the lives 

of residents, but also on the degree of polarization and inner-segregation that results 

from them; as Ivonne argues, after the incident she lives no longer at ease in the GC, 

the feelings of rejection and the stigma weighing on her: 
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“I am, ever since this incident, the ‘picky lady’ around here. But 

the rat problem is obviously a threat, and it’s there because of 

the trash left by construction workers all over the place (…) that’s 

why I bought donuts and put poison in them, so that rats would 

eat them. Then a dog appeared dead somewhere, but a properly 

trained and fed dog doesn’t go looking for food or trash outside. 

The same with children, they say it’s dangerous for them but it’s 

common sense that a child can’t be left out eating stuff laying on 

the floor, you take care of them. And for this I’m the ’picky lady’, 

honestly, I can’t wait to arrange the sale of my house and leave, 

living in a GC isn’t worth it, at least not for someone my age” 

 

A second case involving the escalation of conflict arose after a controversy over the 

use of funds for the maintenance of the GC; according to some residents, a yearly 

budget of around 4 million pesos (ca. 200,000 USD) is at stake for covering the needs 

of residents; while the majority of residents pay their monthly fee without inquiring into 

the allocation of those funds, a number of them, who have been called the anti-group, 

began to demand accountability on them, causing a confrontation so fierce that it has 

aroused the use of firearms, an incident confirmed by at least three interviewees: 

 

“I have to disclose something at this point, there are two 

neighbors here who, because of administrative issues, got into a 

fight, they threatened each other, death threats, with guns, you 

know? So, you go figure. That's why my husband asks me not to 

argue with anyone during meetings anymore, we could get 

involved in something similar with that type of people. And all for 

nothing. We have our own lives!" 

 

Aside from Esther, Ivonne attended the same meeting and described the incident as 

something so dreadful that she felt sick and left, recognizing that the relationship 
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amongst neighbors is so distressful lately that the quarrels have become the norm, 

rather than the exception as lawsuits and violent threats become usual. She also 

acknowledges the misuse of funds and identifies herself with the 'anti-group' of 

neighbors that do not settle for the way in which money is spent within the community. 

This polarization is mainly determined by what one of the residents calls the neighbors' 

'passivity', claiming that they rather assume the ‘role of followers’, usually young 

couples, both working full-time and with their own occupations, ‘they don't care for 

discussions, which is all right, but they're only following’ Esther tells me; if someone 

threatens them, ‘they will just give in’ and say ‘ok, I'm in’, most of the people here say 

‘I'll pay my maintenance fee, just deal with whatever you have to’, then you tell them 

‘but they're not doing this and that, what are those 4 million spent on? Where is that 

money?' and they just answer 'I don't know, I don't care, I have enough worries 

already’. Cynthia, a former member of the administrative board, shares the same 

perspective and points out similar attitudes and arguments by neighbors that would 

rather abide to what others decide,  

 

"(…) a member of the supervisory committee came to a meeting 

the other day and warned us over the incorrect report of 

expenses, neither the administration committee nor the 

neighbors let her elaborate, after voting, they decided not to 

inquire into the matter, a neighbor even said 'I'm not interested in 

what she has to say, I'd rather remain an ignorant than knowing 

if I'm being ripped off', and then everyone cheered! that's when 

you think 'ok, is this actually happening? Or am I dreaming?’ (...) 

It's people that don't know how to live in a community, least of all 

under a condominal system" 

 

She goes on, wondering ‘how many thinking people live here? because those of us 

on the thinking side are called the anti-group’, ‘and it's not that we're the antis, or 

against everything, we're just a group of concerned people keeping tabs on the funds, 
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so that they get reflected in our community’; after arguing that those in charge are a 

'mafia', she recognizes acts of intimidation taking place outside her home lately.  

 

Ultimately, what these two cases reflect, beyond a poor coordination, management 

and communication, is a lack of trust amongst residents; the conflict between those 

too involved and those 'passive' is depicted by a thin line where the sense of 

community and membership are not only compromised but, most worryingly, 

undermined to alarming levels; as opposed to the use of those adversities to cement 

a shared emotional connection, as argued by McMillan & Chavis (1986), conflicts 

appear to further fragment those bonds.  

 

Perceiving a community as a product seems to lie at the core of these issues; unlike 

a community engaged by a set of shared interests, principles, values or goals in 

common, a collectivity of customers who feel the right to express each a different 

concern and demand corresponding results without a proper administrative structure 

upon which most members rely, will most likely derive into similar outcomes. On this 

respect, Hogg's (2015) argument over the power of the 'uncertainty-identity' theory as 

determinant in the way in which ‘people identify with and define themselves in terms 

of prototypical group attributes’ becomes relevant as a driver behind the extremist 

approach adopted by residents of the GC at study; according to this notion, such 

extremism, characterized by a 'zealous identification' and an 'attachment to 

autocratically led' collectivities may lead to the establishment of ‘normatively 

homogenous groups that are pronouncedly ethnocentric and intolerant of dissent’, a 

context ‘where groups may break apart and where people may be reticent about 

identifying with highly entitative groups’ (Hogg, 2015, p.586) and where 

marginalization and exclusion become the common rule. 
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7.3.3. Us versus them: The open dispute 
 

Mainly driven by the shared apprehension of residents, the inner conflict entailed by 

the erosion of community bonds (a topic discussed along the last two ethnographies 

over the gated case study) appears to contravene the widespread notion of GCs as 

peaceful havens set apart from the chaotic context of the open city. Aside from the 

debate over the interiorization of insecurity and seclusion of fears that takes place 

behind gates, however, the concern over the impact and relationship with their 

surroundings appears to be a common thread that shapes the discourses and 

imaginaries of inhabitants of their neighboring open counterpart, a concern that 

appears proportional to the fear and disengagement of the GC at study in respect to 

the context it is immersed in. Throughout this last ethnographical analysis, I seek to 

portray that dispute between the us and them, insiders versus outsiders, as an issue 

that, although prevailing, may also result in the confrontation and dealing of differences 

for their common sake, an instance of which was reflected in their brief coalescence 

as their mobility became jeopardized by the interest of a third party. 

 

The prime conflict between original settlers and newcomer inhabitants of the area, 

where the former claim the disruption of their quiet lives and the environmental impact 

brought by the arrival of the latter, appears to be the basis of the narratives from those 

living in the open, not to mention the upper- versus lower-class disparities involved 

that exacerbate those boundaries; in spite of this, the impact of the incident described 

throughout this ethnography and the shared problematics that arose with it serve to 

portray the way in which mutual issues may be dealt with, revealing a hint of 

collaborative effort that may still occur beyond the existing neighboring rivalry implied 

by the open versus gated notion that seems to be their main source of confrontation. 

Despite the implicit antagonism between Sendas Residencial and San Miguel, the 

circumstances that emerged after the transit of a connecting road got nearly privatized 

by an adjacent upper class GC, forced people on both sides of the wall to stand up for 

their common interest; while the shared solution that this adversity led to did not 
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counterbalance the feeling of displacement by inhabitants on the open, nor the sense 

of risk perceived by GC residents in regard to their immediate exterior or their internal 

conflicts, it showed the potential of collaboration as the only approach to soften the 

existing gaps that reflect throughout the narratives and cognitive mappings described 

on this ethnography, an overall sense of mistrust and disregard appear to be the 

subtext of the open/gated dichotomy regardless of their inescapable coexistence. 

 

Bearing in mind the rest of the methodological instruments at use for the analysis of 

the interactions produced at the verge of GC boundaries, cognitive mappings were 

able to reveal the self-set limits of interviewees beyond their narratives in a very 

detailed manner, expressing both spatial interrelations amongst GC residents as well 

as those produced in respect to neighbors of their open surroundings and the rest of 

the city. As examples cited on previous ethnographies suggest, the notion of 

community that drawings portray varies substantially between open and gated 

contexts, showing more limited extents and a lower level of detail within GCs, one 

where households and the sense of ownership (e.g. ‘my’ house, ‘my’ neighborhood, 

‘my’ family, ‘my’ world) play a major role, surrounded by empty environments unlike 

the thorough graphical and textual description observed in the mappings of inhabitants 

of the open; this contrast can be clearly assessed when comparing the mappings 

drawn by Concepción and Karina (Appendices APX20 & APX21) on the open, against 

those of Ana and Cynthia (Appendices APX25 & APX26) within the GC (Figure 7-5).  

 

While this graphic definition of communal extents is, by itself, illustrating in terms of 

understanding their conceptualization over their own communities, cognitive mappings 

by respondents also provided valuable information regarding the interaction, or lack 

of, between that defined space (what respondents discern as ‘community’) and the 

context of their surroundings. An initial look at the resulting cognitive mappings 

reveals, for instance, that none of the respondents within GCs made any reference 

whatsoever to their adjacent neighborhoods, disregarding even other GCs lying in 

their vicinities, not to mention their open counterparts; on the other hand, most 
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mappings drawn by neighbors of the open context alluded to at least one of their 

surrounding neighborhoods, in some cases, as seen in the drawings by Lorena 

(Appendix APX23) and Adrián (Appendix APX24), making the explicit reference to 

Sendas Residencial (depicted as ‘Sendas' in their drawings) as a landmark within their 

mappings (Figure 7-6). 

 

 
Figure 7-5. Community cognitive mappings.  

Top: open neighborhood, bottom: gated community 
Source: Author (2018) 

 

 

Figure 7-6. Cognitive mappings over the concept of community. 
Top: open neighborhood, bottom: gated community 

Source: Author (2018) 
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Although subtle, these distinctions are not incidental and help to reflect the role of the 

other in the imaginary of the respondents within their spatial perception; as interviews 

corroborate, not only Sendas Residencial is a common subject of discussion amongst 

neighbors in the open, also Valle Imperial (a wealthy GC in the vicinities), as well as 

further areas of the city were often mentioned by most interviewees. While the 

discourses of GC residents over the exterior remained mostly within their daily car 

routes to and fro between their households and their common destinations (mostly 

jobs, schools, malls or houses of relatives and friends), those on the open appealed 

to those destinations themselves, that is, to those journey’s ends, to the nature of the 

places they frequent or their concerns about them. On the other hand, the notion of 

the immediate context defined as an open vacuum throughout the drawings of GC 

residents may constitute a relevant indicator on their degree of involvement with it, 

determining the consequent failure in regard to collective decision-making processes, 

and, although extreme measures like the attempt by Valle Imperial to privatize the 

main road connecting, not only Sendas Residencial and San Miguel, but also the 

whole Capital Norte complex to the rest of the city, derived in the otherwise unlikely 

collaboration amongst people on both sides, it still remains an isolated case. 

 

As referred to on previous ethnographies, administrative corruption and conflicts of 

interest appear to pervade the GC at study and the consequences of those internal 

conflicts appear to have an impact that goes beyond the internal structure of the GC, 

affecting the interests of those at the exterior as well. Cynthia, a Sendas Residencial 

inhabitant that took part in the management team of the GC during a short period, 

decided to quit the administrative staff after a failed attempt to bribe her in order to 

ensure an agreement with Valle Imperial that would force, not only every Sendas 

Residencial resident, but virtually anyone in the area, to pay a fee for the use of the 

Valle de los Imperios avenue, a municipal road whose transit rights were claimed by 

a real estate developer alleging the disruption of neighborly life within Valle Imperial 

as people from other neighborhoods started to go across their gates and streets to 

connect to the rest of the city: 
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“They (administrative board) came to me and told me ‘Cynthia, 

we are being paid by Valle Imperial to approve this’, to which I 

replied that ‘my credibility and integrity were not worth their 

money’. They said ‘hey, but now you have the convening power 

amongst residents, even from neighbors outside’. I told them ‘no, 

I won’t take back what we have so far achieved’ I mean, I had 

already convinced residents here, even neighbors of the town 

(San Miguel) who were ready to get into a fight if the access was 

privatized just like that. I told them that it wasn’t about answering 

with violence, rather about signing a petition since closing that 

road affects not only ourselves, but everyone else, you, the GC 

behind us and everyone at Capital Norte (…) they wanted me to 

take it all back, the agreement with real estate developers, 

people, the government, in return for a bribe” 

 

When a final agreement was reached by parties involved, it came with a price: the 

shared use of amenities belonging to Sendas Residencial by members of Valle 

Imperial in exchange for keeping access to the road, which, paradoxically, came to 

aggravate the already weak bonds amongst communities in the area, especially those 

gated. Cynthia lays claim that the sharing of access to their amenities was most likely 

part of the same acts of administrative corruption and has intensified the feud between 

both GCs, ‘ever since they gave up exclusivity on the road, they are seen around here 

all the time, very comfortably, using our pool and our club house’, the conflicts of 

sharing these areas appear to have escalated recently, ‘just the other day, a neighbor 

got insulted here by them, inside the our 'coto' (GC). It’s terrible, to see how people 

who don't even belong to our community come and enjoy what is actually ours’. 

 

This claim for the exclusive use of areas that would formerly be attainable by everyone 

is closely related to the limitations entailed by the concept of community currently 

being fostered by GCs as one that is mostly based on restriction and, as mentioned 
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before, on a self-centered notion of property and ownership that is expressed 

throughout resident’s drawings by giving emphasis, graphical and literal, to the role of 

elements that belong to the resident (Figure 7-5). Although, in this case, the attempts 

taken by Valle Imperial to restrain the access of a significant connecting road are by 

no means justified or even legitimate, the exclusive use of recreational areas that 

remain accessible only to a few members of a community, on the other hand and, if 

viewed under the same light, does not lead by example as both cases imply access 

restriction to areas of the city that would otherwise be commonly regarded as public 

spaces.  

 

The urge to uphold control over the access of amenities is also reflected throughout 

the cognitive mappings of GC residents, their cherishing of common leisure facilities 

clearly reflects in the significant value that is graphically assigned to them; in spite of 

the rather small fraction of less than 3% of the GC complex area that they occupy 

(Figure 5-18), their oversized portrayal and recurrence throughout mappings suggest 

that, along with households, trees and borderlines, they constitute one of the main 

landmarks around their spatial perceptions (Figure7-7).  

 

 

Figure 7-7. Community cognitive mappings by GC residents.  
Left: Rocío (Appendix APX19), right: Aarón (Appendix APX22) 

Source: Author (2018) 
 

Drawn from GC resident’s assessment over their amenities, they could be regarded 

as the last glimmer of control remaining within their collective imaginary, epitomizing, 
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not only status, as initially presumed, but also, in this case, a sense of sovereignty 

over their environment that reflects in the assignment of a significant symbolical value 

to the ownership of those relatively minor areas. While patent throughout resident’s 

drawings, the potential of these places as social life hubs for members, where a sense 

of community amongst equals should emerge, appears to remain largely within the 

margins of the collective imaginary rather than as a tangible experience. When asked 

about the importance of amenities on their decision to opt for a GC, the resulting 

values were high, with most interviewees fully agreeing on this as a determinant factor, 

however, the restrictions surrounding them appear to inhibit their use; two examples 

that clearly reflect this are the pool and the club house, while they represent the main 

attractions in regards to amenities, they remain unused most of the time given the 

limits set for their utilization, subject to a process of pre-registration that involves, 

amongst other requisites the submittal of a list of invitees, discarding, in the process, 

the possibility of spontaneous encounters with other neighbors as only those on the 

list are allowed access to the amenities. 

 

In her drawing (Figure 7-7), Rocio highlights the role of both of these elements —club 

house and pool—, later on, during the interview, she assigns the provision of amenities 

with the highest value as significant elements in her decision to have moved into a 

GC; by the end of our conversation, however, she recognizes having used the pool 

only on one occasion ever since she moved in over a year ago. Others, like Ricardo, 

have opted to build their own pools, because ‘sometimes neighbors invite other people 

who just don’t share our lifestyle (…), it’s other people, a different culture, they’re not 

a good influence for us’, he rectifies stating that amongst neighbors who own their 

houses, unlike tenants, a feeling of trust prevails most of the time, ‘perhaps we don’t 

know each other that well, but we recognize ourselves, it is like living in a town, you 

know?, you say hello to your neighbors, good day, good evening, everyone leaves 

their doors open, it’s like going back to the roots’, he ends up by acknowledging that 

corruption may lie at the core as a cultural issue: ‘it (corruption) distorts  the culture, 

even that of a whole country. I have a cousin living in Germany and you can tell the 
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difference, they have a strong culture and are incorruptible (…) people know each 

other, they protect themselves, they have open public spaces, with culture all over, 

well (…) they’re first world communities after all’.  

 

The self-centered concept of ownership as community driver inherent to those behind 

gates appears as subtext to their narratives, while some claim exclusivity over 

common-use roads, others will not yield the restrictive nature of amenities: niches of 

leisure and status. This appropriation of culture —usually referred by interviewees as 

‘their’ culture— is deeply related to trust and safety as values exclusive to selected 

groups of people, confirming the thesis that membership along simulation, achieved 

through restricted amenities and the import of symbols, play major roles within gated 

dynamics supporting their current success. Beyond their prestige and lifestyle assets, 

these elements evoke in resident’s imaginaries a longed-for feeling of reassurance, a 

fragile comfort that remains vulnerable to the presence not only of those living at the 

borders of the gated dreamscape —outsiders— but also of those sharing their 

boundaries. Even if self-segregation is able to emulate the advertised trust and safety 

that real estate actors claim which, as corruption and internal insecurity reported by 

residents have shown is in fact not the case, isolated communities will eventually face 

the consequences of disregarding their surroundings and their inner community links 

beyond ownership.  
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                                                   PART V.  
CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part V contains a set of conclusions that aim to round 

up the findings of this dissertation by addressing them 

in relationship with the questions and hypotheses that 

were initially raised across the research definition. In 

order to enrich this discussion, I will incorporate the 

results derived from the proposed methodological 

triangulation in compliance with both the contextual 

and conceptual analyses developed throughout parts 

II and III, attempting thereby to depict their 

implications in urban terms while setting potential 

lines of research for future studies in the direction of 

further understanding the outcomes of fear and gating 

as inherent elements of emerging urban development 

trends in the region and as phenomena of global 

consequences. 
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Throughout the four previous parts of this dissertation, I have outlined the role of fear 

as a significant gearwheel taking part in the relentless dynamics beneath the 

implementation of gated modalities as a housing trend of increasing popularity, 

contributing to the unleashing of an urban shift that has operated in local, national and 

regional levels during the last decades. Parallel to this hypothesis, I have argued that 

insecurity and sense of community appear to play increasingly leading roles as well 

and should not be detached from that prime notion, either as triggering or appeasing 

elements in respect to the former, constituting thereby a conceptual triad. Given the 

subjectivity of their conceptual nature, summarizing the outcomes of this dissertation 

encompassed around those three components constitutes a complex task; I have, 

thus, sought to address the following set of conclusions according to the structure of 

the initial research questions in order to provide them with a suitable framework, in 

doing so, I also allude to the research’s general issue, hypotheses and objectives from 

which they stem. Results obtained by means of the narratives, mappings and survey 

answers that shape the applied methodological tool are passed through the sieve of 

the conceptual and contextual analyses and incorporated into this discussion as basic 

elements for the comprehension of the gated phenomenon from the point of view of 

those who contribute to the perpetuation of GC’s current popularity: their residents. 

 

Driven by a model that, rather than tackling the issue of insecurity, exacerbates the 

sources that drive it in the first place, gated communities appear to tuck away social 

gaps and catalyze their polarization at the edge of every new perimeter wall being 

erected; as part of this process, they condense a complexity of phenomena, acting as 

hubs that gather a wide range of factors feeding mainly upon the perception of urban 

life as one characterized by uncertainty. Regardless of the specific drivers behind their 

vogue during diverse stages, they have always constituted the gateways to the 

provision of that longed-for, comforting feeling of shelter that the open city appears 

unable to provide; be it by means of the life of privilege they entail, the controlled 

coexistence amongst residents that their internal regulations imply, the clean air of 

their greenery and proximity to nature or the architecture of fear they display by use of 
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the plethora of protective measures at their disposal; bearing that in mind, the 

approach of this dissertation has been to regard all these means as stemming from 

the prime need for reassurance. In order to fulfill this, GCs may adopt a diversity of 

shapes and their intensification may vary according to the time period of their study; 

in that regard, one of the essential contributions envisioned by this dissertation aimed 

at gaining a deep understanding of the factors that have previously driven them and 

inquire on how they have shifted in recent times within a given context. 

 

One of the first concerns that arose as I started this research was the witnessing of 

what appeared to be a noticeable growth in the amount of GCs in Guadalajara, so 

hastily that their process of massive widespread, diversification and normalization took 

place within the last ten to twenty years; in order to grasp how a housing trend could 

abruptly revert the housing modalities that we had long been used to and the 

implications that this entailed for the fate of our cities, it soon became clear that a 

thorough recollection of its establishment and evolution was crucial. In that regard, 

prior to asking what factors are driving them now, a first approach to infer their current 

behavior involved looking back and inquire how it came to be this way by depicting the 

variety of stages that have given shape to a current model that appears unstoppable, 

not only locally, but also on wider scopes. In this perspective, the GMA offered an ideal 

case to study the shapeshifting of the gated phenomenon in terms of its 

representativeness on both national and regional extents; it is not incidental that within 

the UN’s State of the world cities report of 2006, the city was summoned as a paradigm 

of this dynamics, an urban area where architecture of fear is widely reproduced and a 

global exemplar of gating trends; back then, however, this susceptibility to fortify the 

urban landscape was only taking off, what came after can only be understood in terms 

of the stages that preceded it, along the social, economic and political conditions that 

would embrace its growth later on. 

 

In order to grasp how the process of catalysis and diversification of GCs came about 

in Guadalajara during the last decades, leading to its current role as main housing 
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modality for emerging developments while almost doubling their land occupation in 

only twenty years, I found that its periodization should be delineated into three stages, 

designated as 'suburbs and grandeur', 'green coalescence' and 'catalysis & 

diversification'. Beyond their particularities and before delving into the characterization 

of each stage it is important to point out that, based on the contextual analysis that 

takes part of this work, these shifts abide by drivers that stem mainly from two 

dimensions: state and global, the dual approach adopted here implies that their 

locational, aspirational, dimensional and individual diversification patterns may be 

widely regarded as a result of social, economic, cultural and political shifts that were 

either adopted through a process of globalization or driven by state-related policies; 

while these factors crosscut and intersperse throughout diverse time intervals, it is 

clear that their periodization depicts an emphasis on certain aspects that helps us 

define them, for the most part, as the aftermath of very particular shifts. 

 

Early stages, which I have termed as of suburbs and grandeur, were mainly 

characterized by the prominent role assigned over aspirational drivers such as leisure 

as a sign of distinction. Since their establishment during the late 1960's and until the 

mid 1980's, GCs appear to have highly relied upon the concept of large suburban 

country clubs as a means of exclusivity, sprawling to the peripheries of the city and 

recalling the former province life while embracing their residents’ concerns in the face 

of the city's rapid growth; in that regard, they could be conceptualized as providers of 

an escape from urban life into a second-use residence, a retreat that, by means of its 

territoriality, distinguished those able to afford a life in the country; inserting them, 

through the emulation of the Californian sprawl and a suburban way of life, into a global 

trend to which most citizens had no access to.  

 

That spread process would, however, be reverted during the second half of the 1980’s 

during a second stage, referred by this work as of green coalescence. Throughout the 

following thirteen to fourteen years, a significant territorial shift, which can be described 

as one of contraction, took place as the distribution of GCs, opposite to the sprawl of 
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the city at large, began to shrunk, dimensionally and in their distribution in respect to 

a central development. That transition from an exogenous into an endogenous stage 

can be explained by the renewed interest over the green areas that remained relatively 

central, supporting thereby the consolidation of GCs as a model that could adapt itself, 

beyond its former suburban, country-club notion, into an improved reformulation that 

took the shape of inner-city hubs of greenery and prestige. This role as status 

providers, though also present on former instances, was now determined by the main 

trait of a strategic, privileged location: well-connected, surrounded by all types of 

infrastructure and, most importantly, adjacent to the few natural reserve areas left 

within the city’s perimeter, which became their epicenter within western Guadalajara. 

The years spanned by this period witnessed, on one hand, the consolidation of the 

gated phenomenon and, on the other, its potential capabilities to adapt to the demands 

of an emerging market that began to regard the modality as a feasible product for high-

end residential and inner-city dwelling, which depicts, in turn, an emphasis on the 

locational and aspirational spheres.  

 

The latest current stage, which I describe as of catalysis and diversification, emerged 

during the early 2000's and extends thus far. It is characterized above all by the 

flexibilization of the phenomenon, cross-cutting unlike previous phases, through all 

four spheres: aspirational, locational, dimensional and individual, broadening the 

approach of GCs within the process. A shift of paradigm that derives in the 

unprecedented emergence of the first instances of lower-middle class gated 

developments and suggesting a transition from lifestyle/prestige communities into 

security zones akin to Blakely & Snyder’s (1998) GC typification where factors like 

reputation, amenities or location are overridden by the prime need for safety in the 

face of crime. Parallel to this diversification, synergies amongst this type of 

development begin to take place: in contrast to previous stages, mainly determined by 

the creation of large, monolithic developments, the assembly of several smaller gated 

instances catalyzed by a shared fear over insecurity derives in the creation of 

detached fortresses, clusters packed with surveillance technologies that allude to 
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Soja's (1998) concept of carceral archipelagos, creating environments that entice the 

affiliation of further GCs lacking, nonetheless, a proper integration and remaining 

detached from each other. The Capital Norte gated conglomerate, which served as 

the case study analyzed for this dissertation, helped to corroborate this trend. 

 

Aside from inquiring on the periodization and characterization of the phenomenon, a 

further concern addressed by this dissertation bore upon the factors beneath the latest 

process of diversification and upsurge of GCs; given the degree of uncertainty that 

characterizes it and the variety of drivers at stake in its development, I resolved to 

define it as an entropic stage, in the sense that randomness and uncertainty prevail 

throughout their expansion. This approach reflects not only in the transformation of 

the phenomenon, shapeshifting as never before, adapting to its environment and the 

demands of a market defined largely by insecurity, but mainly on the social, economic 

and cultural volatile circumstances surrounding those changes.  

 

In this context, state-related policies, having neglected social development in Mexico 

for decades, derived in deep economic inequalities, social polarization and the 

undermining of an already feeble social fabric, prone to the embedding of crime-

related insecurity as inherent element of the public and urban lives; far from 

counteracting it, the War on drugs strategy started in 2006, as epitome of misguided 

policies, came to aggravate the levels of fear and mistrust amongst the population to 

unprecedented levels that remain on the rise to date. The boom and diversification of 

GCs of this latest stage shall be regarded as deeply determined by this breeding 

ground without disregarding the exacerbation of the aforementioned factors by the 

impacts of globalization, especially those related to the restructuring of global regions, 

the liberalization of the real estate market, the economic and social shifts that reflect 

in the increasing adoption of global life-style models and the renewal of identity 

representations that come as a result. The current widespread of the gated model is, 

thus, wholly defined by the aggravation of uncertainty driven at both state and global 

levels, showing a significant impact on the individual sphere and reflecting in a high 
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demand for safer environments to dwell in, a sense of shelter that GCs are willing to 

provide in the shape of subterfuges: artifices to escape an increasingly dreadful reality. 

 

One of the main findings behind depicting the progression of these stages was the 

acknowledgment of the shapeshifting abilities of GCs. Rather than remaining static in 

the face of social, economic, cultural and political changes taking place, the real estate 

market has successfully managed to adapt itself to the reassuring needs of citizens 

according to each stage identified within this periodization; in that regard, it appears 

that a weak social fabric, led by polarization and shifting identity representations, is 

directly proportional to the increase of their demand and popularity. The transition 

identified by this dissertation from aspirational, locational and dimensional drivers into 

a focus on those that have individual and social implications portrays a renewed and 

unparalleled pursuit to profit from insecurity, as the basic need for safety becomes 

their main target. Sparked by fear representations built around insecurity, which are 

prone to be spread by means of evil imaginaries amongst citizens, safety is turned into 

a commodity, suggesting a change of paradigm in terms of safety provision 

encompassed around a phenomenon defined globally under the concept of security 

commodification. GCs would represent the epitome of this shift within urban 

contemporary contexts, rather than conceptualizing security as a collective good to 

which every citizen would ideally have access, its commodification through self-

segregated housing points to its allotting based on income level, turning it into a 

profitable real estate market product. 

 

The underlying interactions that trigger the fundamental shift in the way that security 

has begun to be conceptualized as a commodity are largely determined by the erosion 

of social bonds as fertile ground, undermined by processes stemming not only from 

global conditions, as it is usually regarded, but in this case also from state-level factors. 

The weakening of social relations that stems from prevailing global conditions, on the 

one hand, has turned vulnerability into a quotidian practice, depicting a liquid stage, 

as Bauman (2008) defines it, infused with chaos and unpredictability, featuring fluid, 
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ethereal relations that tend to detach individuals from the support structure formerly 

constituted by traditional social networks, boosting people's yearn for safety and 

reassurance in the process; on the other hand, state-level policies that have 

disregarded an equitable social and economic development for decades implementing 

coercive measures in the face of the polarization emerged from those gaps, have 

reinforced the notion of the other as a threat and as the quintessential recipient of evil 

imaginaries —social representations associated to danger that get easily attached to 

individuals or places—, stigmatizing some while dividing all. In the face of these 

conditions and the adversities they portray, GCs have offered an easy way out, 

appearing as the all-in-one artifact that mediates between chaos and order in the 

urban arena; if regarded as such, one of the main questions that arises is by what 

means are GCs willing to offer and create that safe atmosphere within the divisive and 

liquid conditions of postmodern urban environments, at what cost, and just how 

effective those measures turn out to be.  

 

As a number of studies cited throughout this dissertation prove, living behind gates 

and walls seems to no longer provide an effective counteraction towards insecurity, 

that antidote to chaos that GCs aimed to provide has, in some instances, shown 

vulnerability levels that are far from being deemed safe, this was validated by the 

ethnographical analysis on the chosen GC case study, where a number of residents 

have been forced to retrofit their already gated homes in the face of burglary and 

where mistrust levels amongst residents are higher than expected. That remnant of 

uncertainty that lingers within GC’s current state, in spite of the sheltering elements 

displayed at the fringes of their boundaries, began to be addressed by real estate 

developers during recent stages of GC development through the provision of support 

features; these immaterial, propping counterparts encompassed around the notion of 

community as anchor, though somehow present in earlier phases, started to depict a 

renewed relevance at the time that membership, shared values, mutual interests, 

common-use amenities, internal regulations, and, in general terms, every element that 

infers and promotes a life shared amongst equals as the safest approach became 
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encouraged and promoted as prime features. Along this process, social imaginaries 

associated with the reinforcement of sense of community are offered as a product as 

relevant as gates themselves, reinforcing the argument that portrays the main 

hypotheses of this dissertation, namely that in the face of widespread uncertainty as 

inherent component of contemporary life, the strengthening of social bonds through a 

prefabricated sense of community plays a key role in offering a sense of security 

behind walls that supplements defensive, tangible measures; in that regard, much like 

security is prone to commodification, community could be crafted as a promise to 

counteract mistrust and uncertainty within walls, running, however, the risk of limiting 

its provision to a failed simulation. 

 

With the aim of exploring the interrelations between sense of community and sense of 

security, the methodological approach of this dissertation took into account the 

implementation of ethnographical and semi-qualitative analyses on a GC and its 

vicinities. Being part of a large complex of gated communities in western Guadalajara, 

Sendas Residencial, the chosen case study, acts as the same time as a hub of 

housing privatization practices and intermediary in respect to a minority of open 

housing developments that remain in its surroundings, offering an optimal instance for 

the study of these interactions; the analysis of this particular case helped to portray 

intramural sense of community as one that is far from accomplishing the guidelines 

established by indexes such as the SCI by McMillan & Chavis (1986), in fact, when 

contrasting its results to those obtained by its open counterpart, lower signs of sense 

of community were obtained on all four community referents taken into account, 

depicting the most significant differences on those related to shared emotional 

connection and reinforcement of needs. 

 

Low bonding levels amongst residents that translate into infrequent contact and poorer 

quality of interaction were also reflected throughout the discourse of residents 

collected by means of interviews, where worrying levels of conflict over decisions 

taken towards the administration of the GC were attested along the perception of a 
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deficient influence over decision-making capacities, both detrimental factors in respect 

to adherence of members to the collective will. The main outcome of these processes 

is reflected in a weakening of membership, as it derives in a significant impact over 

the sense of belonging, undermining identification with others and compromising, in 

the process, the perception of safety that members should be able to find in their 

communities and peers as elements of reassurance. High levels of polarization 

observed behind walls are a clear evidence that came to corroborate this during the 

application of the methodological tool, while conflicts reported amongst inhabitants of 

the open neighborhood were rarely commented, quarrels deriving into processes of 

retribalization were a common thread amongst the narratives of GC residents; an 

overall sense of detachment from the collective was the subtext of multiple cases of 

members that felt excluded, a behavior that has derived in the establishment of 

factions that are determined by those actively involved in the development of the 

community, those indifferent and those that have been rejected on account of their 

nonconformities. Within this polarization usually lies the resident’s assumption, to own 

the right —far from their role as members— as customers, to push certain agendas or 

personal concerns as priorities, portraying a background where the interrelation 

between conformity and uniformity, as basis of the community referent determining 

the level of influence amongst members, struggle to coexist. 

 

Aside from revealing the intramural shortcomings of community referents, results 

obtained from other qualitative instruments such as cognitive mappings shed light on 

the spatial perceptions of both GC residents and inhabitants of its open counterpart in 

respect to their surroundings. The extents of the boundaries, as expressed throughout 

the drawings of GC residents, helped to understand the imaginary contents that 

underlie their conceptions over community and the urban environment as highly 

restricted notions, not only largely determined by walls and gates, but also by the 

intangible agents involved in social interactions related to perception, emotions and 

experiences with others, in essence, those encompassed around imaginaries: social 

and evil. This became clear through their graphically depicted level of interaction with 
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others, an aspect that is largely determined by the scope of drawings in relationship 

with their environments; the atomization between those able to afford protection and 

those at the mercy of insecurity is evidenced by the graphical differences between 

what is referenced in mappings depending on which side of the wall people dwell in, 

isolating those who can afford a life in optimal environments amongst equals into 

communities where the absence of outside elements portrays a detachment towards 

the exterior at large, contrasted to the vision of those who have no choice but to adapt 

to the conditions of their given habitats. 

 

As assumed throughout the dissertation’s hypotheses, and somewhat implicit in 

results from other methodological instruments, residents behind gates display, as a 

whole, a narrow perception of their surroundings; cognitive mappings helped to 

corroborate this through representations where reduced clusters of houses were 

mostly portrayed as circumscribed to framing lines depicting walls, implying controlled 

conditions that were usually complemented by entrance/exit elements, unwittingly 

setting a clear us-them boundary between those who belong from those who do not, 

residents and outsiders. This notion is reinforced by the absence within their 

imaginaries of any external reference or input, reflected on neighborhood 

representations that end at the extents defined by either households, clusters or 

surrounding walls, comprising a view that remains framed by the empty canvasses of 

their vicinities and segregated from the rest of the city.  

 

Added to this, the prevalent definition of the few elements portrayed in them in terms 

of their appropriation —described as my house, my community, my neighborhood, my 

world— speaks of a perception of the environment as one determined and restricted 

solely to the length of their community. On the other hand, and as contrast element, 

cognitive processes regarding the environment of neighbors of their open counterpart 

show not only continuous points of reference to position their neighborhood in the 

context of their surroundings by addressing their vicinities and other landmarks like 

the city center and connecting roads, but they also depict a near absence of 
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households (of their own or those of neighbors) revealing, unlike drawings obtained 

from GCs, a stronger link to their surroundings through the representation of a wider 

scope that favors a contextual view over the individual, these observations come to 

consolidate the argument over the restricted notion of GC’s spatial perception in 

relationship with their open counterparts. 

 

One of the main arguments taking part of this research’s structure and definition 

suggests that a proper way to approach the recent boom and diversification observed 

in the development of GCs must address the concept of a strong sense of community 

as anchor against the high levels of uncertainty unleashed by global and national 

conditions, not only as a phenomenon related to crime, but also to the shifting social 

structures entailed by risk society. Under this perspective, sense of security and sense 

of community would, hypothetically, become intimately related in that type of housing 

development to create an atmosphere that encourages countless citizens to shift from 

open to gated environments on the basis of a concept of safety that encompasses, at 

the same time, a protection from factors threatening people’s physical integrity while 

fulfilling the absence of a reliable social structure. In this regard, approaching the 

understanding of urban fears through their conceptual structure represented an 

essential input to evaluate the features of those fears, essentially, how those fears 

materialize within the urban context and what characterizes them. The use of 

conceptual structure analysis as methodological instrument helped to reveal some of 

the intricacies of what is perceived as feared within the urban arena according to GC 

residents and those living in the open; initial findings revealed a series of urban fears 

that appear to share a basic structure for both cases which is mostly determined by 

the common characterization of fears based on four directions: tangible/direct fears, 

indirect/unknown threats, locational fears and elements of mistrust.  

 

Besides their shared foundation, a major finding derived from analyzing urban fear’s 

structures hints a divergence between cases in terms of the perceived intensity and 

distance of fears; while inhabitants of open environments tend to perceive threats as 
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closely related to them, almost as quotidian elements, that proximity is inversely 

correlated to the level of risk they inspire, on the other hand, GC residents, although 

relatively isolated from threats, as confirmed by their distant appearance in mappings, 

associate them with a higher risk level. Further findings show that feared elements are 

also subject to location, if emplaced in the open city these will almost systematically 

be associated to fear by GC residents, displaying a stress on unknown or rarely visited 

areas like the city center or its outskirts; regardless of the nature of the place where 

they emerge, the absence of control and unfamiliarity with situations and/or subjects 

becomes a synonym of fear. This sheds light on the notion of urban agoraphobia, 

beyond its value as conceptual category, as an active process taking part of the 

massive reproduction of gating modalities, becoming especially clear when observing 

the contrasting results of their open counterpart, where public places as parks, the city 

center, markets or activities like driving around the city and the use of public 

transportation are perceived as fairly safe; drawing from these results, it is adequate 

to assume that living behind gates increases the overall levels of perceived fear and 

reinforces the stigma of the open city as an inherently dangerous place. 
 

Over the course of this research, I have sought to incorporate as many angles and 

perspectives as possible around the gating phenomenon and the conceptual triad that 

constitutes, as hypothesized, the base for the current thriving state of the model. This 

reflected in thorough conceptual and contextual revisions and derived in the design of 

a methodological approach that aimed to integrate the evaluation of sense of 

community, the characterization of urban fears and the spatial perceptions of GC 

residents as equally significant elements that should be put together to better grasp 

the widespread of the phenomenon. According to every perspective taken into account 

throughout this dissertation, and confirmed by almost every measured parameter, 

GCs appear to act as catalysts of the urban problematics they were meant to address 

in the first place, the analysis of their evolution and development throughout the last 

decades helped to understand that, far from providing answers, the model they 

advocate for has invariably represented an approach to provide a simulated comfort 
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translated into the provision of prestige, environmental advantages, safety and, more 

recently, an artificial sense of community on which to rely, disregarding on all stages 

the underlying social, economic and cultural forces from which problematics stem; in 

that regard they shall be described as subterfuges, stratagems used to escape or 

evade a situation, while turning the integral development with its surroundings, and 

the city at large, away.  

 

Assuming the ongoing nature of the phenomenon, further research should keep tabs 

on its shifting processes and deepen on the impact of its consequences, the social 

challenges posed by its normalization demands the analysis of a series of emerging 

concerns that could not be addressed during this dissertation albeit remaining 

indispensable for the comprehension of the phenomenon:  

 

§ What does the expansion of the model towards increasingly lower 

socioeconomic levels entail for the development of the city and for 

those adopting them?  

§ How does this expansion influence the restructuring of urban fears?  

§ What does the normalization of the phenomenon imply for the novel 

perceptions and imaginaries of young GC residents, especially of 

infants growing up behind gates?  

§ In terms of policy-making, under which guidelines should the issues 

raised at the fringes of GCs be addressed considering the high 

polarization levels they keep engendering?  

§ How could the catalysis and diversification of the gating model 

redefine our current concept of community?  

 

As I argued at the beginning of this work, the pursuit of safety derived from fear is, has 

been, and will probably remain a significant driving force behind the creation of human 

settlements; the current urban implications of adopting an approach that profits from 

it, however, appear to be redefining its basic conceptual structure, a phenomenon that 
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points to counterproductive results brought to light throughout the diverse 

methodological instruments implemented by this dissertation. Our concept of 

community, shifting as it is and constituting an essential component of urban life, takes 

part in the aftermath of those transformations as well on account of the close link 

between belonging and reassurance within globalized contexts; in that scenario, GCs, 

fueled by their current popularity, appear to advocate the shifting of both conceptions. 

Given the progressive undermining of states that keep tabs on their development and 

a lack of policies or their deficient enforcement, urban studies must remain observant 

and address the issue from as many perspectives as possible; through the conceptual 

redefinition that takes part within their walls may lie a key element for the future 

development of our cities.
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APX1. Interview script used on site (Page 1/5) 
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APX2. Interview script used on site (Page 2/5) 
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APX3. Interview script used on site (Page 3/5)
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APX4. Interview script used on site (Page 4/5) 
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APX5. Interview script used on site (Page 5/5) 
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APX6. M.D.S. free categorization matrix 
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APX7. M.D.S. directed association matrix 
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APX8. SCI-2 matrix of results 
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APX9. M.D.S. layout used for the interpretation of mappings 
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APX10. M.D.S. mapping result #1 (Gated Community) 
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APX11. M.D.S. mapping result #2 (Open Adjacent Neighborhood) 
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APX12. M.D.S. mapping result #3 (Gated Community + Open Adjacent Neighborhood) 
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APX13. M.D.S. mapping result #4 (Gated Community / Women) 
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APX14. M.D.S. mapping result#5 (Open Adjacent Neighborhood / Women) 
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APX15. M.D.S. mapping result #6 (Gated Community + Open Adjacent Neighborhood / Women) 
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APX16. M.D.S. mapping result #7 (Gated Community / Men) 
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APX17. M.D.S. mapping result #8 (Open Adjacent Neighborhood / Men) 
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APX18. M.D.S. mapping result #9 (Gated Community + Open Adjacent Neighborhood / Men) 
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APX19. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #1 (Rocio) 
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APX20. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in an OAN #1 (Concepción) 
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APX21. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in an OAN #2 (Karina) 
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APX22. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #2 (Aaron) 
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APX23. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in an OAN #3 (Lorena) 
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APX24. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in an OAN #4 (Adrián) 
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APX25. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #3 (Ana) 
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APX26. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #4 (Cynthia) 
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APX27. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #5 (Esther) 
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APX28. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #6 (Dulce) 
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APX29. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #7 (Sandra) 
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APX30. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #8 (Ivonne) 
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APX31. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #9 (Lilia) 
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APX32. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #10 (Ricardo) 
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APX33. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #11 (Guillermo) 
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APX34. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in a GC #12 (José) 
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APX35. Spatial perception cognitive mapping in an OAN #5 (Mario) 




